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Abstract 

The atmospheric chemistry of halogenated compounds is important since these 

compounds are produced in hundred thousand of tonnes both antropogenically and 

naturally. This work has concentrated on the atmospheric chemistry of HFCs and HCFCs. 

Using pulse radiolysis coupled with a time resolved UV absorption detection 

system, reaction rates for a series of reactions of HFCs and HCFCs were investigated: 

F + RH-*R + HF 

R + 02 + M -» R02 + M 

ROj + NO -* products 

R02 + N02 + M -> R02N02 + M 

together with UV absorption spectra of the halogenated alkyl (R) and halogenated alkyl 

peroxy radicals (R02). Kinetics and UV spectra of F02 and SF502 were also studied 

because of their potential interference with the HFC and HCFC investigations. 

A FTIR spectrometer coupled to a 140 1 reaction chamber at Ford Motor Company 

was used to study the reaction products. Photolysis of molecular chlorine or fluorine were 

used to initiate the reactions. A relative rate study of the reactions of F atoms with a series 

of HFCs and HCFCs was performed. The products following the self reactions of R02 

radicals for R02 = CF3CF202, CF2HCF202, CF3CH202, CFH2CFH02, CF302, and 

CF3C(0)02 were investigated. The results show that the self reaction of halogenated 

peroxy radicals give the alkoxy radical, RO, as product. The atmospheric fate of these 

radicals were C-C bond cleavage for CF3CF20, CHF2CF20, CFH2CHFO, and CF3C(0)0; 

while CF3CH20 radicals react with 02: 

CF3CH20 + 0 2 -* CF3CHO + H02 

In addition, the reaction between CFH202 and H02 was shown to give 29±7% 

CH2FCOOH and 71±11% HCOF as the carbon containing products. 

The atmospheric fate of the alkoxy radical CF30 was also addressed in this work 

because of its potential for ozone depletion. A rate constant was determined for the 

reaction of CF30 with NO of (5.2±2.7)xl0'n cm3 molecule'1 s'1 together with an upper 

limit for the rate constant of the reaction of CF30 with ozone of 10'13 cm3 molecule'1 s'1. 

In addition, the CF30 radical was shown to be intermediate in the atmospheric degradation 
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of HFC-134a (CF3CFH2), which is the industrially most important HFC. CF,0 radicals 

were shown to react with HFC-134a and CH* by hydrogen abstraction to give CF3OH and 

a hatogenated alkyl radical. Experiments suggest that the CF30 radical also reacts with 

HjO with a rale constant in the range (0.2-40)xl0"n cm3 molecule'1 s"1 to give CF3OH and 

OH. The results lead to the conclusion that CF3OK chemistry poses no threat to the strato

spheric ozone layer. 

The atmospheric chemistry of two other groups of radicals, FCOx, x= 1,2,3 and 

FO,, x=0,l,2, produced in the atmospheric degradation of HFCs and HCFCs was also 

studied. The UV absorption spectra of FCO, radicals, self reaction, and the reaction with 

NO and ozone were studied. The reaction rates were k(FC(0>+NO)=(l 0±0.2)xl0 n cm' 

molecule' s \ k(FQO)O2+NO)=(2.5±0.8)xl(ru cm3 molecule1 s \ 

k(FC(O)O+NO)=(1.3±0.7)xl(r10 cm3 molecule' s'\ and kCFCCOyO+^^KT14 cm3 

molecule'1 s'1. The results from this work show that FCO, radicals have no implications 

for the stratospheric ozone layer. The last atmospheric HFC degradation product 

investigated as part of this work were FO, radicals, x=0,I,2. The reactions of F02 with 

NO, NOj, CH4, CO, and O, and the reaction of FO with 0 3 were studied. The determined 

rate constants were k(FO2+NO)=(l-47±0.08)xl0"u cm3 molecule' s', 

k(FO2+NO2)=(1.05±0.15)xia13 cm3 molecule1 s \ kCFOj+CO^.lxia^cm3 molecule1 

s \ MFOj+CH^.lxKr15 cm3 molecule! s'1, kCFOj+Oj^^xia16 cm3 molecule'1 s'\ 

and k(FO4O3)<1.2xl0'12 cm3 molecule'1 s'1. The results from this work together with data 

available in the literature indicate that FO, chemistry does not threat the stratospheric 

ozone layer. 

This Ph.D. Thesis was defended Oktober 28. 1994 at the University of Copenhagen. 
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Danish Summary 

Forståelsen af halogenerede forbindelsers atmosfærekemi er vigtig, da disse 

forbindelser bliver produceret i store mængder både antropogent og naturligt. Denne 

afhandling handler om atmosfærekemien af HFCer og HCFCer. 

Puls radiolyse med tidsopløst UV absorptions spektroskop! er blevet brugt til at 

undersøge reaktioner for en serie af HFCer og HCFCer. Følgende reaktioner er blevet 

undersøgt: 

F + RH-»R + HF 

R + 0 2 + M -> R02 + M 

R02 + NO -» produkter 

ROj + N02 + M -> R02N02 + M 

sammen med UV spektrene af R og R02 radikalerne. Kinetik og UV spektrene for F02 of 

SF502 radikalerne er også undersøgt på grund af deres potentielle indflydelse på studiet af 

HFCeme og HCFCeme. 

Et 140 liter reaktionskammer med FTIR detektion på Ford Motor Company blev 

brugt dl at studere produkterne af selvreaktionen af halogenerede peroxy radikaler, R02. 

Fotolyse of Cl2 eller F2 er blevet brugt til at initiere reaktionerne. En relativ metode blev 

brugt dl at bestemme hastighedskonstanter for reaktionen mellem F atomer og en serie af 

HFCer of HCFCer. Selv-reaktionen af de undersøgte peroxy radikaler giver kun alkoxy 

radikaler, RO. I atmosfæren går disse radikaler i stykker ved brydning af en C-C binding 

for CF3CF20? CHF2CF20, CFH2CHFO og CF3C(0)0 mens CF3CH20 vil reagere med 02 . 

CF3CH20 + 0 2 - • CF3CHO + H02 

Desuden blev fordelingen of kulstof produkter af reaktionen mellem H02 og CFH202 

bestemt til 29±7% CH2FOOH og 71 ±11% HCOF. 

Det er blevet vist at CF30 radikalet er et produkt af nedbrydningen i atmosfæren af 

HFC-134a (CF3CFH2), den industrielt vigtigste HFC. Atmosfærekemien af alkoxy radikalet 

CF30 er undersøgt som en del af dette arbejde. Hastighedskonstanten for reaktionen 

mellem CF30 og NO, (5.2±2.7)xl0'n cm3 molekyle' s'1 og en øvre grænse for 

hastighedskonstanten for reaktionen mellem CF30 radikalet og ozon på 10'13 cm3 

molecule'1 s'1 er blevet bestemt. Det er også vist, at CF30 radikalet reagerer med HFC-
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134a og CH4, \.ed hydrogen abstraktion og giver CF3OH samt et halogeneret alkyl radikal. 

Experimenterne indikerer, at CF30 radikalet også reagerer med Hfi med en hastigheds

konstant pi (0.2-40)xl017 cm3 molekyle'1 s"1 og giver CF3OH og OH som produkter. 

Disse forsøg viser, at CF30„ kemi i atmosfæren ikke har nogen nævneværdig indvirkning 

på det stratosfæriske ozonlag. 

Atmosfærekemien af to andre grupper af radikaler, FCOt, x= 1,2,3 og ¥Ox, x=0,l,2, 

som dannes under den atmosfæriske nedbrydning af HFCer of HCFCer, er blevet studeret. 

UV spektrene af FCOx radikalerne, selv-reaktionerne for disse radikaler samt reaktionerne 

med NO og ozon er blevet undersøgt. Hastighedskonstanterne er 

k(FC(O)+NO)=(1.0±0.2)xl012 cm3 molekyle-1 s1 . k(FQO)O2+NOH2.5±0.8)xl0-n cm3 

molekyle'1 s'\ k(FC(O)O+NOH1.3±0.7)xl0'10 cm3 molekyle' s'1, og 

k(FC(O)O+Oj)<6xl0'14 cm3 molekyle'1 s'1. Resultaterne fra dette arbejde viser, at FCO, 

radikaler ikke nedbryder det stratosfæriske ozon lag. 

Det sidste produkt af atmosfærisk nedbrydning af HFC of HCFC, som er blevet 

studeret, er FO„, x=0,l,2. Reaktionerne af FC^ med NO, N02, CH4, CO og 0 3 samt 

reaktionen mellem FO og 0 3 er blevet undersøgt. De fundne hastighedskonstanter er 

k(FO2+NO)=(1.47±0.08)xl0-12 cm3 molekyle'1 s1 , k(FO2+NO2)=(1.05±0.15)xl0'13 cm3 

molekyle'1 s1, k(F02sCO)<5.1xlO'16 cm3 molekyle1 s'\ k(F02+CH4)<4.1xlO'15 cm3 

molekyle'1 s-1, k(FO2+O3)<3.4xl0'16 cm3 molekyle'1 s'1 and k(F0+03)<1.2xia12 cm3 

molekyle'1 s'1. Resultaterne fra dette arbejde sammen med resultater fra litteraturen viser, 

at FOx kemi kun har ubetydelig indflydelse på det stratosfæriske ozonlag. 
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Preface 

The wok for this Ph. D. thesis was done at the Section of Chemical Reactivity at Risø 

National Laboratory during the period 1. October 1991 to 1. February 1992 and 1. 

September 1992 to 1. October 1994 win Dr. Ok John Nielsen (Risø) and Dr. Fleming 

Nicolaisen (Inst of Chem. University of Copenhagen) as supervisors. From 1. February 

1992 to 1. September 1992 I worked together with Dr. Timothy J. Wallington, Ford 

Research Laboratory, Michigan, US. The work is supported by the Danish Research 

I wish to thank my supervisors for valuable help through out die three years as a 

Ph. D. student. Especially, I wish to thank Dr. Ok John Nielsen who has been a great 

inspiration during my work. Special dunks also to Dr. Timothy J. Wallington who taught 

me a lot in the 7 months I stayed at his laboratory. I would also like to thank Thomas 

Elkrmann, Trine Møgelberg, and Jesper Piatt whom I worked with at Risø. Finally, I 

would like to thank all die staff at die Chemical Reactivity Section and Ford Research 

Laboratory for support throughout my work. 

I have tried to make this thesis as brief as possibk since most of the material 

presented here has already been published in international journals. To reduce the size of 

dus diesis I have presented die results, apan from die pulse radiolysis and product studies 

of hatogenated peroxy radicals, as extended abstracts of die published papers. The ankles, 

where only abstracts are presented, are given in full length in die Appendix. Published 

work is referred to by a number in the Appendix whether it is given in full length or not. 

The diesis reports the results of work done before april 1994. 

I have only used a few acronyms, namely CFC (chlorofluorocarbon), HFC 

(hvdrofluorocarbon), HCFC (hydrochlorofluorocarbon), ODP (ozone depletion potential), 

GWP (greenhouse wanning potential), HGWP (halocarbon greenhouse warning potential), 

and VOC (volatile organic compounds). 

A few minor corrections have been included in this edition compared to the thesis 

which was defended on October 28. 1994. 
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1 Atmospheric Chemistry of HFCs and HCFCs 

1.1 Introduction 
CFCs (freons) were developed in 1930 by General Motors Research Laboratories in 

die search for non-toxic non-flammable refrigerants. CFCs have also been used as aerosol 

propellants and as blowing agents for plastic foam production. In 1974 Molina and 

Rowland (I) proposed that chlorine atoms, formed by photolysis of CFCs. cause catalytic 

ozone destruction in die stratosphere. The ozone hole discovered in I9S5 (2] over 

Antarctica has prompted die phase out of production of CFCs by die end of 1995. Freon 

substitutes are therefore sought HFCs (hydrofluorocarbons) and HCFC 

(hydrochlorofluorocarbons) are prominent classes of CFC replacement compounds. For 

example HFC-134a (CFJCFHJ) is used as a refrigerant and in automotive air condition 

systems as an alternative to CFC-12 (COjFj) and HCFC-22 (COFjH). HCFC-MIb 

(CFCijCH,) may be used as substitute for CFC-11 (CFCIj) in foam blowing units. 

The choice of using HFCs and HCFCs instead of CFCs is motivated by a number 

of factors. HFCs and HCFCs contain one or more C-H bond. Hence. HFCs and HCFCs 

are susceptible to attack by OH radicals in the troposphere (lower atmosphere). HFCs do 

not contain CI atoms and so do not have any ozone depletion potential associated with the 

well established chlorine catalytic cycle. In this work it is been shown that no other 

catalytic cycles involving radicals formed from HFCs in the atmosphere destroy 

stratospheric ozone. HCFCs do conuin O atoms, however, the delivery of the O atoms is 

inefficient since most of the HCFC is scavenged by OH in the troposphere. 

HFCs and HCFCs are volatile compounds which will upon release migrate into the 

atmosphere. When introducing these new compounds, their environmental impact needs to 

be evaluated. Questions like; 1) What is the impact on the ozone layer of releasing huge 

amounts of these compounds ?; 2) What is the effect on die global radiation budget ?; 3) 

What are the products of the atmospheric degradation of these compounds ?. To address 

the^e questions, the detailed degradation mechanisms and the rate constants for important 

reactions of these compounds need to be investigated. 4 years ago little was known about 

the atmospheric fate of these compounds. The importance of this issue has prompted a 

huge research effort the last 4 years and has also been an inspiration in the present work. 

In this chapter, results presented in the articles published from this work and 

relevant literature dealing with HFC-23 (CF3H), HFC-125 (CF,CF2H). HFC-134 

(CF2HCF2H), HFC-143a (CFjCH,), HFC-152 (CHjFCH2F), and HCFC-124 (CF3CFCIH) 
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ava as6u so flptfffninpti me atmô np̂ ff̂ c iaa? ans nrooucss o» tue atmospnene oefltaoation 

of these compounds- la addition the afflww^for chemistry of important atmospheric 

oxidation products of die HFCs and the HCFCs are discussed. 

12 Reaction of OH with HFO and HCFCs 

It b expected mat HFCs and HCFCs will be produced in hundred momandt of 

tones annually by year 2000- These compounds will eventually be released to ore 

atmosphere. In die atmosphere the main degradation pathway (>90%) of HFCs and HCFCs 

is reaction with die OH radical. 

OH + R H - t R + H p (1) 

Odicr degradation pathways should be mentioned including photolysis, reaction wkh Q 

atoms and 0('D) atoms in me stratosphere. However, these padiways are of minor 

importance. A significant kinetic data base exists on die reaction of OH with HFCs and 

HCFCs (3,4,5). From die resction rate of HFCs and HCFCs wiih OH it is possible to 

establish the atmospheric lifetimes of die HFCs and HCFCs. Lifetimes are in die range 2-

411 years and are listed in Table IV in chapter 1.S (6,7). These life times are important 

parameters in the calculation of ODP, GWP and HGWP as discussed later. 

13 Reactions of Pcroxy Radicals 

Reaction with OH initiates the degradation of the HFC or HCFC. A generalized 

HFC or HCFC degradation scheme is shown in Figure 1. Order of magnitude estimates for 

the lifetimes of die different species are shown in parentheses. X and Y may be H, CI, or 

F atoms. Halogenated alkyl radicals wiil, after being formed from reaction of OH with the 

HFC or HCFC, react within a few us with Oj to form a peroxy radical. 

R • Oj • M -> ROj • M (2) 

Because oxygen is so abundant in die atmosphere and die rate constant for reaction (2) 

generally is of the order of Itt12 cm3 molecule'1 s \ reaction (2) will be the sole fate of 

halogenated alkyl radicals in the atmosphere. 
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CXjCXYH (years) 

CXsC(0)X (Y-H) 

CX,CXYOOH (doyt) CX,CXY00N02 (hral 

^ x f U s T > | C(Q)XY| \ * |CX3C(0)̂  + CI 

I* ;X,C(Q)X (weekB^ 

+ HO, (Y»H) 

(V-CI) 

Figure 1. Generalized scheme for the atmospheric oxidation ofHFCs or HCFCs of 

type CX3CXYH (X, Y = H, Cl, F). Transient radical intermediates are enclosed in 

ellipses. Products and less transitory species are given in boxes. 

Once the halogenated alkyl peroxy radical has been formed it has four possible 

reaction pathways in the atmosphere of which three are shown in Figure 1, namely 

reaction with NO, N02, and H02. A fourth reaction pathway is reaction with another 

peroxy radical, R'02. To asses the relative importance of these reactions, the rates of 

reaction and the atmospheric conce- -ations of NO, N02, H02, R'02 need to be 

determined. In the follow t e we will use average atmospheric concentrations of NO, N02, 

and H02 from ref. [3] of'. .5, 2.5, and 10x10s molecules cm"3, respectively. The rates, the 

products, and the import, net " these reactions are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The 'mportance of the fourth reaction pathway, reaction of R02 with other peroxy 

radicals, can not be evaluated at the moment, since only very few rate constants for the 

cross reactions between different peroxy radicals are known [8,9]. Since CH302 is the 

most abundant peroxy radical besides H02, the re <ctions of interest are mainly reactions of 

CH302 with other peroxy radicals. An estimate of the average atmospheric concentration 

of CH302 is 2.5x10s molecules cm'3 [3], This is a factor of 4 less than the estimated H02 

concentration. Hence, the reaction rates need to be of 4 times faster then the H02 rate 
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constants to be of comparable importance. The reaction of CH302 radical with other 

peroxy radicals is an important area of future research. 

13.1 Reaction of R02 with NO 

The reaction of peroxy radicals with NO have been studied extensively 

[8,9,Appendix 7.11.7 pp205, 7.11.12 pp205, 7.11.22 pp205, 7.6 ppl58, 7.9 ppl88]. The 

peroxy radicals derived from the HFCs and HCFCs react fast with NO, k=0.8-2xl0'n cm3 

molecule"1 s"1. Using an average atmospheric concentration of NO of 2.5xl08 molecules 

cm'3, atmospheric lifetimes for the reactions of halogenated peroxy radicals with NO of 4-

8 min were derived. 

The reaction of halogenated alkyl peroxy radicals with NO may proceed through 

two reaction pathways: 

R02 + NO (+ M) -> RO + N02 (3a) 

-> RON02 (+ M) (3b) 

At 1000 mbar of SF6, the yields of N02 upon reaction of R02 radicals with NO is 

(100±10)% (HFC-23), >100% (CF3CF2H), >100% (CHF2CF2H), >100% (CF3CH3), and 

(73±13)% (HFC-143a). These results show that the reaction R02 with NO for halogenated 

peroxy radicals mainly proceed through reaction (3a). The low yield of N02 in the 

reaction of CF3CH202 with NO, is discussed in chapter 4 and it is concluded that this 

reaction could give exclusively N02 and CF3CH20. From the above results it can be 

concluded that formation of alkyl nitrate is not a major reaction channel of reaction (3). 

Alkyl nitrates are expected to photolyze in the atmosphere. The products and quantum 

yields of photolysis have not been extensively studied. However, the lack of structure in 

the absorption spectra suggests that the quantum yield for decomposition via RO-N02 

bond cleavage is close to unity [4,10]. Thus, it is unlikely that halogenated nitrates has 

significant life times in the atmosphere (of the order of days). It is therefore expected that 

the final product of the reaction of halogenated peroxy radicals with NO in the atmosphere 

is the alkoxy radical, RO, and N02. 

1.3.2 Reaction of R02 with N0 2 

The reacion rate of the reaction of halogenated peroxy radicals with N02 are all 

similar and pressure dependent as described in the review by Lightfoot et al. [9]. k00, the 
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rate constant at infinite total pressure, is in the range (4.5-8.9)xl012 cm3 molecule'1 s'1 

while k0, the rate constant at zero total pressure, is dependent on the size of the alkyl part 

of the peroxy radical. At one bar total pressure the reaction of R02 and N02 are close to 

the high pressure limit. As part of this work, the rate constants for the reaction of 

CF3CH202 and CF3CFC102 with N02 at 1 bar SF6 were determined (see section 4.5). Rate 

constants are all consistent with the previous determinations of k^ for the reaction of 

halogenated peroxy radicals with N02. Using an atmospheric concentration of 2.5xl08 

molecules cm"3 the lifetime of halogenated alkyl peroxy radicals with respect to reaction 

with N02 are 7-15 min. 

The product of the reaction between R02 and N02 is a peroxy nitrate, R02NO2. 

Alkyl peroxy nitrates are thermally unstable and decompose to regenerate R02 radicals 

and N02 [9]. Another possible loss reaction of peroxy nitrates in the atmosphere is 

photolysis. For a-halogenated peroxy radicals like CF2C102N02, CFC1202N02, and 

CC1302N02 the lifetime range from 5-20 sec at 298 K to 0.1 to 1 year in the upper 

troposphere [11]. Comparable lifetimes are expected to be found for other a-

halogenated peroxy radicals, however, lifetimes for CF2C1CH202N02, and 

CFC12CH202N02 are significantly less, approximately 2 days in the upper troposphere 

[12]. Recent measurements by Møgelberg et al.[13] give an upper limit for the life 

time of the decomposition of CF3CFH02N02 at 296 K of 80 s. 

The photolysis of peroxy radicals have not been studied extensively. However, 

results from studies of the UV spectra of CH302N02, CFC1202N02, and CC1302N02 

[14,15,16] indicate, that the lifetimes of peroxynitrates in the lower troposphere of 

approximately 5 days. These results suggests that significant transportation of halo alkyl 

peroxynitrates to the stratosphere will not occur except possibly at high latitudes during 

winter nighttime conditions. 

1.3.3 Reaction of R0 2 with H0 2 

Peroxy radicals are known to react with H02 radicals in the atmosphere. At present 

both the products and the rates of the reactions of halogenated peroxy radicals with H02 

are uncertain. Two product channels are known: 

R02 + H02 -» ROOH + 0 2 (4a) 

-» R'CXO + H20 + 0 2 (4b) 

The hydroperoxide (ROOH) and the carbonyl compound (RXO) are possible products of 

reaction (4) if the peroxy radicals contain an a-H atom (e.g. CH2F02). If no a-H atom is 
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available, only the hydroperoxide channel is possible. The only product study of the 

reaction of a halogenated peroxy radical with ¥I02 is between CH2F02 and H02 giving 

(71±11)% HCOF and (29±8)% CH2FOOH [Appendix 7.11.13 pp205]. However, a recent 

study of the reaction of CF3CFH02 with H02 reports an upper limit for aldehyde 

formation from this reaction of 5% [17]. The products of the reaction of H02 radicals 

with the peroxy radicals is therefore uncertain when an a-H atom is present in the peroxy 

radical. The reaction of the peroxy radicals from HFC-23, HFC-125, HFC-134, and 

HCFC-124 with HOz are expected to give 100% hydroperoxide. 

The rate of reaction (4) has to be estimated from the two available studies of 

reactions of halogenated peroxy radicals with H02. The reactions of CF3CFH02 and 

CF2C1CH202 with H02 proceed with rates of (4.1±2.2)xl012 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 and 

(6.9±2.6)xl012 cm3 molecule'1 s"1 [18], comparable with rates of the reaction of CH302 

and Q H ^ with H02. However, the rate of the reaction between CF3CC1202 and H02 is 

(1.9±0.3)xlG12 cm3 molecule'1 s"1 [19] and an upper limit have been determined for the 

reaction of CF302 and H02 of 2xl0"12 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 [18]. Recently, the rate constant 

for the reaction of CH2CI02 with H02 have been determined to 4.9x10'12 cm3 molecule"1 

s"1 [20]. The best estimate of the reaction rate of halogenated peroxy radicals with H02 

seems therefore (2-7)xl012 cm3 molecule'1 s"1. Using an H02 concentration of 109 

molecules cm'3 we can estimate the life time of a halogenated peroxy radical with H0 2 to 

2-8 min. 

As discussed by Atkinson et ah [3,4] hydroperoxides are expected to return to the 

peroxy or alkoxy radical pool due to either photolysis or reaction with OH. In addition wet 

and probably dry deposition are expected to be efficient. The life time of the hydro

peroxides are therefore expected to be of the order of days. The fate of the carbonyl com

pounds are discussed in a later paragraph. 

1.3.4 Atmospheric Fate of Peroxy and Aikoxy Radicals 

As seen from the reaction scheme in Figure 1 the atmospheric chemistry of 

halogenated peroxy radicals is complex. However, from the life times of the reaction of 

R02 with N02, NO, and H02 it can be concluded that the reaction of R02 with NO and 

H0 2 is expected to be a major fate of R02 in the atmosphere. As discussed previously, the 

reaction between R02 radicals and NO will give the alkoxy radical as the product either 

direct or indirect by photolysis of the alkylnitrate, RON02. Peroxy nitrates, R02N02, are 

expected to undergo thermal decomposition or photolysis sufficiently rapid that the 

reaction of R02 with N02 will only be a temporary reservoir for 0 2 radicals. 

Hydroperoxides also tend to regenerate either the alkoxy radical, RO, through photolysis, 
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or RO2 by reaction with OH. Thereby hydroperoxides also serves only as a reservoir 

species. However, wet and dry deposition may be fast and thereby taking a fraction of the 

ROOH molecules out of the R02 and RO pool. 

The carbonyl compound may be formed by the reaction of H02 radicals and 

halogenated peroxy radicals containing an a-H atom. The importance of this reaction 

channel and its dependence on the structure of the halogenated peroxy radical is not 

known at present. This is an important area of future research. 

Table I: Primary atmospheric products of alkoxy radicals. 

Alkoxv radical Products 

CF3CH20 

CHjFCHFO 

CF30 

CF3CF20 

CHF2CF20 

CF3CFCIO 

CHjFO 

CHFrO 

CF3CFHO 

CF3CHO and H02 

CH2F and HCOF 

discussed in 1.4.2 

CF3 and CF20 

CHF2 and CF20 

CF3COF and CI 

HCOF and H02 

CF20 and H02 

30% CF3COF and H02 

70% CF3 and HCOF 

Product studies of a series of halogenated hydrocarbons have led to a good 

understanding of the fate of halogenated alkoxy radicals. The alkoxy radicals studied as a 

part of this work have three main reaction pathways in the atmosphere: (i) reaction with 

0 2 to form an aldehyde and H02 (ii) C-C bond cleavage (iii) elimination of a CI atom: 

RCXHO + 02 -> RCXO + H02 (5) 
RCXYO + M -> R + CXYO + M (6) 
RCXCIO + M -> R C X O + CI + M (7) 
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In addition three other reaction pathways exist: (i) HCI elimination, (ii) H intramolecular 

transfer, and (iii) H atom elimination. These last three reaction pathways wilt not be 

further discussed here because they are unimportant for the present work. 

Among the six HCFCs and HFCs investigated here, there are examples of all three 

major reaction channels. The atmospheric products of nine alkoxy radicals are listed in 

Table I. It is seen from Table I that only one product channel is active for all halogenated 

alkoxy radicals in the table apart from the CF3CFHO radical. The fate of three alkoxy 

radicals that are not directly studied in this work is included in Table I: CH2FO, CFjHO, 

and CFjCFHO. The two first radicals are included because the alkyl radicals from which 

they are fonned, are produced in the degradation of the HFCs or HCFCs studied here. The 

alkoxy radical formed from the degradation of HFC- 134a, CF3CFHO, is listed for three 

reasons: (i) A product study of this compounds have been investigated to study the 

reactions of the CF30 radical. Results are discussed in Chapter 6.2.2. (ii) HFC-134a is the 

industrially most important compound, (iii) CF3CFHO is the only alkoxy radical which has 

more then one important degradation pathway. The atmospheric reactions of the CF30 

radical are discussed in later. 

1.4 HFC and HCFC Degradation Products 

Carbonyl compounds can be formed from the atmospheric degradation of HFCs 

and HCFCs in four different ways (see Figure 1): (i) From the reaction of H02 and R02. 

(ii) From the reaction of halogenated alkoxy radicals with 0 2 . (iii) From the 

decomposition of an alkoxy radicals to give a carbonyl compound and a chlorine atom, 

(iv) From the decomposition of an alkoxy radicals to give an alkyl radical and a carbonyl 

compound. 

The alkoxy radical CF30 is also formed in the atmospheric degradation of HFCs 

and HCFCs containing CF3-groups. The atmospheric chemistry of the CF30 radical is 

discussed in a special paragraph in the following. 

The atmospheric chemistry of products formed from the atmospheric degradation of 

the carbonyl compounds and/or from the CF30 radical, namely CF3COx, FCO„, and FOx 

radicals are also discussed in the following. 

1.4.1 Halogenated Carbonyl Compounds 

As seen from Table I, four different carbonyl compounds are formed in the 

degradation of the HFCs and HCFCs studied in this work: CF3COF from CF3CFH2 and 
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CF3CFC1H, CF3CHO from CF3CH3, CF20 from CHF2CHF2 and CF3CF2H, and HCOF 

from CHjFCHzF and CF3CFH2. 

The tropospheric chemistry of CF3COF, CF20, and HCOF is believed to be 

dominated by incorporation into water droplets leading to the formation of CF3C(0)OH 

(t<5-10 days), HF and COj (t<5-!0 days), and HF and HCOOH (x=15O-1500 days), 

respectively [Appendix 7.11.19 pp205]. The lifetime of HCOF with respect to reaction 

with OH is >11 years [21]. The aldehyde compound, CF3CHO, may be incorporated 

into water droplets, react with OH, or photolyze in the troposphere. The lifetime for 

incorporation into water droplets and photolysis lifetime for CF3CHO is unknown. 

However, by analogy with other halogenated aldehydes and the chloro aldehydes the 

hydrolysis and photolysis lifetimes are likely to be of the order of 5-10 days [Appendix 

7.11.19 pp205,22]. The lifetime of CF3CHO with respect to reaction with OH is 24 days 

[22]. Recently, a preliminary study suggested a yield of 56% of CF3H from the photolysis 

of CF3CHO [23]. This have serious ramifications for the GWP (greenhouse warming 

potential) of HFC-I43a (CF3CH3) since the lifetime of CF3H is an order of magnitude 

larger than for the parent compound CF3CH3. This needs to be investigated further. 

In the stratosphere wet deposition is not efficient, so photolysis of HCOF, and 

possibly CF20 and CF3COF, is possible. This leads to the formation of some interesting 

radicals, for example FCOx, and CF3CO„. The reaction of OH radicals with CF3CHO also 

gives rise to CF3COx radicals both in the stratosphere and the troposphere. The fluorine 

atoms formed by photolysis of for example CF20 and CF3COF will produce F02 radicals 

by reaction with 02 . 

It have been suggested that HFCs and HCFCs could have an impact on the 

stratospheric ozone layer through CF3COx [24], CF3Ox [25], FCOx [26], and FOx 

[27] catalytic cycles destroying ozone. The atmospheric chemistry of CF3COx, CF3Ox, 

FCOx, and FOx are discussed in following sections. 

1.4.2 Atmospheric Chemistry of CF,C(0)OH 

CF3C(0)OH is known to be produced from the hydrolysis of CF3COF, CF3CHO, 

and possibly CF3CFHOOH. In addition, a fraction of the reaction of CF3C(0)02 with H02 

may give CF3C(0)OH. The only channel for CF3C(0)OH in atmosphere is reaction with 

OH. The rate constant for this reaction has recently been determined to 1.2-1.7xl0'13 

cm'molecule'V [28,29]. It was estimated that this reactions consume approximately 

10% of the CF3C(0)OH formed in the atmosphere. There are no known sinks for 

CF3C(0)OH in rain droplets and ground water. The concentrations of CF3C(0)OH in 

rainwater will be low. For example, HFC-134a (CF3CFH2) is a replacement for CFC-12 
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(CF2C12). In 1986 the global production of CFC-12 was 4xl08 kg. If HFC-134a replaces 

CFC-12 on an equal mass basis and all the HFC-134a is released without recovery, the 

emission to the atmosphere would be 4.0x108 kg or 3.9x109 mol/year. At steady state, 

assuming each CF3CFH2 is converted into CF3C(0)OH, 3.9x109 mol of CF3C(0)OH 

would be formed and incorporated into water droplets annually. The global annual rainfall 

is 4.9xl017 L [30]. Thus, rainwater might be expected to contain 8xl0"9 M (0.15 ppb). 

This concentration is not expected to have any impact on the human health [3,31]. 

There are also no published data which suggest that 0.15 ppb CF3C(0)OH in rainwater 

should have any impact on plant systems. Further research is needed to establish the 

environmental fate and impact of CF3C(0)OH. 

1.43 Atmospheric Chemistry of Acyl Peroxy Radicals 

The fate of CF3C(0)02 radicals in the atmosphere has been studied in this work 

[Appendix 7.9 ppl89 and 7.10 ppl98]. The results are described in section 6.1. 

As discussed above, CF3CO radicals may be formed by photolysis of CF3COF in 

the stratosphere. In addition, photolysis of CF3CHO may form CF3CO and the reaction of 

OH with CF3CHO will produce CF3CO radicals in both the stratosphere and the 

troposphere. In the atmosphere, the CF3CO radical can either add Oz or decompose to CF3 

and CO: 

CF3CO + M -» CF3 + CO (8) 

CF3CO + 0 2 + M -> CF3C(0)02 + M (9) 

It have been shown that the sole fate of CF3CO radicals in the atmosphere is reaction with 

0 2 to form CF3C(0)02 [Appendix 7.9 ppl89]. The reactions of CF3C(0)02 with NO and 

N02 have been investigated and the rate constants determined to be (1.03±0.29)xlO'n cm3 

molecule'1 s'1 and (6.6±1.3)xl012 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 (see section 6.1). With these reaction 

rates and atmospheric concentrations of 2.5x108 molecules cm'3 for both NO and N02 ,1 

arrive at atmospheric lifetimes for the CF3C(0)02 radical with respect to reaction with NO 

and N02 of 6 min and 10 min, respectively. The atmospheric fate of the alkoxy radical, 

CF3C(0)0, produced by the reaction of CF3C(0)02 with NO has been shown to be 

decomposition to CF3 and C02. The peroxynitrate formed by the reaction of CF3C(0)02 

and N02 is very stable towards thermal decomposition with decomposition life times of a 

few days at the earths surface to thousands of years in the upper troposphere 

[32,Appendix 7.10 ppl98]. The lifetime of CF3C(0)02N02 is expected to be limited by 

photolysis and transport to the lower troposphere. The UV spectrum of CF3C(0)02N02 is 

not known but by analogy to the peroxy acetyl nitrate the life time will be of the order of 
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1 month [33]. Some transportation could therefore take place over the tropospause. 

However, CF3C(0)Ox radicals will not harm the stratospheric ozone layer since the 

radicals involved in a possible ozone destroying cycle, CF3C(0)0 (x=0.O15-20 ms) and 

CF3CO (x*ps) will decompose in the atmosphere [Appendix 7.9 ppl89J. 

The reaction of CF3C(0)02 with H0 2 is likely to be of some importance in the 

atmosphere. Neither the products nor the rate constant are known for this reaction. 

However, by analogy with the reaction of the acetyl peroxy radical with H0 2 it is 

expected that both CF3C(0)OH and CF3C(0)OOH will be products of this reaction. The 

most likely fate of these products is rain out and reaction with OH. 

1.4.4 Atmospheric Chemistry of CF30 Radicals 

CF3H (HFC-23), CF3CF2H (HFC-125), CF3CFH2 (HFC-134a) and probably also 

other HFCs containing CF3-groups will, upon release to the atmosphere, form CF3Ox 

radicals. It have been suggested that CF3Ox radicals destroy ozone by a chain process, 

reaction (10) and (11) [25]: 

CF3Oz + 0 3 -> CFaO + 2 0 2 (10) 

CF30 + 0 3 -» CF302 + 0 2 (11) 

03 + 03 -> 302 

k10 and kn together with the rate constants for loss reactions of CF30 are essential in the 

model calculations of the ozone depletion efficiency of CF3Ox radicals in the stratosphere. 

Model calculations are beyond the scope of this work but, in the following I will give an 

overview of the reactions involved and an estimate of the possible ozone destruction due 

to the CF3Ox radicals. 

The rate constants known for CF3Ox reactions of stratospheric interest are listed in 

Table II. The key reactions in the possible cyclic destruction of stratospheric ozone in the 

CF3Ox cycle are the chain initiation step: the formation of CF3Ox from HFCs containing 

CF3 groups, the chain propagation steps: the reaction of CF3Ox radicals with ozone, and 

the only known termination processes: the reactions of CF30 radicals with NO and CH4. 

In addition holding process like the CF302 reaction with N0 2 producing the reservoir 

species CF302N02 and processes leading to a net ozone null destruction cycle like the 

reaction of CF302 with NO followed by N 0 2 photolysis are also important. 

The products of the reaction of CF3Ox radicals with ozone are not known but they 

could produce the species shown in Table II. The product distribution of the reaction of 

CF30 radicals with NO is very important since formation of FNO and «JF20 from this 
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reaction is one of the main chain termination reactions known at the moment. The 

products of the reaction of CF30 and NO have been detennined at room temperature. At 

stratospheric temperatures the product could be CF3ONO. This species could photolyze to 

reform CF3Ox radicals and thereby not terminate the chain process. The products of this 

reaction at low temperatures should be one of the major targets for future investigations. 

Table II. Summary of CF3Ox reactions. 

Reaction 

CF302 + 0 3 -»(CF30 + 202) 

CF302 + N02 + M -» CF302N02 

CF302N02 + M -> CF302 + N02 

CF302 + NO -> CF30 + N02 

CF30 + 0 3 -» CF302 + 0 2 

CF30 + NO -> CF20 + FNO 
ppl51,38,39,40] 

CF30 + N02 (+ M) -» (CF3ON02 

CF30 + CO -» products 

CF30 + CH4 -» CF3OH + CH3 

+ M 

+ M 

+ M) 

Rate constant (295 K) 

(cm3molecuIe 

<1014 

<3xl015 

3.8X10"12 b 

1.5xia10 c 

2.3x10-" a 

<3xl013 

lxlO12 

<6xl014 

<5xl014 

<4xlC14 

<2xl015 

2.5xl0'14 

5.2xlOn 

9xl012 

4.4x10'14 

2.2xl014 

f's"1) 

[Appendix 7.7 ppl65] 

134] 

[9] 

[9] 

[9] 

This work 

[25] 

[35] 

[36] 

[34] 

[37] 

[38] 

[34,Appendix 7.( 

[39,41] 

[39] 

[40,42,43,44] 

• T=220 K, b T=220 K, P=10mbar,c Unit: s'1, T=220K 

Other potential loss processes for CF3Ox radicals in the stratosphere include the 

reaction of CF30 with N02 and hydrocarbons. The product of the reaction of CF30 and 

N02 at room temperature is CF3ON02. This product is likely to photolyze in the 
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stratosphere to reproduce CF30 radicals and NO .̂ The reaction of CF30 radicals with 

methane, is also important in the stratosphere. The reaction is known to give CF3OH and 

alkyl radicals. CF3OH will presumably be stable in the stratosphere, since a lower 
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Figure 2. Relative importance ofCF302 and CF30 reactions in the stratosphere as a 

function of altitude. Noon concentrations are taken from Brasseur and Solomon 145]. 

limit for the thermal decomposition of lifetime of 5 hours have been established at room 

temperature [Appendix 7.5 ppl51]. By analogy with CH3OH, it is unlikely that CF3OH 

will photolyze in the stratosphere and attack from OH is insignificant due to the strong 

OH-bonding in CF3OH [Appendix 7,4 pp!34]. Heterogeneous decomposition of CF3OH on 
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particles in the stratosphere will presumably give CF20 and HF as products. Hydrolysis 

will not be important in the stratosphere due to the low water content of the stratosphere. 

In Figure 2 the lifetimes of CF3Ox radicals towards reaction with trace gas species 

is displayed as a function of altitude. The trace gas concentrations at noon are taken from 

Brasseur and Solomon (45). For CF3OE radicals reaction with ozone, upper limits of 

k,0<10 M crn'mokcine'V1 and k„<5xlO"M crn'molecule's"1 have been used. It can be 

seen from the figure that with the upper limits for k10 and k„ established, the reactions of 

CFjO, radicals with ozone may still be the main reaction channels for these radicak in the 

stratosphere. However, the chain length of the cyclic of CF3Ox radicals will be no more 

than ten. 

It is interesting to consider the model work by Ko et al. [46,471 in the light of 

the upper limits of k10 and k,,. By model calculations and using kIO=3xlO" 15 cm3 

molecule'1 s"\ k,,=2xl0 "cm 3 molecule"' s'\ and assuming the rate constant and the 

products of the reaction of CF30 radicals and NO at 298 K is also valid at 220 K, Ko and 

Sze [46] calculate an ODP for HFC-134a of 0.02. It seems reasonable to assume that the 

ODP of HFC-134a is approximately proportional to ku since chain length of the ozone 

depleting circle is approximately proportional to kn. Then, by comparing the upper limit 

for kn determined in this work with the model work of Ko and Sze [46], I arrive with an 

upper limit for the ODP of HFC-134a of 3x104. This would be 3-4 orders of magnitude 

less than the ODPs of CFCs and 2 orders of magnitude less than ODPs of 

hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs). 

Recently, a model study of the impact of CF3Ox radicals on the stratospheric ozone 

layer have shown that the ODP of HFCs due to CF3Ox reactions are of the order of 10"4-

10"5 [34]. 

1.4.5 Atmospheric Chemistry of FCO, Radicals 

The FCO radical is formed by photolysis of HCOF (z>20 km) and CF20 (z>30 

km) in the atmosphere. Within a few ps, the FCO radical will add 0 2 to give FC(0)02 

radicals. These radicals react rapidly with NO to give FC(0)O and N02. The reaction rate 

of FC(0)02 with N02 is comparable to that of other peroxy radicals with N02 [8,9]. The 

stability of FC(0)02N02 is close to that of CF3C(0)02N02 [48]. The rate and the 

products of the reaction of FC(0)02 with H02 are not known. 

In the atmosphere, FC(0)02 radicals are expected to be converted largely into 

FC(0)0 radicals. It has been suggested that FC(0)02 and FC(0)O radicals could form a 

catalytic cycle destroying ozone in the stratosphere [26]. However, the experimental results 

show that FC(0)O react very fast with NO, k=(1.3±0.7)xlfJ"10 cm3 molecule'' s'\ to form 
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FNO and COj. In addition, an upper limit for the reaction of FQO)0 radicals with ozone 

of 6xI0"14 cm3 molecule'1 s'1 have been determined [Appendix 7.3 ppl25|. The reaction of 

FC(0)0 radicals with NO and possibly photolysis, break any possible ozone destroying 

process and the very low reaction rate for FC(0)0 radicals with ozone make any ozone 

depletion due to FCO, radicate negligible. If we compare the reactions of FCO, with NO 

and ozone with the reactions of CF30 with NO and ozone, it can readily be seen that die 

effect of FCO, on the ozone layer is negligible. 

1.4J6 Atmospheric Chemistry of FOB Radicals 

The FOj radical is in equilibrium with F atoms and Oj in the atmosphere: 

F + O J + M - F O J + M (12,-12) 

The known FOx reactions of importance in the atmosphere are displayed in Table 

HL Apart from die unimofecular decomposition of the FOj radical, all known activation 

energies are small. The rate constants at 295 K and 220 K are within a factor of two. For 

the sake of simplicity 1 have therefore only considered the temperature dependence of the 

decomposition of the FQj radicals in the following. While the temperature dependence of 

the rate constants of the first five reactions in Table III are not known, it is expected that 

the rates of these reactions will slow down at lower temperatures because of the 

significant energy involved in abstraction of F atoms from the FOz radical. 

To evaluate the relative importance of the reactions of the F, FO, and FOj radicals 

in the atmosphere, knowledge of the atmospheric concentrations of the reactants are 

necessary. I have used the values of [NO], [N02], [CO], [03], [O], [M] and the 

temperature as function of altitude from Brasseur and Solomon [45]. These are noon and 

mid latitude values. The following reactions in Table III directly, or indirectly, destroy odd 

oxygen (O atoms or 0 3 molecules): 

F + 0 3 -> FO + 0 2 (13) 

FO + O, -> FOj + 0 2 (14) 

FO + O - » F • 0 2 (15) 

FO • CIO -> F + CI + 0 2 (16) 

F02 + 0 3 -» FO + 202 (17) 

F02 + 0 - » F 0 + 0 2 (18) 
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Tabic DI. FO, reactions. 

— 

FOj + NO -> FNO + Oj 

FO, + O, -» FO + 20^ 

FOj • NOj -» products 
FQj • CO-r products 

FOj* CH4 -» products 
FOj + M-frF + Oj + M 

FOj + O-^FO + Oj 

FO • NO -> NOj • F 

FO + 0 - » F + Q, 

FO • Oj -» Products 

FO + O, -» Products 

FO • CK)-> F • CI + 0^ 

F + CH4 -» CH3 + HF 

pp205) 

F + Hfi -> OH • HF 

F + Oj-^FO + Oj 

PP205361 

F + 0 , + M - > F 0 2 ^ M 

Rate constant (295K) 

cm^nolecule'V1 

(I.S±OLl)xMrn 

<3.4xiaw 

(ij&5±aiO)xian 

<S.lx\(fu 

<4.uia" 
3.75xlO-*f Mkxp(-6711/T)° 

SOxlOr" * 

2.6x107" 

2.7x10"" 

<2xia'* 
<i.2xi<r12 

5xi<r" 

(6.8±1.4)xl0ru 

i .4xia" 

lOxia" 

4.4xl0r53[Ml 

This work 

This work 

This work 

This work 

This work 

[49.501 

151 

[51 
[511 

[511 
This work 
* 

(Appendix 7.11.3 

[51 
[Appendix 7.11.9 

[501 

* Uncertain, no experimental data [5] 

o Calculated from k.,2=kia/K,,. kl2 is taken from [50] and K* from [491. 

# Rale and products found by analogy with other halogen oxides self-reactions 

There are two reactions which remove the F atoms efficiently from the FO„ catalytic 

cycle: 

F + CH4 -> HF + CH3 

F • HjO -»HF • OH 

(19) 

(20) 
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Figure 3. Reaction scheme of the kinetic model used in the calculation of the effect of 

the FOx radicals on the stratospheric ozone layer. 

HF is very unreactive in the stratosphere apart from reaction with O('D) it is inert. 

Therefore HF is transported to the troposphere where it is incorporated into rain droplets 

and rained out. 

In the following an upper limit for the number of ozone molecules destroyed by 

one F atom formed in the atmosphere is established. The mechanism applied to evaluate 

this is shown in Figure 3. The main reaction of F atoms in the atmosphere is reaction with 

0 2 to form F02. F atoms are then reformed by unimolecular decomposition of F02 . FO 

radicals may be formed from the reaction of F0 2 radicals with O atoms and 0 3 molecules 

and by the reaction of F atoms with ozone. FO radicals reform F atoms or F0 2 radicals by 

reaction with NO, O atoms, CIO, or 0 3 . F atoms are removed from the cycle by reaction 

with CH4 and H20. 

The number of times F02 radicals are reformed through the equilibrium (12,-12) 

before its removal by reaction with H20 or CH4 is: 
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Figure 4. Plot of the number of ozone molecules formed or destroyed by F atoms 

released to the stratosphere: simple model (A) and advanced model (C). Effect of a 

FO radical on the ozone layer before it forms F02 or F atoms (B). See text for 

details. 
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N = k12[O2]/(k19[CH4]+k20[H2O]) 

The probability that F or F0 2 destroys an ozone molecule either as 0 3 or O, before 

decomposition or reaction with 0 2 , is, respectively: 

F: PF=k13[03]/k12[02] 

F02: PRM^pIOal+kjgJOiyk.^IOJ 

Under the assumption that FO radicals neither destroy nor form ozone before it forms F0 2 

radicals or F atoms, we can derive an upper limit for the number of ozone molecules 

destroyed by one F atom released to the stratosphere. The upper limit is the product of the 

probability that a F0 2 radical or a F atom will destroy an ozone molecule before it is 

removed by decomposition or reaction with 0 2 , P r o 2 and PF, and the number of times F 

and F0 2 are reformed before F reacts with CH4 or H 20, NCPp+PpQj). NPF, NPp^, and 

NfPp+Pprø) are plotted in Figure 4A at different altitudes. As seen from Figure 12A the 

maximum number of ozone molecules destroyed per F atom formed in the stratosphere 

from this simple model is 11 at 20 km altitude. 

Now we will make our model a little more sophisticated. We will consider the FO 

reactions and include a reaction which has an analog in CIO chemistry. 

FO + CIO -> F + CI + 0 2 (16) 

This reaction could be fast by analogy with the self reaction of the FO radical, 

(1.5+3.,)xl0"n cm3 molecule'1 s"1 [5]. In the following, k16=5xl0'n cm3molecule'V was 

used as a worst case assumption. The maximum ozone destruction potential of a FO 

radical before it is converted into F0 2 or F atoms is determined by reaction with CIO, O 

atoms, 0 2 , and N02 . FO destroys one ozone molecule before it forms F or F0 2 if it reacts 

with GO, 0 3 , or O atoms. If it reacts with NO it actually reforms an ozone molecule 

because the product, N02 , photolyses to give NO and an O atom. The effect of FO 

radicals on the stratospheric ozone layer may be calculated from: 

(kFo+No[NO]-k,6[C10]-k14[03]-k15[0])/(kFO+NO[NO]+k16[C10]+k14[03]+k15[0]) 

The values determined by this equation at different altitudes are plotted as a function of 

the altitude in Figure 4B. -1 means that an ozone molecule is formed, by reaction with 

NO, before FO is converted into F atoms or F0 2 radicals and +1 means that one ozone 

molecule is destroyed before FO is converted into F02 or F. 
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The real ozone destroying effect of the FOx cycle may now be calculated as 

N(PF+PF02)(l+FOeffect) because every time a FO radical is produced an ozone molecule 

is lost and the effects of reforming F or F0 2 from FO may be calculated from the equation 

above. As seen from Figure 4C, the effect of the FOx cycle is small. About 2 ozone 

molecules are destroyed per F atom released to the stratosphere. This number should be 

compared 104-105 for CI atoms. The effect of F atoms on the stratospheric ozone layer is 

negligible. 

The method used to calculate the upper limit for the number of ozone molecules 

destroyed per F atom released to the stratosphere, is not exact. However, it gives a good 

estimate of the possible ozone depleting effect of FOx radicals and shows that with the 

currently known FOx reactions, the FOx cycles do not pose a threat to the stratospheric 

ozone layer. The reactions of F0 2 with H0 2 and the temperature dependence of the 

reactions with NOx need to be investigated because they have an impact on the 

stratospheric chemistry of FOx radicals. Also the decomposition rate of F0 2 need to be 

confirmed. 

1.5 ODP and GWP for HFCs and HCFCs 

1.5.1 ODP for HFCs and HCFCs 

In the discussion of the effects of halocarbons on stratospheric ozone the concept 

of "ozone depletion potential" ODP is useful because it is a measure for the relative effect 

of a species on the stratospheric ozone layer. The ODP is defined as the ratio of the 

calculated ozone column change per mass of a given compound released to the column for 

the same mass of CFC-11. In ODP it is assumed that no long lived products are formed 

which could transport chlorine to the stratosphere. 

This definition describes the cumulative effect of the release and an estimate of the 

maximum calculated effect. One should note, however, that the time horizon is important. 

Let us compare a constant release of a CFC with a life time of 100 years with a constant 

release of a HCFC with a lifetime of 5 years. A steady state concentration of the HCFC in 

the atmosphere will be reached in about 20 years. The worst calculated effect on the ozone 

layer of a release of that particular HCFC with that particular rate will be reached in 20 

years. For the atmospheric CFC concentration to reach its steady state level takes 400 

years. A constant release of CFCs in 400 years is unrealistic while a 20 years release of 

HCFCs is possible because the international agreements now put a time limit on HCFC 

production to year 2030. These considerations should be taken into account when the 

decision on which compounds to use for air condition systems, as refrigerants, and for 

foam blowing the next 40 years. 
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Even though the ODP definition has limitations as discussed above, it is still 

interesting to compare the overall ozone depletion effect expressed by the ODP number. 

The ODPs for common HCFC and CFC-11 and CFC-12 are displayed in Table IV. It is 

seen from the table that the ODP for HCFCs are generally a factor of 10-100 less than 

those of CFC-11 and CFC-12. HFCs do not contain chlorine and therefore have no ODP 

associated with the well established chlorine destruction cycle. As discussed above, none 

of the radical degradation products of HFCs: CF3C(0)Ox, CF3Ox, FCOx, and FOx destroy 

ozone to any significant amount. Hence, HFCs arc "ozone neutral". 

1.5.2 HGWP of HFCs and HCFCs 

Table IV: Chemical rate data, lifetimes, ODPs and HGWP for HFCs and HCFCs. 

Compound lifetime' ODPb HGWP* 

HFC-125 (CF3CF2H) 
HFC-134a (CF3CF2H) 

HFC-143a (CF3CH3) 

HFC-134 (CF2HCF2H) 

HFC-23 (CF3H) 
HCFC-152a (CF2CHCH3) 

HCFC-124 (CF3CFC1H) 

HCFC-22 (CHF2C1) 

HCFC-123 (CF3CC12H) 

HCFC-14lb (CFC12CH3) 

HCFC-142b (CF2C1CH3) 

CFC-11 (CFC13) 

CFC-12 (CF2C12) 

26 
14 

40 

11 
411 

1.6 

6.0 
14 

1.5 

7.1 

17.8 

60 

105 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0.018 

0.047 

0.016 

0.085 

0.053 

1.0* 

0.93 

0.58 
0.27 

0.74 
d 

d 

0.030 

0.096 

0.36 

0.019 

0.092 

0.36 

1.0* 

3.1 

a: Average of values given by Derwent et al., page 124 [3]. 

b: Average of values given in Table 4 of Fisher et al. [6J. 

c: Average of values given in Table 5 of Fisher et al. [7]. 

d: No values available 

e: By definition. 

f: The g". -al warming potential of CFC-11 is approximately 1300 times greater than that 

of C02 [52], 
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HGWP (Halocarbon global warming potential) is defined as the ratio of the steady 

state calculated warming for the fixed mass release of the gas relative to that calculated 

for the release of the same mass of CFC-11. The HCWP may also be found by integrating 

the total radiative forcing from releasing a certain amount of a HCFC compared with 

releasing the same amount of CFC-11. 

The HGWP derived from these two definitions does not give any information about 

the time dependence of the radiative forcing of the earth. The time dependence of the 

radiative forcing of the climate is discussed later. 

A couple of assumptions are made above. For example is it assumed that the 

oxidation products are short lived compared to the parent halocarbon, so that once a 

halocarbon molecule has reacted with OH there is no further contribution to radiative 

forcing. As discussed later this may not be the case for HFC-143a (CF3CH3). 

To evaluate the radiative forcing GWP is often used. HGWP and GWP is 

equivalent apart from the reference compound: GWP use COj while HGWP use CFC-11. 

The green house warming of CFC-11 is about 1300 times bigger then C02 [52]. 

As seen from Table IV, HGWPs of are generally lower for HCFCs and HFCs then 

for CFCs by a factor of 1.5 to 30, so use of HCFCs and HFCs instead of CFCs will 

substantially lower the radiative forcing. For example the HGWP of CFC-12 is ten times 

greater than the HGWP of its substitute, HFC-134a. It can be concluded from Table IV, 

that the HGWPs scale approximately linearly with atmospheric lifetime. This is because 

CFCs, HCFCs, and HFCs have similar molecular structures. Hence, the strengths and 

positions of their infrared absorptions are similar. The impact of these species is then 

largely determined by their atmospheric concentrations and hence lifetimes. 

However, when comparing HGWPs for different compounds, one should also 

consider the time dependence of radiative forcing and the indirect effect on radiative 

forcing due to destruction of stratospheric ozone due to CFCs. The time dependent effect 

is discussed in ref. [4]. The radiative forcing are considered after releasing C02 and the 

compound of interest at time zero with integrating times of 20, SO, 100, 200, and 500 

years. If we compare the time dependent GWP of HFC-134a with that of CFC-12 (Which 

is the time dependent radiative forcing of HFC-134a relative to CFC-12) it is 1/2, 1/4, and 

1/6 using integration time of 20, 50, and 100 years, respectively. This means that (he 

effect of release of HFC-134a compared to CFC-12 is bigger at short time scales than the 

values expressed by the HGWP. 

Another uncertainty in the calculations of HGWPs of CFCs and HCFCs is their 

effect on the ozone layer. CFCs and HCFCs are known to destroy ozone in the 

stratosphere. A loss in ozone could lead to lower temperature in the lower stratosphere. 
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This effect is an negative radiation forcing of the climate. Although the magnitude is 

uncertain it may lead to a zero net radiative forcing for CFCs [4]. 

In the calculation an assumption was made that the products formed upon the 

reaction of OH with the parent compound is short lived compared with the life time of the 

parent compound. This might not be the case for HFC-143a, since the photolysis of a 

major atmospheric HFC-143a product, CF3CHO, may lead to production of CF3H and CO 

123]. The lifetime of CF3H is an order of magnitude greater than that of HFC-143a. The 

product distribution of photolysis of HFC-143a therefore need to be determined. 

The numbers in Table IV is a way of putting the cumulative effect of different 

compounds on a relative scale. This relative placement on the scale is relatively precise 

(with the exceptions noted above), however, the effects on the global and regional 

temperatures of releasing these compounds is very uncertain. The effect dependents 

strongly on the feed backs, for example increasing water content in the air due to higher 

temperature and the effect of clouds and the loss of ozone discussed above. It is generally 

agreed that the earth is heated due to C02 , H20, CH4, N 2 0 and other trace gasses. It is 

also common knowledge that the concentrations of C02 , CH4, N20, and other compounds 

which have an effect of the radiative forcing of the earth is increasing. Ice core 

measurements indicate that the C0 2 and CH4 content in the atmosphere correlate with the 

temperature. However, it is not known whether a higher temperature is a reason or the 

effect of increased C0 2 and CH4. Global average temperature measurements indicate that 

the global average temperature have increased by approximately 0.8 °C during the last 

110 years [4]. However, it has not been shown, that the increasing content of green house 

gases in the atmosphere is responsible for this temperature increase. This is due to the 

poorly understood mechanisms governing the radiative budget of the atmosphere. This is 

therefore an important subject of future research. 
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2 Experimental Techniques 

2.1 Pulse Radiolysis UV Absorption Spectroscopy 

2.1.1 Equipment 

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5. The setup consists of an electron 

accelerator to initiate the reactions, a one liter stainless steel cell where the reactions take 

place, a vacuum system for gas handling, and an UV absorption detection system. 

The reactions are initiated by a Febetron 705B field emission accelerator which 

deliver a 30 ns pulse of 2 MeV electrons into the stainless steel reactions cell. The main 

part of the radiation goes through the cell, however, the small fraction of the radiation 

which is absorbed in the bath gas is capable of forming up to 3xl015 molecule cm'3 F 

atoms in the case where SF6 is used as bath gas. The dose delivered in the cell may be 

varied by insertion of attenuators between the accelerator and the cell. The attenuators are 

stainless steel sheets with holes over the area of the electron beam. The dose of the 

accelerator is determined by the size of the holes [53]. In this work the dose delivered 

in the cell will be given relative to that at full dose. 

The gas handling system consists of a MKS Baratron 170 absolute membrane 

manometer with a resolution of 10"2 mbar, a Balzers TPG 306 manometer with a resolu

tion of 10'4 mbar, five inlets to the cell and a pump, capable of pumping the pressure in 

the cell down to 10'MO"3 mbar. The temperature in the reaction cell were measured by a 

platinum resistance thermometer located in the center of the reaction cell. 

The detection light is delivered by a pulsed 150 W Xenon arc lamp. This lamp 

allow detection down to 220 nm and may be used in both the UV and the VIS wavelength 

region. A feed back system controls the light intensity during the pulse and ensures the 

stability of the lamp during the pulse. The lamp may be pulsed up to 10 ms. The 

analyzing light enters the reaction cell through a quartz window and is reflected in the cell 

by a internal White type mirror system. The optical pathlengths of the analyzing light in 

the reaction cell used for this work are 40, 80, and 120 cm depending on whether the 

analyzing light is reflected 3, 7, or 11 times on the internal mirrors before exiting the 

reaction cell. The light from the Xenon lamp was then focused on the entrance slit of the 

monochromator. Two monochromators were used for the present work: A Hilger and 

Watts and a McPherson grating monochromator. Both have focal lengths of 1 m and 1200 

lines/mm grating, which give an optical resolutions of 0.8 nm/mm slit. The performance of 
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the McPherson monochromator is better than the Hilger and Watts monochromator. 

Especially in UV below 250 nm the McPherson has a better discrimination against 

scattered light. The wavelength offset of the monochromators was determined by measur

ing the Hg lines in a pen ray mercury lamp. 

1 1 Gas cell 

• • 

/ Febetron / 
J 705B / 

Shielding 
wall 

m—^ —t Photomultiplier 

i n and diode array 

i i 
Tf I 

r 1 

1 Monochromator 
lm, McPherson 

Figure 5. Pulse radiolysis setup. 

The light is detected by a Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier. A Biomation 8100 

waveform digitizer record the transmittance as a function of time. A measurement consists 

of 2000 points. The time resolution is 10 ns and the resolution of the transmittance is 

1/256. 

Scattered light may be a problem at low wavelength £230 nm. As discussed in 

[54], scattered light will be light from the visible wavelength region, since the intensity 

of the Xenon lamp in the VIS wavelength region is much higher than in the UV 

wavelength region. Most radicals do not absorb in the visible wavelength region so the 

scattered light will not be absorbed by the radicals in the cell like the light with the right 

wavelength. A correction therefore have to be made if one have significant scattered light. 
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The correction is simple, only the intensity of the scattered light have to be subtracted 

from the intensity in Lambert-Beers law: 

Abs(t)=log(I0-I$Cilterad/I(t)-I 
scattered'' 

where Abs(t) is the time dependent absorbance, I0 is the average light intensity before the 

electron pulse, I$caltered is the light intensity of the scattered light, and I(t) in the time 

dependent light intensity. 

The absorbance used in the computer is base 10 while the a values used for 

absorption cross sections are base e. Lambert-Beers law therefore have to be slightly 

modified to connect these two quantities: 

Aln 10=2.303 A=olc 

This correction have to be done when ever the absorbance values are connected to 

absorption cross sections. 

2.1.2 First and Second Order Fit Applied to the Data 

The data handling and storage is done by a PDP-11 computer using a program 

constructed by K.B. Hansen. With the program it is possible to perform nonlinear first and 

second order fit to the data. An example of a first order rise fit is seen in Figure 6. For the 

first order fit the following expression was used: 

A(t)=-bexp(-kt)+c 

where A(t) is the absorption as a function of dose, c-b is the absorbance at time zero and 

c is the absorption at t=°°. In this fit the parameters b, c, and k are fitted simultaneously. 

This expression is equal to the expression for an exponential rise: 

A(t)=b(l-exp(-kt))+(c-b) 

Formation of absorbing products in a first order decay reaction is not changing the 

obtained rate constant since a combination of first order decays or/and first order 

formations with the same rate constant will give the right rate constant in the fit. The 

validity of the fit can be inspected visually both by showing the fit to the transient and by 

the deviation of the transient from the fit as seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Transient absorbance (path-length 120 cm) following pulse radiolysis of 

0.31 mbar NO, 50 mbar CF3CH3, 20 mbar 02, and 930 mbar SF6. The solid line is a 

first order fit to the experimental data. 

Second order fits were used in this work to fit decays of transient absorption due to 

the self reactions of an absorbing radical. An example is seen in Figure 7. Second order 

kinetics were fitted using a non linear fit of the parameters Aof Ainf, and k' in the 

following expression: 

A(t)=(A0-Ainf)/(l+2k'(A0-Ainf)t)+Ainf 

where A(t), A0, and Ainf is the absorbance as a function of the time, at time zero, and at 

infinite time, k' is the second order rate constant. The validity of the fit can be inspected 

visually both by showing the fit to the transient and by the deviation of the transient from 

the fit (see Figure 7). 

The self reaction rate constants were derived from the fitted data by plotting l/t1/2 

against maximum transient absorption, Amar tJ/2 is determined by the computer from the 

fitted values of A0, Ainf, and k' and Amax. If other radicals contribute to AmM a correction 
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Figure 7. Absorption at 230 nm following the pulse radiolysis of a mixture of 50 

mbar CF3H, 2 mbar 02, and 948 mbar ofSF& A pathlength of 80 cm and a dose of 

0319 were applied. 

have to be made so only the maximum absorbance due to the radicals that undergo self 

reaction are included in the plot. The slope of a l/t1/2 vs A ^ plot may be used to 

determine the second order rate constant. From second order kinetics it can be derived: 

l/t1/2=2kc 

where lm is the half life, k is the rate constant, and c is the concentration of the radical 

that undergo self reaction. Using Lambert-Beers law we get: 

l/tm=2kc=2k{2.303Amax/(la)}=Amax{2k2.303/(lo)} 

O is the absorption cross section of the radical and 1 is the path-length of the analyzing 

light in the reaction cell. It is seen from this equation that the slope of the l/t]/2 vs Amax 

plot equals 2k2.303/(la). A value of k may then be derived. The uncertainty is then done 
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by normal error propagation of 2 standard deviations of both o and the slope of the \hm 

vs A,,^ plot. 

2.1 J Radiolysis of SF4 

Generally, the rate constants for the ionic and intra molecular processes following 

radiolysis are very fast, and take place on a nanosecond time scale (55]. The radical 

reactions, however, are on microsecond and millisecond time scale (SSI. Thus, the 

different type of reactions are divided into different time regimes. In this work, changes on 

the micro and millisecond time scale are recorded so only radical reactions have been 

studied. 

Radiolysis of SF6 have been used extensively throughout this work as a convenient 

source of F atoms. A potential problem in this system is formation of reactive SF, 

radicals. Of the SFX species, SF2, SF4, and SF6 are stable species. 

The initial reactions in the radiolysis of SF6 have been described by Marken (54). 

SF4 and SF5 are expected to be major products in the radiolysis of SF6 mixtures since SF6 

is an excellent electron scavenger and the products of the formed SF6 ion is expected to 

be SF4 and SF5 [54]. However, no firm conclusion was derived about the possible 

formation of SF„ radicals. In this work the overall yield of SF5 radicals of the initial ion 

reactions was studied. 

It is not easy to detect any of the SFX radicals. The SF5 radical only absorbs 

weakly in the UV at wavelength above 220 nm (see section 3.2, o(SFJ)<55xl0'20 cm2 

molecule'1 at 220 nm) [Appendix 7.8 ppl74]. The absorption in the UV of the SF4 

molecule is also negligible. However, as shown later, SF502 has an absorption spectrum in 

the UV wavelength region. From the absorption of SFs02 it is possible to estimate of the 

number of SF5 radicals formed. 

To estimate the possible contribution from SF5 radicals I have radiolysed three 

reaction mixtures using a variety of doses. Mixture no. 1 consist of 20 mbar SF4, 40 mbar 

02 , and 940 mbar SF6, mixture no. 2 of 18 mbar of H2Ot 40 mbar 02 , and 940 mbar of 

SF6 and mixture no. 3 of 18 mbar H20 and 982 mbar SF6. In Figure 8 the maximum 

transient absorption at 230 nm following radiolysis of the three reaction mixtures is plotted 

as function of the dose. The straight lines are found from linear regressions of the low 

dose data. The high dose data fall below the linear extrapolation of the low dose data. 

This is due to radical radical reactions. Therefore the high dose data are excluded from the 

regression analysis. 
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Figore 8. Maximum transient absorption at 230 nm (pathlengih 80 cm) as function of dose 

following pulse radiofysis of 20 mbar SF+ 40 mbar 02, and 940 mbar SF6 (triangles up); 

18 mbar Hfi, 40 mbar 02, and 942 mbar SF6 (triangles down); 18 mbar HjO and 982 

mbar SF6 (squares). 

In reaction mixture no. 1, SFJOJ are formed by the following reactions: 

SF6 • 2MeV e -> F • Products 
F + SF4 + M -> SF5 + M 

SF, + Oj + M -> SFJOJ + M 

(21) 
(22) 
(23) 

SFj02 radicals are known to absorb at 230 nm with an absorption cross section of 
(BJGrtrøxia1* cm2 molecule'1 (Appendix 7.8 ppl74). The data in Figure 8 is consistent 
with the previous determination. 

In reaction mixture no. 2, OH radicals and possibly SFj02 radicals are formed by 
the following reactions: 

SF6 + 2MeV e' -» F + SF, • other products (21) 
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F + H20 -> HF + OH (20) 

SF5 + 0 2 + M -4 SFs02 + M (23) 

The small transient absorption observed, see Figure 8, may be due to SF502 radicals 

formed by the reaction of SF5 radicals from the radiolysis processes and 0 2 present in the 

cell. In reaction mixture no. 3, OH radicals are formed by reaction (20). 

The slope of the three straight lines in Figure 8 were determined by linear 

regression to 0.293±0.016 (triangles up), 0.051±0.012 (triangles down), and 0.01510.005 

(squares). The slopes obtained from experiments with reaction mixtures containing Oz had 

to be corrected for the small yield of F02 formed in the cell by the reaction between F 

atoms and Oz: 

F + 0 2 + M -> F02 + M (12) 

From cFO2(230nm)=508xl0'20 cm2 molecule"1 [Appendix 7.1 ppll7], k22=(1.3±0.3)xlOn 

cm3 molecule"1 s"1 [Appendix 7.8 ppl74], k20=1.4xl0'n cm3 molecule"1 s"1 [5], 

k12=(1.9±0.3)xl0"13 cm3 molecule'1 s"1 [Appendix 7.1 ppl 17], and an initial F atom yield 

of 3xlO"15 molecules cm"3 I get the corrected slopes to be 0.278±0.016 and 0.036±0.012. 

To obtain the absorption due to SF502, the absorbance from experiments without 02 , 

reaction mixture no. 3, had to be subtracted from experiment no. 2. The absorbance due to 

SF502 is then 0.02010.010. By dividing this number with 0.27810.016, an upper limit of 

(714)% of SF502 radicals and thereby SF5 radicals was derived. Since the absorption 

could be due to something else this serves only as an upper limit for the production of SF5 

radicals from the pulsed radiolysis. For example the formation of 0 3 by direct radiolysis 

of 0 2 might explain up to 3% of the 1%. In addition, the formation of H atoms from 

either direct radiolysis of H20 quenching of "hot" SF6 molecules by H20 may also absorb 

since H atoms will be converted quickly to H02 radicals which is known to absorb at 230 

nm. Considering the noise level and the general difficulties of measuring gas kinetics, less 

than (714)% SF5 radicals in the gas mixture is not alarming. However, one should be 

conscious about the potential problems arising from this. 

It should also be mentioned that radiolysis of SF6 has been used to measured many 

rate constants and absorption spectra, which agree well with the values obtained using 

other techniques. If a substantial amount of SFX radicals were formed by radiolysis of SF6 

it would have been detected. 

To determine UV absorption cross sections and second order rate constants it is 

necessary to know the concentration of the radicals in the cell. Therefore the initial F atom 

concentration in the cell need to be determined and we need to choose the experimental 
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Figure 9. Transient absorptions at 260 nm (pathlength 120 cm) following radiolysis 

of 10 mbar CH4, 40 mbar 02, and 950 mbar SF6. The straight fine is a linear least 

squares fit of the low dose data. 

conditions so that the F atoms are converted stoichiometrically into the desired radical. 

Several methods have been used to determine the initial F atom concentration in the cell: 

(i) The absorption of CH302 at 230, 240, and 260 nm. (ii) The absorption of CH3 at 216.4 

nm. (iii) The absorption of FNO at 310.5 nm [56]. All three methods give within the 

error level the same F atoms concentration. The absorption of a species, CH302, CH3, or 

FNO is determined under conditions of complete conversion of F atoms into the species 

and the obtained absorbance is compared with a literature absorption cross section. In the 

case of FNO the absorption cross section of FNO was determined by forming FNO from 

known concentrations of F2 and NO [56]. In this section I will discuss how to determine 

[F]0 by the absorption of CH302 at 260 nm. 

CH302 radicals is formed by radiolysis of a mixture of 10 mbar CH4, 40 mbar 02 , 

and 950 mbar SF6 by the following reactions: 

SF6 + 2MeV e' -> F + Products 

F + CH4 -> CH3 + HF 

(21) 

(19) 
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CH3 + 0 2 + M -* CH302 + M (24) 

In the following I neglect the small pan of the F atoms, approximately 1%, which react 

with the 0 2 to give FOz radicals. 

The maximum transient absorbance at 260 nm, which is due to CH302, is plotted 

as a function of the relative radiolysis dose in Figure 9. The dose is given relative to full 

dose. The absorbance at higher doses falls below a linear extrapolation of the low dose 

data. This is due to unwanted radical radical reactions such as: 

F + CH3 + M -» CH3F + M (25) 

F + CH302 -> products (26) 

CH3 + CH3 + M -» CH3CH3 + M (27) 

CH3 + CH302 -> products (28) 

Instead of correcting for these reactions I chose to work under conditions where the 

influence of reactions (25-28) is negligible compared with the experimental uncertainty. 

This is accomplished by using only the data up to doses where the absorbance is still 

proportional with the dose. It is evident from Figure 9 that this is the case for doses up to 

41.6% of full dose. By linear regression, the low dose data in Figure 9 are then used to 

determine the slope of the straight line in the figure to (0.445±0.013). This is the 

absorbance at full dose if no secondary radical radical chemistry were important. From the 

slope, (0.445±0.015), the absorption cross section of CH302 at 260 nm, (3.18±0.32)xl018 

cm2 molecule'1 [8], we derive a F atom yield at full dose and 1000 mbar of SF6 of 

(2.83±0.30)xl015 atoms cm"3. The uncertainty is two standard deviations and are found by 

conventional error propagation of the error on 026Onm(CH3O2)
 a n (* t n e s^°Pe o n t n e s t r aign t 

line in Figure 9. This method of reporting errors is used throughout this work. 

The reported F atom yield has measured to be (3.4-2.8)xl015 atoms cm"3 in papers 

published in connection with this work. This change could be explained by the wear of the 

capacitors in the Febetron accelerator in the three year of this Ph.D. study. 

2.1.4 Uncertainties 

Two potential problems in using pulse radiolysis for kinetic measurements are wall 

reactions and the inhomogeneous radical distribution in the cell. These two potential 

complications are discussed in the following. 

The possible contribution to the observed kinetics due to surface reactions are very 

limited due to the short reaction times. The reaction times used in this work were less than 

10 ms. The diffusion coefficient, D, in N2 at 295 K at a pressure of 1 atmosphere is about 
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0.1 cm2 s"1 [57]. In SF6 the diffusion must be expected to be approximately 5 times less 

due to the bigger mass and volume of the SF6 molecule (D=0.02 cm2 s'1). The root mean 

square distance travelled by diffusing particles are [57]: 

x=(2Dt),/2 

Using D=0.02 cm2 s"1 and t=10 ms, I arrive with a root mean square distance of 

approximately 0.1 mm. If 1/6 of the radicals in the cell go towards the walls and windows 

in the cell it must be expected that on average, only radicals which are less than 0.02 mm 

from the walls will hit it. This is clearly negligible compared to the total length of 10 cm 

between the mirrors. However, this calculation does not take convection into account. It is 

not possible to evaluate the convection in the cell hence its influence can not be 

calculated. However, the reaction times applied by pulse radiolysis is substantial lower 

than for many other experimental setups, where no experimental error due to wall 

reactions have been reported. 

When the electron beam enters the cell it has a diameter of about 5 cm. It spreads 

in the cell because of repulsion between the electrons. The distribution of dose in the cell 

is therefore inhomogeneous. The dose distribution along an axis connecting the center of 

the mirrors is most important since the analytical light follow largely the straight line 

between the center of the mirrors. In the following I will therefore only discuss the 

radiation distribution between the mirrors. The radiation doubles going from a mirror to 

the center of the cell [53]. It should be noted that only second order kinetics is influenced 

by an inhomogeneous radiation distribution in the cell. Absorption cross sections and first 

order kinetics are not influenced by the radiation distribution. 

Two publications have recently discussed the radical distribution in the reaction 

cell [53,58]. Ellermann [53] use the radiation distribution measured in the Risø cell 

while Fagerstrom et al. [58] use the radiation distribution in the cell in Linkoping, Sverige. 

The distribution in the Linkoping cell is slightly more inhomogeneous than that in the 

Risø cell. 

Ellermann used a box model, where he followed the kinetics in each of his ten 

boxes and make a summation over the boxes to calculate the observed decay: 

Cobs(t)=l/lo£c(i,0)/(l+2kC(i,0)t) 

where i is the box number and is summarized from 1 to 10, k is the second order rate 

constant, C(i,0) is the radical concentration in box i at time 0 and Cobs(t) is the observed 

concentration at time t. 
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Fagerstrøm et al. [58] fitted the radiation distribution with a second order 

polynomium and thereafter found an analytical expression for the observed decay: 

Cobs(t)=l/(2kt)(l-I/(2x0)) 

I=l/(ab),/2ln[(a+x0(ab),/2)/(a-x0(ab),/2)} 

a= 1+2Akt and b=2Bkt 

where x0 is the distance from the center of the cell to the mirrors, 5 cm, and k and Cohs 

are explained above. A and B are the parameters describing the radical distribution 

between the mirrors through the formula: 

C(x)=A-Bx2 

where x is the distance from the center of the cell and C(x) is the radical concentration x 

cm from the center of the cell. 

Both Ellermann [53] and Fagerstrom et al. [58] find that the observed second order 

decay is indistinguisble from a pure second order decay. Ellerman find that the radiation 

distribution rise the observed second order rate by 12 % as compared to the true rate 

constant. However, Fagerstrom find that the change in the second order rate constant is 

only between 1 and 3% because of the radiation distribution. They find that the change is 

most pronounced for in first half life (3%) while the following half lives are only 

perturbated by 1-2%. 

As a pan of this work I have recalculated the observed decay rate using both the 

method of Ellermann [53] and Fagerstrom et al. [58] observed decays from both 

techniques are fitted with a second order expression and this rate constant called the 

observed rate constant are compared with the true rate constant. Generally, the observed 

rate constants are 1 -2% higher than the true rate constants using the both Ellermanns and 

Fagerstrom et al.s methods [53,58]. The two methods give the same result within 0.3%. If 

only the first half life is observed up to 4% difference between the observed and the true 

rate constant have been calculated. If the decay rate constants are determined from 

transients that at least contain 2 half lives, the observed rate constant is within 2 % from 

the true rate constant which in most cases is small as compared to other uncertainties. 
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22 Long Pathlength Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

2.2.1 Equipment and Data Handling 

The experimental setup for the product studies consists of a 140 1 pyrex chemical 

reactor surrounded by 22 blacklamps for initiation of the reactions and a Mateson Sirius-

100 FTIR spectrometer for detection. The setup is shown schematically in Figure 10. 

The FUR spectrometer was operated at an optical resolution of 0.2S cm'1. Usually, 

32 spectra were coadded to increase the S/N, but for special purposes 16, 64, or 128 

coadded spectra was used either to increase the acquisition speed or the S/N ratio of the 

spectra. Approximately 1.5 min was used to acquire and transform 32 coadded 

interferograms. 

Figure 10. FTIR setup. 

A conventional globar source supplied the detection light and a MCT Infrared 

Associates Model#0465-0008-0 detector was used as a detector for the infrared light. The 

data handling were done by a Masscomp 5500 mini computer where subtraction and 
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addition of spectra could be carried out. A reference library consisting of approximately 

300 calibrated spectra aided the analysis of the experimental data. All spectra were 

recorded at the same resolution, 0.2S cm"1, at a temperature of 296±2 K, and a total 

pressure of 700 Torr. From the Masscomp 5500 mini computer the data could be moved 

to a personal computer and stored on a magnetic band. Data handling on the PC were 

carried out using a program made by M. D. Hurley. 

An example of how the data are handled the are shown in Figure 11. The figure 

show the spectra before irradiation (A) and after 25 min of irradiation (B) of a mixture of 

102 mbar CF3H, 0.26 mbar F2, 200 mbar 0 2 , and 590 mbar N2. Subtraction of features 

due to CF3H, HC(0)F, and CF20 from Figure 1 IB gives Figure 11C. Figure 11D is the 

reference spectrum of CF3OOOCF3. The feature at 1030 cm*' is attributed to SiF4. 

The reaction chamber is a cylinder with a length of 2 m and a diameter of 30 cm 

made of pyrex and with metal plates at each end. On these metal plates a White type gold 

coated mirror system is mounted. The detection IR beam enters the reaction cell through a 

KBr window and is multipassed in the cell by the mirror system and escapes the cell 

through another KBr window. An optical pathlength of 28 m were usually applied. The 

optical pathlength were determined by flushing known volumes of CH4 into the cell, 

measuring the absorbance, and then compare it with a reference spectrum. 

22 GTE F40BLB fluorescent blacklamps surrounded the reaction chamber. The 

lamps had emission maximum at 350 nm, well suited for using molecular chlorine and 

fluorine as reaction initiators in the chamber. The pyrex walls of the reaction chamber 

ensures that no light with a wavelength of less than 300 nm enters the reaction chamber. 

Gases were allowed into the reaction cell through a pyrex pipe in the bottom of the 

reaction cell. A pyrex gas handling system with teflon taps was used. 

The pressure was measured by a Baratron Type 122A absolute membrane 

manometer with an resolution of 0.001 Torr. All pressures are measured in Torr and this 

unit have been used in all publications (but one) reporting the results of from the FTIR 

setup. Torr will therefore also be used as the pressure unit when results from the FTIR are 

reported in the following (1 Torr=1.32 mbar=1000 mTorr=l/760 atm). 

The partial pressures of the gases were determined by allowing the gases into 

pyrex bulbs of known volumes and thereafter flushing the gas into the cell by the diluent 

gas. 700 Torr oe oxygen, nitrogen, or synthetic air were used. 
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Figure 11. Infrared spectra acquired before (A) and after (B) 25 min irradiation of a 

mixture of 0.102 mbar ofCF3H, 0.26 mbar ofF2, 200 mbar of 02, and 590 mbar N2. 

Subtraction of features attributable to CF3H, HC(0)F, and CF20 from Figure 11B gives 

Figure 11C. Figure 11D is a reference ofCF3OOOCF3. The feature at 1030 cm1 in 

Figure UC is attributed to SiF4. 
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2.2.2 Uncertainties: Resolution and Quantitative Determination 

The quantitative analysis of species in the smog chamber depend on the intensity 

of the FTIR bands of the species to be linear with the concentration of the species in the 

cell. For FTIR spectrometers, the principal factor leading to deviations of Lam ben Beers 

law is the effect of insufficient resolution [59]. 

The effect of measuring a spectrum at a resolution that is too low is best discussed 

in terms of the resolution parameter p, where p is the ratio of the nominal resolution of 

the spectrometer to the full width at half height of the absorption band. The apparent peak 

absorbance, A nt, varies as a function of p and the "true" peak absorbance, Alruc [59]. 

For Aj^O.5 and p<0.5 the effect of the spectrometer resolution on the spectrum is 

negligible. For higher values of p, Aapparent falls below A,^. However, if only peaks with 

Ay^O.7 is used, the absorbance versus concentration plot is linear, hence the FTIR 

spectrum may still be used for quantitative purposes. For peaks with higher absorptions or 

greater values of p the absorption versus concentration plots are not linear hence 

quantification is only possible if the unknown concentration and the reference 

concentration is very close. It should be mentioned that for broad bands (p<0.1), linear 

plots of Aapparent against sample concentration can be obtained to absorbances as great as 

3.5 [59]. 

The resolution used for this work was 0.25 cm"1. This is not enough to resolve 

spectra of for example HC1, HCOF, CF20 etc. One therefore have to be careful when 

using the FTIR features of these species for quantification. In this work I generally used 

absorptions from these species well below 0.7. Reasonable quantification should therefore 

be possible using FTIR spectroscopy. 
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3 Basic Studies: F0 2 and SF5 in Pulse Radiolysis 

3.1 The F0 2 Radical 
The formation of small amounts of F02 radicals is inevitable when alkyl peroxy 

radicals are studied by pulse radiolysis of SF6. F atoms are used to initiate the reactions 

and oxygen have to be present in the reaction cell to react with the alkyl radical and form 

peroxy radicals. FOz radicals are then formed by the following reaction: 

F + 0 2 + M -» F02 + M (12) 

This reaction competes with the reaction of F atoms with the studied hydro or hydrohalo 

carbon: 

F + RH -> HF + R (29) 

To determine the amount of F02 radicals formed in the system and correct the UV 

absorption for F02, the UV absorption spectrum and k12 need to be known. The article 

published on this subject is given in Appendix 7.1 ppl 17. 

F02 is formed by pulse radiolysis of mixtures of SF6 and 02 . The UV absorption is 

broad and has the same shape as alkyl peroxy radical spectra. The absorption cross section 

of F02 radicals at 230 nm is (5.08±0.70)xl018 cm2 molecule'1 [Appendix 7.1 ppl 17]. The 

formation kinetics were studied at 230 nm and the rate constant for the formation of F02 

at 295 K and 1000 mbar SF6 were k12=(1.9±0.3)xl0-13 cm3 molecule-1 s'1. 

The reaction between F and 0 2 in reversible, however, the work above was done 

under conditions where [FO,]eo»[F] 

3.2 The SF5 Radical 
Because of the potential formation of SF5 radicals in the pulse radiolysis of SF6 

and due to the current interest on sulfur oxygen adducts, the absorption spectra and 

kinetics of SF5 and SF502 radicals was studied. The article published on this subject is 

found in Appendix 7.8 ppl74. 

SF5 radicals were formed by the reaction of F atoms with SF4: 

F + SF4 + M -> SF5 + M 
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The rate constant for this reaction were measured relative to the reaction rates of (12) and 

(30) by detection of F02 at 230 nm and FNO at 310.5 nm: 

F + 0 2 + M -> F02 + M (12) 

F + NO + M -* FNO + M (30) 

Both relative measurements gave (1.3±O.3)xl0"n cm3 molecule"1 s"1 for the reaction of F 

atoms with SF4. 

The SF5 radical absorbs only weakly in the UV. The absorption cross section at 

220 nm is 55xl0"20 cm2 molecule"1. 

SF502 radicals are formed by addition of 02 : 

SF5 + 0 2 + M ** SF502 + M (23) 

This reaction was shown to be reversible with k23=(8±2)xl0'13 cm3 molecule'1 s ' \ 

k23=(1.0±0.5)xl05 s ' \ and Keq=(8.0±4.5)xlO"18 cm3 molecule"1. From these values a SF5-

0 2 bond strength of (13.7±2.0) kcal mol'1 was derived by assuming that the entropy 

change associated with reaction (23) is similar to the entropy change in reactions of alkyl 

radicals with 02 . 

The UV absorption spectrum of SF502 is broad and similar to the UV spectra of 

the alkyl peroxy radicals. The absorption cross section at 230 nm was found to be 

(3.7±O.9)xl018 cm2 molecule'1. The rate constant of the reaction of SFs02 with NO was 

determined to (l.l±0.3)xl0"n cm3 molecule'1 s'1 by monitoring the kinetics of N02 

formation at 400 nm. 
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4 Kinetic Studies of Halogenated Peroxy Radicals 

Pulse radiolysis coupled to time resolved UV absorption spectroscopy was used to 

study the kinetic behavior of the radicals involved in the atmospheric chemistry of HFCs 

and HCFCs. The data have been published previously [Appendix 7.11 pp205]. 

4.1 The Reactions of F Atoms with HFCs and HCFCs 

Four methods have been used to determine the rate constants for the reaction of F 

atoms with HFCs and HCFCs: (i) Direct observation of the formation of the halo alkyl 

radical (ii) Measurements relative to the reaction of F atoms with Oz (iii) Measurements 

relative to the reaction of F atoms with NO (iv) Relative rate measurements using FTIR. 

Method (iv) is discussed in the next chapter while methods (i)-(iii) are discussed below. 

4.1.1 Formation of the Halo Alkyl Radical 

The direct determination of the rate constant for the reaction of F atoms with 

halocarbons can only be used under certain conditions: (i) The R radical absorb UV or 

VIS light (ii) Radical-radical such as reactions (31-32) have to be much slower than the 

formation of the R radicals. The secondary chemistry include the self reaction of the alkyl 

radical and the reaction of F atoms with the alkyl radical: 

F + R + M - > R F + M (31) 

R + R + M - » R 2 + M (32) 

These reactions are most important for low initial halocarbon concentrations, [RH]0. 

Under conditions where reaction (31) and (32) are negligible, a first order fit to the 

rise of the absorbance due to the R radical will give the pseudo first order rate constant 

for the reaction of F atoms with RH. This have been done in the case of the reaction of F 

atoms with CF3CFC1H and CF3CC12H. As an example, the obtained first order rates are 

plotted as a function of [CF3CFC1H]0 in Figure 12. The slope of the straight line is 

determined by linear regression analysis to k=(7.1±0.9)xl0'13 cm3 molecule"1 s'1. This rate 

constant is also determined by a relative rate method to (9.4±1.8)xl0"13 cm3 molecule'1 s'1 

(see later). I therefore choose to report (8±2)xl013 cm3 molecule'1 s"1. The determination 

of the rate constant for the reaction of F atoms with CF3CC12H is similar to the 

determination of k p ^ ^ Q ^ above. The obtained value is (1.2±0.4)xl0 cm3 molecule'1 
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Figure 12. First order formation rate constants of the CF3CFCl radical recorded at 

220 nm plotted as a function of \CF3CFCIH]Q. The solid line is determined by linear 

regression of the data. 

4.1.2 F0 2 Relative Method 

Three rate constants have been measured in this work using the F02 relative 

method, namely the rate constants for the reaction of F atoms with CF3H, CF3CF2H, and 

CFjCH3. To measure the rate constant for the reaction of F atoms with the CF3H, 

CF3CF2H, and CF3CH3, experiments were performed in which the maximum in ihe 

transient absorption at 230, 230, and 250 nm, respectively, was measured following the 

pulse radiolysis of SF^H/Oj mixtures. In these experiments, the radiolysis dose and the 

SF6 concentration were held constant. Figure 13 shows the observed variation of the 

maximum absorption as a function of the concentration ratio [RH]/[02]. As seen from 

Figure 13, the initial absorption at low [CF3CF2H]/[02] and [CHF3J/[02] was large. As the 

ratios, [RH]/[02], were increased, the initial absorption maximum decreased until a ratio of 

14.2 and 25 was reached. Further increase in the concentration ratios [RHJ/I02] had no 

discernable effect on the initial absorption maximum. 
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Figure 13. Maximum transient absorption at 230 nm (HFC-23 (CFjH) and HFC-125 

(CFJCFJH)) and 250 nm (HFC-I43a (CF£H,)) as function of the concentration ratio 

IHFCJH021- The solid line are a fit to the experimental data. 

This behavior is rationalized in terms of the competition between RH and 0 2 for the 

available F atoms. With tow RH concentrations, an appreciable amount of F02 is fonned; 

hence, a large initial absorption is seen. As the RH concentration is increased, ROj 

radicals are formed at the expense of F02, and the initial maximum absorption decreases. 

In the CFJCHJ system tlu arguments above are also valid, the only difference is that the 

absorbance change is observed at 250 nm instead of the 230 nm used for CF3H and 

CFjCF2H. At 250 nm the absorbance of the R02 radical is larger than the absorbance of 

the F02 radical. Therefore the absorbance as a function of (RHJ/I02) is inverted in the 

CF3CH3 system compared to the CF3CF2H and CF3H systems. 

The solid lines in Figure 13 represent fits of the following expression to the data: 

A«»={AFO2 + A^kn/k.jMRHVKWIl • iWu)WV\02)) 

where A ^ is the observed maximum absorbance, Aro2 is the maximum absorbancc 

expected if F02 is the sole absorbing species, and \ m is the maximum absorbancc 
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expected if R02 (CF302, CF3CF202, or CF3CH202) is the sole absorbing species. 

Parameters AF02, AR02 and k29/k12 were simultaneously varied and gave the best fit with 

AFO2=0.20±0.009, ACF3O2=0.063±0.008, and k29/k12=0.49±0.12, AFO2=0.055±0.003, 

ACF3CF2O2=0.103±0.004, and k29/k,2=1.37±0.42, and AFO2=0.046±O.003, 

ACF3CH2O2=0.10010.003, and k29/k12=13.67±3.17. Errors are 2o. Using our previous value 

of k,2=(1.9±0.3)xl0"13 crn'molecule'V at 1000 mbar total pressure [Appendix 7.1 ppll7] 

then leads to k29=(0.9±0.3)xl013 cm'molecuIe'V1, k29=(2.6±0.9)xl0"13 cm3moleculeV\ 

and k29=(2.6±0.7)xl0"12 cnrWlecuIe's'1 for RH=CF3H, CF3CF2H, and CF3CH3, 

respectively. These data are compared with data from the literature in section 5.1. It 

should be noted that values for k29 for RH = CF3H and CF3CF2H are changed slightly, -

8% and -33% respectively, compared to the previous published values. This is due to a 

new and more reliable value for k12. 

4.13 FNO Relative Method 

The rate constant for the reaction of F atoms with CF3CFC1H was measured 

relative to the rate constant for the reaction of F atoms with NO: 

F + CF3CFC1H -> HF + CF3CFC1 (33) 

F + NO + M -> FNO + M (30) 

The amount of FNO formed upon radiolysis of mixtures of CF3CFCIH/NO/SF6 

depends upon the rate constant ratio k33/kjQ and the concentration ratio [CF3CFClH]/[NO]. 

k30 has been determined previously in our laboratory to (5.1±0.7)xl0~12 cn^molecule'V1 

and FNO is known to absorb at 310.5 nm [Appendix 7.3 ppl34 and 7.8 ppl74]. To 

determine k33, experiments were performed in which the maximum of the transient 

absorption at 310.5 nm was measured following the pulse radiolysis of SF6/CF3CFC1H/N0 

mixtures. In these experiments, the radiolysis dose and the SF6 concentration were held 

fixed at a dose of 0.527 and [SF6] = 950 mbar ([F]0=1.48xl015 molecules cm"3) and the 

concentrations of CF3CFC1H and NO were varied over the ranges 0-100 and 1-10 mbar, 

respectively. 

Figure 14 shows the observed variation of the maximum absorption at 310.5 nm as 

a function of the concentration ratio [CF3CFClH]/[NO]. At low [CF3CFClH]/[NO] ratios 

the initial absorption was large. As the concentration ratio was increased, the initial 

absorption maximum decreased until a ratio of [CF3CFCIH]/[NO]=100 was reached. 

Further increase in the [CF3CFClH]/[NO] ratio had no discernable effect on the initial 

absorption maximum. This behavior is rationalized in terms of the competition between 
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CF3CFC1H and NO for the available F atoms. At low CF3CFC1H concentrations, an 

appreciable amount of FNO is formed; hence, a large initial absorption is seen. As the 

CF3CFC1H concentration is increased, an increasing fraction of the F atoms reacts with 

CF3CFCIH on the expense of NO, and the initial maximum absorption decreases. The 

CF3CFCI radicals formed may react with NO to produce CF3CFClNO: 

CF3CFCI + NO + M -> CF3CFCINO + M (34) 

The formation of CF3CFC1N0 may explain the residual absorbance for large ratios of 

[CF3CFClH]/[NO]. 
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Figure 14. Maximum transient absorption measured at 310.5 nm following pulse 

radiolysis of 1-10 mbar NO, 0-100 mbar CF3CFCIH, and 950 mbar SF6. The solid 

line is a fit to the data. See text. 

The solid line in Figure 14 represents a three parameter fit of the following 

expression to the data: 

Afflax={AFN0 + (ACF3CFC1NO(k33/k30)[CF3CFClH]/[NO])}/(l + (k33^30)[CF3CFClH]/[NO]) 
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where Amax is the observed maximum absorbance, AFN0 is the maximum absorbance 

expected if only FNO is produced, and Ac^cp^o is the maximum absorbance expected if 

all F atoms react with CF3CFC1H. The best fit was obtained for k33/k30=0.185±0.023, 

AFNO=0.049±0.001, and ArøcpcHo^.011 ±0.001. Using our previous value of 

k30=(5.1±0.7)xl0*12 cm'molecule'V1 at 1000 mbar total pressure [Appendix 7.3 ppl34 and 

7.8 ppl74], k33 is found to be (9.4±1.8)xl0~13 cm3molecule",s"1. This number is consistent 

with the direct determination of k33, (7.1±0.9)xl0n ciT^molecule'V1. When the 

experimental difficulties in monitoring CF3CFC1 and the limited dynamic range 

(absorbance=0.05-0.013) of the plot in Figure 14 is taken into account the agreement 

between the relative and the absolute measurement is acceptable. I choose to quote the 

average of the two k33 values and uncertainties covering the extremes of the two 

determinations, (8±2)xl013 cm3 molecule"1 s"1. No value for k33 exists in the literature for 

comparison. 

4.2 UV Spectra of Halogenated Peroxy Radicals 

The UV absorption spectra of CF302, CF3CF202, CF3CFC102, CF3CH202, 

CH2FCHF02, and CHF2CF202 are reported as part of this work. To quantify the UV 

absorption spectrum of these R02 radicals, their concentration needs to be determined. The 

yields of the R02 radicals can only be obtained if F atoms are converted stoichiometrically 

into R02 radicals. To obtain this we must avoid secondary radical-radical reactions such as 

the following reactions: 

R + F + M -> products (31) 

R + R + M-»K 2 + M (32) 

R02
 J R -> products (35) 

R02 + F -» products (36) 

R02 + R02 -> products (37) 

In addition the reaction of F atoms with 0 2 needs to be minimized: 

F + 0 2 + M -> FO, + M (12) 
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Figure 15. Maximum transient absorption following the formation qfCF302 (at 230 nm), 

CF3CF202 (at 230 nm), CH2FCHF02 (at 240 nm), CF2HCF202 (at 230 nm), CF3CH202 

(at 250 nm), and CF3CFC102 (at 230 nm). The solid lines are fit to the low dose data. 

To minimize the amount of F atoms consumed by reaction (12) the oxygen concentration 

needs to be low. However, a low oxygen concentration will increase the importance of 

reactions (31,32,35). Clearly a compromise needs to be met. Initial 0 2 concentrations of 2-

40 mbar were chosen. The amount of F02 formed under these experimental conditions was 

calculated from k,2 and the rate constants for the reactions of F atoms with the HFC or 
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HCFC studied. Since the FO^ spectrum is known [Appendix 7.1 pp 117 J it is possible to 

correct for the absorbance due to this radical. 

There are no literature data concerning the kinetics of reactions (31,32,35,36,37), 

hence we cannot calculate their imponance. To check for these unwanted radical-radical 

reactions the maximum transient absorption as a function of the relative dose were 

measured upon radiolysis of mixtures of 02 , RH, and SF6. The radiolysis dose was varied 

over an order of magnitude. Figure IS shows the observed maximum of the transient 

absorption as a function of the dose. As seen from Figure IS, the absorption increase 

linearly with the radiolysis dose up to doses of 0.416 (CF3CFC102), 0.527 (CF3CF202), 

0.319 (CF302), 0.416 (CF3CH202), 0.319 (CHF2CF202) and 0.527 (CH2FCHF02). At 

higher doses the data fall below that expected from a linear extrapolation of the low dose 

results. This is due to incomplete conversion of F atoms into R02 radicals caused by 

secondary radical-radical reactions at high initial F atom concentrations. 

Figure 16. UV absorption spectra of the six peroxy radicals investigated as part of 

this work. 

The solid lines drawn through the data in Figure 15 are linear least squares fit of 

the low dose data. The slopes are 0.170±0.009 (CF3CFC102), 0.156±0.012 (CF3CF202), 

0.255±0.009 (CF302), 0.2415±0.0082 (CF3CH202), 0.17910.008 (CHF2CF202) and 
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0.31210.014 (CHJFCHFOJ). From these value and three additional pieces of information, 

(i) the F atom yield (ii) the conversion of F atoms into ROj and F02 calculated from k]2 

and the rate constants listed in Table X, and (iii) the absorption cross section for FOj 

[Appendix 7.1 ppl 17], o(CF3CF202) at 230 nm = (2.74±0.46)xl018 cm2 molecule \ 

otCFjOj) at 230 nm = (2.06±0.50)xl0"w cm2 molecule1, G^FJCFCIOJ) at 250 nm = 

(1.67±0.09)xl(r,, cm2 molecule \ ofCFjCr^Oj) at 250 nm = (2.73±0.30)xl0 " cm2 

molecule \ o(CHF2CF202) at 230 nm = (3.2±0.5)xl0'W cm2 molecule1, and 

o(CH2FCFH02) at 240 nm = (3.28±0.40)xl0 " cm2 molecule"1 are calculated. The quoted 

error are combined uncertainties of the linear least squares fits of all the data in Figure 15 

and the uncertainty in our absolute calibration of the fluorine atom yield. 

To map out the spectra, experiments were performed to measure the transient absorption 

between 220 nm and 300 nm following the pulsed irradiation of SF6/RH/02 mixtures. The 

transient absorptions were corrected for FOj and then scaled to the absorption cross 

sections determined above to obtain absolute absorption cross sections. Absorption cross 

sections for the six RO; radicals are shown in Figure 16. All the spectra are similar in 

shape. The observed trend in Figure 16 is consistent with the literature spectra of 

halogenated alkyl peroxy radicals where substitution of electron withdrawing groups on 

the carbon bearing the -O-O group leads to a spectral shift to the blue [9]. From the 

available UV spectra of alkyl peroxy radicals it can be seen that a F atoms on the a 

carbon seems to increase the absorption cross section of the maximum while chlorine 

atoms give a broader and less intense absorbance [19,20]. 

4 3 The Kinetics of the Self Reaction of Halogenated Peroxy Radicals 

As a part of this work the self reactions of CF3CF202, CF2HCF202, CF3CH202, 

CF302, and CF3CFC102 have been studied. The self reactions of CF3CF202. CF2HCF202, 

CF3CH202, and CF302 have been studied by fitting a second order expression to the decay 

of the absorbance du? to the peroxy radical. 

An example of a decay of a peroxy radical and a second order fit is seen in 

Figure 7. The reciprocal of the half life obtained from the second order fit is plotted as a 

function of the absorbance of the peroxy radical. The slope of this plot equals 2k2.303/(lo) 

as discussed in section 2.1.2. From the optical pathlength 1, the absorption cross section o, 

and the slope of the \/iA vs Amax plot the observed second order rate constant can then 

be calculated. The observed rates are (3.6±0.9)xl012 cm3 molecule'1 s"1 for CF302, 

(2.1±0.4)xlO12 cm1 molecule"1 s"1 for CF3CF202, (2.7±0.6)xlO12 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 for 

CF2HCF202, and (8.4±l.l)xlfJ12 cm3 molecule1 s 1 for CF3CH202. 
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The observed rate constants above are not "true" rate constants because of the 

potential influence of secondary chemistry. Product studies described in the Chapter 5 

show that the self reactions of the CF302, CF3CF202, CHF2CF202, and CF3CH202 radicals 

form alkoxy radicals: 

R02 + R02 -> RO + RO + 0 2 (37) 

The alkoxy radicals proceed via C-C bond cleavage (CF3CF20, CF2HCF20, and 

CH2FCHFO), react with 0 2 and give an aldehyde and H02 (CF3CH20), or eject an Cl 

atom (CFjCFCIO). Since the rate constants for these and the subsequent reactions are 

unknown, I can not correct the decays for secondary chemistry. However, in the case of 

the self reaction of CF302 the product study give enough information to do a correction 

for the secondary chemistry (see later). In addition the self reaction rate constant of 

CF3CFC102 was derived by an initial rate method. 

The product study of the self reaction of the CF302 radical showed that the end 

product is 50±3% CF3OOOCF3. As discussed later, this yield result implies that the 

alkoxy radical, CF30, is formed from the self reaction and that these alkoxy radicals react 

with CF302 radicals. This reaction rate is greater than 2.5xl0"u cm3 molecule"1 s"1 under 

the assumption that k39=k40 [section 5.2.1]: 

CF302 + CF30 + M -> CF3OOOCF3 + M (39) 

CF30 + CF30 + M -» CF3OOCF3 + M (40) 

In the pulse radiolysis system the reaction of CF30 with CF302 is much faster than the 

self reaction of CF302. Simulations show [section 5.2.1] that the resulting decays are 

indistinguishable from pure second order kinetics and that the rate constants determined 

from the decay is essentially a factor of two larger than the "true" rate constant. The 

observed rate constant of (3.6±0.9)xl012 cm3 molecule'1 s'1 should be divided by 2 to 

correct for the reaction of CF30 radicals with CF302. The "true" rate constant is then 

(1.8±0.4)xl012 cm3 molecule'1 s"1. This rate constant agree with the self reaction rate 

constant of (1.8±0.4)xl012 cm3 molecule"1 s'1 determined by Maricq and Szente [60]. 

The decay of the absorption transient at 250 nm following pulse radiolysis of 

mixtures of 50 mbar CF3CFC1H, 10 mbar 02 , and 940 mbar SF6 is mainly due to the self 

reaction of the CF3CFC102 radical: 

CF3CFC102 + CF3CFC102 -> CF3CFC10 + CF3CFC10 + 0 2 (41a) 

-> CF3CFC102CFC1CF3 + 0 2 (41 b) 
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The apparent decay of the CF3CFC102 radicals may be influenced by reactions of the 

products of reaction (41). For example: 

CF3CFCIO + M -> CF3CFO + CI + M (42) 

CF3CFC102 + CF3CFCIO -> products (43) 

CI + CF3CFC102 -» CIO + CF3CFCIO (44) 

CI + CF3CFCIH -> CF3CFCI + HC1 (33) 

CFjCFCl + 0 2 + M -> CF3CFC102 + M (45) 

Reaction (42) is expected to be fast (t^few ps) [Appendix 7.11.18 pp205], Hence 

chlorine atoms are expected to be produced in the system within a few ps after the 

formation of the CF3CFC10 radicals. Therefore reaction (44) and (33) and the subsequent 

reactions of CIO radicals are believed to be the major secondary reactions in the system. 

Too little is known about these reactions to derive the rate constant of reaction (41) by 

simulations of the observed decay of the absorption at 250 nm following the pulse 

radiolysis of CF3CFClH/02/SF6 mixtures. Hence, I have used an initial rate method to 

determine k41. The slope of the decay (the initial rate or k^,) after all CF3CFC102 radicals 

have been formed, is a measurement of the initial decay rate of the CF3CFC102 radical 

and hence will not be influenced by secondary chemistry. Since the products CF3CFC10 

and CF3CFO are not expected to absorb significantly at 250 nm, the initial rate, Ic^may 

be expressed as follows: 

kfoi, = (2x2.303/l)(k41/oCF3CFCIO2(250nm))xA0
2 

Where 1 is the optical path length and A0 is the transient absorbance. 

The initial rate of two full dose, a half dose, and 0.416 dose experiments were 

determined by a linear regression analysis of the absorption data in a short time interval. 

A0 was determined as the average value of the transient absorptions in the time interval. 

The results are shown in Table V. Time intervals were started 10 ps, or later, after the 

electron pulse to avoid any possible interference from the formation kinetics of the 

CF3CFC102 radicals. Two checks were made for secondary chemistry. Firstly, the slope 

was measured in three successive time intervals of 20 ps for the full dose experiments. As 

seen in Table V the values of k4, calculated from the data in the first two time intervals 

were essentially the same, while the value of k4, calculated from the third time interval 

was significantly lower than the first two measurements. This might be due to the 

formation of CF3CFC102 by reaction (33) and (45). We choose to use only the first 50 ps 
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of the transients to determine k41. Secondly, k44 may increase the apparent decay rate of 

the absorption at 250 nm if it is fast. As a check of this I estimated the CIO concentration 

(from reaction (44)) in the first 50 us after the electron pulse by the absorption at 277.5 

nm. The CIO radical has a sharp absorption feature at 277.5 nm [5]. The maximum 

transient absorption at 277.5 nm in the first 50 ps after pulse radiolysis of 

CF3CFClH/02/SF6 mixtures was less than 0.008 using a spectral resolution of 0.2 nm, full 

dose, and a 40 cm pathlength. From the absorption cross section of CIO at 277.5 nm, 

5.8xl0'18 cm2 molecule"1,1 estimate an upper limit of the CIO formation of 8xl013 

molecule cm'3. This is <10% of the loss of CF3CFC102 which is approximately l.OxlO15 

molecule cm'3. 

The average of the data in Table V, not including results from the time interval 50-

70 ps data, gives (2.6±0.5)xl012 cm3 molecule ' s'1. This result also includes the 

uncertainty in OCF3CFCIO2-

Table V: Initial rate of the decay of CF3CFC102 radical: 

Dose Time Absorbance Init. Rate k3 

ps base 10 s'1 10'12 cm3molecule"1s'1 

1.0 10-30 0.1147 -1206 2.66 

30-50 0.0943 -804 2.62 

50-70 0.0840 -224 0.92 

1.0 10-30 0.1203 -1235 2.48 

30-50 0.1005 -845 2.42 

50-70 0.0889 -491 1.80 

0.527 10-50 0.0685 -470 2.91 

0.416 10-50 0.0593 -334 2.75 
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4.4 The Reaction of Halogenated Peroxy Radicals with NO 

The reaction between a peroxy radical, R02, and NO can proceed through two 

channels: 

R02 + NO -> RO + N02 (3a) 

R02 + NO + M -» RON02 + M (3b) 

In this work k3 are determined by the first order formation rate of N02 formation at 400 

nm and 450 nm following pulse radiolysis of mixtures of NO, RH, 02 , and SF6. Hence, it 

is the overall rate constant which is determined. An example of an experimental transient 

is displayed in Figure 6 in chapter 2. The transient absorbance at 400 nm following 

radiolysis of mixtures of RH/SF6, NO/SF6, and RH/02/SF6 mixtures as well as pure SF6 

are zero. Since the relative intensities at 400 nm and 450 nm correspond to those reported 

in the literature for N0 2 [5] it seems reasonable to conclude that NOz is responsible for 

the transient absorption at 400 nm and 450 nm. The experimental transients were fitted 

beginning from 2-4 us to the maximum of the transient absorption with a first order rise 

expression. The reason for not fitting from time zero is that the formation of CF3CFC102 

radicals have to be complete before reaction (3) can be first order. 

The first order rate constants obtained from fitting the experimental absorbance 

transients were plotted as functions of [NO]. In Figure 17 the first order rates for the 

formation of N02 for 16 different species are plotted as a function of [NO]. The filled 

circles are the experimental points while the triangles are corrected for secondary 

chemistry (see below). 

Before a value for k3 can be extracted from the observed kinetics of the N02 

formation the impact of potential secondary reactions needs to be considered. Four 

possible complications need to be considered: (i) The reaction of R02 radicals with N02. 

(ii) The reaction of RO radicals with N02. (iii) The formation rate of the R02 radical, (iv) 

The decomposition of the RO radical. Peroxy radicals, R02, are known to react with N02 

to form peroxy nitrates [9,8]. Hence, following the formation of N02 from reaction (3), 

there is a competition between reactions (3) and (46) for the available R02 radicals: 

R02 + NO -> products (3) 

R02 + N02 + M -» R02N02 + M (46) 

Similarly, alkoxy radicals produced in reaction (3) also react with both NO and N02: 
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(CH,),CC(CHJ)2CH202+ NO 

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 
[NO], mbor 

2.0 

0.9 1.0 1.9 
[NO], mbor 

2.0 

1.0 0.9 1.0 1.9 2.0 2.9 
[NO], mbor 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 

[NO], mbor 

Figure 17. Plot of k1" versus [NO] for various peroxy radicals. Closed circles are 

raw data and the open triangles are corrected data. See text. 
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RO + NO + M -> RONO + M (47) 

RO + N02 + M -> RON02 (48) 

Reactions (46) and (48) remove N02 from the system with an efficiency which increases 

at long reaction times and thereby at low NO concentrations. The removal decreases the 

time taken for the N02 concentration to reach a maximum. Hence, reaction (46) and (48) 

lead to an increase in the apparent pseudo first order rate constant for the N02 formation. 

This effect is most pronounced under low [NO]0 concentrations leading to positive 

intercepts in plots of klst versus [NO]. In Figure 17, plots of klst versus [NO] for alkyl 

peroxy radicals, halogenated methyl peroxy radical, and halogenated ethyl peroxy radicals 

are presented. Positive intercepts were observed for all the alkyl peroxy radicals studied 

here. Interestingly, similar plots for the halogenated peroxy radicals have intercepts which 

are zero, within the experimental uncertainty. To assess the impact of reactions (46), (47) 

and (48) and, hence, to compute corrections for such, detailed modelling of the 

experimental data presented in Figure 17 was performed using the Chemsimul chemical 

kinetic modelling program [61] with a mechanism consisting of the reactions in Table 

VI. 

Table VI. Reaction mechanism for the formation of N02. 

Reaction Rate constant (295 K) 

(cm3molecule"1s1) 

F + RH->HF + R 

F + NO + M -> FNO + M 

F + 0 2 + M -» F02 + M 

R + NO + M -> RNO + M 

R + 0 2 + M -> R02 + M 

R02 + NO -» RO + N02 

R02 + N02 + M -» R02N02 + M 

RO + NO + M -> RONO + M 

RO + N02 + M -» RON02 + M 

R02 + R02 -» RO + RO + 0 2 

varied 

5.1xl012 

1.9xl0'13 

I.Oxl a " 

(l-5)xl012 

6.0xl0'12 

6.0x1012 

2.0x1 a" 
1.5x1 a " 

0-8xlO-12 

[Appendix 7.3 and 7.8] 

[Appendix 7.1] 

see text 

see text 

see text 

see text 

see text 

see text 

see text 
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First, the interference of reaction (46) and (48) are addressed. Values for k3 were 

taken from the present work. Values of k^ were taken from the literature where available 

18,9]. In the absence of recommended literature data, k^^.OxlO"12 cm'molecuIe'V' was 

used, as a typical value for this reaction [8,9]. There is little literature data available 

concerning the kinetics of reaction (47) and (48). We assume here that all alkoxy radicals 

display the same kinetics as methoxy radicals in their reaction toward NO and NOj, 

k47=2.0xl(Tn cm3 molecule'1 s'1 and k48=1.5xl0*n cm3 moleculeA s ' [62]. The rate 

constants for the reactions between alkyl radicals and Oj and NO are assumed to be (1-

5)xl0"12 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 and 10'11 cm3 molecule*1 s"1, respectively. A rate constant of 

(2-5)xl012 cm3 molecule'1 s'1 for the reaction of alkyl and haloalkyl radicals is estimated 

from the NIST chemical database. For the reaction of the alkyl radical with NO, was used 

a rate constant for the reaction of CH3 with NO from Wallington et al. [63]. The 

simulated N02 results were converted into a plot of absorption versus time, and a first 

order rise was fitted to the simulated transient. In all cases, the simulated data were 

closely fit by first order kinetics. 

For R02 radicals with k1>k46 (i.e. the halogenated alkyl peroxy radicals), the 

pseudo first order rate constants derived from the simulated data were in close agreement 

(within 1% for [NO]Q>1 mbar and within 10% for [NOJ0=0.3 mbar) with those expected. 

As seen from Figure 17, there is no experimental evidence that measured values of k1* for 

the halogenated peroxy radicals using lower NO concentrations are systematically larger 

than expected based upon a linear extrapolation of the data using higher NO 

concentrations. However, it is worth noting that a 10% effect would probably be masked 

by the experimental scatter and go undetected. As a further check for reactions (46) and 

(48) the maximum change in absorption at 400 nm, attributable to N02, was measured as 

a function of [NO]0. If reactions (46) and (48) are significant, the N02 yield should 

decrease with decreasing (NO]0. No such trend was observed for the halogenated peroxy 

radicals. No corrections to the experimental data concerning the haloperoxy radicals are 

required. 

For the alky] peroxy radicals with k3<k46 the pseudo first order rate constants 

derived from the model were larger than those expected. This discrepancy increased as 

[NO]0 and kj/k46 decrease, and was most pronounced for (CH3)3CC(CH3)2CH202 radicals. 

Further evidence for secondary chemistry comes from the observation that the yields of 

N02 in experiments involving (CH3)3CCH202 and (CH3)3CC(CH3)2CH202 radicals 

decreased substantially at low fNO]0. No discernable decrease in the N02 yield in 

experiments using low [NO]0 was observed in experiments involving either CH302 or 

C2H302 radicals. Corrections were computed to account for reactions (46), (47) and (48). 
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Corrected and uncollected data are shown in Figure 17. As seen from Figure 17. linear 

least squares analysis of the corrected data produces a line which, within the experimental 

uncertainties, passes through the origin. In view of die corrections .-»ppiicd to the data for 

CHJOJ. CJHJO^ (CHj^CCHjOj. and ( C H J ^ C Q C H ^ C H J ^ radicals. I choose to add an 

additional 10% and 20% uncertainty range to die measured rate constants of die reactions 

of CHjOj and C^O-, radicals, and (CHJ^CCHJOJ and ( C H J ^ C Q C H ^ C H J O J radicals 

with NO, respectively. Values cited in Table VII reflect only die precision. 

So far I have not considered die influence of die formation rate of ROj on die k-lfl 

obtained from the fit of die NOj transient- In die simulations above I have chosen die rise 

time of the RO, radical to be much faster dun die rise lime of NO,. When die rise time of 

ROjz is getting close to die NOj rise time die k,,, obtained from the fit of the absorption 

transient falls below the real value. This effect is of cause most pronounced for high NO 

concentrations. Two experimental situations will be discussed here: The rate constant for 

the rise of ROj is 1.23x10* s ' (k2=5xiau cm'moiecule' s \ 10 mbar Oj, and 

k^lRHI^jlO,!) and the rise of NOj is 0.4. 6. and 8x10s s ' (k,=I.5xia" cm3 

molecule' s ' and |NO|=l.l-2.2 mbar). The values of k„ fall <05%, 3%. 4%. and 6% 

below the "true" value. Hence, as long as die first order formation of N02 is less than half 

of die formation rate of ROj. the results should be good to within 5%. 

Another possible complication is the self reaction of the ROj radical. This 

complication is most important at low (NO] concentrations. With k3=6xI012 cm3 

molecule ' s \ [NO|=0.3 mbar, and k(RO2+RO2)=0,3^,8xia12 cm3 molecule' s ' the 

obtained first order rate constant falls 6.3, 8.2, 9.4, and 11.1% above the "true" value. 

Again this is with in die noise level of the experiments. 

The last complication of the measurements which will be discussed here is die 

decomposition of the alkoxy radical. The alkoxy radical may react with 0 2 to give a 

carbonyl compound and H02. or decompose either via C-C bond cleavage or ejection of a 

CI atom. The rate constant for the reaction of alkoxy radicals with 02 are generally less 

than 10 w cm3 molecule'1 s' [64). Since the rate constant for the reaction of RO with 

NO is three orders of magnitude greater than the rate constant for this reaction. The 

reaction of RO with NO will dominate in these cases and the formation of H02 will 

therefore be small. 

The alkoxy radical may also decompose via C-C bond cleavage. The rate constant 

for this reaction is generally fast, k<5xl0* s'1 [See discussion in Appendix 7.11.18 pp20S|. 

The alkyl radical formed by the C-C bond cleavage will be convened fast (t)/2<15 us) into 

alkyl peroxy radicals. These peroxy radicals react with NO to form N02. Therefore this 

complication is detected by the N02 yield exceeds 100% in terms of the F atom yield. 
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Table VII. Summary of rate constants for ROj+NO -> products reactions 

Species Technique0 lO12*^1*1 Reference 

CHA 

C,HA 

.-C.HA 

/-C,H,02 

(CH,),CCHA 

(CHJJJQCHJ^CHJO, 

CFjCHFOj 

CFHjCHFO, 

CF,CHjOj 

CF,CFCIOi 

CHFjCFjO, 

CF,CF20, 

CFCI2CH202 

CF2C1CH2OJ 

CHJFOJ 

CHJCIOJ 

CHjBrOj 

CHFJOJ 

CF,02 

CF2Q02 

CFC1202 

CCljO, 

FP-UV 
FP-UV 
DF-MS 
FP-UV 
DF-MS 
LP-LIF 
LP-LA 
PR-UV 

FP-UV 
DF-MS 
PR-UV 

FP-UV 
DF-MS 

DF-MS 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

PR-UV 

DF-MS 
LP-MS 
PR-UV 

LP-MS 
PR-UV 

LP-MS 
LP-MS 

DF-MS 
LP-MS 

3.010.2 
7.111.4 
6.512.0 
7.710.9 
8.612.0 
7.811.2 
7.011.5 
8.811.4 

2.710.2 
8.913.0 
8.511.2 

3.510.2 
5.011.2 

4.011.1 

4.710.4 

1.810.2 

12.813.6 

>8.7 

5.6l 1.1 

1.510.6 

>9.7±I3 

>10.7±1.5 

12.811.1 

11.811.0 

12.511.3 

18.712.0 

10.711.1 

12.611.6 

17.813.6 
14.512.0 
16.912.6 

1613 
13.1U.2 

16.012.0 
14.512.0 

18.612.8 
17.012.0 

165) 
(»SJ 
166) 
167) 
I68J 
1691 
(701 
This work 

171) 
[72) 
This work 

[731 
(74) 

(74) 

This work 

This work 

(75) 

This Work 

This Work 

This Work 

This work 

This work 

This work 

This work 

This work 

This work 

This work 

This work 

[76J 
1771 
This work 

177) 
This work 

[78] 
177] 

[79) 
[77] 

* FP-UV, Flash Photolysis - UV Absorption; DF-MS, Discharge Row - Mass Spectrometry; LP-LIF, Laser Photolysis - Laser Induced 
Fluorescence; LP-LA, Laser Photolysis • Laser Absorption; PR-UV, Pulse Radiolysis - UV Absorption; LP-MS, Laser Photolysis - Mass 
Spectrometry 
w in units of cm'molecule'V 
c) errors quoted for results from this work are l 2 o and represent precision only. 
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In these cases only an upper limit for the rate constants for k3 can be obtained. Secondary 

peroxy radicals are always formed after a primary peroxy radicals have reacted with NO. 

Therefore only the resulting N02 formation due to the secondary R02 radical will always 

be slower than the N02 formation due to the primary peroxy radical. Hence, the resulting 

first order rate constant derived from a first order fit to the experimental data will always 

be slower than the "true" rate constant. 

Finally, as in the case of CF3CFC10, an alkoxy radical may decompose via ejection 

of an CI atom. The rate constant of the reaction of chlorine atoms with N02 is 4x10''' 

cm3 molecule"1 s"1. Since a dose of 0.416 was used for the experiments with CF3CFC10, 

the first order formation rate for the reaction of CI atoms with N02 is <2.5xl04 s"1 

(t1/2>28us). This rate constant is 13% or less than the observed rate constants for the N02 

rise. The complication is therefore small however not unimportant in the discussed case. 

The absolute accuracy of the rate constants depends on the precision of reactant 

concentrations and possible unidentified systematic errors. The overall accuracy of the 

measured rate constants is estimated to be of the order ±25%. 
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Figure 18. Transient absorption at 400 nm following radiolysis of 0.5 mbar N02, 10 

mbar 02, 50 mbar CF3CFCIH, and 940 mbar SF6. The solid line is a fit to the data. 

The upper part of the figure show the residual from the fit. 
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4.5 The Reaction of Halogenated Peroxy Radicals wit,« N02 

The reactions of CF3CFC102 and CF3CH202 with N02 have been studied as pan of 

this work. The reaction rates have been determined by the rate of disappearance of N02 at 

400 nm. In Figure 18, the absorption transient observed at 400 nm following pulse 

radiolysis of 0.5 mbar N02, 50 mbar CF3CFC102, 10 mbar of 02 , and 940 mbar of SF6 is 

shown. The decay rate of the absorption increases with [N02]. N02 is known to absorb at 

400 nm. It seems reasonable to explain the transient in Figure 18 by a loss in N02. 
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Figure 19. First order decay rate constants obtained by fitting the N02 decay 

observed at 400 nm following radiolysis of mixtures ofN02, 02, SF6, and CF3CFCIH 

(filled circles) or CF3CH3 (triangles). 

Three reactions could be responsible for the loss of N02: 

F 4 N02 + M -» FN02/FONO + M 

R + N02 + M -> products 

R02 + N02 + M -> R02N02 + M 

(49) 

(50) 

(46) 
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The first two reactions have been avoided by using only the kinetics from 4 ps to derive 

the rate constant of reaction (46). The formation of CF3CFC102 and CF3CH202 is 94% 

completed at 4 ps after the electron pulse. This makes the influence from reaction (49) and 

(50) negligible. In Figure 19, first order rate constants obtained by fitting a first order 

decay expression to the N02 decays are plotted as a function of [N02]. A linear 

regression analysis of the data in Figure 19 gives rate constants of the reactions of 

CF3CFC102 and CF3CH202 with N02 of (5.9±0.5)xl012 cm3molecule"1s"1 and 

(5.6±l.l)xl012 cm3molecule'V1, respectively. References [8,9] have reviewed the known 

rate constants of peroxy radicals with N02 and found that the rates are pressure dependent 

and that ^=6-8x10 , 2 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 for halogenated peroxy radicals. It is expected 

that the R02+N02 rate constants are close to the high pressure limit at 1 bar SF6. Hence 

the derived values of (5.9±0.5)xl0"12 cm3molecule1s1 and (5.6±l.l)xl012 cm3molecule-1 

s'1 are close to the rate constants of the reactions of other halogenated peroxy radicals 

with N02. 
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5 Product Studies of Halogenated Compounds 

5.1 FTIR Relative Rate Method 

The relative rate technique was used to determine the reactivity of fluorine atoms 

towards CH3F, CH3C1, CH3Br, CF2H2, CF3H, CF3CH2F (HFC-134a), CFCI2CH3 (HCFC-

141b), CF2CICH3 (HCFC-142b), CHF2CH3 (HFC-152a), and CF3CF2H (HFC-125) relative 

to methane. In addition, the rate constant for the reaction of F atoms with CFH2CFH2 and 

CF3CH3 were determined relative to those of the reactions of F atoms with CH4, CH3F, 

CH2F2, and CF3CFH2, respectivly. 
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Figure 20. Plot of InflReactantJ^lReactant],) versus InffCHJJfCHJJfor CH fil, 

HFC-152b, and HCFC-142b. Solid lines are first order fits to the data. 

Photolysis of molecular fluorine were used to generate fluorine atoms. Reaction mixtures 

consisting of the reactant and reference organics and fluorine (5% in He) diluted in 
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nitrogen were admitted to the reaction chamber. In the presence of atomic fluorine the 

reactant and reference decay via reactions (51) and (52): 

F -i- reactant organic -» products (51) 

F + reference organic -» products (52) 

Provided that the reactant and reference are lost solely by reactions (51) and (52) and that 

neither is reformed in any process, it can be shown that 

[reference organic\f 

[reference organic], 

where [reactant organic]to and [reference organic]^, and [reactant organic]t, [reference 

organic], are the concentrations of the reactant and reference organics at times t0 and t 

respectively, and k51 and kS2 are the rate constants of reactions (51) and (52). 

With one exception, all experiments were performed in the presence of 700 Ton-

total pressure of ultra pure Nitrogen diluent. In the study of the relative reactivity of HFC-

125 versus HFC-134a ultra pure synthetic air was used as bath gas. All experiments were 

conducted in 295±2 K. 

Figure 20 shows typical plots of ln([reactant]lc/[reactant],) versus 

ln([reference]IO/[reference],) for selected experiments. These plots are linear going through 

the origin suggesting the absence of complications due to secondary chemistry. For each 

reactant organic studied, at least two separate gas mixtures with different initial conditions 

of the organics were prepared and irradiated to assess the experimental reproducibility and 

to check for unwanted secondary reactions; in all cases indistinguishable results were 

obtained from successive experiments. Rate constant ratios ks,/kS2, obtained from linear 

least squares analysis of the data shown in Figure 20, and analogous plots, are given in 

Table VIII, (quoted errors represent 2a). 

For the determination of k(F+HFC-125)/k(F+HFC-134a) we must consider the 

formation of HFC-125 from the reaction of HFC-134a by following reactions: 

F + CF3CFH2(HFC-134a) -> CF3CFH + HF (53) 

CF3CFH + F2->CF3CF2H(HFC-125) + F (54) 

I n • 
[reactant organic\ 

[reactant organic). 
> = 3 l l n 1 

*52 
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Table VIII: Rate constant ratios, k51/k52, measured during the present work. 

Reference 

Reactant 

CH4 CD4 CH2F2 CF3CF2H CF3H 

CD4 

CH3F 

CH3CI 

CH3Br 

CF3CF2H (HFC-125) 

HFC-134a 

HFC-134 

HFC-152a 

HCFC-142b 

(0.69dt0.02)b 

(0.48±0.02) 

(0.44±0.03) 

(0.25±0.02) 

(0.05710.006) 

(0.79±0.03) 

(0.72±0.03) (7.710.4) 

(2.610.1) 

(0.3010.02) (3.110.5)° (8.710.8) 

(6.910.4) 

(10.911.0) 

a: Quoted errors are 2o\ 

b: Taken from Wallington and Hurley [80]. 

c: measured with air as bath gas 
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Table DC: Reactivities relative to methane. 

Reactant k(F+Reactant)/k(F+CH4) 

CH4 

CD4 

CH3F 

CH3C1 

CH3Br 

HFC-152a 

CF2H2 

HCFC-142b 

HFC-134a 

HFC-134 

HFC-125 

CF3H 

1 

0.6910.02 

0.54±0.O3 

O.48±0.02 

0.44±0.03 

0.25±0.01 

0.06310.004 

0.05710.006 

0.01910.002 

0.01410.002 

0.005210.0007 

0.002010.0003 

In these experiments, air was used as the diluent gas. The 160 Torr partial pressure of 

oxygen in 700 torr of air provides an efficient scavenging mechanism for CF3CFH 

radicals, thereby precluding any significant formation of HFC-125 via reaction (54). 

In Table VIII a large body of relative rate data for the reaction of F atoms with 

halogenated organics is presented. To place these data on an absolute scale we need to 

choose one or more reference whose reactivity towards F atoms has been established using 

absolute techniques. In the present work our choices are CH4, CH3C1, CH3Br, HFC-141b 

or CO. Of these possible references, CH4 has been studied the most extensively. Thus, at 

the present time, CH4 is the most appropriate choice of reference compound. With CH4 

defined as the primary reference I need to relate the reactivity of each of the compounds 

studied to methane. The method used to achieve this is as follows. First, where CH4 has 

been used directly as a reference in our relative rate experiments I used our directly 

measured ratios. For compounds which were not measured directly against methane I have 

multiplied those rate constant ratios which involved the smallest number of steps to relate 

the reactivity of the compound to that of methane. To relate the reactivity of HFC-134a to 

that of methane there are two different paths, both involve three steps. I choose the path 

with the lowest associated statistical uncertainty (via CH3C1 and CF2H2). 
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Table X: Rate constants (F+X) from the present work together with 

the previous literature data. 

Reactant 

CH3F 

CH3CI 

CH3Br 

HFC-152a 
CF2H2 

HCFC-142b 
HCFC-123 
HFC-134a 

HFC-134 
CO 

HCFC-124 
HFC-125 

CF3H 

HFC-143a 
HFC-152 

a: Laser flash 

k(295±2) 

(2.7±0.2)xl0'n 

(3.7±0.8)xlOn 

(3.1±0.9)xlOn 

(2.4±0.5)xlOn 

(3.3±0.7)xlOn 

(6.1±0.7)xlOu 

(4.5±0.9)xlOn 

(3.0±0.7)xl0'n 

(1.7±0.4)xlOn 

(4.0±1.6)xl012 

(5.7±0.3)xl012 

(1.0±0.4)xlOu 

(4.3±0.9)xl012 

(3.9±0.9)xl012 

(1.3±0.7)xl012 

(2.1±0.7)xl012 

(1.4±0.1)xia12 

(1.3±0.3)xl012 

(1.0±0.3)xl0"12 

(1.2±0.6)xlOn 

(5.0±1.0)xlOn 

(8±2)xl013 

(2.6±0.7)xl0,3 

(3.5±0.9)xl013 

(1.2±0.2)xl013 

(O.9±0.3)xl013 

(1.4±0.4)xl013 

(2.0±0.5)xlO12 

(3.8±l.l)xian 

photolysis (see [Appendix 
b: Helium diluent. 

Reference 

Manocha et al.[81] 
This work 
Clyne et al.[91] 
Wickramaaratchi et al.[82] 
This work 
Iyer and Rowland [83] 
Nielsen et al.[84] 
This work 
This work 
Manocha et al.[81] 
Clyne et al.[85] 
Nielsen et al.[86] 
This work 
This work(pulse radiolysis) 
This work 
Wallington et al.(75J 
This work* 
This work 
This work 
Baulch et al.[87]b 

This work* 
This work 
This work(pulse radiolysis) 
This work 
Maricq and Szente[88] 
This work(pulse radiolysis) 
This work 
This work 
This work 

7.11.3 pp205J) 
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The reactivities relative to methane towards F atoms of the compounds studied in this 

work apart from CH2FCH2F and CF3CH3 are given in Table IX. Quoted errors in Table 

VIII and IX are 2a from statistical analyses of our data. Errors in Table IX are either 

taken directly from Table VIII, or if the reactivity was calculated from two or more 

measured relative rates, the errors are calculated using conventional error propagation 

analysis. 

As seen from Table VIII, for the majority of compounds investigated, two or more 

relative rates were measured in the present work. In all cases the measured rate constant 

ratios are consistent. For example, the reactivity of HFC-125 can be found relative to that 

of methane using either, (i) HCFC-142b, (ii) HFC-134a, CF2H2, and CH3C1 or (iii) CF3H, 

HCFC-134a, CF2H2, and CH3C1 as intermediate steps. These data sets allow us to establish 

k(F+HFC-125)/k(F+CH4) = 0.005210.0007, 0.0061±0.0010, and 0.005710.0008 

respectively. It is gratifying to note that these values are consistent. 

To place our relative rate data in Table IX on a absolute scale we need to adapt a 

value for the rate constant of reaction (19). 

F + CH4 -> CH3 + HF (19) 

There have been six determinations of k19; 7.9 [89], 7.15 [90], 6.016.0 [91], 

5.710.3 [92], 6.64 [93], and 6.610.6 [94] (in units of 10 n cm3 molecule"1 s1). 

With the exception of the result from reference 91 there is no obvious reason to prefer any 

of these studies. Thus, I have chosen to place our relative rate data on an absolute basis 

by using an average of the above studies (reference 91 excluded) of k,9 = (6.8ll.4)xl0'n 

cm3 molecule'1 s'1. The absolute rate constants are given in Table X. The combined 

uncertainty of k19 and the uncertainty quoted in Table IX is given in Table X. In addition 

to the results mentioned in Table VIII and IX, the rate constants for the reactions of F 

atoms with CH2FCH2F and CF3CH3 are listed in Table X. These two rates have been 

studied relative to those CH4 and CH3F, and CH2F2 and CF3CFH2, respectively. The two 

rate constants were put on an absolute scale using the rate constants in Table X for the 

reactions of F atoms with CH4, CH3F, CH2F2, and CF3CFH2. The derived values for the 

reactions of F atoms with CH2FCH2F and CF3CH3 are shown in Table X. 

In Table X the obtained rate constants are compared with previous studies. Within 

the uncertainties, our measured rate constants are generally consistent with the literature 

values where they exist. There is one exception; CH3Br. Our measured reactivity of 

CH3Br is 33% less than a previous determination by Nielsen et al. [84] and 51% less than 
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the rate constant obtained by Iyer and Rowland [83]. The reason for the discrepancy is 

unknown. 

5.2 Product Studies using FTIR 

To provide insight into the mechanism of the self reaction of haloalkyl peroxy 

radicals R02 , and the fate of the subsequent formed alkoxy radical, product studies were 

performed. The photolysis of mixtures of molecular chlorine or fluorine in the presence of 

RH/Oj mixtures were used to generate the R02 radicals: 

Cl2(F2) + hv -» 2C1(2F) (55) 

RH + C1(F) -» R + HCKHF) (29) 

R + 0 2 + M -> R0 2 + M (2) 

R0 2 + R0 2 -» 2RO + 02/products (37) 

RO + M/02 -» products (56) 

The products of reaction (37) and (56) were studied as a function of the loss of RH for 

CF3H, CF3CF2H, CF2HCF2H, CF3CH3, and CH2FCH2F. In addition the products of the 

reaction of CFH202 with H0 2 were studied. 

The self reactions of the halo alkyl peroxy radicals proceed through three reaction 

channels: 

R0 2 + R02 -> 2RO + 0 2 (37a) 

R0 2 + R02 -» ROOR + 0 2 (37b) 

RCHX02 + RCHX02 -» RCXO + RCXHOH + 0 2 (37c) 

Generally, reaction channel (b) is only a minor channel [8,9]. The five HFCs studied as a 

part of this work give 100% alkoxy radical yield within the experimental uncertainty as 

discussed below. 

The alkoxy radicals formed by reaction (37a) have three different reactions 

pathways: (i) reaction with 0 2 to give an aldehyde and a H0 2 radical. This demands that 

the peroxy radical have an ct-H atom, (ii) decomposition via C-C bond cleavage (the alk

oxy radical cannot be a methoxy derivate) (iii) ejection of CI atom; this demands that the 

alkoxy have an a-CI atom. As discussed in chapter 1, alkoxy radicals have a few other 

reactions pathways. These reaction pathways will not be discussed further here. 
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The product studies of the five different HFC are discussed individually below. 

Pressures are measured in Torr and are therefore given in this unit below (760 

Torr=760,000 mTorr=1013 mbar). 

The product yields referred to below are of two kinds: (i) the molar yields of the 

carbon bearing products in terms of molar loss of the parent compound, (ii) the total 

carbon balance where the number of carbon atoms in the product are taken into account. 

5.2.1 CF302 

To study the products of the CF302 self reaction and the fate of the alkoxy radical CF30, 

irradiation of mixtures of CF3H, F2, and 0 2 in N2 up to 700 Torr were used. The yield of 

CF3OOOCF3 expressed as moles of CF3OOOCF3 produced per mole of CF3H consumed 

were shown to be 50±3%. Variation of [02] between 1 and ISO Torr had no discernable 

effect on the yield of CF3OOOCF3. In terms of carbon balance, the observed CF3OOOCF3 

accounts for 100±6% of the loss of CF3H. In addition to CF3OOOCF3, small amounts of 

FC(0)F, HC(0)F, and SiF4 products were observed following the irradiation of 

CF3H/02/F2 mixtures. The yields of FC(0)F and HC(0)F were 5-10% of the observed loss 

of CF3H. 

Following the subtraction of feature attributable to the trioxide there were no 

residual IR features that could be assigned to the peroxide CF3OOCF3, by comparison 

with the literature spectrum of Arvia and Aymonino [95] we estimate an upper limit of 

10% for the yield (in molar terms) of CF3OOCF3. 

In view of the low reactivity of F atoms towards CF3H care must be taken to 

assure that the products observed are from the self reaction of CF302 radicals and not 

from other reactions. To test for such complications, experiments were performed in which 

mixtures of F2 were irradiated in air (without added CF3H). Following the irradiation of 

F2/air mixtures three products were observed; FC(0)F, HC(0)F and SiF4. For a given 

irradiation time, the yields of FC(0)F and SiF4 were indistinguishable from those 

measured in the presence of CF3H. Hence, these products are formed by reactions in our 

chamber that do not originate from the formation of CF302 radicals. Silicon tetrafluoride is 

presumably formed as a result of HF or F atom attack on the Pyrex cell. Likely secondary 

reactions responsible for the formation of FC(0)F include reaction of F atoms with trace 

impurities in the diluent, or heterogeneous reactions of F atoms with organic compounds 

on the chamber walls. 

The formation of HC(0)F following irradiation of F2 mixtures in air was 

approximately a factor of 4 less than that observed when CF3H was present in the 
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chamber. The most probable explanation for this HC(0)F product observed upon 

irradiation of CF3H/F2^02 mixtures is existence of small amounts of reactive impurities in 

the CF3H sample. Infrared analysis of the CF3H sample revealed no detectable impurities 

(<1%), nevertheless, in light of the low reactivity of F atoms towards CF3H the presence 

of trace impurities may explain all or part of the observed HC(0)F yield. 

The self reaction of CFJOJ radicals can proceed via two possible channels; 

CFJOJ + CFJC^ -> CFJO + CFJO + OJ (57a) 

C F J O J + C F ^ -> C F J O O C ^ + OJ (57b) 

The absence of any IR product features attributable to the peroxkie CF3OOCF3 shows that 

(57b) is not an important reaction channel. The absence of the peroxide together with 

essentially 100% yield (in terms of carbon) of the trioxide, shows that the self reaction of 

CFjO radicals (reaction (40)) does not compete effectively with reaction (39) for CF30 

radicals: 

CF30 + CF302 + M -> CF3OOOCF3 + M (39) 

CFjO + CF30 + M -> CF3OOCF3 + M (40) 

The fact that the CF3OOOCF3 product accounts for essentially all the CF}02 radicals 

formed in the FTIR reactor has interesting ramifications for the kinetic data obtained in 

the study of the self reaction of the CF302 radical using the pulse radiolysis system. Each 

CF3O radical that reacts via reaction (39) consumes a CF302 radical. In the kinetic 

experiments the decay of CF302 is used to derive the rate constant for reaction (57). 

Hence, the observed rate constant for reaction (57) must be an overestimate of the true 

rate constant. To examine this possibility, the chemistry was modeled using the Acuchem 

program [96using a chemical mechanism consisting of reactions (57), (2), (29), (40) and 

(39), using literature rate data (in units of cm3 molecule'1 sec'1) k29=1.2xl0" (Table X); 

1^=8.5x10•", 151; k57a=L8xl012, (assumed to be k ^ J ; k ^ M x l O " [average of values 

from references 97 and 98]. To the best of my knowledge there is no available kinetic 

data for reaction (39). It seems reasonable to assume that the kinetics of reactions (40) and 

(39) are similar. Initially, we used k ^ k j ^ 1.4x10"" cm3 molecule'1 s'. Use of the above 

data predicts yields, in terms of carbon, of 84% and 16% for CF3OOOCF3 and CF3OOCF3 

respectively; inconsistent with our experimental observations. 

There is considerable uncertainty in k ,̂ the value used initially is the average of 

the values derived by Kennedy and Levy [97] (k40=6.6xl0'12cm3 molecule'1 s') and Batt 
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and Walsh (98] (1^=2.1x10"" cm3 molecule ' s '). Assuming that kw and kw are equal, 

our measured upper limit of 10% for the peroxide yield requires that kg^-SxIO'11 cm5 

molecule' sec'1. Hence our measured product yields are more consistent with the kinetic 

data of Batt and Walsh. 

The chemical mechanism described above, (with k40=fc3y=2.5xl0'11 cm'molecule' 

s'1) can be used to relate the rate constant for reaction (57) measured in the pulse 

radiolysis experiments, ky^ , to the "true" bimokcular rate constant. Simulations of the 

decay of CF3Oj radicals for the experimental conditions in die pulse radiolysis 

experiments were performed using a simple mechanism consisting of reaction (57) with, 

and without, reactions i40) and (39). The CFJOJ decay profiles were then fit »o a second 

order decay to return values of k^ and k^^,. The simulated CFjC^ decays were well fit 

by second order kinetics. Inclusion of reactions (40) and (39) with ^=1^=2.5x10 " 

cm3molecule',s"1 leads to k57ote values 80% larger than k^. As discussed above, the upper 

limit for the CF3OOCF, yield measured in the present work places a lower limit of 

2-5xltf" cm'molecuk 's ' for k,.. Use of an increased rate constant for reaction (39) 

increases rhe ratio kJ7ota/k57.1 chose to apply a correction factor of 1/2 to our measured 

value of ky,^ to derive k$7=(1.8±0.4)xia12 molecule' s' . 

SJ2J2 CF3CF,02 

To provide insight into the mechanism of the self reaction of CF3CF202 radicals and the 

fate of the alkoxy radical CF3CF20. a product study was performed. The photolysis of 

molecular chlorine in CFjCFjH/Clj/air mixtures was used to generate CF3CF202 radicals. 

Cl2 + hv-»2Cl (55) 

CF3CF2H + CI -> CFJCFJ + HO (58) 

CF3CF, 0 2 + M -> CF3CF202 + M (59) 

CF3CF202 + CF3CF202 -> products (60) 

Four experiments were performed. T.\e experimental conditions and results are 

given in Table XI. All experiments were performed at 700 Torr total pressure of air 

diluent at 295K. 

The observed yields of COF2, CF303CF3 and CF303C2F$ following successive 

irradiations of a mixture of 101 mTorr of CF3CF,H and 897 mTorr of C\2 in 700 Torr of 

air (experiment #2) are given in Table XI. The molar yields of COF2, CF303CF3 and 

CFjOjCy^ were independent of HFC-125 consumption over the range 3-73%. Linear 
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least squares analysis of the yields of COF2, CF303CF3 and CF303C2F5 as a function of 

the loss of CF3CF2H are linear and gives the following molar yields; COF2, 86±4%; 

CF3O3CF3, 16±2%; and CF303C2F5, 13±2%. Errors are 2 standard deviations. The 

peroxide CF302CF3 was tentatively identified as a product in this system. Identification 

and quantification of CF302CF3 is complicated by the presence of overlapping absorption 

features due to CF303C2F5, nevertheless, based upon the feature at 1285 cm"', an estimate 

of 15±5% for the yield of CF302CF3 can be made. Within the experimental uncertainty, 

the observed yields of COF2, CF303CF3 and CF303C2F5, together with our estimate for the 

yield of CF302CF3, account for 100% of the HFC-125 loss. 

For experiment #1 a mixture of 11.8 mTorr of HFC-125 with 891 mTorr of Cl2 

was irradiated. The COF2 yield in this experiment was 100%. A significant amount of 

CF3O3CF3 was formed (20%) together with a trace amount of CF303C2F5 (5%). As in 

experiment #2, CF302CF3 was tentatively observed by virtue of its absorption at 1285 cm" 
1 with a yield estimated as approximately 10±5%. 

For experiment #3 a mixture of 567 mTorr of HFC-125 and 576 mTorr of Cl2 in 

air was used. This mixture was irradiated for 10 minutes and then an additional 10 

minutes with the results listed in Table XI. Four products were observed; COF2, 

CF3O3CF3, CF303C2F5, and CF3OH. CF3OH was identified by virtue of its absorption 

feature at 3664 cm"1 and quantified using o3664 cn,_i(CF3OH) = 9.0 x 10~19 cm2 molecule'1 

[Appendix 7.5 ppl51]. The spectral region 1150-1300 cm"1 was optically black thereby 

precluding any estimation of the CF302CF3 yield in this experiment. However, it is worth 

noting that the combined yields of COF2, CF3O3CF3, CF303C2F5, and CF3OH, account for 

91 and 94% of the loss of HFC-125 in the two irradiations. Hence, the yield of CF302CF3 

in experiment #3 was <9% and <6% in the two irradiations. 

Immediately following the second 10 minutes irradiation, the reaction mixture from 

experiment #3 was allowed to stand in the dark for 5 minutes. On standing in the dark 

the CF3OH disappeared (less than 0.4 mTorr remained) and an equivalent amount of COF2 

was formed. On standing for an additional 30 minutes there was no further change in the 

IR spectra. The loss of CF3OH is ascribed to heterogeneous decomposition on the 

reaction chamber walls. 

For experiment #4, a mixture comprising of 938 mTorr of HFC-125 and 747 mTorr 

of Cl2 was prepared in the chamber and irradiated for 10 minutes. Results are given in 

Table XI. As in experiment #3, four products were observed; COF2, CF3O3CF3, 

CF303C2F5, and CF3OH. The combined yield of these species accounts for 102% of the 

HFC-125 loss. 
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P*,b Table XI: Observed product yields**0 following the irradiation of CF3CF2H/C12 mixtures in 700 Torr of air. 

Expt. [HFC-125]0 [Cy, 2'o tuv(min) A[HFC-125] A[COF2] A[CF303CF3] A[CF303C2FS] A[CF3OH] 

1 11.8 

2 101 

891 

897 

3 567 576 

4 938 747 

5 

10 

2 
7 
14 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 

10 

20 

10 

1.4 

2.48 

3.0 
11.1 
20.2 
28.3 
40.4 
50.5 
60.1 
67.7 
73.8 

56.7 

102 

75.0 

1.4 
(100%) 
2.49 
(100%) 
2.6 
8.6 
15.9 
22.0 
33.9 
44.6 
50.8 
57.2 
63.3 

(84±6%) 

41.9 

(74%)b 

83.6 

(81%) 

47.5 

(63%) 

0.27 
(19%) 
0.51 
(20%) 
0.4 
1.6 
3.39 
4.84 
6.8 
9.2 
10.2 
10.6 
11.1 

(16±2%) 

8.7 

(15%) 

14.5 

(14%) 

12.1 

(16%) 

0.07 
(5%) 
0.14 
(6%) 
0.4 
1.4 
2.9 
3.9 
0.5 
8.0 
8.2 
8.9 
9.3 
(13±2%) 

14.3 

(25%) 

26.6 

(26%) 

25.0 

(34%) 

n.d. 

n.d. 

n.d. 
n.d. 
n.d. 
n.d. 
n.d. 
n.d. 
n.d. 
n.d. 
n.d. 

0.8 

(1.4%) 

0.8 

(0.8%) 

2.4 

(3.2%) 

a: observed concentrations in units of mTorr, no corrections of any kind applied to data, 
b: values in parentheses are molar yields, 
n.d.: not detected, i.e. below 0.4 mTorr. 



The self reaction of CF3CF202 radicals can proceed via two channels: 

CF3CF202 + CF3CF202 -> CF3CF20 + CF3CF20 + 0 2 (60a) 

-» CF3CF202CF2CF3 + 0 2 (60b) 

The observation of 100% yield of COF2 in experiment #1 together with the fact that in 

experiment #4 100% of the loss of HFC-125 can be accounted for as products other than 

the peroxide formed in reaction (60b), shows that (60b) is not a significant channel of 

reaction (60). 

CF3CFzO radicals formed in reaction (60a) are expected to either decompose or, 

possibly, react with CF302 radicals to form the mixed trioxide CF303C2F5. 

CF3CF20 + M -> CF3 + COF2 + M (61) 

CF3CF20 + CF302 + M -> CF303C2F5 + M (62) 

The relative importance of reactions (61) and (62) depends upon the lifetime of CF3CF20 

radicals. The lifetime of CF3CF20 must be less than 15 us due to the more than 100% 

N02 yield observed following the reaction of CF3CF202 with NO (see previous chapter) 

and considering the substantial yields of COF2 observed in the present work it seems 

reasonable to conclude that decomposition (reaction (61)) will be the sole loss of CF3CF20 

radicals in the chamber. Decompositic: jives COF2 and a CF3 radical which rapidly adds 

0 2 to give CF302. The self reaction of CF302 radicals is known to produce CF30 radicals 

[Appendix 7.11.1 pp205]. It seems likely that CF302 radicals also react with CF3CF202 

radicals to give alkoxy radical products. 

CF3 + 0 2 + M -» CF302 + M (63) 

CF302 + CF302 •-» CF30 + CF30 + 0 2 (57) 

CF302 + CF3CF202 -> CF30 + CF3CF20 + 0 2 (64) 

The observation of CF303CF3, CF303C2Fs, CF3OH and CF302CF3 products show 

that CF30 radicals in the chamber have four possible fates: (i) reaction with CF302 

radicals to give CF303CF3, (ii) reaction with C^FjOj radicals to give CF303C2F3, (in) self 

reaction to give CF302CF3, and (iv) reaction with a hydrogen containing species to give 

CF3OH. Hydrogen containing species in the chamber include HFC-125, HCl, impurities in 

the reaction mixtures, or compounds on the chamber walls. From Table XI it can be seen 

that the yield of CF3OH following a 10 minute irradiation in experiment #4 was 
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approximately a factor of 2 larger than after the same period of irradiation in experiment 

#3. The most significant difference between these experiments is the use of a larger 

amount of HFC-125 in experiment #4 which suggests that reaction of CF30 radicals with 

either HFC-125, or impurities present in the HFC-125 sample, is responsible for the 

CF3OH formation. The sample of HFC-125 was supplied at a stated purity >98% and 

there were no impurities observable in our infrared spectra. In light of the relatively slow 

reaction of CI atoms with HFC-125 it seems likely that any reactive impurity present in 

the HFC-125 sample would be preferentially removed by CI atom attack. Hence, it seems 

likely that the 3.2% yield of CF3OH observed in experiment #4 is attributable largely, or 

solely, to reaction of CF30 radicals with HFC-125: 

CF3O + CF3CF2H -> CF3OH + CF3CF2 (65) 

During the course of this study I became aware of two other experimental 

investigations of the CI atom initiated oxidation of HFC-125 in air. Edney and Driscoll 

[99] and Tuazon and Atkinson [100] used initial concentrations of HFC-125 of 3-4 

mTorr and after irradiation for 30-83 minutes observed a molar yield of COF2 of 

essentially 100%. This result is in good agreement with our work. Tuazon and Atkinson 

also identified the trioxide CF303CF3 as a product in their experiments. Edney and 

Driscoll report a product with IR features at 1166, 1265 and 1287 cm'1 which they suggest 

may be the peroxide CF302CF3. It is interesting to note that in the spectra presented by 

both Edney and Driscoll and Tuazon and Atkinson there are small unassigned product 

features which appear at approximately 1080 cm"1. These features may indicate the 

presence of a small yield of the mixed trioxide CF303C2F5, as observed in the present 

work. 

5.2.3 CF2HCF202 

The photolysis of molecular chlorine in CHF2CHF2/CI2/air mixtures was used to 

generate CHF2CF202 radicals. Two sets of experiments were performed to study the 

products resulting from reaction the self reaction of the CF2HCF202 radical using either 

low (21-44 mTorr) or high (8-9 Torr) initial concentrations of HFC-134. Both sets of 

experiments were performed at 700 Torr total pressure of air diluent at 295 K. 

Following the irradiation of mixtures with low initial CHF2CHF2 concentrations 

only one carbon-containing product was observed; COF2. The molar yield of COF2 in 
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terms of loss of CHF2CHF2 is (197±3)%. The observed COF2 product then accounts for 

(98±2)% of the carbon. I estimate that there may be up to 5% systematic uncertainty in 

the calibration of our COF2 and HFC-134 reference spectra. Hence, we choose to add an 

additional 10% range to the uncertainty associated with our carbon balance, thus COF2 

accounts for (98±12)% of the products following the self reaction of CF2HCF202 radicals. 

The fact that COF2 accounts for all of the loss of HFC-134 does not prove that other 

products were not formed in our system. The relatively low reactivity of CI atoms 

towards CHF2CHF2 raises the possibility of significant secondary chemistry which could 

remove primary products. For example, the hydroperoxide CHF2CF2OOH might be 

formed in the chamber but may react rapidly with CI atoms to regenerate CHF2CF202 

radicals and so escape detection. 

CHF2CF202 + H02 -> CHF2CF2OOH + 0 2 (66) 

CHF2CF2OOH + CI -» CHF2CF202 + HCl (67) 

To minimize the importance of such secondary reactions, for a given absolute 

product yield, I need to maximize the initial HFC-134 concentration used. There is a 

compromise however, as increased HFC-134 concentration leads to decreased IR signal. 

In the present work I chose to use mixtures of CHF2CHF2/Cl2/air with [CHF2CHF2]0 = 8-9 

Torr. In these experiments the conversions of HFC-134 were small (0.02-0.2%) and could 

not be determined precisely. The yields of HCI and CF20 were determined in these 

experiments. ACOF2/AHCl were derived to 2.10±0.17. Errors are 2 standard deviations. I 

estimate that there may be up to 5% systematic uncenainty in the calibration of the COF2 

and HCl reference spectra. Hence, I choose to add an additional 10% uncenainty range to 

our measurement of ACOF^AHCI = 2.1 ±0.4. Because of the possible presence of reactive 

impurities in the HFC-134 sample and the possible reaction of CI atoms with reaction 

products the yield of HCl represents an upper limit of the loss of HFC-134. Our measured 

product ratio A(COF2J/A[HCI] = 2.110.4 provides us with two pieces of information: (i) a 

lower limit for ihe molar yield of COF2 of 170%, (ii) an upper limit of 15% for the 

fraction of HFC-134 which is oxidized to products other than COF2. 

The agreement between the COF2 yields measured in experiments using low and 

high initial HFC-134 concentrations suggests that secondary reactions of CI atoms with 

products arc not a significant complicating factor in the present experiments. For every 

two molecules of COF2 product observed at least one molecule of HFC-134 is consumed, 

A[HFC-l34]>(A[COF2]/2). Our measured product ratio A[COF2)/A[HC11 = (2.1 ±0.4) then 

gives an upper limit of AfHCl]/A[HFC-134] £ 1.18. Thus, secondary reactions of CI 
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atoms such as reaction (IS) are, at most, an 18% effect. Hence, we derive an upper limit 

of 18% for the combined yield of hydroperoxides and alcohols such as CHF2CF2OOH, 

CHF2OOH, CHF2CF2OH, and/or CHF2OH formed in our system but consumed in 

secondary reactions with CI atoms and so not detected. 

The self reaction of CHF2CF202 radicals can proceed via two channels: 

CHF2CF202 + CHF2CF202 (+ M) -> CHF2CF20 + CHF2CF20 + 0 2 (68a) 

-> CHF2CF202CF2CHF2 (+ M) (68b) 

Our observed yield, in terms of carbon, of (98±12)% COF2 shows that the peroxide 

formed in channel (68b) is not a major product of reaction (68). CHF2CF20 radicals 

decompose to give COF2 and a difluoromethyi radical, CHF2 which rapidly adds 0 2 to 

give CHF202. 

CHF2CF20 + M -> CHF2 + COF2 + M (69) 

CHF2 + 0 2 + M -> CHF202 + M (70) 

Difluoromethyi peroxy radicals, once formed, can react with themselves or with 

CHF2CF202 radicals. The cross reaction can proceed via two possible channels: 

CHF202 + CHF2CF202 -> CHF20 + CHF2CF20 + 0 2 (71a) 

CHF2Oz + CHF2CF202 -> COF2 + CHF2CF2OH + 0 2 (71b) 

The approximately 100% yield of COF2 and the lack of excess HCI, together show that 

reaction (71b) is not significant in our system. 

Yne self reaction of CHF202 radicals is known to proceed largely, or solely, via 

one channel to give alkoxy radicals; CHF20 [86]. CHF20 radicals react with 0 2 to give 

COF2 and H02. 

CHF202 + CHF202 -> CHF20 + CHF20 + 0 2 (72) 

CHF20 + 0 2 -> COF2 + H02 (73) 

A mechanism consisting of reactions (68a,69,70,71a,72,73) is consistent with our 

observed product yields. It is interesting to note that the observed product data can be 

rationalized with a chemical mechanism that does not include reaction of H02 radicals 

with either CHF2CF202 or CHF202. By modelling the reactions in the system an upper 
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limit of the reactions of CHF2CF202 with HC^ of 2xl0"12 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 have been 
determined. This is consistent with the rate constant of the reaction of HOz with 
CF3CFC1202 (k=(I.9±0.3)xlO,2 cm3 molecule * s"1), CHF202 (k<1.5xl0,2 cm3 molecule' 
s"1), and CFH202 (k=1012 cm3 molecule"1 s1) [19,101,86] 

5.2.4 CF3CH202 

Experiments were performed in which Fj/CFjCH /̂Oj mixtures at a total pressure of 

700 Torr made up with N2 diluent were irradiated in the FTIR-Smog Chamber system. 

The loss of CF3CH3 and the formation of products were monitored by FTIR spectroscopy. 

Three sets of experiments were performed with 0 2 partial pressures of 1,5, and 

147 Torr. In all cases CF3CHO was the major product. Figure 21 shows a plot of the 

observed yield of CF3CHO versus the loss of CF3CH3. For all of the experiments shown 

in Figure 21 [CFJCHJIQ was 101-102 mTorr. As shown in Figure 21, the molar yield of 

CF3CHO decreased with increasing consumption of CF3CH3. Such a trend is indicative of 

secondary reactions consuming the CfjCHO product. This behavior is expected based on 

the fact that CF3CHO reacts considerably more rapidly ((2.3±0.4)xl0"n cm3 molecule"1 s"1 

[Appendix 7.9 ppi89]) with F atoms than docs CF3CH3 ((2.0±0.5)xl012 cm3 molecule! s 

\ Appendix 7.11.22 pp205). 

Acuchem chemical kinetic modelling program [Appendix 7.11.22 pp205] were used 

to calculate appropriate corrections for the data shown in Figure 21. Correction factors 

applied to the data ranged from 1.1 to 3.2. Corrected and uncorrected data are shown in 

Figure 21. 

There are several points of interest regarding the data shown in Figure 21. First, 

within the experimental errors, the corrected data all lie on one straight line. The 

corrections applied range from 10% to a factor of 3.2. CF3CHO is a major product of the 

F atom initiated oxidation of CF3CH3. Linear least squares analysis of the composite data 

set in Figure 21 gives a molar CF3CHO yield of (101±8)% (the y-axis intercept is 

-(0.7±0.8)). There is no discemable effect of the 0 2 partial pressure on the yield of 

CF3CHO. 
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Figure 21.The observed yield ofCF3CHO plotted as a function of the loss ofCFjCH3 

following irradiation of mixtures of101-102 mTorr ofCF3CH}, F2. and 1 (diamonds), 5 

(triangles), or 147 (circles) Torr 02 at 700 Torr total pressure in N2. Open symbols are 

the observed data. Filled syir'yols are data corrected for the reaction with CF3CHO. See 

text for details. 

There are two possible sources of CF3CHO in the present chemical system; 

reaction (74b) and reaction (75). 

CF3CH202 + CF3CH202 -> CF3CH20 + CF3CHzO + 0 2 (74a) 

CF3CH20, + CF3CH202 -> CF3CH2OH + CF3CHO + 0 2 (74b) 

CF3CH20 + 0 2 -> CF3CHO + H02 (75) 

The observation of a CF3CHO yield which is significantly in excess of 50% suggests that 

reaction (75) is the major source of CF3CHO. It is possible that channel (74b) together 

with reactions (76) and (77) could contribute significantly to the observed CF3CHO yield. 

F + CF3CH2OH -> CF3CHOH + HF (76) 

CF3CHOH + 0 2 -* CF3CHO + H02 (77) 
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There was no observable CF3CH2OH product in experiments conducted in the presence of 

147 or 5 Torr of Oj. Interestingly, CF3CH2OH was observed as a product in experiments 

using 1 Torr of Oj. At the lowest conversions of CF3CH3 (2%), the yield of CF3CH2OH 

was approximately 20%. With higher conversions of CF3CH3 the yield of CF3CH2OH 

dropped substantially. This dependence of yield on conversion of CF3CH3 is suggestive of 

loss of CF3CH2OH via reaction (76). To investigate this possibility a relative rate method 

was used to measure the rate constant ratio k76/kF+cm = (0.8110.04). Combining this ratio 

with kp^M = 6.8xl0"n [Appendix 7.11.3 pp205} gives kn = (5.5±0.3)xl0"n cm3 

molecule-1 s"1. F atoms react approximately 30 times more rapidly with CF3CH2OH than 

with CF3CH3. Hence, it is not surprising that where CF3CH2OH is an observed product, 

the measured yields of this species are sensitive to the degree of conversion of CF3CH3 

over the range used (2-20%). 

The aim of the present experiments was to establish the relative importance of 

reactions (75) and (78) in the atmospheric chemistry of CF3CH20 radicals. 

CF3CH20 + 0 2 - • CF3CHO + HOj (75) 

CF3CH20 + M -» CF3 + HC(0)H + M (78) 

The CF3CHO product serves as a tracer for the importance of reaction (75). However, as 

discussed above it is possible that CF3CH2OH is a significant product of reaction (74). For 

the experimental conditions pertaining to the data shown in Figure 21 any CF3CH2OH 

formed will rapidly react with F atoms and probably give CF3CHO. To evaluate this 

potential complication, the relative importance of channels (74a) and (74b) needs to be 

determined. To provide such information experiments were performed in which a mixture 

of 1 Torr of CF3CH3, 0.15 Torr of F2, in 700 Torr of air was irradiated. In experiments 

using 1 Torr of CFjCH3 the fractional loss of CF3CH3 was small (<1%) and was not 

detectable. Hence, product yields were determined relative to the observed yield of 

CF3CHO. The product mixtures were analyzed for CF3CHO and CF3CH2OH. While 

CF3CHO was observed no CF3CH2OH was detected. The CF3CH2OH yield was less than 

6% of that of CF3CHO. The conversion of CF3CH3 (as measured by the observed yield of 

CF3CHO) was <0.5%. With such a low conversion of CF3CH3 any loss of CF3CH2OH (or 

CF3CHO) via reaction with F atoms will be of minor importance. It seems reasonable to 

ascribe the relative yields of CF3CHO and CF3CH2OH to the relative importance of 

channels (74a) and (74b). Taking into account the small loss of CF3CHO and possible loss 

of CF3CH2OH via reaction with F atoms gives a branching ratio of k74b/k74a < 0.077. In 

this calculation it is implicitly assumed that all CF3CH20 radicals formed in reaction 
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channel (74a) react with Oj and do not decompose. This assumption does not impact the 

upper limit derived above. 

As seen from Figure 21, the yield of CF3CHO following irradiation of 

C^JCH^J/OJ/NJ mixtures with [02] = 5 or 147 Torr is indistinguishable from 100%. 

Assuming that 100% of reaction (74) proceeds via channel (74a) and that the combined 

random and systematic uncertainty of the determination of the CF3CHO yield is ±20%. 

Then in the presence of 5 Torr of 02 at least 80% of the CF3CH20 radicals generated in 

the system must react with 0 2 in preference to decomposition via reaction (78). Hence, at 

700 Torr in N2 diluent at (296±2K), k73/k71 > 2.5xlO"17 cm3 molecule"'. 

Having established that reaction (74b) is of no consequence it is interesting to 

consider the origin of the CF3CH2OH product observed in the experiments in which 1 Torr 

of Oj was used. It is well established that CF30 radicals readily abstract H atoms from H 

containing compounds to form CF3OH (Appendix 7.5 pplSI). The same reaction is 

possible for CF3CH20 radicals. CF3CH3 is the most likely H atom donor in the present 

experimental system. 

CF3CH20 + Cr3CH3 - » .~". ~H2OH + CF3CH2 (79) 

Reaction (79) has to compete with reaction (75) for the available CF3CH20 radicals. The 

rate of reaction (75) will be directly proportional to [02]. Hence, with [02j = 147 and 5 

Torr it is possible that reaction (75) dominates the loss of CF3CH20 radicals. Whereas 

with [Oj] = 1 Torr reaction (75) is sufficiently slow that an appreciable fraction -f the 

CF3CH20 radicals react via reaction (79). If this hypothesis is correct then the CF3CH2OH 

yield in the experiments employing an oxygen partial pressure of 5 Torr should be 

approximately 5 times less than observed in the corresponding I Torr experiments, i.e. 

4%. Such a small CF3CH2OH yield is below the experimental detection limit. The 

experimental evidence suggests, but does not prove, that reaction (79) is the source of the 

CF3CH2OH observed in the lowest [02] experiments. To resolve this point would take 

further product studies using a range of different initial [HFC-143al/[02] ratios and is 

beyond the scope of the present work. 

5.2^ CFH2CFH02 

To determine the atmospheric fate of the alkoxy radical CH2FCFHO, formed in the 

reaction of CFH2CFH02 with NO, experiments were performed in which 

Clj/CHjFCH^/NO mixtures in 700 Torr of air diluent were irradiated using the FTIR-
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Smog Chamber system. The loss of CH2FCH2F and the formation of products were 

monitored by FTIR spectroscopy. A mixture of 44.0 mTorr of CH2FCH2F, 49.3 mTorr of 

NO, and 116 mTorr of C^ were irradiated 920 s. Using our calibrated reference spectrum 

for HC(0)F we can quantify the HC(0)F product versus the loss of CH2FCH2F. Linear 

least squares analysis of the data gives a molar HC(0)F yield of 182119%. Hence, 

HQO)F accounts for 91±10% of the loss of O^FCH^. The observed molar yield of 

HQ in terms of loss of CFH2CFH2 was 103119%. Within the experimental errors HC(0)F 

accounts for 100% of the loss of CH2FCH2F, there were no other IR product features that 

could be ascribed to CH2FCH2F oxidation products. Under atmospheric conditions the 

reaction of CFHjCFHOj with NO gives CH2FCFHO radicals and NOj. 

The expected atmospheric fate of CH2FCFHO radicals is either decomposition or 

reaction with Oj Decomposition yields HC(0)F and a CH2F radical which will further 

react to produce an additional HC(0)F molecule. 

CH2FCFHO + M -> CH2F + HC(0)F + M (80) 

Cr^FCFHO + Oj -> CH2FQO)F + H02 (81) 

CH2F + Oj + M -» C H ^ + M (82) 

CH2F02 + N0 -» CHjFO + NOz (83) 

CH2F0 + 02 -> HC(0)F + H02 (84) 

In the present experiments HC(0)F product accounted for the entire loss of HFC-152 

showing that in the presence of 700 Torr of air (147 Torr of 02) reaction (81) does not 

compete effectively with reaction (80). Similar behavior has been observed for CF,CFHO 

radicals (produced during the atmospheric oxidation of HFC-134a) (102). At 700 Torr 

total pressure of air, 20% of CF3CFHO radicals react with 0 2 and 80% decompose via C-

C bond scission (102). The results from the present work suggest that in the case of 

CH2FCFHO radicals the balance between decomposition and reaction with 0 2 is tilted 

further towards decomposition. 

5.2.6 CFH202 + II02 

To provide insight into the factors which influence the mechanism of the reaction 

of peroxy radicals with H02 radicals and to elucidate the atmospheric chemistry of 

hydrofluorocarbons, an experimental investigation of the products of reaction (85) was 

performed. 

CH2F02 + H02 -» CH2FOOH + 0 2 (85a) 
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CHaFOj + HOj -» HQO)F + 02 + H20 (85b) 

The chlorine atoms foræd by the photolysis of molecular chlorine in the presence of Hj, 

CH3F, and air forms CHjFOj and HOj radicals via reactions (55,82,86-88). 

Cl2 + ln> -> 2Q (55) 

a + C H j F -> CHjF + H a (86) 

CHjF + Oz + M -> CHJFOJ + M (82) 

Cl + H2 -> H + HC1 (87) 

H + Oj + M - ^ H O ^ + M (88) 

The loss of CH3F and the formation of products were monitored using Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy. Products were quantified by fitting reference spectra of the pure 

compounds to the observed product spectra using integrated absorption features. A 

reference spectrum for CHjFOOH was not available. Instead, the integrated absorption 

over the region 780-850 cm'1 was compared to the corresponding feature in our calibrated 

CHjOOH reference spectrum. The feature at 780-850 cm'1 is ascribed to an O-O stretch. 

A computational study was performed to explore in detail the relative IR absorption 

strengths of CH2F00H and CH3OOH [Appendix 7.11.13 pp205). The 0 - 0 stretching 

feature was calculated to be 1.3310.20 times more intense in CH2FOOH than in CH3OOH. 

This scaling factor was used in the experimental quantification of CH2FOOH. 

Reactions (85) and (89) compete for the available CHJFOJ radicals. 

CH2F02 + CH2F02 -> CHjFO + CH2FO + 0 2 (89a) 

CHjFOz + CH2F02 -> CH2FOH + HC(0)F + 0 2 (89b) 

Although kinetic data are available for reaction (89) [101,103] there are no data 

available for reaction (85). Hence, it is not possible to calculate the excess H02 

concentration needed to ensure that the bulk of the CH2F02 radicals are scavenged by 

reaction with H02. The strategy employed in the present study was to conduct 

experiments with different initial [H2)0/[CH3Flo concentration ratios and measure the 

relative yields of HC(0)F and CH2F00H. As the ratio [H2]J\CHy¥)0 increases, more 

H02 radicals are generated in the system for a given level of CH2F02. Thus, in terms of 

the loss of CH2F02 radicals, reaction (85) increases in importance and reaction (89) 

decreases as the ratio [H2y[CH3F]0 increases. At sufficiently high ratios of 

IH2yiCH3Fl0, reaction (85) will dominate the loss of CH2F02 radicals. Further increases 
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in [ f ^ C H j F l . will not change the observed yields of CHjFOQH and HC(0)F. which 

then reflect the relative importance of channels (85a) and (85b). 

Two major carbon containing products were observed following the UV irradiation 

of CHjF/Hj/Cl2 mixtures: HQO)F and CH2FOOH The observed yields of CH2FOOH and 

HC(0)F following successive irradiations of a reaction mixture consisting of 31.5 mTorr 

of CHjF and S.98 Torr of H2 in 700 Ton of air were 73±6% and 2914%. In all 

experiments, the yields of CHjFOOH 2nd HC(0)F increased linearly with tht loss of 

CHjF, suggesting the absence of significant secondary loss processes for these products. 

As described later, small corrections have been applied to the yield of CFH2OOH to 

account for reaction of CI atoms with CH^FOOH. 

Experiments were performed using a range of [H2IV/[CH3F10. The observed yields 

of CH2FOOH and HQO)F are plotted versus [H2\J[CHf% in Figure 22. Small 

corrections for loss of CH2FOOH via reaction with CI atoms (see below) have been 

applied to the dan shown in Figure 22. From Figure 22 it can be seen that as the 

concentration ratio [H2)0/ICH)F]r> is increased from 0 to 120, the yield of hydroperoxide 

increases at the expense of HC(Q)F. This reflects the increased importance of reaction 

(85) as a loss of CHjFOj radicals. For concentration ratios greater than 120, there is no 

observable dependence of product yields on fH2|0/[CH3F]0 suggesting that, under these 

conditions, essentially all the CH2F02 radicals are consumed by reaction (85). Averaging 

all the product data obtained using (H2],yiCH3F]() of 120 or more, gives yields of 

CH2FOOH and HC(0)F of 2913% and 71 ±3%. While the estimation of potential 

systematic uncertainties is difficult, I estimate that they could contribute additional 6% and 

10% uncertainty ranges in the yields of CH2FOOH and HC(0)F, respectively. Using 

conventional propagation of error analysis to incorporate the potential systematic 

uncertainties leads to yields for CH2FOOH and HC(0)F of 29±7% and "Mil1%, 

respectively Together, CH2FOOH and HC(0)F, account for 100113% of the loss of 

CH3F. From our product yields of CH2FOOH and CH3F, the branching ratios of kx3a/kss= 

0.2910.07 and kg5h/k85 = 0.7110.11 can be derived. 

As with all product studies, careful attention needs to be paid to the possibility of 

loss of products via secondary reactions in the chamber. Possible unwanted secondary 

processes include photolysis, heterogeneous losses, and reaction with CI atoms. It has 

been established previously that HC(0)F is not photolyzed in the chamber by the 

blacklamps [101]. A sample of CH2FOOH was not available so it was not possible to 

perform an experiment to assess the photolysis of this species in the chamber. However, 

by analogy to the behavior of other hydroperoxides, it is expected that photolysis of 

CH2FOOH will be of negligible importance. To check for heterogeneous loss of HC(0)F 
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Figure 22. Observed yields ofCH2FOOH and HCOF as a function of [H2y(CH3F]0 

concentration ratio. The lines are fits to an arbitrary function to aid the visual 

inspection of the data trends. 

and CH2FOOH, reaction mixtures were left to age in the chamber for 2 hours. There was 

no observable (<2%) loss of either species showing that heterogeneous losses are 

insignificant. 

CI atoms are 160 times less reactive towards HC(0)F than towards CH3F [104]. 

The consumption of CH3F used in the present work was 5-52%, so secondary reaction of 

HC(0)F with Cl atoms is negligible. The impact of the possible secondary reaction of Cl 

atoms with CH2FOOH is examined below. 

Kinetic study of the reaction of Cl atoms with CH2FOOH and CH2FCI 

To assess the impact of possible secondary reaction of Cl atoms with CH2FOOH requires 

kinetic data for reaction (90). Unfortunately such data are not available. A study of 

reaction (90) was performed as part of this work. 

Cl + CH2FOOH -» products (90) 
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Figure 23. Plot of the yield of CH2FOOH following successive irradiations of mixtures of 

670 mTorr ofCH3F and 1340 mTorr ofCl2 in air. The straight line is a linear least 

squares fit of the data obtained for CH3F consumptions of less than 150 mTorr. The solid 

and dotted curved lines are fit to the data. See text. 

To measure k^,, experiments were performed in which mixtures of 670 mTorr of CH3F 

and 1340 mTorr of CI2 in 700 Torr of air were irradiated. CH2FOOH is formed in the CI 

atom initiated oxidation of CH3F via reaction (85a). The formation of CH2FOOH was 

measured as a function of the loss of CH3F. Results are shown in Figure 23. As seen 

from Figure 23, initially the CH2FOOH yield increased linearly with the consumption of 

CH3F. Linear least squares analysis of the data obtained using conversions of CH3F less 

than 150 mTon gives a yield of CH2FOOH of 13±3%. Quoted errors are 2 standard 

deviations. This result is consistent with a previous determination of 11 ±4% for the 

CH2FOOH yield following the CI initiated oxidation of CH3F in air [101]. For 

consumptions of CH3F greater than 300 mTorr, evidence for secondary loss of CH2FOOH 

is apparent. For consumptions of CH3F greater than 500 mTorr the concentration of 

CH2FOOH decreased with increasing conversion of CH3F. We attribute the decline of the 
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concentration of CH2FOOH in the chamber to reaction of CI atoms with CH2FOOH which 

becomes important at high conversions of CHjF. 

The shape of the data plot in Figure 22 contains information regarding the rate 

constant ratio kx/kK. To extract a value for k9o/kM the chemistry in the chamber was 

modelled using the Acuchem chemical kinetic program [96] with a mechanism consisting 

of reactions (90) and (86). In the mechanism it was assumed that reaction of CI atoms 

with CH3F in air generates CH2FOOH in a yield of 13%. The effect of varying the rate 

constant ratio kgo/k^ on the predicted behavior of CH2FOOH is shown in Figure 23. The 

experimental data is fit using k^/kg^ 0.4±0.1. Combining this ratio with kM = (3.2±0.5) 

x Iff13 [101] gives krø = (1.3±0.4) x 1013 cm3 molecule1 s1 . 

There are two potential complications in our determination of k^ that need to be 

considered. First, if reaction (90) proceeds via channel (a) then CH2F02 radicals will be 

formed and these could then react with H02 radicals via reaction (85a) to reform 

CH2FOOH, thereby masking the true decay rate of this species. 

Cl + CH2FOOH -* CH2F02 + HC1 (90a) 

Cl + CH2FOOH -> CHFOOH + HC1 (90b) 

As shown in Figure 23, the formation of CH2FOOH from CH2F02 radicals in the chamber 

is relatively inefficient. The yield of CH2FOOH measured under conditions of low 

consumption of CH3F (and hence negligible loss of CH2FOOH) is 13±3%. The potential 

impact of reaction (90a) was explicitly evaluated by including this reaction in the model 

used to derive the ratio k^/k^ and assuming that 100% of the reaction of CI atoms with 

CH2FOOH proceeded via channel (90a). With reaction (90a) included in the mechanism 

the best fit value of kgo/k^ increased by 13% giving k^ = (1.5±0.5) x 10'13 cm3 molecu

le 1 s1 . 

The second complication arises if (90b) is the dominant reaction pathway. The 

CHFOOH radical formed is expected to decompose to generate OH radicals. 

CHFOOH + M -> HC(0)F + OH + M (91) 

Hydroxyl radicals will react with either CH3F, CH2FOOH, HC(0)F, or C12. At ambient 

temperature, OH radicals react slowly with CH3F, HC(0)F, and C12; k(OH+CH3F) = 1.8 x 

1014 [5], k(OH+HC(0)F) < 4 x 10,5[21], and k(OH+Cl2) = 6.7 x 10H cm3 molecule1 s1 

[5], respectively. The reactivity of OH radicals towards CH2FOOH is unknown. 
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To shed light on the relative importance of channels (90a) and (90b), the strengths 

of the alkyl and peroxy hydrogen bonds have been calculated. The energy of the 

CHjFC -̂H bond was determined to 93.2 kcal/mol v/hile the H-CHFOOH bondstrength was 

derived to 104.4 kcal/mol [Appendix 7.11.13 pp205]. Hence, reaction (90a) is predicted to 

be exothermic by 10 kcal/mol while reaction (90b) is endothennic by 1.2 kcal/mol. Thus, 

based on thermodynamic arguments alone, channel (90a) should dominate over channel 

(90b). 

Corrections applied to our measured CH2FOOH product data shown in Figure 22 to 

account for reaction (90) were calculated assuming this reaction proceeds entirely via 

channel (a) and used k^ = 1.5 x 10 B cm3 molecule'1 s"1. Corrections were in the range 

1-16%. 
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6 The Reactions of CF3COx, CF3Ox, FCOx, and FOx 

CFjCO,, CFjO., FCO,, and FO, radicals are all produced in the atmospheric 

degradation of HFCs and HCFCs as discussed in chapter 1. Therefore studies of 

atmospheric relevant reactions of these four radical series were a part of this PhD work. 

6.1 CF3COx Reactions 
Pulse radiolysis was used to study the kinetics of the reactions of the CF3CO 

radical with Qj, the reactions of CFjQOK^ with NO and NOj, and the decomposition 

rates via C-C bond cleavage of CF3CO. and CF3C(0)O radicals. {Appendix 7.9 ppl89]. 

CF3CO radicals were formed upon pulse radiolysis of mixtures of CF3CHO, Oj, in 

SF6 + 2 MeV e -> F + products (21) 

F + CF3CHO -» HF + CFjCO (92) 

By the formation rate of CF3CO radicals observed at 230 nm, a rate constant of reaction 

(92) of (2.3±0.4)xl0"M cm3 molecule' s*1 was derived. When Oj were added to the 

reaction mixture an increase in the maximum transient absorption from 220 to 300 nm 

were observed. This absorption is due to the formation of CF3C(0)02 radicals via reaction 

(9). By observation of the rate of increase of the absorbance at 230 nm originating from 

CF3C(0)02 and CF302 the rate constants for reactions (8) and (9) were determined in 

1000 mbar of SF6 10 k8=(1.2±0.8)xl05 s'1 and k9=(7.3±l.l)xl0'n cm3 molecule"1 s'\ 

respectively: 

CF3CO + M -> CF3 + CO + M (8) 

CF3C0 + 0 2 + M -» CF3C(0)02 + M (9) 

CF3 + 0 2 + M ->CF302 + M (63) 

These values were confirmed by FTIR measurements of a chlorine initiated product study 

of the CF3CHO molecule in air. By measuring the formation of CO as a function of the 

loss of CF3CHO the rate constant ratio k ^ , were determined to (7.4±0.6)xl018 cm3 

molecule'1 in 1000 mbar of N2 in good agreement with the values of k, and k8 from the 

pulse radiolysis experiments (k9/k8=(6±4)xl0"18 cm3 molecule'1). 
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The UV absorption spectrum of CFjC(0)C>2 was studied in the wavelength range 

220-300 nm, at 230 nm the absorption cross section were (3.78+0.43)xlOu cm2 

molecule'. 

By monitoring the formation of NOj at 400 nm the rate constant for the reaction of 

CF3C(0)02 with NO was determined to be greater than 9.9x10,2 cm3 molecule'1 s"1. The 

NOj yield following radiolysis of CF3CHO/Oj/NO/SF6 mixtures was more than 100% in 

terms of the initial F atom yield. From this information a lower limit for the 

decomposition of CF3C(0)0 radical of 6x10* s'1 was derived. 

The decay rate of NOj detected at 400 nm following radiolysis of 

CFjCHO/Oj/NOj/SFé mixtures gave a rate constant for the reaction of CF3C(0)02 radicals 

with NO2 of (6.3±1.3)xl012 cm3 molecule' s1. 

The thermal stability of CF3C(0)02N02 were studied using the FTIR technique. 

CF3C(OX>2N02 was formed by irradiation of a2/02/CF3CHO/N2/NO2 mixtures: 

Cl2 + hv -» 2Q (55) 

CF3CHO+Cl ->CF3CO + HCl (93) 

CF3CO + 0 2 + M -> CF3C(0)02 + M (9) 

CF3QO)02 + N02 + M -> CF3C(0)02N02 + M (94) 

Thereafter NO was flushed into the chamber and from the decay of CF3C(O)02N02 at 

different temperatures and total N2 pressure of 100-700 Torr, the decomposition rate 

constant was determined to k.w=(1.9*76,5)xl016cxp(-(14000±480)/T) s'1 by combining our 

results with the results from Zabel et al. [32]. 

From rate constant ratio of kq4fkCFiCiO}O2+m=Q.64±0A'5 at 1000 mbar N2 total 

pressure from Zabel et al. [32] and k94=(6.3±1.3)xl012 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 a rate constant 

for the reaction of CF3C(0)02 with NO of (1.03±0.29)xl0 " cm3 molecule'1 s"1 was 

derived. This is close with the lower limit of 9.9xl0"12 cm3 molecule"1 s'1 obtained above. 

6.2 CF3Ox Reactions 

The reactions of CF3Ox radicals have been subject 10 a large research effort the last 

couple of years. This is due to the uncenainty of the atmospheric fate of the CF30 radical. 

The reactions of the CF30 radical with NO [Appendix 7.6 ppl58], ozone [Appendix 7.7 

ppl65], CF3CFH2 [Appendix 7.5 pp!51], and H20 [Appendix 7.4 ppl45J were studied. 
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é-2.1 Reaction of CF,0 with NO and O, 

The reactions of the CF30 radical with NO and 0 3 was studied using pulse 

radiolysis. The problem in studying reactions of CF30 using this experimental setup is, 

that GFjO can not be detected using the present reaction system. Therefore precursors for 

CF3O, products of CFjO reactions, or species reacting with CF3O had to be followed to 

derive the kinetics of the CF30 radical. 

Mixtures of CF3HAVNO/SF6 were radiolysed. The CF30 radical was formed by 

the following reactions: 

SF6 + 2 MeV e - » F + products (21) 

F + CF3H -» CF3 + HF (95) 

CF3 + 02 + M -> CF302 + M (63) 

CF302 + NO -* CF30 + NOj (%) 

As described in Appendix 7.6 ppl58, the formation of N02 is observed at 400 nm and by 

fitting the observed transient using a detailed chemical model and the Chemsimul program 

a rate constant of k96=(1.68±0.26)xlO'u cm3 molecule'1 s'1 was obtained. The chemical 

model can then predict the formation of the CF30 radical precisely. 

The next step is to look at the formation of the product of the reaction of the 0F3O 

radical with NO: 

CF30 + NO (+ M) -» CF20 + FNO (97a) 

-> CF3ONO (+ M) (97b) 

FNO has a sharp absorption peak at 310.S nm with an absorption cross section of 

(4.7±0.7)xl019 cm2 molecule' [Appendix 7.3 ppl34]. The observed absorption at 310.5 

nm greatly supersedes the absorption at 317 nm where FNO do not absorb, indicating that 

FNO is indeed formed in the reaction mixture. Absorption transients observed at 310.5 nm 

were fitted with the chemical model by varying the rate constant for reaction (97). A value 

for k<,7 of (5.2±2.7)xl0"n cm3 molecule'1 s"1 was derived. The yield of FNO was >90%. 

When this value was published two other values was available in the literature, 

k97=(2±l)xI0'n cm3 molecule'1 s'' [105J and k97=(2.5±0.4)xKr11 cm3 molecule'' s'1 

[39]. These values have recently been changed to (5-6)xl0'n cm3 molecule'1 s'1 [34,39, 

38,40]. This reaction is an important loss reaction for CF30 radicals, especially in the 

stratosphere as discussed in a previous chapter. 
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The reaction of the CF30 radical widi Oj is potentially an important stratospheric 

reaction of CF,0. In March 1993 a value of 10"-10 l 2 cm3 molecule' s ' was reported at 

a meeting in Dublin (25). A rale constant of 10'11 cm3 molecule' s ' for the reaction of 

CFjO with O, would give an ODP of the order of 0.02 for HFC-143a (46]. Therefore a 

study of this rate constant was performed. 

Mixtures of CF3H/CyOj/SF6 were radkriysed. The CF30 radical was formed by the 

following set of reactions: 

SF6 + 2 MeV e -> F + products (21) 

F + CF3H -» CF3 + HF (95) 

CF3 + Oz + M - • CFJOI • M (63) 

CFJOJ + CFjC^ -> CFjO + CFjO + 0 2 (57) 

The product of reaction (57) is well established from the product study of the CF3H as 

discussed previously. If CF30 radicals react with Oj in the system we can observe this as 

a decay of the absorption due to ozone. The absorption as a function of time at 288 nm 

and 272 nm was then observed following radiolysis of the CFyWOJOj/S¥6 mixture. The 

absorbance was essentially stable. The absorption transients was modelled well by the a 

chemical model not including the reactions of CF30 with O3. When this reaction was 

included, the fit of the chemical model to the experimental absorption transients got worse. 

From modelling experimental absorption transients an upper limit for the reaction of CF30 

radicals with ozone of <1.0xl0~13 cm3 molecule'1 s'1 was determined. This result was 

published "back to back" with two other determinations of upper limits of this reaction 

<3xl0"14 cm3 molecule'1 s"1 [35] and <5xl0'14 cm3 molecule'1 s"1 [36]. Recently, several 

values for the reaction between CF30 and ozone. I will just mention the lowest value 

derived by Fockenberg et al. (37J of <2xl0'15 cm3 molecule'1 s"1. 

6.2.2 Reaction of CF30 with CF3CFH2 and H20 

Products studies following UV irradiation of CF^FHj/C^FjVOj mixtures with 

and without H20 together with model simulations of the product yields were carried out 

(Appendix 7.4 ppl45 and 7.5 ppl51J. The stable products were HCOF, CF3COF, 

CF30jCF3, COF2. Two unknown products were seen to decompose in the dark. One of 

them were identified as the "mixed trioxide" CF3CFH03CF3, and the other as CF3OH. 

Three pieces of evidence supponed the assignment of "unknown no. two" to CF3OH: (i) A 

strong absorption at 3664 cm"1 (o=9xl0",9cm2 molecule'1) characteristic for OH stretches. 
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(ii) The only observed product of die decomposition of the "unknown na two" was CFzO. 

The first order rate constants for the decomposition of "unknown no. two" and the 

formation of CF20 was within die uncertainty the same. This may be explained by the 

decomposition of CF3OH to CFjO and HF. HF absorbs at 3800 cm' and can not be seen 

by the present setup, (iii) To support die assignment of die "unknown no. two" 

experiments were performed in which CF3OH were formed by photolysis of CF3NO in the 

presence of methane and air. "Unknown na two" was formed. These supports die 

assignment of die "unknown no. two" to CF3OH. 

The yield of CF3OH increased widi increasing initial CF3CFH2 concentration 

suggesting diat CF3OH were formed partly by die reaction of CF30 with CFjCFH^ The 

rate constant for this reaction was derived to (l.l±0.7)xl0"15 cm3 molecule'1 s'1 by model 

simulations of die product yields. The life time of CF3OH in die chamber towards 

decomposition was up to 5 hours. Perhaps with a significant heterogeneous component. 

The reaction of CF30 with water were investigated in product studies of 

HjO^CF3CFH2A32/Q2 mixtures in air. The product distribution was determined after 

irradiation with UV light. The yield of CF3OH, measured by the yield of CF20, was 

shown to increase with increasing water concentration. This indicates that CF30 may 

abstract a hydrogen atom from HjO with a rate constant of (0.2-40)xlO"n cm3 molecule'1 

s'1. In spite of the slowness of this reaction it may still be an important fate of CF30 

radicals in the troposphere due to the relative high concentration of water. 

The reaction was also studied by ab initio calculations, suggesting that the reaction 

was exothermic by 1.7 keal mol'1 implying a surprisingly high CF30~H bond energy of 

120±3 keal mol'1. This result does not agree with the bond energy determined by die 

group additivity method [106]. The bond energy determined by the bond additivity 

method is 108.9 keal mol'1. This is an area of future research. 

63 FCO, Reactions 

CF20 and HCOF molecules are known to be major products of the degradation of 

HFCs in the atmosphere. By photolysis of CF20 and HCOF and the reaction of HCOF 

with OH, the FCO radical will be produced. Reactions of atmospheric interest of FCO and 

its oxides FC(0)02 and FC(0)O have been investigated in this work. 

Pulse radiolysis was used to study the UV spectra and kinetics of FCO, FC(0)02, 

and FC(0)0 radicals. The following reactions were investigated: 
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FCO + Oj + M -» FQOyp! * M (9S) 

FCO• FCO -»products (99) 

FQOKH • f Q W , -> products (100) 

FCO • NO -»FNO • O, (101) 

FC(0)0, + NO -»FC(0)0 + NOj (102) 

FC(0)0 + NO-»FNO + Cpi (103) 

FC(O)0 + O, -»products (104) 

The self reaction of the FCO radical and the observed rate constant for die self reaction of 

FQOX^ radicals have been determined by rbe decays of die absorptions due to FCO and 

FQOX^, respectively. The rale constants were. k9yKl.l±0.2)xlO'11 cm3 molecule*' s ' and 

kI00iA,=<6 0±0.7)xia12 on3 molecule'1 $"\ respectively. In the atmosphere FCO radicals 

will react with Oj. The rate constant for this reaction was determined to (1.2±0-2)xl0~n 

cm3 molecule'1 s'\ Reaction with Oj is the sole fate of FCO radicals in the atmosphere. 

Rate constants for the reactions of FCO. FC(OX), and FQOOj radicals with NO were 

determined to (I.0±0.2)xian cm3 molecule' s \ (1.3±0.7)xlfr10 cm3 mokcuk1 s ' , and 

(Z5±0.8)xian cm3 molecule'1 s*\ respectively. An upper limit for the reaction of FQO)0 

with ozone was derived to k<6xl0"14 cm3 molecule'1 s'1. The reactions of FCO, radicals is 

discussed in context of atmospheric chemistry in chapter 1. 

6.4 FOE Reactions 

It have been suggested that FO, (F, FO, and F02) radicals could be involved in a caulytic 

cycle destroying ozone in the stratosphere (see discussion in chapter 1). This study was 

performed, to establish whether F, FO, and FOj radicals have any impact on the 

stratospheric ozone layer. 

In this study pulse radiolysis was used. However, pan of the experiments were 

done using a newly built high pressure cell and die 10 MeV Linarc linear electron 

accelerator in the Chemical Reactivity Section. This setup has only been used for this 

work. Therefore the experimental details are not described in the experimental section of 

this thesis but in the FO, article in Appendix 7.2 ppl25. 

In this work the following reactions were investigated: 

F02 + NO -» FNO + Oj (105) 

F02 + N02 -> products (106) 
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FOj + CO -> products (107) 

FOj • CH« -> products (108) 

FOj + O, -» products (17) 

FO • O, -» products (14) 

Values of kIQS and kIM of (1.47±0.08)xl(r12 cm3 molecule' s ' and (ll+O-DxlC13 cm3 

molecule'1 s'\ respectively, were determined using the pulse radioiysis setup described in 

the experimental section. Upper limits of reactions (14,17,107,108) together with a value 

of k|M of (1.05±0.l0)xl0"n cm3 molecule'1 s'1 were determined using the high pressure 

experimental setup. The upper limits were kto7<S.lxlOrié cm3 molecule'1 s ' \ 

k„g<4.1xl0,J cm3 molecule' s \ k^^xKT 1 * cm3 molecule' s \ and kI4<1.2xlO " cm3 

molecule'1 s'1. 

From the rates derived in this work and kinetic data from the literature, the impact 

on the stratospheric ozone layer of releasing F atoms into the stratosphere can be 

evaluated. This has been discussed previously in chapter 1. 

7 Conclusions and Future Work 

The objective of this work has been to investigate the degradation pathways, 

mechanisms and products of HFCs and HCFCs in the atmosphere. Much information have 

been collected on this subject over the last three years. The atmospheric chemistry of 

HFCs and HCFC is now well understood. However, both in the atmospheric chemistry of 

HFCs, HCFCs and VOC there exist some important unresolved problems. One of the 

major problem is the reaction rates and the product distribution of the reaction of ROj 

radicals reaction with H02 radicals. So far only very few reactions of this type have been 

investigated especially for reactions of HOj radicals with halo alkyl peroxy radicals. In 

addition the products of these reactions is uncenain as discussed in chapter 1. As indicated 

by the product studies of the reaction of HOj with CFHjOj a significant pan of the 

reaction proceed through formation of an aldehyde. However, a recent study of the 

reaction of CF3CFH02 and H02 indicate that only the hydroperoxide is formed by this 

reaction. Even less is known about the reactions of peroxy radicals with CHj02. The 

product distributions and the rates of these reactions must therefore be investigated in the 

future. 

Another uncenain factor is the temperature dependence of the reaction rates and 

product distributions. Especially, the product distribution for the reaction of CF30 radicals 
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with NO at low temperature. This reaction is the most important loss reaction for CFjO 

radicals in the stratosphere and the products therefore need to be determined at low 

temperature- in addition, die temperature dependence of die reaction of FOj radicals with 

NO, and HOj radicals need to be studied. The work in this diesis have almost all been 

done at ambient temperature. Many conclusions can be made from these results. However, 

die temperature dependence of many important reactions should be investigated. 

It is important to know the photolysis rate of ROrfO* ROjNO* and ROOH species 

formed in die atmosphere from HFCs and HCFCs. So far photolysis times have been 

determined by analogy with CHjONOj. CH^OJNOJ, and CB>OOH There may be a 

significant difference in nitrate, peroxy nitrate, and hydroperoxide spectra for different 

alkyl and halo alkyl groups. Finally, the products of the photolysis of CF,CHO need to be 

determined. 

The reactions of CF,COOH in the liquid fase and loss reactions for this compound 

need to be investigated together with the influence of CFjCOOH on plant systems. 

Ab-initio calculations of many of die reactions studied in this work would be of 

interest. Especially, for the fate of halo alkoxy radicals would be helpful to identify the 

factors which influence the balance between the possible atmospheric loss processes. In 

addition, a better theoretical understanding of self reactions and the reactions with HOj 

and NO of peroxy radicals would be of interest. 

A few methods on the experiment side could also be improved. The newly installed 

diode array is a big advantage in the analysis of the data. In addition, a calculation of the 

statistical uncertainty of the fitted data should be employed in the data analysis in the 

future. Finally, it would be a big advantage if the reaction chamber could be cooled down 

to improve the possibilities of determining activation energies. 
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Abstract 

The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of F 0 : radicals and the kinetics of the reaction of F atoms with 0 2 have been studied in 
the gas phase at 295 K usint pulse radiolysis combined with kinetic UV spearoscopy. At 230 nm, aro> = (5-08 + 0.70) x 10 ~ " 
cm2 molecule-1. The kinetics of the reaction F+Oj+M—F0 2 +M ( I ) , were investigated over the pressure range 200-1000 
mbar of SF« diluent. At I atm total pressure the pseudo-second-order rate constant for reaction (1) was determined to be 
( l . 9 ± 0 . 3 ) x I 0 - , , c m J molecule"'s"'. 

1. Introduction 

In laboratory studies of the simulated atmospheric 
oxidation of organic compounds, fluorine atom ini
tiation provides a convenient surrogate for the OH 
radical initiated photo-oxidation that occurs in the 
atmosphere. Pulse radiolysis of sulphur hcxafiuor-
ide. SF6, has been used extensively in our laboratory 
as a source of fluorine atoms in kinetic and spectro
scopic studies of a series of alkylperoxy (R02) radi
cals [1-4]. The formation of F02 radicals via reac
tion (1) is a potential complication in such studies 
and needs careful consideration, 

F+02 + M-F0 2+M. (1) 

FO: radicals absorb strongly in the wavelength re
gion from 200 to 250 nm, the same range where al
kylperoxy radicals absorb. The fluorine atom in F02 

is weakly bound (F-02 bond strength = 13 keal mol"' 
[5]). In one bar of argon diluent at 295 K the rate of 

decomposition of F02 radicals into F atoms and 0 2 

is 450 s~' [ 5 ]. Depending upon the time scale of the 
experimental observations, reaction ( -1) may also 
need to be considered. 

FOj+M-F+Oj+M (-D 
To avoid, or correct for, potential complications 

associated with the formation of F02 radicals re
quires kinetic data for the rate constants k, and k_,, 
and UV absorption cross sections for F02. There have 
been several studies of the kinetics of reaction (I) 
using a variety of third-body diluent gases [ 5-9 ]. At 
1 bar total pressure, reaction (I) is in the falloff re
gion between second- and third-order kinetics. As ex
pected, k, increases with the molecular complexity of 
the diluent gas. Diatomic molecules such as N2 and 
F2 are more effective third bodies than monatomics 
such as Ar and He [9]. Polyatomics such as SF» are 
expected to be more effective than diatomics. How
ever, there has been no systematic study of the effi-
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ciency of SF» as a (hird body in reaction ( l i 
The UV spectrum of FO> radicais has been (he sub

ject of several studies (5.9-11 J. While there is good 
agreement with regard to the shape of the absorption 
spectrum, discrepancies exist in the reported abso
lute absorption cross sections. Matchuk et al. [10] 
and more recently Pagsbcrg et at. [ 5 ] were the first 
to study the absorption spectrum of FO; radicais. 
Each report a maximum absorption cross section at 
206-210 nm of <I 9 -2 .0 )x l0 - ' ' cm: molecule"1 

In contrast, the two most recent studies of L> man and 
Holland {9] and Maricq and Siente (II] suggest a 
lower value of <T(FO:)ma,= l.3x 10~'~ cm: mole
cule"'. 

To resolve uncertainties associated with the UV 
spectrum of FO; radicals and to provide kinetic data 
for reaction of F atoms with 0 : in SF, diluent we have 
conducted a pulse radiolysis study of SF„0_- mix
tures. Results are reported herein. 

2. Experimental 

The pulse radiolysis transient UV absorption spec
trometer used in this work has been described in de
tail previously (12-14]. Fluorine atoms were gener
ated by the pulsed radiolysis of SF» in a I C stainiess-
steel reaction cell using a 30 ns pulse of 2 MeV elec
trons from a Febetron "05B accelerator. 

SF»+2 MeV e" - F+products . (2) 

Irradiation of 1000 mbar of SF„ using the maximum 
radiolysis dose resulted in the formation of an initial 
F atom concentration of 3.44x 10" cm"' (calibra
tion was achieved by monitoring the formation of 
CH,Oj radicals following radiolysis of CH,/0:/SFft, 
see section 3 for further details). The irradiation dose 
was varied by inserting electron beam attenuators be
tween the accelerator and the reaction cell. The reac
tion cell was equipped with internal mirrors to pro
vide an optical pathlength of 40-120 cm for the UV 
analysis light beam. After dispersal by a I m Hilger 
and Watts grating monochromator. the analysis beam 
was detected by a Hamatsu R928 photomulnplier 
coupled with a Biomanon 8100 waveform digitizer 
All experiments were earned out at 295 ± 2 K. Kinetic 
simulations were carried out using the CHEMSIMUL 
and ACUCHEM computer programs (15.16 ]. 

The partial pressures of the gases were measured 
using an absolute electronic membrane manometer 
with a resolution of 10* * bar. SF. (99 9S) »as sup
plied from Hede-Nielsen Ltd. and ultra-high-purity 
O; was obtained from Alfas Lid. Both reagents were 
used as received. 

3. Results aad diswassie« 

3.1 C'l absorption ol FO: radicals 

Fig. I shows a typical absorption transient re
corded at 230 nm during the pulsed radiolysis (one 
third of full dose) of a mixture of 50 mbar of 0_- and 
950 mbar of SF*. Control experiments were per
formed in which either 50 mbar of Ov or 950 mbar 
of SF«. were irradiated: no significant transient ab
sorption ( <0.005 absorbance units) was observed. 
We ascribe the absorption shown in Fig I to the for
matton of FO: radicals. 

Measurement of absolute absorption cross sections 
for FO; radicals requires absolute calibration of the 
initial F atom yield. This calibration was achieved by 
monitoring the transient absorption at 230 nm of 
methyl pero.xy radicals produced by radiolysis of SF6/ 
CH4/Oj mixtures. Fig. 2A shows the maximum ab
sorbance of CH,0 : and FO: radicals as a function of 
dose at 230 nm following the radiolysis of SF4/CH4/ 
O; and SF»/0; mixtures, respectively The data for 
FO; have been shifted vertically by 0.1 uniis for clar
ity. For the generation of CH»0; the initial condi-

..; r 
f 
I 

I 

Fig I. Absorption at -30 nm following <he pulsed radiolysis of a 
mmurt of 50 mbar O; and 950 mbar ol 5F, Single pulse, one 
third of maximum dose and no signal averaging The smooth line 
is 3 first-order fit wiih A„„ = 2.5 x 10' s"' 
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i of 10 cm. 

lions were [SF* J =955 mbar, ( O M = 10 mbar. and 
[Oj ]«35 mbar. For the generation or FOj radicals 
the initial conditions were [SF»]=950 mbar and 
lO,J = 50 mbar. As seen from Fif. 2A. in the C H , 0 , 
experiments using one naif of the full radiolysis dose 
the initial absorption was approximately 10% lower 
than expected based upon extrapolation of the data 
obtained at lower doses. Similarly, in the FO, exper
iments using full dose the initial absorption was also 
less than expected from the lower dose experiments. 

We ascribe the curvature in the plots of CH,Oj and 
FOj absorbance versus radiolysis dose to secondary 
chemistry resulting in incomplete conversion of F at
oms into CH,Oi, or FOj, radicals. Linear least-
squares analysis of the data in Fig. 2A (half dose 
CHJOJ. and full dose F0 2 experiments excepted) 

gives slopes of 0.566 ± 0.019 and 0.491 ± 0.027 for dat 
FO, and C H J O J data, respectively. Quoted errors arc 
2 standard devotions from the kast-ssuares fits. 
Therefore, at 230 m . <r(FO>)/ff<CH,0;) = 
1. 15 t O.Ot (errors are calculated using conventional 
error propagation analysis). Using the iccons-
i iKadcdvahieofff(CH ]O!) ! M Ms4.30xl0 " e n r 
lnokcule-, 117) gives ol FO>) «< 4.95 ± 0.34 ) x 
1 0 - " cm- moataiic-1 The reiuiimiuuhd valne fer 
* ( C H J O J ) can be combteed witf* ike observed slope 
of the CH,0> data in fig. 2A to provide a calibration 
of the initial F atom concentration of (3.44+ 
O.I9)xlO**cm-*airaHraa^oiysisdoseand 1000 
"»bar of SF*. Quoted errors reflect statistical uncer
tainties (2 standard deviations), possible systematic 
errors are discussed later. Formation of FO» in this 
system under these experimental conditions is not 
significant. 

An additional determination of »(FO.) was per
formed by monitoring the maximum initial absorp
tion at 230 am following the pulse radiolysis (one 
third of full dose. SO cm U V petMength) of a mixture 
of 5% 0 2 in SF» over a range of total pressure from 
200-1000 mbar Fig. 2B shows a plot of the maxi
mum absorption observed as a function of the partial 
pressure of SF« in the mixture. No departure from 
linearity is evident in Fig. 2B. The lack of curvature 
is consistent with the data presented in Rg. 2A. where 
it is seen that for initial absorbances of less than 0.3 
units the yield of FOj radicals is a linear function of 
the radiolysis dose (and hence initial F atom concen
tration ). Linear least-squares analysis of the data in 
Fig. 2B gives a slopes (O.I9S±0.007)x 10"'. This 
can be combined with the initial F atom yield of 
(3 .44±0 .19 )x l0 , , cm- , at 1000 mbar with fun ra
diolysis dose to give ø(FO] )s ( 5.21 ±0.35) x 10-'* 
cm1 molecule-: at 230 nm. This determination is in 
good agreement with the value of a ( F 0 2 ) s 
(4.95±0.34)x 10- ' • cm2 molecule-' determined 
from the data in Fig. 2A. We chose to quote the av
erage of the two separate measurements. (5.0»± 
0.49) x lO-^cm 1 molecule-'. 

Errors quoted thus far represent statistical uncer
tainty. We must also consider possible systematic er
ror associated with uncertainties in ff(CH,Oj)2MwB. 
In the review of Wallington ct al. [ 17 j the uncer
tainty in <r(CH,0]) was estimated to be ± 15%. Since 
this review the results of additional studies of 
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• ( C H A ) havebecome available I LIS}. The late« 
results arc in dose agreement (within 10% at 220-
250nm)wuhthcrccoa«mci»daiionsofW»lingtoiiei 
aL (17) At present it sccius reasonable to assajn an 
uncertainly of !0% to »(CHjO;)- Using a conven
tional propagation of error analysts to combine the 
statistical errors and possible systematic uncertain
ties gives «<FO;)3< 5.01 ±0.?0)xl0-"cm* most
erne* '. where the quoted errors reflect the accuracy 
of our measurement. 

To map out the absorption spectrum of the FO: 

radical, experiments were performed to measure the 
initial absorbancc between 215 and 254 nm follow
ing the pulsed radmtysa of mixtures of SF. and 0 : . 
Initial absorptions were then scaled to that at 230 nm. 
Using dm approach absorption crass sections (in 
w w j o f l O " enr molecule-1) of 12.6. 10.2. 7.55. 
3.41. ISO. I 53. and 0.69 were obtained ai2lS. 220. 
223. 235. 240. 245. and 254 nm respectively. These 
cross sections are plotted in Fig. 3 together with the 
available literature data. 

The absorption cross sections measured in the 
present work are slightly larger than those reported 
by Lyman and Holland ( 9 | and Maricq and Stente 
(II) and significantly lower than those reported by 
Pagsbergctai (5J. Over the wavelength range 2! 5-
23S nm the results reported by Maricq and Stente 
[ l l lare 14% lower than the results from the present 
wort while the data of Pagsberg et al. (5) is 32% 
higher than our present results. As discussed above, 
the accuracy of the absorption cross section measure
ments in the present work is estimated to be ± 14%. 

Fif. T AbMMptKMi cross xenon d«a for FOi measure« in A « 
w«rk (circlet) compared »uh prroowly reported 4au Cram 
Mstcftwkrt at | I 0 | ( •>. Papprrgel al. | S | ( • ) . Lyman and 
HoRMtff«! (A)4tKt»3rfrqan45tenu{II) f ) 

Pagsberg et al. (51 ha*e estimated the accuracy of 
their cross section data to be z 10% Maricq and 
Sterne ( i l l cttc an uncertamty range of i 15% 
WiUtia the experimental uncertainties, the present 
work is indistinguishable from that of Lyman and 
Hottand (9) and Maricq and Sterne (111 but isdis-
unctfromthatofPagsbergetal. (5). 

It is interesting to consider the origin of the s 30% 
discrepancy between »t FO:) values measured in the 
present work and those reported previously by 
Pagsbcrgct al. (51- With the exception of one detail, 
(he experimental method and techniques used are 
identical. The only significant difference is the chem
ical system used to generate F atoms. In the present 
work the radiolysts of an excess of SF» »as used. In 
the previous work an excess of Ar was radiolyted in 
the presence of a small amount of SF.. which served 
to convert excited Ar atoms into F atoms. 

Ar+2MeVe-^Ar*. <3> 

\r"+SF^-Ar+SF.+F. i 4) 

There is a possible complication with (he use of re
actions (3) and (4) to produce F atoms: namely the 
generation of SF, radicals. SF, radicals react with 0 : 

lo give SF,0 : radicals (5F,0 : radicals are known in
termediates in a variety of chemical systems, for ex
ample (he decomposition of the trioxide SF,OOOSF, 
[ 19]) While there have been no reports of the UV 
spectrum of 5F,0 : radicals, it seems reasonable to 
speculate that SF,0 : radicals, like FO:. will display a 
significant L'V absorption The formation of SF,0 : 

radicals may explain why the absorption cross sec-
lions reported previously (5 J are approximately 30% 
higher than measured in the present work. To test ihi> 
hypothesis several pieces of information are re
quired: (i) the SF, yield from reaction (4). (ii) the 
absorption spectrum of SF, radicals, (iii) the rate of 
reaction of SF, radicals with O«. and (iv) (he absorp
tion spectrum of SF.Oj radicals. Unfortunately, none 
of this information is available currently and a de
tailed study of SF,/SF,Oj is beyond the scope of the 
present experiments, but will be undertaken in the 
future. 

At this point it should be noted that Anastasi et al. 
(201 have studied the products following the radi-
olysis of SF.. Their results are consistent with SF« 
being the major product SF« does not react with 0 : 
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and is not expected to lead to any complications in 
measurements of a{ F02). 

3.2. Kinetics of the reaction F+ 0,+SF6-'FO!+SFi 

As seen from Fig. I, the decay of F02 is slow com
pared to its formation. The kinetics of formation and 
decay of F02 radicals can be treated separately. The 
solid line in Fig. 1 is a first-order fit. In all cases the 
observed increase in UV absorption at 215-245 nm 
was well fit by first-order kinetics. Fig. 4A shows a 
plot of the pseudo-first-order rate, k'", of the appear
ance of absorption at 240 nm following radiolysis (full 
dose) of mixtures of 950 mbar of SF6 and 2-60 mbar 
of 0 2 versus the oxygen concentration. Linear least-
squares analysis of the data gives a pseudo-second-
order rate constant of it, = ( 1.93 ± 0.10) X 10~ u cm3 

molecule"1 s"' at 950 mbar total pressure of SF6dil-

0 . 2 S I ' » • i . i i i 1~ • • i 

H 
0.20 -

? >-r* * 
i cis V /i 

o.os • 

0 . 0 0 I • ' . 1 • 1 1 . . i 

0 10 20 30 40 90 60 70 

[0 , ] . T-oor 

Fig. 4. (A) Plot of*,M (measured at 240 nm) versus Oj concen
tration for experiments using 995 mbar SF« and full radiolysis 
dose. The solid line is a linear regression. The dotted line is the 
behavior predicted using the chemical mechanism in Table I, see 
text for details. (B) Maximum transient absorbance at 240 nm 
observed in the experiments used to derive the kinetic data shown 
in Fig. 4A. The optical pathlength was 80 cm. The solid line is a 
fifth-order fit to aid in visual inspection of the data trend. The 
dotted line is the behavior predicted using the chemical mecha
nism in Table I. see text for details. 

uent. Quoted errors are 2 standard deviations. While 
the estimation of systematic errors is difficult, we be
lieve that systematic uncertainties in the present se
ries of measurements could add an additional 10% 
uncertainty to it,. Hence, we arrive at our final value 
of A, = (1.93±0.29)xl0- ,3cm3molecule-' s"'. 

The linear least-squares fit of the data in Fig. 4A 
gives a significant positive intercept. We ascribe this 
intercept to the presence of secondary reactions which 
consume either F atoms, or F02 radicals, or both. 
Similar behavior has been reported previously in re
cent studies of the reaction of F atoms with CH3Br 
[21] and CF3CC12H (HCFC-123) [22]. Evidence 
for the importance of secondary reactions comes from 
the observation of a significant decrease in the max
imum absorbance at low concentrations of 02. Fig. 
4B shows the dependence of the maximum absor
bance (and hence the F02 yield) on the oxygen par
tial pressure for the same series of experiments used 
to derive the kinetic data presented in Fig. 4A. For 
experiments performed using partial pressures of 0 2 

greater than 35 mbar, variation of the oxygen con
centration had no discernable effect on the maxi
mum absorbance. However, the absorbance de
creased by a factor of 3 as the 0 2 partial pressure was 
reduced from 35 to 2 mbar. 

At this point we need to consider the possible ra
diolysis of 0 2 in the reaction cell to generate O atoms. 
As reported previously, the radiolysis of 1000 mbar 
of 0 2 using full radiolysis dose results in the forma
tion of 9.4 x 10'4 molecule cm -3 of ozone [ 1 ]. Ozone 
is formed by the reaction of O atoms with 0 2 and 
serves as a measure of the efficiency of O atom pro
duction in the system. The maximum 0 2 partial pres
sure used in the present work was 50 mbar. The max
imum O atom yield in the present experiments will 
then be 4.7x 1013 cm - 3 (a factor of 70 less than the 
initial F atom concentration). At this low concentra
tion, O atoms are not expected to pose a complica
tion in the present work. 

Possible secondary reactions which could account 
for the observed trend in Fig. 4B are 

F+F+M-F 2 + M, (5) 

F+F02 + M-.F 20 2+M. (6a) 

F+F0 3 - .F 2+O 2 , (6b) 
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FOI + F02 + M - . F : 0 4 ( o r F > + 2 0 , ) + M. (7) 

F + S F 4 - S F 5 + M . (8) 

F + S F 5 - S F * + M (9) 

To provide insight into the potential importance of 
these reactions the Acuchem program [16] was used 
with the mechanism given in Table 1 to model the 
chemical system. With the exception of reaction (8) , 
kinetic data were taken from the literature 
[5,9,23,24]. The rate constant for reaction (8) was 
taken from a recent study in our laboratory [25]. 
There are no data available concerning the rate of de
composition of F0 2 radicals in SF6 diluent. Pagsberg 
et al. [5] report ^eq=År,/)t_1 = 2.38x tO"16 cm3 

molecule-1 at 293 K [5 ] . Using the value of 
*I = ( 2 . 0 ± O . 3 ) X l O - | , c m , molecule-' s ~ \ vve de
rive k_x = 810 s~' at 1000 mbar total pressure of SF6 

diluent: this value was used in the mechanism. The 
initial conditions used in the simulation were 
[ F ] o = 3 . 3 x l 0 1 5 cm"3, [SF 6 ]=950 mbar and 
[ 0 2 ] =2 -60 mbar. In addition to F atoms, the pulse 
radiolysisof SF„ produces SF4 [20] . The initial con
centration of SF4 used in the model was set equal to 
one half of that of F atoms. 

The behavior of the absorption maximum with 
changes in [ 0 2 ] predicted using the chemical mech
anism in Table 1 is represented by the dotted line in 
Fig. 4B. It can be seen that while the mechanism does 
not precisely fit the observed data it does reproduce 
the gross features. At this point it should be noted 
that the kinetic data in Table 1 were taken from -the 

literature; no attempt was made to Hi the data by the 
adjustment of any of the parameters. The fact that 
the mechanism overpredicts the maximum absorp
tion at low 0 2 concentrations by approximately 10% 
indicates that either the mechanism is incomplete, or 
that one of the rate parameters used is in error, or 
both. It seems likely that the small difference be
tween the observed and predicted behavior in Fig. 4B 
lies in uncertainties in the kinetic data used in the 
mechanism. Reaction (8) is the most important sec
ondary reaction. If A., is increased by 10% and &, is 
decreased by 5% (both changes are within the quoted 
uncertainties of the reported rate constants) then the 
predicted absorption at 2 mbar 0 2 concentration 
drops by 10%, i.e. within the range observed 
experimentally. 

The aim of the present work is to investigate the 
kinetics of the reaction of F atoms with 0 2 , not to 
study the secondary reactions ( 5 ) - ( 9 ) . The model
ling exercise was not pursued further. To determine 
the effect of reactions ( 5 ) - ( 9 ) on the kinetic data 
shown ir. Fig. 4A first-order fits were made to the 
simulated F 0 2 rise curves. The dotted line in Fig. 4A 
represents the results from the modelling study. The 
slope of the dotted line in Fig. 4A returns a value of 
kx equal to that used in the model. Hence, secondary 
reactions ( 5 ) - ( 9 ) should not affect the valued, de
rived from the experimental data. 

As an additional check that secondary reactions do 
not influence the measured value of k, a series of ki
netic experiments were performed using [O2] = 50 
mbar. [ SF6 ] = 950 mbar. and radiolysis doses of less 

Tablet 
Chemical mechanism 

Reaction 

F + O J + M - . F O J + M 
FO,+M-*F+Oj+M 
F+F+M-Fj+M 
F+F02+M-F202 + M 
F+F0:-Fi+O2 
FOJ+FOJ+M-FJO, (or 
F+SF4-SF,+M 
F+SFj-SF.+M 

F2+202) + M 

k 
(tmJ molecule"'$"') 

2 .0x10-" 
810' 

4 .0x10-" 
8 .8x10-" 
9 .5x10-" 
1.7x10"" 
1.2x10-" 
1.7x10-" 

Ref. 

this work 
see text 
122)" 
19]« 
(91 
(51 
123) 
[24] 

'Units of s-'. 
* We assume that the third-body efficiency of SF« is twice that of Ar. 
c Assumed 10 be at high-pressure limit in 1000 mbar of SF6. 
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than, or equal to, one third of the maximum. As 
shown in Figs. 2A and 4B, under these conditions the 
impact of secondary reactions is negligible. The mea
sured half-lives lor the formation of F02 radicals at 
different monitoring wavelengths and radiolysis doses 
are shown in Table 2. The measured formation half-
lives do not change significantly with a threefold 
change of the irradiation dose (and hence initial flu
orine atom concentration), confirming that any sec
ondary chemistry has negligible influence here. The 
formation kinetics were independent of wavelength, 
suggesting the presence of only one absorbing spe
cies. A value of kt = ( 1.96 ±0.40) X 10" "cm3 mole
cule" ' s"' at 950 mbar of SF6 was determined from 
a mean of the experiments listed in Table 2, which is 
in agreement with the result obtained from the 
pseudo-first-order plot in Fig. 4A. 

Finally, Ar, was determined at five different pres
sures in the range 200-1000 mbar. The results shown 
in Fig. S and given in table 3 show that A:, is in the 
falloff region at 200-1000 mbar SF6. The solid line 
in Fig. 5 is a two-parameter fit to the Troe expression 
for the pressure dependence of termolecular reac
tions [26]. Using Fc=0.6, Ar0 and kx were deter
mined to be 1.4x10"" cm6 molecule"1 s"' and 
2 .0x l0 - ' 2 cm2 molecule-1 s _ l , respectively. The 
extrapolation to the high-pressure limit is uncertain. 
Experiments are needed at pressures significantly 
greater than 1000 mbar to better determine kx. The 
value determined for k0 was insensitive to changes in 
kx. Fixing kx a factor of 5 higher, or a factor of 2 
lower only resulted in a 20% change in the best fit 
value of k0. Hence, ± 20% can be taken as an esti
mate of the uncertainty for Ar0. Calculated falloff 

Table 2 
Formation half-lives for F0 2 

Doie Wavelength Half-life 
(fraction of maximum) (nm) (us) 

0.32 
0.22 
0.18 
0.14 
0.11 

0.32 
0.32 
0.32 

230 
230 
230 
230 
230 

215 
220 
235 

2.82 
2.91 
3.10 
3.05 
3.30 

2.50 
2.43 
2.70 
average2.87±0.59 

200 400 $00 600 tooo 

Fig. 5. Values of the rate constant for the reaction 
F + 0 2 + SF6—FO. + SFt as a function of total pressure as deter
mined in the pulse radiolysis of mixtures of 5% O, in SF4. 

Table 3 
Measured pseudo-second-order rate constants for the F+O, 
reaction 

Total pressure 
(mbar) 

20C 
400 
600 
800 

1000 

10"* 
(cm'molecule"'s"') 

0.55 
1.04 
1.38 
1.75 
1.93 

curves in both cases provide a reasonable fit of the 
data in Fig. S. The value for k0 determined in this 
work is consistent with Ar2,** obtained by Lyman and 
Holland (He: 2.8x10""; Ar: 3.1x10""; F2: 
l.lxlO"'2; in units of cm6 molecule"' s"1) and 
Pagsbergand co-workers (Ar: 4.5X 10~" cm6 mole
cule" 1) when the difference in third body is taken 
into account. 

Recently, Hippier [27], using a flash photolysis 
technique, has reported ff(F02) at 220 nm= 
(1 .5±0.1)xl0 - 1 7 cm2 molecule"1. This result is 
approximately 50% larger than measured in our work. 
The origin of the discrepancy is unclear. 
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Using puise radioiysis combined with UV absorption spectroscopy, upper limits for toe rate constants of the 
reaction of the FO2 radical with O^CH* and CO were determined to be <3.4X lfr'*,<4.1 X 10- i s,and<5.1 
x 10-" cmJ molecule"1 r 1 , respectively. The rate constants for the reactions of FO2 radicals with NO and NO2 
weremeasured: FO2+NO—•FNO+O2(10a);FO2+N0 I—products(li) . The rate constants for reactions 
10 and 11 wer: determined to be (1.47 ± 0.08) X10"'* and (1.05 ± 0.15) X10*1J cm3 molecule-1 r 1 , respectively. 
Reaction 10a was found to give FNO in a yield of 100 ± 14%. As a part of this work, an upper limit of the 
reaction of FO radicals with 03 was determined to be <1.2 X I0~t2 cm1 molecule-1 r 1 . Results are discussed 
in the context of the atmospheric chemistry of the FO2 radical and hydrofluorocarbons. 

unsanction 

Recognition of the adverse environmental effect of chloro-
fluorocarbon (CFC) release into the atmosphere has led to an 
international agreement to phase out CFCs by the end of 1995. 
Efforts have been made to find environmentally acceptable 
alternatives. Among these alternatives are bydrofluorocarbons 
(HFCs). Prior to their large-scale industrial use, the environ
mental impact of HFCs must be investigated. 

HFCs, when released into the atmosphere, will react with OH 
to form alkyl radicals which will, in turn, react with 0 2 to form 
peroxy radicals.1-2 The degradation of these fluorinated peroxy 
radicals in the atmosphere is known to produce a variety of 
products and radicals such as FO}, FO, CF30, C F A . CFjHOj, 
C F H A , CFjOH, FNO, CF,COF, CFjCOH. HCOF. C F A 
and HF." 

It has been discussed whether the CF3O and CFJOJ radicals 
could destroy ozone in a catalytic cycle.3 It is now well accepted 
that the ozone depletion effect of GFjO, radicals is negligible.1-4 

Attention has also been drawn to the atmospheric chemistry of 
the FO, radicals. It has been suggested by Francisco and Su* 
and Francisco* that FOj and FO radicals formed in the 
atmospheric degradation of HFCs could destroy ozone in chain 
reaction processes: 

FO + Oj — F0 2 + Oj (1) 

FO, + 0 — FO + 0 2 (2) 

net: 0 + 0 3 — 2 0 , 

and 

FO + Oj —FO, + Oj (1) 

FO, + 0 3 - F O + 2 0 , (3) 

net:0, + O j - » 3 0 2 

A necessary but not sufficient condition for these two ozone 
destruction , /cl« to be efficient is that the FO3 radical reacts 
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rapidly with O3 or O and that the loss processes for FO, radicals 
are slow. Some reactions of the FO] radical are investigated in 
this work. 

The equilibrium between F atoms, O2, and FO2 has been studied 
by Pagsberg et a).,7 Lyman and Holland,' EUcrmann et al.,' and 
Hippier.10 

F + 0 2 + M ^ F O j + M (4,-^4) 

The following values have been reported: Pagsberg et al.,7 k, » 
4.4 X 10-» cm* molecule-2 r> (298 K) and Kt • 3.2 X 10-« 
exp(6100/D cm' molecule-1; Lyman and Holland,1 *4

 a (3.1 ± 
0.3)X IO-Mcm*molecuhr2s-,andJr;p» 1.2XlQ-,J(29SK)cmJ 

molecule-'; EUermann et al.,» k4 - (1.9 ± 0.3) x 10-" cm1 

molecule-' r ' (295 K, 1 bar SFé); Hippier et al.,"> A, = 1.17 X 
10-'5 exp(67I2/D cm3 molecule-1. In the following, the value 
of kt trom Pagsberg et al.7 and the Kf from Hippiern will be used. 

Tbeobjectiveof this work is tostudy atmospherically significant 
reactions of the FOj radical. We have studied reactions of the 
FO2 radical withNO.NOj.CO.CH*, and Oi using pulse radioiysis 
coupled with time-resolved UV absorption spectroscopy. 

Experimental Section 

Two setups using pulse radioiysis coupled with time-resolved 
UV absorption spectroscopy were used in the present work. In 
the first setup a Febetron 705B accelerator was used to initiate 
the reactions. This experimental system has been described in 
detail previously1' -12 and has been used routinely for several years. 
The second setup applied a linear 10 MeV electron accelerator 
to initiate the reactions in a new 0.33 L stainless steel nigh-
pressure cell. Results from this setup have not been reported 
previously in the literature. Both experimental setups are 
described below. 

In the first system, radicals were produced in a I L stainless 
steel reaction cell using a 30 ns pulse of 2 MeV electrons from 
a Febetron 705B field emission accelerator. Pressures of up to 
lbarcouldbeusedinthereactionceU. Tnepressurewasnieasured 
byaBaratronabsolutemembranemanometer. Achromel/alumd 
thermocouple measured the temperature inside the reaction cell 
close to the center. 

The gas mixture was analyzed using UV light from a pulsed 
xenon lamp. The light beam from the xenon lamp was reflected 
3,7, or 11 times in the gas cell by internal White-type optics, 
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Stomtess stt«l. 
Figure!. Ontline of the high-press«« ceU. 

giving total optical pathtengths of 40, 80, or 120 cm. The 
analyzing light was passed into a McPhcrson 1 m gratiag 
monodvomator operated at a spectral resolution of 0.8 nm and 
was detected by a Hamamatsu pbotosKiltipber coupled to a 
Biomatioa digitizer. Data handling and storage were performed 
using a PDP11 computer. 

In Figure Ian outline of the high-pressure ceil is shown. The 
cell is a stainless steel gas cell built for pressures up to ISO bar. 
Partial pressures of less than 1 bar were measured by a Juno 
4ADM-22 pressure transducer coupled to a Juno PDA-48/k 
instrument. Pressures above 1 bar were measured by a Juno 
4AP-30 pressure transducer coupled to a 4PDE-48 instrument. 
The cell may be heated up to 390 & but mtJie present experiments, 
ambient temperature, 295 K, was used. Reactions were initiated 
by a 10 MeV HRC Linarc electron accelerator delivering a 0.5-4 
MS electron pulse into the reaction cell. To obtain acceptable 
SfN ratios, up to five electron pulses were added. No changes 
mtneobservedtransicattweredctccted by comparing the obtained 
transients from the first and the last electron pulses. 

The electron beam enters the cell through a thin metal window 
of 1.S mm suinless steel at the left side of the cell. The diameter 
of the electron beam was dose to tbediameterof the cell, ensuring 
that the radiation was evenly distributed on the area entering the 
cell. The longitudinal distribution of radiation in the tdl is also 
uniform since only a small fraction of the radiation is absorbed 
in the cell. 

A 150 W Varian xenon lamp delivered the analyzing light. 
The xenon lamp could be pulsed to obtain better signal to noise 
ratios ifa full time scale ofkss than or equal to 2 ms was applied. 
The analyzing light entered the cell through a quartz window and 
was reflected by a mirror mounted in the cell, giving a total 
optical pathkngth of 20 cm. The fight was detected by a Perlon-
Elmer double-quartz prism monocbromator with an optical 
resolution of 2-5 nm, and a IP28 pbotomultipiicr and a LeCroy 
9400 digital oscilloscope. Data handling and storage were 
performed using a IBM personal computer. 

The gas mixtures used for both setups contained SF« in great 
excess. F atoms are known to be produced upon radiolysis of SF« 
with high-energy electrons:11 

SF4 + 2 or 10 MeV e' — F +products (5) 

The yield of F atoms has been determined routinely'11* in the 
first system by radiolysis of gas mixtures of CH* Oj, and SF« 
and subsequent observation of tbeabsorbanoeat 260 nm ascribed 
to CH]02 formed by reaction 5 and the following two reactions: 

F + CH«-* CH, + HF (6) 

CH, + Oj + M — CHJOJ + M (7) 

In the present study the F atom yield in the low-pressure cell 
at full dose and 1000 mbar SF« was determined to be (2.8 * 0.3) 
x 10" molecule« cnr1. 

The F atom yield in the nigh-pressure cell was determined in 
a similar way. Mixtures of 50 mbar CH«, 100 mbar at Oj. and 
0-19.5 bar of SF« were radiolyzed by a 2 us pulse of 10 MeV 
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electrons. The absorbance due to CHjOjradicals was measured 
z! 260 nm as a function of the SF« pressure and is plotted in 
Figure 2. It is seen from the figure that the absorbaace is 
proportional to the SF« concentration and thereby to the F atom 
concentration in the gas cell. By linear regression, the slope of 
the straight line in Figure 2 is determined to be (6J6± 0.08) x 
10° bar1. From this slope and the absorption cross section of 
the CHJOJ radical at 260 nm of 3.18 X 10-» cm* ntokcukr1," 
and taking into account a small correction due to the reaction of 
F atoms with Oj (*« at 18 bar SF« is later determined to be 2.7 
x l0~a cm1 molecule-' s~'), an estimate of the fluorine atom 
yield at 18 bar SF« of (4.5 i 05) X 10" molecules car> was 
derived. The uncertainty includes 10% uncertainty in **ooor 
(260 nm) and the uncertainty in the slope in Figure 2. 

FO2 radicals were generated in both setups by radiolysis of 
mixtures of Oj and SF«; 

SF» + 2orlOMeVe- — F +products (5) 

F + O J + M - F O J + M (4) 

The pseudo-second-order rate constant for reaction 4 is wctt-
knownat 1 bar of SF« total pressure.««« (1.9 ±0.3) X 10-" 
cm* molecule-'s-1.* SF« pressures were 1 bar (whmn 5%) in all 
exoeriments in the low-pressure cell. The SF« pressure applied 
intbehigb-pressureceUwaslSbar- i^atl8rjarSF«isdetermined 
later to be (2.7 ± 0.7) x 10-'* cm1 molecule-' $-'. 

Reagents and concentrations used were as follows: SF« 
(>99.97%), 0.9-19 bar. CR, (>99%), 0-600 mbar. and CO 
(>99.9%), 0-500 mbar. O* ultrahigh purity. 50-1000 bar, NO 
(>99.8%),0-O.65mbar;atidNO,(>98%),0-3mbar. SF«,CH«. 
and CO were supplied by Gerling and Holz. Oj was supplied by 
L'Air Liquidc. NO was obtained from Messer Griesbcim, and 
NO2 was supplied by Linde Technicbe Gase. All reagenu were 
used as received. 

Ozone was produced by flowing O7 through a conventional 
discharge ozonizer. The Oj was purified before it entered the 
ozonizer by flowing it through a silica gel trap. The ozone/ 
oxygen mixture was flowed through a silica gel trap cooled to -78 
*C by an etfaanol and dry ice bath. After ozone was collected 
on the silica gel trap for 3 b, the silica gel trap with ozone was 
booked directly to the gas inlet on the faigb-pressure cell. The 
ozone/oxygen gas mixture in the silica gel trap flowed directly 
into the cell. Ozone concentrations were determined by men-
suremenu of the absorption at 220 or 288 nm in the cell before 
and after the gas cell was filled with the ozone/oxygen mixture 
The ozone absorption cross sections used for quantifications of 
ozone were 1.80 x I0*1* cm1 at 220 nm and 1.79 x 10-'* cm2 at 
288 nm.'* Ozone concentrations were in the range 0-4 mbar. 

Results 

The reactions of the FOj radical with NO and NO] were 
investigated using the low-pressure cell. The rate constant of the 
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i of FOt with NO was determined frosn the formation 
kinetics of FNO at 310.3 nm. The rate consent of the reaction 
between FOj aad NO. »as determined by the decays of NO» at 
400 am aad FOj at 220 am. 

The high-pressure ottt was ased to study the reactions of FOj 
with NO* O* CH«. and CO. Ptrionnåg the experiments a the 
high asejsmecinhadiwnadvintaget (ObighOjconceatratioas 
coaM be med. aad (ii) k* is freater at the high total pressures 
that coaM be used in this cell. Therefore it was easier to avoid 
the reaction of F atoms with the rcaoant species CH*. NO*. Oj, 
aad CO. As a preliminary exercise, the rate of the reactioa of 
F atoms with Oi at IS bar SF« was determined by a relative rate 
rr^urf To dctrrnrinr the rate coasaats of the reactions of 
FO, radicals with NOj. Oj. CO. aad O L . the decay of FO, was 
followed at 220 am. 

It is importaat in both systems to work aader conditions where 
the initially formed F atoms react mainly with Oj and not with 
the spedes X we have added to the reactioa mixture to study the 
reaction between FO; and X." 

F + Oz + M — FO, + M 

F + X -» products 

FOj + X — prodacts 

(*) 

(«) 

(9) 

It is therefore necessary to know the reactivity of F atoms toward 
Oj aad the sabuaace X to evaluate this potential complication. 
The percentage of F atoms reacting with X may be calculated 
fromeq I: 

importance of reaction S = I00%*,[X]/(*,[X} + * 4 [0 , ] ) 

(I) 

The influence of reaction 8 can be calculated from x«, A* and 
the concentrations of X and Ot-

Another possible complication is the decomposition of FOj 
producing F atoms which might react with the species X: 

FO,+ M — F + Oj + M 

F + 0 2 + M — FO, + M 

F + X —products 

H) 

(4) 

(•> 

The rate constant of reaction 4 has been measured previously at 
1 bar SF« to be *« «(1.9 ± 0.3) x 10-" cm> molecule-' $-'.• In 
the following, theratcconstaat at 18barSF«bas been determined 
as (2.7 ± 0.7) xio- ' 2 cm'molecule-1 $-'. From these two values 
and the equilibrium constant for reaction 4. KJ295K) • 8.9 x 
10-M cm'noleculer1,11 values of IL« at 1 bar SF« and ISbnrSF« 
of2I3 and 3027 s-1 are derived. AU studies of ^indicate it is 
aVCSSSfC UnKOCQCwCfit* 

We can now determine the rate of decay of FOj in the presence 
of a substance X if F02 does not react with X via reaction 9 but 
F atoms react with X via reaction 8. If all F atoms produced by 
the decomposition of FOj react with X. the decay of FO2 would 
be equal to k+ However, only a fraction of the F atoms react 
with X in competition with OY This fraction is given by the 
equation A«(X]/(&i(X] + MOj)). The first-order decay rate 
coefficient is then 

*«-n-*-4*ilX]/(*,fXl + *«[0J) (ID 

In the experiments reported in the present study we have used 
conditions where *i[XJ « k*\Oj\. Therefore *««•, can be 
written: 

TABLE 1: 

•wro 
I Rale Ce 

cxp rate. HH* cat* ft«. 10-" ca> 
'jr1 

aAap/PO.'10-M 
an* moéecttle*1 s*1 

<H» 
ChV 
CO* 
NOj» 
NO/ 
NO» 

2-l±0.6 
3«±5 
4.« ±0.3 

(1.0 ± 0-1) X UP 
(M±0.1)X10> 
(1.5 ± 0.1) x 10* 

1.0"» 
6-8» 
13* 
3.0«* 
3.0» 
0.5" 

4.6 
31 
5.5 

14 
14 
2.3 

**»>v/[X] * ^ / j y O i ] . »HiflH>reisu«ceU.'Lo»-preiiureetU. 
'This work. 

&«», is the first-order decay rate coefficient of FOj radicals in 
the presence of X if the FO> radical does not react with X. k4mx,l 
(XJ wiH then be the rate constant for the decay of the FO2 even 
though FO2 radicals do not react with the species X. k4Kwr/[\] 
is the lowest possible result of a measurement of k+ In Tabte 1 
we have listed values of Jc* and Aj^/fX] . By comparison of the 
experimentally measured value of &• with the values of *«•»,/ 
[X] given in Tabic 1 we can determine whether the measured 
rate constant is a real £» or just the result of the reaction 
mechanism, *«, JL«. and ft*. The results are discussed in the 
paragraphs dealing with the specific reactions. 

RaatCeastaatreetheEeactMc/FOtlUåkalswithNO. In 
the low-pressure cell, radiolysis of 50 mbar Oj, 0.21-0.65 mbar 
NO, and 1000 mbar SF« was used to study the reaction between 
the FOz radical and NO. This reaction has two possible reaction 
pathways: 

F0 2 + NO — FNO + 0 2 

FOj + NO —FO + N 0 2 

(10a) 

(10b) 

Reaction 10a is 43.6 kcal mat1 exothermic1* while reaction 10b 
is 6 kcal moh1 endotbennic.1* To evaluate the branching of 
reaction 10. the yield of FNO was determined by the absorption 
at 310.5 nm. The transient absorbancc at 310.5 nm following 
radiolysis of a mixture of 0.44 mbar NO, 50 mbar Oj, and 1000 
mbar SF« is shown in Figure 3 A. The average absorbance of the 
six recorded FNO transients was 0.044 ± 0.006. Using an«o-
(310.5 nm) = 5.7 x 10-'* cm2 molecule-'," path length = 120 
cm, dose 0.527, and an F atom yield at full dose and 1000 mbar 
of SF« of (2.8 ± 0.3) x 10" molecule cnrJ, we obuin a yield of 
FNOof 100 ±14%. Clearly, a is the major reaction channel for 
reaction 10. Channel 10a could proceed through a 4-center 
rearrangement. 

The rate of reaction 10 was determined by fitting a first-order 
rise expression to the formation of FNO at 310.5 nm. The 
transients were always fitted well by a first-order expression. The 
pseudo-first-order rates obtained in this way are plotted in Figure 
4 as a function of the NO concentration. The slope of a straight 
line through the dau points gives * t 0 «(1.5 db 0.1) X 10-12 em} 

molecule1 r1 . 
RattCoattaatfortheReactioaafFOIRa«cnbwithN02UsiBg 

thtLow-PreteareCelL The rate constant for the reaction of FOi 
with NO] was determined by monitoring the decay of NO] and 
FO2 following radiolysis of 0.3-3.0 mbar NO], 50 mbar of 0 2 , 
and 1000 mbar of SF«: 

F0 2 + NOj — products (ID 

**.,-*i(X]/WJ (Hi) 

The final absorption in Figure 3B is leu than that before the 
radiolysis pulse. This is not surprising since the absorption at 
220 nm is a combination of that from FOj radicals and NOj. 
NOi is consumed by reaction 11, leading to a final absorbance 
which is less than that observed before the radiolysis pulse. As 
seen from Figure 3C, the transient absorption observed at 400 
nm has an interesting shape. The absorption at 400 nm is due 
solely to NOj, The large initial drop in absorption is caused by 
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Figm 3. Transient absorptions observed at tbe following wavelengths and conditions: (A) at 310.5 nm with 0.44 rabar NO, 50 nVbar 0], and 950 
mbar SF«; (B) at 220 nm witb 1.0 mbar NOj. 50 mbar of Oj, and 950 mbar of SF«; (C) at 400 nm with 0.5 mbar NO], 50 mbar of Oj. and 950 mbar 
of SF«; (0) at 400 nm witb 2 mbar NOj, 1000 mbar Oj, and 18 bar SF«; (E) at 220 nm witb 1000 mbar Oj and 18 bar SF«; (F) at 220 mn witb 1.3 
mbar Oj, 1000 mbar Oj, and 18 bar SF«. 

give FN02 and O2. Alternatively, reaction 11 may proceed to 
give the adduct FOJNOJ. 

At this point we need to consider potential complications in 
ourmeasuranentoffcii. OnerompUcationcouldbetbefonnatioa 
of FN02 via reaction 11 or via the direct reaction of F atoms with 
NOj (as evidenced by the initial drop in absorption seen in Figure 
3C). FNO2 is a stable compound which absorbs only weakly in 
the UV (o-(max) * 2.6 x lf>»emJ molecule-* at 230 ntn"). The 
formation of FNOj is not expected to complicate the present 
kinetic analysis. In light of the excellent agreement in the kinetic 
data derived using the two different wavelengths (220 and 400 
nm) shown in Figure 4, it seems unlikely that the present work 
is subject tosignifleant complications caused by unwanted radical 
species. 

TlwRtawtiMofFAtoewwHnOjatlSbarSF«. At a pressure 
of 18 bar of SF« the rate constant for reaction 4 is expected to 
be significantly elevated as compared to ft« at I bar SF« since the 
pseudo-second-order rate constant, *«, is pressure dependent up 
to pressures higher than 1000 bar of He.10 Therefore we nave 
measured Ac« at 18 bar of SF«. 

It was not possible to measure k4 directly by the 220 nm 
absorption of FOj that is formed in the reaction. At the low 
oxygen concentrations necessary to measure the formation 
kinetics, radical-radical reactions such as the reaction of F atoms 
with the FOj radical become important. This increases tbe 
apparent formation kinetics of FOj so much that it was impassible 
to derive a meaningful reaction rate from direct measurements. 
Therefore a relative rate method was applied. 

1.0 1.5 JO 
[NO,}. mMr 

Figan4. Fust-order formation rates of FNO at 310.5 nm(») and first-
cider decay rata of FCh at 220 itmrø and NOi at 400 fim<o). The 
straight fines are found by linear regressions of the data. 

the scavenging of some of the F atoms by NOj. The subsequent 
decay is caused by tbe reaction of F0 3 radicals with NOj. In 
considering tbe transient in Figure 3C, it should be noted that 
the observed change in absorption represents only a small fraction 
(<20%) of tbe total absorption at this wavelength. 

Fseudo-first-order decay rate constants obtained from traces 
such as those shown in Figure 3B and 3C are plotted as a function 
of tbe NOj concentration in Figure 4. As seen in Figure 4, tbe 
kinetic data obtained by monitoring tbe decay of absorption at 
220 and 400 nm were in good agreement. A linear regression of 
thedatainFigure4gives*u •(1.1 ±0.1) X10-'1 cm1 molecule-' 
r'. Tbe products of reaction 11 are unknown. Reaction 11 may 
proceed via a mechanism involving a 4-center rearrangement to 
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FiprtS. (A)Maximumuamumtab»orbanceat26X>nmfollowragpaJse 
radiolysis of 0-600 mbar CR«, 300-1000 mbar Oj. and IS bar SF« as 
afuncticnoftheconcentrationratio(CH.]/[Oj]. (B) Maximum transient 
absorbanee at 220 om following pulse radiolysii of 0-500 mbar CO, 
500-1000 mbar Oj, and 18 bar SF« as a function of the concentration 
ratio [COJ/tOj]. Solid lines are fits to the data; see test 

The pseudo-second-order rate constant, fc«, at 18 bar SF« was 
determined relative to the rate constant for reaction of F atoms 
with CH«, kf. The literature dau on the reactivity of F atoms 
toward methane are discussed by Wallington et al„" and a value 
of (6.8 ± 1.4) X 10-" cm1 molecule-' r> was derived. This rate 
constant is not pressure dependent. 

When mixtures of Oj/CH«/SF* are radiolyzed, F02 and 
CHJOJ are formed from the following set of reactions: 

SF6 + 10 MeV e" — F + products (5) 

F + Oj + M — F0 2 + M (4) 

F + CH«-*CH, + HF (6) 

CH, + 0 2 + M — CHJOJ + M (7) 

The amounts of F0 2 radicals relative to the amount of CHj02 

radicals formed depends only on the ratio between tberateconstant 
ofFatom reactions with CH« and Qi,kt/kt, and the ratio between 
the methane concentration and the oxygen concentration, [CH4]/ 
[Oil. 

As a measure of the CH}02 concentration, the absorbance at 
260 nm following pulse radiolysis of mixtures of 300-500 mbar 
of 02 ,0-400 mbar CH* and 18 bar SF« was used. In these 
experiments the radiolysis time of 2 m and a SF« concentration 
of 18 bar were held constant ([F]0 • 4.5 X10'J molecules enrJ). 

Figure 5A shows the observed variation of the maximum 
transient absorption as function of the concentration ratio (CH4] / 
[O]]. As seen from this figure, the absorbance at low {CH*j/ 
[Ojj ratio was small, around 0.02. As the concentration ratio 
increased, the absorption increased until a ratio (CH4]/[02] of 
1 was reached. Further increase in the ratio [CH.] /[O:] had no 
discernible effect on the absorption. This behavior is rationalized 
in terms of the competition between CH« and Oj for the available 
F atoms. At low CH« concentrations, an appreciable amount of 

4 s 
[N02]. nibar 

Ftgmti. First-order decay rates of NO? measured at 400 naJoUowina 
Dube radiolysis of 2-I0mbar NO]. 1000 mbar Oj, and 18 bar SF« plotted 
as a function of [NO}]. Tb« solid line is a linear regression of the dau. 

F02 is formed; hence, a small initial absorption at 260 nm is seen. 
As the CH« concentration is increased, an increasing fractioa of 
the F atoms reacts with CH« at the expense of Oj, and the initial 
maximum absorption increases. 

The solid line in Figure SA represents a three-parameter fit 
of the following expression to the data: 

^n« - lAfoi + U t a n « ( V * i ) [ C H J / [ Q J ) / ( » + 
(V*«)[CH4] /[02])} (IV) 

where A*u is the observed maximum transient absorbance, Am 
is the maximum absorbance expected if only FOj is produced, 
and Actaoi is the maximum absorbance expected if all F atoms 
react with CH«. Parameters Am, Aautn, and kt/k* were 
simultaneously varied. The best fit was obtained with *»/*« = 
2S.1 ± 3.4, Arm - 0.023 ± 0.003, and Aaom - 0.108 ± 0.018. 
Errors are two standard deviations. Using our value of kt • (6.8 
± 1.4) X 10-«' cmJ molecule-' r1 , k, is (2.7 ± 0.7) X HH* cmJ 

molecule-1 r ' (quoted errors reflect uncertainty in kt and the 
ratio kt/kt). This is concluded to be the pseudo-second-order 
rate constant for the reaction of F atoms with 0 2 at 18 bar SF«. 

!UteCc«stant for tteReacrioBofFO, Radicals whhNO,Usi«g 
the High-Pressure CeO. The decay of N 0 2 was used to study the 
reaction between FO2 and NOj in the high-pressure cell. These 
experiments were performed to verify the result from the low-
pressure cell and to check for any pressure dependence of the 
reaction between F02 and N02 . The pseudo-first-order rate 
constant for the reaction of F02withN02 was derived by observing 
the decay of N 0 2 and by plotting ln((Abs,-Abs.)/Absf} against 
the time. Abs, and Abs. are the absorbances at time r and r * 
», respectively. If the reaction is first order, then a plot of 
ln{(Abst - Abs.)/Abs,} versus time gives a straight line with a 
slopeofthepseudo-firet-orderrateconstant. Following radiolysis 
of 2 mbar NOj, 1000 mbar Oj, and 18 bar SF«, the transient 
absorbance observed at 400 nm is displayed in Figure 3D. The 
pseudo-first-order rata found from the experimental transients 
at 400 am as described above are plotted as a function of [NO;] 
in Figure 6. A linear regression of the dau gives a rate constant 
of (1.05 ± 0.10) x 10-'J cm' molecule-1 r>. It should be noted 
that the same value of ktl is obtained by both the high- and the 
low-pressure techniques. Reaction 11 shows no pressure depen
dence in the range of 1-18 bar SF«. 

It is expected that the products of the reaction of FOj with 
NO] are either FO2NO3 or FNO3 and 0 2 . Formation of FO and 
NO) is not feasible since this reaction is 29 kcal mol-' endo-
thermic.'* The two first mentioned product channels give stable 
products, and it is therefore not expected that these products 
change the apparent decay of N02 . Hence, we do not expect any 
interference with secondary chemistry on the experimental dau. 

As seen from Table 1, fc«W[NOj)«*n, sothe interference 
from the direct reaction of F atoms with NOj is negligible. We 
choose to quote a value for *u of (1.05 ± 0.10) x 10-" cm} 

molecule-1 r 1 from the present work. 
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Fig«« 7. First-order decay rates of FOj measured at 220 run following 
pulse radiolysii of 0.65-1.7 mbar Oj, 1000 mbar Oj, and 18 bar SF» 
plotted u a function of [0,J. The solid Hne is a linear regression fit of 
the data. 

TfeReactioaofFOjwidiOa. Displayed in Figure 3E and 3F 
are two F02 transients recorded at 220 run without and with 1.3 
mbar of ozone, respectively. It is seen from the figure that small 
amounts of ozone increase the apparent decay of F02. Pseudo-
first-order decay rates were determined from the slope of a plot 
of In{(Abs,-Abs.)/Absv} versus time as described above. The 
rates are plotted in Figure 7 against the ozone concentration. The 
slope found by linear regression of the data gives a reaction rate 
of (2.8 ± 0.6) X 10-'* cm' molecule-' r1. The plot in Figure 7 
liasasignificantimercept,1.5±1.4r'. Thisinteroeptcorresponds 
to the decay of the F02 radicals in the cell without any other 
substances present. 

As shown in Table 1, fci~,T/ [Oj] is close to the value found for 
the rate constant of the reaction of F02 with ozone. Hence, 
within the uncertainty, the F02 radicals do not react with ozone 
and an upper limit of 3.4 x 10-'* cm] molecule-'r'can be derived 
from the dau. 

As an additional check on the system, the behavior of ozone 
was recorded by measuring the absorbance at 28S run. A loss 
of ozone was observed. This may be explained by the reaction 
of F atoms, formed in the decomposition of the FO7 radical, with 
ozone: 

FO : + M — F + 0 2 + M (-4) 

F + Oj —FO + O, (12) 

The loss of ozone was in all cases 100 ± 16% of the initial F atom 
yield including an uncertainty of 10% in the F atom calibration. 
The upper limit of the ozone loss of 116% gives us an upper limit 
for the reaction of FO with ozone, 

FO + Oj — F0 2 + 0 2 (1) 

because if this reaction were fast the result would be more than 
100% ozone loss. The highest ozone concentration used in the 
present work was 4 mbar. At this ozone concentration the decay 
of the 4.5 x 10" molecule enr1 F02 radicals will produce almost 
thesameamoum of FO radicals by decomposition of FOj followed 
by reaction of F atoms with ozone. A maximum of 16% of these 
FO radicals will react with ozone. Theother84%willbeconsumed 
by some other loss reactions. The fastest possible loss reaction 
of FO radicals apart from reaction with Oj is the reaction with 
FO* 

FO +• FOj — products (13) 

The maximum rate constant for this reaction is the diffusion 
limit, about 10-'° cm3 molecule-1 s'1. This reaction will, however, 
reduce the amount of FO radicals formed to half of the amount 
of FO] radicals formed. Therefore, up to 32% of the FO radicals 
may react with ozone. This gives us the following equation: 

•500 

. 1000 • 

500 t- j S 

• / * • 

yS * 
a * * ' . . — i <—• > — . — i — , — 1 _ 

0 2 * i S 10 12 14 
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FigvcS. Firet-ocder decay rates ofFOi measured at 220 nmfoUowing 
pulse radio) ysisofO-UmbarCH*. 1000 mbar O], and 18 bar SF* plotted 
as a function of {CH«] Tbe solid line is a linear regression fit of the data. 

A.lOJ/fjfc.IO,] + kttlFOJ) = 
1/(1 + MFOJ/CtaOjl)) < 0.32 (V) 

Using *,j = 10-'° cmJ molecule-'. [FOjJ = 0.2 mbar, and [Oj] 
= 4 mbar, 

1/(1 + 5 X I<r , 2 /*|)<0.32 — * , < 1.2 X I0-'1 

The upper limit for *, at 295 K is therefore 1.2 X 10"'2 cm3 

molecule-1 s~'. Recently, Bedzhanyanetal.20 reported an upper 
limit for reaction 1 of 2 x 10-« cm1 molecule-' $-'. 

The ReactJoa of FO? with CH* The reaction of F02 radicals 
with methane was studied using the decay of the F02 radical by 
following the transient absorption at 220 nm. An initial rate 
method was applied for this study: 0-15 mbar CrU, 1000 mbar 
02, and 18 bar SF6 were used. The initial rates of FO2 loss at 
different methane concentrations divided by the initial FO2 radical 
concentration gives the pseudo-first-order rate constants. These 
are plotted as a function of (CHU] in Figure 8. The slope of a 
straight line through the data gives a rate constant of (3.6 ± 0.5) 
X 10-|S cm1 molecule-' r1 . As seen in Table 1, this value is 
similar to Adar/ICH«], indicating that the determined value is 
not a "true" rate constant for the reaction of the F02 radical with 
CH« but rather an upper limit. 

Possible complications of the measurement above included (i) 
reactions of products of the methane degradation with F02 and 
(ii) reaction of F atoms formed initially with CH* The first 
complication cannot be ruled out but probably is not a serious 
complication since FOj radicals %tem to react slowly with most 
species. However, if this reaction is important, it will tend to 
speed the decay of the F02 radicals; hence the upper limit above 
is still valid. The second complication will also tend to increase 
the apparent decay at 220 nm since the decay of CH]02 is faster 
than that of F02. Using** - 2.7 x 10-'2cm} molecule-' r> and 
It* = 6.8 X 10-" cmJ molecule-' r', we calculate for the highest 
methane concentration used a yield of 27% of initially formed 
CH) radicals by direct reaction of the initially formed F atoms 
with CH4. This will, as stated previously, increase the apparent 
decay rate at 220 nm, and hence the upper limit is still valid. 

The Reaction of FOj with CO. The reaction of F02 with CO 
was studied by monitoring the F02 decay at 220 nm. In a set 
of preliminary experiments, the rate of reaction of F atoms with 
CO was measured at 18 bar SF*. The maximum transient 
absorbanceat 220 nm was measured following radiolysis of 0-500 
mbar CO, 500-1000 mbar Oj, and 18 bar SF*. The absorbance 
dau are shown as a function of {CO] / (02] in Figure 5B. In the 
system, CO and 0 2 compete for the available F atoms in the two 
reactions 

F + C O + M —FCO + M (14) 

F + Oj + M — FO, + M (4) 

FCO radicals react rapidly with 0 2 to give FC(0)Oj.'3 
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Figure*. First-order decay rates of FOi measured at 220 nm following 
pufaeradiolyjBof 0-25mbarCO, lOOOmbarOj.and 18 bar SF« plotted 
as a function of [CO]. Tie solid line is a linear regression fit of the data. 

FCO + 0 2 + M — FC(0)02 + M (15) 

The absorbaace at 220 nm is therefore a combination of the 
absorbances of F0 2 and FC(0)02. At low CO concentrations 
the absorbance at 220 nm is mainly due to F02. As the 
concentration of CO is increased, more and more FC(0)O2 is 
formed relative to F02. We can now rationalize the absorbance 
behavior in Figure SB since the absorption cross section of F02 

at 220 nm is larger than that of FC(0)02.13 By analogy with 
the determination of k,, the dato in Figure SB may be fitted by 
the following expression: 

A„» - MFC2 + (><FC(0)O2(*u/*4)ECO]/[O2])/(l + 

(*I4/*4)[CO]/[02])j (VI) 

where Am and Arcmn are the absorbances if all F atoms were 
converted into F02 or FC(0)O2 radicals, respectively. A three-
parameter fit otAfoi* /<FC(OKW. and kH/kt gave a ratio between 
the two rate constants of 4.S ± 1.4. The fit may be seen as the 
solid line in Figure 5B. Using kt = (2.7 ± 0.7) X 10-'2 cm' 
molecule*' r', we derive ku - (1 .2 ± 0.5) X10"'' cm1 molecule-' 
r'; the quoted error reflects the cumulative uncertainties in the 
measured ratio k\4/k4 and kt. 

In the following, concentration ratios [CO]/[02] of up to 0.025 
were used to determine the rate constant for the reaction of F02 

with CO. Using klt/kt = 4.5, we discover that the amount of 
initially formed FC(0)02 is less than 10% of the initial amount 
of F atoms formed in the system. 

To measure the rate constant for the reaction of F0 2 radicals 
with CO, mixtures of 0-25 mbar CO, 1000 mbar 0 3 , and 18 bar 
SF« were radiolyzed, and the first-order rate of decay of the 
absorption at 220 nm was determined. The first-order decay 
rates were determined from the slope of a plot of ln((Abs,-Abs.)/ 
Abs,| versus time, as described above. The first-order rates are 
plotted against [CO] in Figure 9. The slope found by linear 
regression of the data gives a rate constant for the reaction of 
FOj with CO of (4.8 ± 0.3) X 10-« cm} molecule-' r1. 

This rate constant may be influenced by reactions of FOj with 
FC(0)Oj and other CO degradation products. However, it is 
seen from this work that the FOj radical is very unreactive, so 
it seems likely that the kinetics of the FOj radical are not 
significantly perturbated by the degradation products. As seen 
in Table 1, the measured rate constant for the reaction of FOj 
with CO is equal to kimr/ [CO]. This indicates that the reaction 
rate of F02 with CO may be zero within the uncertainty of the 
experiment. The value of (4.8 ± 0.3) x 10-« cm3 molecule-' r ' 
is therefore an upper limit. 

Discussion 

As seen from the results of this work, FOi reactions are generally 
very slow. There are two possible reaction patbwaysof tbereaction 
of FO: radicals with the species X: (i) Reactions where the F 
atom is the active part of the F02 radical. For example in the 
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TABLE 2: FO,ReacrJaas 

rate constant (295 K), 
reaction 

FOj + NO — FNO + Oj 
FOj + O,— FO + 20i 
FOj + NOi — products 
FO2 + CO — products 
FO2 + CH« — products 
FOj + M — F + Oj + M 
FOj + O—FO + Oj 

FO + NO — N ^ + F 
FO + O — F + Oj 
FO + Oj — products 
FO+Oj — products 
FO + CIO — F + CI + 02 

F + CH«—-CHj + HF 
F+HjO—-OH + HF 
F + Oj — FO + 0 2 

F + 0 : + M — FOj+M 

cm1 mokcukr' s - 1 

(1.5 ± 0.1) X 10-" 
<3.4 x 10-'* 
(1.05 ± 0.10) XIO-'J 
<5.1 x 10-'* 
<4.1 x 10-'5 

icf 

this »ork 
this work 
this work 
this work 
this work 

3.75xl(H[M]exp(-67l l /7y 10,7 
5.0X10-"« 

2.6X10-'1 

2.7 x 10-'« 
<2X10-1* 
<I.2XI0-» 
5 x 10-'' 

(6.1 ± 1.4) x 10-1« 
1.4 x 10-" 
1.0 X 10-" 
4.4X10-»[M] 

16 

16 
20 
20 
this work 
c 

19 
16 
3.23 
7 

• Uncertain, no experimental data. * Calculated from fc-. - ft«/*«- ** 
is taken from ref 7 and Kt from ref 10. ' Rate and products found by 
analogy to other halogen oxide self-reactions. 

reaction with NO, >86% of the products were FNO and 0 2 . 
probably formed via the reaction complex ON-F02; (ii) reactions 
where the O-O* moiety of the FOj radical is the active part (i.e. 
where F0 2 reacts as a peroxy radical). We have not detected any 
evidence for peroxy radical type behavior for FOj. 

Reaction channel i is expected to be slow because of the large 
activation energy involved in the abstraction of an F atom from 
the F0 2 radical (~ 12.6 kcal mol"1).7 However, if the species X 
is capable of forming a low-energy reaction complex where the 
activation barrier is lowered effectively, a reaction is possible. It 
seems likely that NO is capable of doing this, while CH4 does not 
effectively lower the activation barrier. A study of the temperature 
dependence of the reaction of FOj with NO and N 0 2 would be 
of interest in this connection. 

The F0 2 radical also seems very unreactive through reaction 
channel ii. As stated above, no experimental evidence for this 
reaction pathway was found in this work. No rates have been 
measured for reactions of FOj with other peroxy radicals. 
However, F02 seems stable in the presence of other peroxy 
radicals.21 TheconclusionisthatFOiisnotaveryreactiveradical. 

Aonospherk Implications. The known reactions of F.FO, and 
FOi of importance in the atmosphere are displayed in Table 2. 
Apart from the unimolecular decomposition of the FOj radical, 
all known activation energies are small. The rate constants at 
295 and 220 K differ by less than a factor of 2. For simplicity 
we have therefore only considered the temperature dependence 
of the self-decomposition of the FOj radicals in the following. 
While the temperature dependences of the rate constants of the 
first five reactions in Table 2 are not known, it is expected that 
the rates of these reactions will slow down at lower temperatures 
because of the significant energy involved in abstraction of F 
atoms from the F02 radical. 

To evaluate the importance of the reactions of the F, FO, and 
F02 radicals in the atmosphere, knowledge of the atmospheric 
concentrationsofthereactantsisnecessary. We have used known 
values of NO, NOj, CO, Oj, O, and M and the temperature from 
Brasseur and Solomon.21 These are known concentrations at 
mid latitudes. Figure 10A-C shows the lifetimes of F atoms 
(Figure 10A), FOradicals (Figure 10B), and F02 radicab (Figure 
10C) with respect to reactions with atmospheric-important species 
at different altitudes. There are reactions in Table 2 which directly 
or indirectly destroy odd oxygen (O atoms or Oj molecules): 

F + O, — FO + 0 2 (12) 

FO + Oj — F 0 2 + 0 2 (1) 
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FO + O — F + Oj 

FO + C 1 0 - F + Cl + Oz 

FOj + O, —FO + 20 , 

(16) 

(17) 

(3) 

FOj + O —FO + Oj (2) 

There are two reactions which remove the F atoms efficiently 
from the FO, catalytic cycle 

F + CH4—HF + CH, 

F + H20 —HF + OH 

(6) 

(18) 

HF is unrcactive in the stratosphere and is transported to the 
troposphere where it is incorporated into rain droplets and rained 
out. 

In the following we will establish an upper limit for the number 
of ozone molecules destroyed by one F atom formed in the 
atmosphere. TbemechanismwewiUuwtoevaluauthisissbown 
in Figure 11. The main reaction of F atoms in the atmosphere 
is reaction with Oj to form FOj. F atoms are then reformed by 
unimoleculardecompositionofFOi. FO radicab) may be formed 
from the reaction of FO} radicals with O atoms and Oj molecules 
and by the reaction of F atoms with ozone. FO radicals reform 
F atoms or FOj radicals by reaction with NO, O atoms, CIO, or 
ozone. F atoms are removed from the cycle by reaction with CH4 
andH20. 

The number of times FO] is reformed through equilibrium 4 
before its removal by reaction with HjO or CH* is 

4$z£. 
FO 

R e m i t . Reaction scheme of thclinuit wetSrUmliei 
of the owe*, extraction tffaawtacss of F 
SUtMlOaTrpowwTt 

to the 

- 1 . 0 - 0 . 5 0.0 0.5 1 0 
Ozone depiction effect of FO 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Ozon* pr. f atom 

FtgnrtlZ ITot of the romber of oaoiieiao4ec»lfto>stToyedr^aBFatom 
released totbestmospbere: »mnfcmcdd(A)aadactoaccdnMdd(C). 
Effect of as FO radical on the owoe tarer before it forms FOj or F atoms 
(B). See test for details. 

N = *4[OJ/(*.lCHJ + *„IH101) (VII) 

The probability that FO2 or F destroys an ozone molecule either 
as 05 or O, before reaction with O, or decomtmtion, respectively, 
is 

^F-*12[03)/*«t02] (VIII) 

rfm = ('<iloi} + kI[0))/k_4 (ix) 

Under the assumption that FO neither destroys nor forms ozone 
before it forms FO» radicals or F atoms, we can now derive an 
upper limit for the number of ozone molecules destroyed by one 
F atom released into the stratosphere. The upper limit is the 
product of the probability that FO2 or F will destroy an ozone 
molecule before it is rcnoved by decomposition or reaction with 
Oj, Proi or Pf, and the number of times F and FOj are reformed 
before F reacts with CH4 or H A JV(/>. + fro*). NFt, ffPm, 
and iV( Fr + f m ) are plotted in Figure 12A at different altitudes. 
As seen from Figure 12A, the maximum number of ozone 
molecules destroyed per F atom formed in the stratosphere from 
this simple model is 11 at 20 km altitude. 
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> • CIO chemistry. 

FO + CK>—F + CI + C^ 

Wc 

(H) 

IKs icouidbefauwitharatcconstaatofuptoSx 10~" 
l r ' . TbeiifctimcafFOwrurcspEcttothcrcacfMU 

with CX) is plotted in Figure l OB. The maximum onoe 
drrfrunina pinrnrél « f * m *~«*»i t»«~» ti ~ ^ ^ ^ f ^ i ;«t/> 
FOi or F atoms is cetermmed by reaction with CK>. O atoms. 
0*aadNOi. FO destroys one ozone moteenk before it forms 
F or FOi if it reacts with OO.O*. or 0 atoms. If it reacts with 
NO.it actually reforms an ozone mokcak because the product. 
NO2. pbouiyxes to civc NO and an O atoco. The effect of FO 
radicals on the stratospheric ozone layer may be calculated from 

(*f©««IN0] - *1T[C101 - 4,(0,1 - **10] ) / 

<*ro«olNO] + *IT[CK>] + fc.10,1 + *,é[01) (X) 

The valves determined by cq X at different altitudes arc plotted 
ia Figure 12B; -1 means that an ozone molecule is formed, by 
rcactioa with NO, before FO is convened into F atoms or FO> 
radicals, and +1 means that one ozone mokcule is destroyed 
before FO is convened into FOj or F. 

The real potential ozone destroying effect of the FO, cyde 
may now be calculated as N(Fr + /*roi)< 1 +FO effect) became 
every time a FO radical is produced an ozone molccale is test and 
the effects of reforming F or FOj from FO may be calculated 
from eq V. As seen from Figure 12C. the maximum possibie 
effcctofthcFO,cycleissinaU. Less than aboat 2ozoncmokcukt 
are destroyed per F atom released into the stratosphere. This 
number should be compared to KP-IC for CI atoms. Tbecffect 
of F atoms on the stratospheric ozone layer is therefore likely to 
be negligible. 

The method ased to calculate the upper limit for the number 
of ozone molecules destroyed per F atom released into the 
stratosphere is not exact. However, it gives a good estimate of 
the ozone-depleting effect of F atoms and shows that, with the 
currently known FO, reactions. FO, cycles do nut pose a threat 
to the stratospheric ozone layer. 

From the discussion above we may now estimate an upper 
limit for the ODP (ozone depletion potential) of HFCs (bydrof-
luorocarboas) due to the ozone destruction by F atoms. Most 
HFCs have atmospheric lifetimes with respect to reaction with 
OHradjcakof>5ycan. OnlyS-10%oftheHFCsaredegradated 
ia the stratosphere, hence reducing the ODP of these compounds 
by a factor of at least 10 as compared to CFCs. As indicated 
above, F atoms are at least 1000 times less efficient than CI 

w the FO, cycles «f HFC-
is ~10-*. This 

that a l the 
as F atoms. We 

for the 
134a(CFrCFH;).aa 
valoe is detenmwad under the worst 

atoms m HFC-I34a arc 
therefore behave that the 
to F atoms formed m the 
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was always in great excess and was used to generate fluorine 
atoms: 

SF6 + e~ — F +products (5) 

F + CO —FCO (6) 

Five sets of experiments were performed. First, the ultraviolet 
absorption spectra of FCO and FC(0)Oj radicals were determined 
by observing the maximum in the transient UV absorption at 
short times (10-40 m) following the pulse radiolysis of SF«/CO 
and SF«/CO/02 mixtures, respectively. Second, using a longer 
time scale (100-400 us), the subsequent decay of the absorption 
was monitored to determine the kinetics of reactions 7 and 8: 

FCO + FCO — products (7) 

FC(O)02 + FC(0)O2 —products (8) 

Third, the rate of conversion of FCO into FC(0)02 radicals was 
monitored, as a function of the concentration of 0 2 present, to 
derive a value for the rate constant of reaction 1. Fourth, the rate 
of N0 2 formation and the behavior of FC(0)0 following the 
pulse radiolysis of SF«/CO/Oi/NO mixtures were used to 
measure Jtj and k*. Finally, the radiolysts of SF«/CO/0:/03 
mixtures was used to study the behavior of FC(0)0 radicals in 
the presence of 0 3 and, hence, to derive kinetic data for reaction 
3-

To monitor the transient UV absorption, the output of a pulsed 
150-W xenon arc lamp with multipassed through the reaction 
cell using internal White cell optics (40-, 80-, or 120-cm path 
length). A McPherson grating spectrometer, Hamamatsu R 955 
photomultiplier, and Biomation 8100 waveform digitizer were 
used to detect and record the light intensity at the desired 
wavelength. The spectral resolution used was 0.8 nm. Data 
transfer and storage were controlled by a PDP11 minicomputer. 
The following reagent concentrations were used: SF«, 95-1000 
mbar; 02 ,0-40 mbar, CO, 40 mbar; NO, 0-10 mbar (1 mbar 
» 2.46 X 10'* molecules cm"3). All experiments were performed 
at 296 ± 2 K. Ultrabigh-purity 0 2 was supplied by L'Air Liquide, 
SF« (99.97%) and CO (>99.9%) were supplied by Gerling and 
Holz. and NO (>99.8%) was supplied by Messer Griesheim. All 
reagents were used as received. 

Ozone was produced by flowing 0 2 through a conventional 
discharge ozonizer. The 0 2 was purified before entering the 
ozonizer by flowing through silica gel. Trace amounts of N02 , 
N2O5, and HNO3 were removed from the ozone/oxygen mixture 
by flowing through a silica gel trap cooled to-80 °C. Up to 1.0% 
O) in 0 2 was produced in this way. 

Ozone concentrations in the reaction cell were determined by 
measurement of the absorption at 272 or 288 nm before and after 
filling with reaction mixtures. Ozone absorbs strongly at these 
wavelengths (»0,(272 nm) » 6.92 x 10-'* and <r0,(288 nm) • 
1.79X lO^'crn'molecule-'.11 No absorption at these wavelengths 
was detected when the reaction cell was filled with reactant gases 
other than Oj. Ozone concentrations used were in the range 
0.25-0.39 mbar. 

Immediately prior to the conclusion of the experimental work 
described herein, a Princeton Applied Research OMA-II diode 
array was installed at the exit slit of the monochromator in place 
of the photomultiplier which has been routinely used to measure 
the transient absorptions. The system consisted of the diode array, 
an image amplifier (type 1420-1024HQ), a controller (type 1421), 
and a conventional PC computer for data handling and storage. 
Spectral calibration was achieved using Hg and Ne pen ray lamps. 
Diode array spectra of FCO and FC(0)0 radicals were recorded 
and are presented herein. 

Results and Discussion 

Spectrum of FCO Radicals. Following the pulse radiolysis of 
SF«/CO mixtures a rapid increase in the UV absorption was 

0.25 r-r 

9 ° 2 0^ 

0.Q0 fhi i -; 

C 50 100 150 

Time, /is 
Figure 1. Transient absorption at 269.6 nro following the radiolysis of 
a mixture of 40 tnbar of CO and 960 mbar of SF« using a U V path length 
of 120 cm. The solid line is a secend-order decay fit. 

observed,followedbyaslowerdecay. Figure 1 shows the transient 
absorption at 269.6 nm observed for the first 180 its following the 
radiolysis of a mixture of 40 mbar of CO and 960 mbar of SF« 
(1 mbar = 2.46 X 10'* molecules cm-'). The UV path length 
was 120 cm. No absorption was observed when either 40 mbar 
of COor960mbarofSF« was radiolyzed separately. We ascribe 
t he absorption shown in Figure 1 to the formation of FCO radicals 
and their subsequent loss by self-reaction. 

Measurement of the absolute absorption spectrum of FCO 
radicals requires calibration of the initial F atom concentration. 
Additionally, experimental conditions are needed to **isure that 
there is 100% conversion of F atoms to FCO radicals. The yield 
of F atoms was established by monitoring the transient absorption 
at 260 nm due to methylperoxy radicals produced by radiolysis 
ofSF6/CH4/02mwturesasdescribedpreviously." Using a value 
of 3.18 x lO-'» cm2 molecule-1 for <r(CH}Oi) at 260 nm.^the 
yield of F atoms at 1000 mbar of SF« was measured to be (2.92 
± 0.15) x 10" cm-1 at full irradiation dose. The quoted error 
represents statistical uncertainty (2 standard deviations). Po
tential systematic error associated with the uncertainty in o-
(CH3O2) is estimated to be ±10%. Combining the statistical 
and potential systematic uncertainties, we arrive at a calibrated 
F atom yield of (2.92 ± 0.33) X 10" cm-'. 

To work under conditions where the F atoms are converted 
stoichiometrically into FCO, it is necessary to consider potential 
interfering secondary chemistry such as reaction 9. 

F + F C O — products (9) 

To check for such a complication, the maximum transient 
absorption at 269.6 nm was measured in experiments using [CO] 
= 40 mbar and (SF«] = 960 mbar, with the radiolysis dose varied 
over a wide range. Figure 2 shows the maximum absorption at 
269.6 nm as a function of the radiolysis dose. (The UV path 
length was 80 cm.) For doses less than one-balf of maximum, 
the absorption increased linearly with radiolysis dose (and hence 
initial radical concentration), suggesting that unwanted secondary 
radical-radical reactions are unimportant. The absorption 
observed using maximum dose was approximately 10% less than 
that expected from a linear extrapolation of the low-dose data. 
We ascribe this behavior to incomplete conversion of F atoms 
into FCO radicals at the highest initial F atom concentration 
used. Linear least-squares analysis of the data in Figure 2 (full 
dose experiment excepted) gives a slope of 0.168 ± 0.005. 
Combining this value with the calibrated yield of F atoms of 
(2.92 ±0.33) x 1015 molecules cnvJ (full dose and [SF«] » 1000 
mbar) gives <r(FCO) «(1.73 ± 0.20) X 10-" cm2 molecule-' at 
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Fiaare 2. Maximum transient absorptions at 250 (•), 269.6 (•), and 
310.5 am ( • ) observed following the poised radiolysis of mixtures of 40 
mbar of CO. 40 mbar of Oj. and 920 rabar of SF«; 40 mbar of CO and 
960 mbar of SF36; and 2mbar of NO and 998 mbar of SF«, respectively, 
as a function of the radiolysis dose. Solid lines are linear least-squares 
fits to the filled data points. Dotted lines are second-order fits to aid in 
visual inspection of the data trend. 

TABLE 1: Measured UV Absorption Cross Sections 

Mnm) 
265.4 
365.9 
266.4 
266.9 
267.0 
267.5 
26S.0 
26S.5 
269.0 
269.4 
269.6 
269.9 
270.4 
270.9 
271.4 
271.9 
272.4 
2719 
273.4 
273.9 
274.4 

FCO 

<xX t0» 
(cm2 molecule"') 

152 
105 
69 
62 
74 
57 
57 
87 

139 
161 
173 
184 
130 
94 
71 
62 
57 
59 
81 

127 
159 

X(nm) 
220 
225 
230 
235 
240 
245 
250 
255 
260 
265 
270 
275 
280 
285 
290 

FC(0)0, 

»X10» 
(cm2 molecule"') 

272 
315 
297 
301 
269 
264 
213 
181 
155 
117 
83 
66 
41 
26 
19 

269.6 nm. Quoted errors reflect statistical and possible systematic 
uncertainties. 

To map out the absorption spectrum of FCO radicals, 
experiments were performed to measure the initial absorption 
between 265 and 273 nm following th? pulsed irradiation of 
mixtures of 40 mbar of CO and 960 mbar of SF«. Initial 
absorptions were then scaled to that at 269.6 nm and converted 
into absolute absorption cross sections. Values so obtained are 
given in Table 1 and shown in Figure 3, where they are compared 
to the data reported recently by Maricq et al.2' 

Finally, a diode array camera was used to obtain the spectrum 
given in Figure 3. The conditions were as follows: spectral 
resolution, 0.1 S nm; gate, 30 m: delay, 1 u$: (CO], 40 mbar; 
[SF«], 960 mbar; full radiolysis dose. As seen from this figure, 
the band positions measured in the present work are in good 
agreement with the results from ref 21. The sharper nature of 
the spectrum measured here is explained by the greater spectral 
resolution used in the present work: 0.8 nm compared to * 1-2 
nm.21 The integrated absorption measured in the present work 
isapproximately 10-20% lower than reported previously.21 Such 

250 

3 200 -

150 

100 

265 270 275 

Wavelength, nm 

280 285 

Figure 3. Absorption cross section data for FCO radicals measured in 
this work (•). The solid line A is the spectrum reported by Maricq et 
al.21 The solid line B is the diode array spectrum recorded in this work. 

a difference is well within the combined experimental uncertainties 
inherent in both studies. The spectral features measured here 
are also consistent with those reported by Milligan et al.23 and 
Wang and Jones.23 

Kinetic Study of tb« Setf-Reacaoa of FCO Radicals. Figure 
1 shows a typical transient absorption trace obtained for the self-
reaction of FCO radicals, together with a nonlinear least-squares 
second-order fit. As discussed in previous publications,24'25 kinetic 
analysis of second-order decays can be complicated by the 
formation of products which absorb at the monitoring wavelength, 
leading to a postradiolysis transmitted light intensity which is 
lower than the preradiolysis value. Accordingly, the experimental 
data were fit to the three-parameter expression 

l /*- l /^-2to/» l SL (I) 

<vbere B = ln(/.//), Ba = ln(/.//0, k is the second-order rate 
constant for the self-reaction of the radicals, a^ is the absorption 
cross section of the radical minus that of any absorbing product 
formed at the monitoring wavelength (in the case of FCO there 
was no residual absorption and aa = CFCO). L a the monitoring 
UV path length (either 80 or 120 cm). / ' is the minimum 
transmitted light intensity following the radiolysis pulse, / • is the 
final light intensity, and / is the transmitted light intensity at 
time t. In the fitting algorithm the three parameters B, Bo, and 
k/ctt were fit simultaneously. 

The decay of the transient absorption following radiolysis of 
SF«/CO mixtures was monitored at wavelengths between 26S 
and 27S nm. At all wavelengths the decay was well represented 
by a second-order least-squares fit. No residual absorption was 
observed, indicating the absence of any long-lived product which 
absorbs significantly in the 265-275-nm region. The reciprocal 
of the observed half-life for the decay of absorption is plotted as 
a function of the initial FCO radical concentration in Figure 4. 
The initial radical concentration was calculated from the observed 
initial absorption using the cross sections given in Figure 3. 

As shown in Figure 4, the reciprocal of the observed half-life 
for the decay of absorption was a linear function of [FCO]o- This 
linearity suggests that only one species is responsible for the 
absorption in this wavelength region, and so the kinetic analysis 
is not complicated by the presence of other absorbing species. 
Linear least-squares analysis of the data in Figure 4 gives a y-axis 
intercept which is not statistically different from zero and a slope 
« 2*7 • (3.20 ± 0.12) X 10"" cm* molecule-' rl. Hence, k-, -
(1.60 ± 0.06) x 10-" cmJ molecule"1 $-'. Quoted errors are 2 
standard deviations. Including our estimate of potential uncer
tainty in the absolute radical yield calibration (11%) gives ki • 
(1.6 ± 0.2) x 10-" cm5 molecule-' r1. There have been two 
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Figwt 4. Reciprocal of the half-lives for the decay of absorption at 
269.4-270.9 (A) and 220-250 nm ( • ) . attributed to FCO and FC(OK>j 
radicals, as a function of the initial radical concentration. Solidlinesare 
linear least-squares fits. 

reported valuesofJ:?witbwhicb we can compare our measurement. 
In the work of Maricq et al.,2' the self-reaction of FCO radicals 
was studied in the presence of 5 Torr of Fj, 95 Torr of He. 100 
Torr of CO, and 100 Torr of N2. A value of Jt7 = (1.9 ± 0.2) 
x 10-" cm1 molecule-' r1 was reported, which is consistent with 
that measured in the present work. In the work of Bear et al.2* 
reaction 7 was studied in the presence of 1.5-2.5 Torr of helium 
diluent, and a value of *7 = (4.9 ± 2.0) X 10"" molecule-' r ' 
wasreported. It is interesting to note the apparent inverse pressure 
effect, with reported values of Jt7 increasing with decreasing total 
pressure. A possible explanation for this observation is the 
presericeof vibrationally excited FCO radicalsat lower pressures. 
There are no available data concerning the rate at which collisions 
with He, Nj, or SF§ deactivate vibrationaUy excited FCO. 
However, the rate of energy transfer from vibrationally excited 
CO has been studied extensively27 and can serve as a rough guide 
for the behavior of FCO. The rate constant for collisional 
relaxation of CO(o=l) at 298 K by N2 is of the order of 10-" 
cm} molecule-' r'. At 1 Torr total pressure the lifetime of CO-
(v*l) is then approximately 3 nu. At 760 Torr the lifetime is 
approximately 4 /a. Helium is a less efficient third body than 
Nj, whereas SF4 is more efficient than Nj. The experiments 
described by Behr et al.2* were performed using 1.5-2.5 Torr of 
helium diluent with the FCO kinetics monitored on times scales 
oftheorderofmilliseconds. Itispossibletbatvibrationallyexcited 
FCO played an important role in these experiments. The 
experiments described by Maricq et al.}| were performed at 300 
Torr total pressure with the FCO kinetics monitored for several 
bundredmicroseconds. Itseemsurilikelytbatvibrationallyexcited 
FCO played a major role in these experiments; however, a minor 
role cannot be excluded. In the present work 1000 mbar of SF« 
diluent was used, and the decay of FCO radicals was monitored 
over 200 (is. Vibrationally excited FCO radicals produced in 
reaction 6 will be rapidly thennalized and are not expected to 
interfere with the measurement of k-, in the present work. 

Finally, it is worth noting that the diluent N2 gas used by 
Maricq et al.11 was industrial grade (99%) and may have contained 
traces of Oj. The presence of a small Oj impurity would augment 
the FCO loss via reactions 1 and 10, thereby explaining why the 
value reported by Maricq et al.J1 is slightly larger than that 
measured in the present work. 

FCO + Oj — FC(0)02 (1) 

FCO + FC(0)O2 - FC(0)0 + FC(0)0 (10) 
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Figwe 5. Transient absorption at 300 nm observed following the pulsed 
radiolysis (fuU dose) of a mixture of 40 mbar of CO, 9.8 mbar of Oj, and 
950 mbar of SF«. The solid line is a first-order decay fit which gives * ' • 
= 3.1 x I0> s-'. 
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Figure 6. Plot of it1" versus toe concentration of Oj. 
Spectrum of FC(0)Oj Radicals and Kinetics of the FCO + O, 

Reaction. The UV spectrum of FC(O)02 radicals was studied 
using the pulsed radiolysis of SF«/CO/02 mixtures. Following 
radiolysis a rapid increase in absorption in the ultraviolet at 260-
300 nm was observed followed by a rapid decay and then a slower 
decay. The observed absorption is ascribed to the formation of 
FCO radicals, their conversion into FC(0)0: radicals, and then 
the loss of FC(0)02 via self-reaction. The rapid decay of the 
initial absorption displayed first-order kinetics. To measure ku 

experiments were performed using a monitoring wavelength of 
300 nm to measure the first-order loss of FCO following the pulse 
radiolysis (maximum dose) of 950 mbar of SF«, 40 mbar of CO, 
and 2.5-15 mbar of 0 » Figure 5 shows the transient absorption 
at 300 nm observed for the first 40 m following the radiolysis of 
a mixture containing 9.8 mbar of 02 . The solid line is a first-
order fit to the data which gives a first-order loss rate, k,u, of 3.1 
x 105 r*. Figure 6 shows a plot of *'" versus [02]. Linear 
least-squares analysis of the data in Figure 6 gives k\ • (1.23 ± 
0.14) x 10-'J cm1 molecule-' r'. (Quoted errors are 2 standard 
deviations.) This result is approximately 50% larger than that 
reported'in the presence of 330 Torr of N2/He/CO mixtures11 

and presumably reflects the greater third-body efficiency of the 
1000 mbar of SF6 diluent used in our work. 

In experiments to measure »(FC(O)Oj) the concentration of 
Oj was 40 mbar. At this oxygen concentration the conversion 
of FCO into FC(0)0} radicals will be >98% complete within 4 
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lis. Accordingly, in experiments to measure *(FC(0)02), the 
transient absorption 4 |is after the radiolysis pulse was ascribed 
to absorption due to the peroxy radical. 

To measure the UV absorption spectrum of FC(0)02 radicals, 
experimental conditions have to be chosen to minimize unwanted 
reactions such as reactions 9-12 which interfere with conversion 
of F atoms into FC(0)02 

»00 

F + 0 2 + M — FOj + M 

F + FCO — products 

F + FC(0)O, — products 

(11) 

(9) 

(12) 

FCO + FC(0)0 2 — F C ( 0 ) 0 + FC(0)0 (10) 

Reaction 11 competes with reaction 6 for the available F atoms. 
The kinetics of both reactions have been studied in our laboratory. 
In 1000 mbar of SF«, Jfc« = (1.8±0.2) x 10-«»and*„ = (1.9 
±0 .3 )x 10"13 cm3 molecule-'r'.30 The importance of reaction 
11 can be minimized by lowering [02J. However, as [Oj] is 
decreased, reaction 10 becomes more significant. Clearly, a 
compromise is needed. Experiments were performed using [CO] 
=40mbar, [02] = 40 mbar, and [SF«] = 920 mbar. Under these 
conditions, 90.5% of the F atoms are converted into FCO radicals 
and 9.5% into F02 radicals. 

Kinetic data for reactions 9,10, and 12 are not available, and 
so it is difficult to estimate their impact. To check for these 
unwanted radical-radical reactions, the maximum transient 
absorption at 250 nm was measured in experiments using [CO] 
= 40 mbar, [Oj] = 40 mbar, and [SF«] = 920 mbar with the 
radioiysis dose varied by an order of magnitude. The UV path 
length was 120 cm. Figure 2 shows the observed maximum of 
the transient absorption at 250 nm as a function of the dose. For 
doses less than one half of maximum the absorption increased 
linearly with radiolysis dose (and hence initial F atom concen
tration), suggesting the absence of unwanted radical-radical 
reactionssuchas(9),(10),and(12). Linearleast-squaresanalysis 
of the data in Figure 2 (full and half dose experiments excepted) 
gives a slope = 0.283 ± 0.010. Quoted errors are 2 standard 
deviations. Combining this value with three additional pieces of 
information, (i) the calibrated yield of F atoms of (2.92 ± 0.33) 
X 1015cnrJ (full dose and [SF«] * 1000mbar),(ii)thecalculated 
conversion of F atoms into 90.5%" FCO radicals and 9.5% F02 

radicals, and (iii) the absorption cross section for F02 at 250 nm 
(c - 1.11 X 10-'« cm: molecule-' », gives cr(FC(0)02) at 250 
nm • (2.13 ± 0.25) X 10-" cm1 molecule"1. The quoted errors 
include uncertainty in the calibrated F atom yield and reflect the 
accuracy of the measurement. 

To map out the spectrum of FC(0)02 radicals, experiments 
were performed to measure the absorption at 220-290 nm 
following the pulsed irradiation of SF«/CO/02 mixtures. The 
absorptions were then scaled to that at 250 nm to obtain absolute 
absorption cross sections and corrected for the component of 
absorption attributable to FOj radicals. The correction was 
calculated using the expression <r(FC(O)02) * [»(observed) -
0.095cr(FO2)]/0.905. Values for <r(F02) were taken from the 
literature.30 MeasuredabsorptioncrosssectionsaregiveninTable 
1 and shown in Figure 7, where they are compared to those 
available in the literature;2* the agreement is excellent. 

Kinetic Study of the Setf-Reaction of FC(0)02 Radicals. 
Transient absorption traces at 220-250 nm obtained 4-400 M* 
after the pulsed radiolysis of mixtures of 40 mbar of 02,40 rabar 
of CO, and 920 mbar of SF« (full radiolysis dose) were fit using 
expression I. In all cases, within the experimental uncertainties, 
the decays followed second-order kinetics. There was no sig
nificant residual absorption above that expected from the 
absorption attributed to F02 radicals. Figure 4 shows a plot of 
thereciproeal of theobservedhalf-livesfortbedecayof absorption. 

e jao (-

230 220 240 260 230 300 

A'cveieng:n, i~! 

Figure 7. Absorption cross-section data for FC(0)Oj radicals measured 
in this work (•). The solid line is the spectrum reported by Marieq et 
aL=» 

as determined by fitting expression I to the transient, plotted as 
a function of the initial FC(0)02 radical concentration. Linear 
least-squares analysis gives a slope = 2***, = (1.20 ± 0.04) x 
10-";hence***. = (6.0±0.2) x IO-'*cm3molecule-'rl.Quoted 
errors are 2 standard deviations. Including our estimate of a 
potential 11% uncertainty in the absolute radical yield calibration 
gives ku* = (6.0 ± 0.7) x 10-'2 cm3 molecule-' $-'. This result 
is in excellent agreement with a recent report of k% = 6.6 x 10-12 

cm3 molecule-' s-1 at 295 K.a 

The products of the self-reaction of FC(0)02 radicals have 
been studied recently using the FTIR-Smog chamber technique.31 

From the observed product yields it was determined that reaction 
8 proceeds predominantly (80 ± 20%), if not exclusively, via 
channel 8a with a minor, or zero, contribution by channel 8b: 

FC(0)0>2 + FC(0 )0 2 — FC(0)0 + FC(0 )0 + 0 2 (8a) 

F C ( 0 ) 0 2 + FC(0)0 2 — FC(0)OOC(0)F + 0 2 (8b) 

The lifetime of FC(0)O radicals with respect to thermal 
dissociation into F atoms and C0 2 at 298 K is at least 3 s.11 In 
the present experiments FC(0)0 radicals produced in reaction 
8a are expected to either undergo self-reaction to give the dimer 
(FC(0)0OC(O)F) or react with FC(0)02 to give the trioxide: 

FC(O)0 + FC(0)0 — FC(0)OOC(0)F (13) 

F C ( 0 ) 0 + FC(O)02 — FC(0)OOOC(0)F (14) 

The fact that no trioxide end product was observed in the FTIR-
Smog chamber study of reaction 8" places an upper limit of 
approximately 2 min on the lifetime of the trioxide. It is possible 
that the trioxide is formed as a stable product within the time 
scales used in the present pulse radiolysis experiments. If so, 
then the observed second-order rate constant £**• measured here 
is not the true bimolecular rate constant, but rather it is an 
overestimate. In a worst case where k]t » kt each FC(0)0 
radical formed in reaction 8a will consume an additional FC-
(0)0 2 radical via reaction 14. Hence, ku>u could be up to a 
factor of 1.8 greater than the true bimolecular rate constant k». 
Kinetic data for reaction 14 and information regarding the lifetime 
of the trioxide are needed to fully assess the role played by reaction 
14. We will present kinetic data for reaction 14 in a subsequent 
section dealing with the study of the reaction of FC(0)0 radicals 
with O). Unfortunately, there are no available data concerning 
the lifetime of the trioxide. Thus, it is not possible to fully assess 
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Figure *. Transient absorption at 696.1 tun following the radiolyiis of 
a mixture of 40 mbar of CO. 40 mbar of 02, and 920 mbar of SF« (full 
dose UV path length = 80 cm). 
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Figure*. Absorption cross-section data for FC(0)0 radicals measured 
in this work (•). The solid line A is the spectrum reported by Miricq 
et al.a The solid line B is the diode array spectrum recorded in this work. 

the impact of reaction 14 on kinetic studies of k%. This point is 
discussed further in the following section. 

Study of FC(0)0 Radicals. The self-reaction of FC(0)O2 

radicals produces FC(0)0 radicals in a yield of 80 ± 20%." 
FC(0)0 radicals absorb strongly in the visible at 500-700 nm.2* 
The formation and decay of FC(0)0 radicals can be studied by 
radiolyzing SF«/CO/02 mixtures and monitoring the increase in 
absorption in the visible. Figure 8 shows the observed transient 
absorption at 696.1 nm following the radiolysis of a mixture of 
40 mbar of CO, 40 mbar of 02 , and 920 mbar of SF« (full dose, 
UV path length = 80 cm). Control experiments were performed 
in which either SF*,SF«/02,orSF«/CO mixtures were radiolyzed 
separately. No absorption at 696. Inmwasdetected. We ascribe 
the transient absorption shown in Figure 8 to the formation of 
FC(0)0 radicals via reaction 8a. To map out the spectrum of 
FC(0)0 radicals, the monitoring wavelength was increased in 
0.2-0.5-nmstepsovertherange694-697nm. As shown in Figure 
9, the shape of the resulting spectrum was in good agreement 
with that given in ref 28. 

To place our measured spectrum on an absolute basis, the 
initial rate of increase in absorption at 696.1 nm was combined 
with the calculated FC(0)02 loss rate (2&M,[FC(O)02]0

3) and 
the branching ratio ku/kt • 0.8" to give <r(FC(0)0). For the 
data shown in Figure 8 a value of <r(FC(0)O) • 1.4 x 10"" cm2 

molecule*1 is derived. Asdiscussedintheprevioussection, because 
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of the possible interference of reaction 14, the value of km 
measured in the present work may be an overestimate of the true 
bimolecular rate constant**. Hence, Z*ia.(FC(0)OjJo2 may be 
an overestimate of the rate of production of FC(0)0 radicals. 
Consequently, the value of «(FC(0)0) derived above is a lower 
limit. In principle, the <r(FC(0)0) could be up to a factor of 1.8 
greater than derived above. According, we choose to quote a-
(FC(O)O) = (2.0±0.6) x 10-'Tcm2molecttk-'. Maricq etal.21 

have reported absolute absorption cross sections for FC(O)0 
measured using a technique which was similar to that described 
above. In their analysis Maricq et al. assumed there were no 
interferences caused by reaction 14. As stated above, this 
assumption is not necessarily justified. Nevertheless, a direct 
comparison of the results obtained in our work and that of Maricq 
et al.2* can be made by using v(FC(0)0) - 1.4 X lO"17 cm2 

molecule'1 at 696.1 run to calibrate our absorption spectrum. As 
seen from Figure 9 the agreement is excellent. From a detailed 
consideration of the formation and decay of the transient 
absorption at 696.1 nm, kinetic data concerning reactions 13 and 
14 can be derived. Discussion of these results can be found in 
the section describing tbestudyof the reaction of FC(0)0 radicals 
with 03 . 

Finally, the diode array system was used to obtain the spectrum 
of FC(0)O radicals given in Figure 9. The conditions were as 
follows: spectral resolution, 0.13 nm; gate, 7 its: delay, 50 MS; 
[CO], 40 mbar; [OJ, 40 mbar; [SF«], 920 mbar, full radiolysis 
dose. As seen from this figure, the band positions measured in 
the present work are in good agreement with the results from ref 
28. 

Kinetic Studies of the Reaction F + NO — FNO and FCO + 
NO — Products. As a preliminary exercise prior to the 
investigation of the reaction of FC(0)Oj radicals with NO, a 
series of experiments were performed to investigate the reactions 
of NO with both F atoms and FCO radicals. The reaction of F 
with NO was measured by observing the first-order rise of the 
absorption of FNO at 310.5 nmfollowingtheradiolysis of mixtures 
of 1000 mbar of SF« and 2-10 mbar of NO. The available 
literature UV spectra of FNO52-" do not rcpcmb-olute absorption 
cross sections. To provide such, the maximum absorption 
following the radiolysis of 1000 mbar of SF« and 2 mbar of NO 
was measured asa function of the radiolysis dose (UV path length 
= 80 cm); results are shown in Figure 2, from which we derive 
»(FNO) at 310.5 nm = (4.73 ± 0.66) x 10-« cm2 molecule-1. 
The formation of FNO followed first-order kinetics, allowing a 
value of Jk(F+NO) • (5.5 ± 0.7) X 10-» cm1 molecule-1 $-' to 
be measured. Variation of the radiolysis dose by an order of 
magnitude and the NO concentration by a factor of 5 bad no 
discernible effect on the value of Jk(F+NO). 

The reaction of FCO radicals with NO is expected to produce 
either CO -t- FNO or the addua FCONO, or both. FNO exhibits 
a structured UV absorption in the wavelength region 275-350 
nm,J2JJ as does FCO. A monitoring wavelength of 303 nm was 
chosen to measure the decay of FCO in the presence of NO 
because at this wavelength the difference in the absorption cross 
sections of FCO and FNO radicals is large. Following the 
radiolysis of mixtures of 960 mbar of SF«, 40 mbar of CO, and 
0.5-2.2 mbar of NO, a rapid initial increase in absorption at 303 
nm was observed followed by a slow decay. The decay of 
absorption followed first-order kinetics. The observed first-order 
loss rate, *'", is plotted as a function of the NO concentration 
in Figure 10. Tbey-axis intercept is not statistically significant. 
Linear least-squares analysis gives *(FCO+NO) - (1.03 ± 0.22) 
X 10-'2 cm1 molecule-1 r ' at 1000 mbar of SF« diluent. To the 
best of our knowledge, there are no literature data with which 
to compare this result. 

Kinetic Study of the Reaction FC(0)Oj + NO - FC(0)0 + 
NOj. The kinetics of reaction 2 were studied by monitoring the 
rate of increase in absorption at 400 nm (attributed to the 
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Figartl*. Pta of the pseudc-fim-oiderderay raw of FCO radicals in 
the reaction of FCO with NO ( A ) and the pseocWfirst-ordcr appearance 
rate of NOi in the reaction of FC(0)0} with NO (• ) . ai functions of 
the NO coaotntrations. 
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Figure 11. Transient absorption at 400 om observed foUowing the pube 
radiorysis (foil dose) of a mixture of 0.75 mbarof N0.40mbarof CO, 
40mbarofO],aad920i»bsrofSF*. The solid bae is a first-order rist 
St which f r o *'« » 4.05 x 10» r«. 

formation of NOj) following tbe radiolvsis of mixtures of 0.3-1.0 
mbar of NO. 40 mbar of CO. 40 mbar of Oz, and 920 mbar of 
SF«. This method of measuring the kinetics of the reaction of 
penny radicals with NO has been used extensively in our 
laboratory and is discussed in detail elsewhere. "•" Figure 11 
shows the results from a mixture with (NO] = 0.75 mbar. The 
smooth curve in Figure 11 is a first-order fit using the expression 
Abs(r) - { . 4* - C)fl - txpi-V*t)) + C. where AbsU) is the 
absorbanceas a function of time, ̂ i s the absorbanceat infinite 
time, A1" is the pseudo-first-order appearance rate of NO], and 
C is the extrapolated absorbance at t • 0. For the data shown 
in Figure 11, *•" » 4.0S x 10> r' . In all cases, the rise in 
absorpuonfollowedfint-ordcrkinetja. ConUtttexperimemswere 
performed in which SF«/CO, SF«/CO/Oj, SF«/02, or just SF« 
was radiolyied: no change in absorption at 400 nm was observed. 
It seems reasonable to conclude that NOi is the species responsible 
for the absorption change following radiolysis of SFé/CO/Oj/ 
NO mixtures. 

As seen from Figure 10, the pseudo-first-order rate constant, 
*'*, increased linearly with [NO]. The v-axis intercept is not 
statistically significant. Linear least-squares analysis gives *j * 
(2.5 ± 0.8) X 10-" cm1 molecule-1 s-'. Errors are 2 standard 
deviations. 

c ;3C0 Jcoo JCOO *ooo 
Time, its 

FamrcIZ Traasim absorptions at 69«. 1(A). m ( B ) . and 272 nm(C) 
following the pane radiolysis of SFt/CO/Oj/O, eaxtarcs; ice lew (or 
details. The path teaeta for the analysis bgh* was SO cm. There are 
three traces mpaad A. The dotted smooth c«r»e in < A) is that piodirltd 
usiag the chemical mrrfcaaisai givca ia Table 2; see text- The two 
experimental trace show*, is (A) are transient absorptions at 6H.1 am 
c<bscrad in the presence and absence of Oj. The trace with the tartest 
rratnnumabsorbtace was tecorded in the absence of Q> b pundsB 
aad C the dotted fats are the bthawor predicted aswf the ehcaucai 
inoaelaj»enMTablc2with*«-0.3X|0-M.aj»dSxi0^em»Bwa»ojle-' 

The increase in absorbance at 400 am can be combined with 
the literature value of •>«, (400 am) - 5.9 x 10-" cm2 

mcaecule-'>* to calcuhte the yield of NO] ia this system. The 
yield of NOj in the five experiments given in Figure 10. expressed 
as moles of NOj produced per mole of FC(0)Oj radicals 
consumed, was91 ± 13%, suggesting tbatthe majority of reaction 
2 proceeds to give NO] and, by implication, FC(0)0 radicals. 
In this calculation allowance was made for loss of F atoms via 
reaction with Oj. and loss of FCO radicals via reaction with NO, 
using rate data measured in the present work. 

Emetic Study of the Seactwa FC(0)0 + 0> As discussed 
above, the self-reaction of FC(0)Oi radicals is believed to give 
FC(0)0 radicals as the major, if not sole, product." The self-
reaction of FC(0)0] radicals can be used to prepare FC(0)O 
radicals in tbe presence or absence, of Oj. FC(0)0 radicals can 
be readily monitored using their absorption in tbe visible; see 
Figure 9. Tbe difference in the temporal behavior of FC(0)O 
radicals with, and without, Oj provides information on the kinetics 
of reaction 3. 

F C ( 0 ) 0 + 0 3 — products (3) 

Figure 12A shows the uansientabsorptionjat 696.1 nm following 
tbe pulse radiolysis of 40 mbar of CO. 40 mbar of O], and 920 
mbar of SF« with, and without, 0.26 mbar of Oj. As seen from 
Figure 12A. tbe maximum FC(0)Oconcentration observed when 
O) is present is slightly less than that when Oj is absent. However. 
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UweBlwteorDodiscembtediffereiice«thedeca»ofFC(0)0 
radkab n the presence, or absence, of 0>. Experiments were 
also pufonwd using a UV mowtohng wavelength of 288 and 
272 nnx see paneb B and C of Figure 12. respectively. Ozone 
absorbs strangiy at these wavelengths <«o,(2J8 nm) « 1.79 x 
10-'»and.0,(272mn)*6.92XIO-l»cm:ino*ec»te-* '»).andthe 
traasitMabsarptxw provides infbnrutMR oo the ccntporaibehavKir 
of Oi in the presence of FCO, radicab. As seen from Figure 12. 
there is a snail decrease in the absorption at 272 and 218 nm 
fottowiag radioiysis of CO/Oj/Oj/SF« mixtures. The effects 
•KM piononnccd at 272 an with a change of 0.021 absorbance 
itaits: at 2SS am the change is 0.006 units. At both waveiengtbs 
the change occars very shortly after the radioiysis pulse (within 
50 M»). and subsequently there is little or no observable loss of 
Oy The change in absorption at 288 and 272 nm can be equated 
with an ozone loss of 9.6 x 10,J and ».7 X 10IJ cm-', respectively 
The initial ozone coocentratiotts used in the experiments given 
in Figure I2B.C were 0.39 and 0.30 mbar. The initial F atom 
concentration employed was 2.69 x 10" cm*'. In the present 
experiments there is competition for available F atoms between 
reactions6, II. and 15. 

F + CO — FCO (6) 

F + 0 . + M —FO, + M (11) 

F + Oj — FO + O, (15) 

M represents a third bodv (SF» in our case). Using *« = 1.8 x 
10- ,22»*„ «1.9 x l0-".»aad*,s = 1.0 x I0-" cmJ molecule-' 
s-1." the loss of O) through reaction 15 following the radioiysis 
of mixtures containing 40 mbar of CO. 40 mbar of 0 2 , and either 
0.39 or 0.30 mbar of O, is expected to be 1.26 X 10" and 9.77 
x 10" cnr\ respectively. The expected ozone losses in the 
experiments given in Figure 12B.C are then somewhat more than 
those experimentally observed. However, after considering the 
experimental difficulties associated with the measurement of the 
small absorption changes evident in Figure 12B.C. we conclude 
that the observed loss of ozone is indistinguishable, within the 
experimental uncertainties, from that expected from the above 
analysis. The fact that the Oj loss evident in Figure 12B,C can 
be entirely explained by reaction 15 shows that loss of Oj by 
reaction with FC(0)0 radicab (or indeed by any other process) 
is negligible in the present work. To derive an upper limit for 
* j , the experimental traces given in Figure 12 were simulated 
using the CHEMSIMUL program1* with the mechanism given 
in Table 2. 

The first task was to simulate the behavior of FC(0)0 radicab 
in the absence of 0 3 . As shown in Figure 12A, the base model 
given in Table 2 reproduces the observed behavior adequately. 
In this model *u and ftu were varied to provide a satisfactory 
fit to the data, kt and k, t were taken from previous work,2*10 and 
*T. *i. and *t were taken from results obtained in the present 
work. Reactions 16, -13, and -14 were not included in the 
mechanism but merit discussion. 

FC(0)O — F + CO, (16) 

FC(0)OOC(O)F — FC(0)0 + FC(0)0 (-13) 

FC(0)OOOC(0)F — FC(0)0 + FC(0)02 (-14) 

At ambient temperature, FC(0)0 radicals and the peroxide, 
FC(0)OOC(0)F. have lifetimes with respect to thermal de
composition of at least 3 s and 800 min, respectively." Hence, 
reactions 16 and -13 can be excluded from the mechanism. 

The absence of (he trioxide. FC(0)OOOC(0)F. as a stable 
product in the FTIR-Smog chamber study of the FC(0)02 self-
reaction11 place* an upper limit of 2 min for the lifetime of FC-
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TABLE 2: Reaction Mcetjaansa 

rtacoM rate constant" 

Bue Model 
F + CO + M —FCO + M* 
F + Oi + M — FOi+M 
FCO + FCO — COF2 + CO 
FCO + O i + M — 

FC(0)0:+-M 
FC(0)Oi + FC(0)0,— 

FC(O)0+FC(0)O + Oi 
FC(0)Oj + FC(O)O2~ 

FC(O)O0C(O)F + Oi 
FC(0)O + F C ( O ) 0 + M -

FC(O)O0C(O)F+M 
FC(OK> + FC(0)Oj + M -

FC(O)O0C(O)F + M 

1.8X10-"* 
1.9X10-"* 
1.6X10-" 
I.2XIO-'2* 

4 8 X IO-'1 

1.2 X I 0 - " 

7.0 x I0-"» 

8.0 XI0-1 2* 

reference 

29 
30 
tab work 
this work 

this work. 31 

this work. 31 

this work 

this work 

Oj Cbemistry 
FC(0)O + O, — products d 
F + Oj— FO + O; I.0X1O-" 35 

NO. Chemistry 
F + NO + M — FNO + M 5.5 X I0-<» ttawork 
FCO + NO — FNO + CO I.OxlO"'2 thiswork 
FC(OK>i + NO — 2.5 X 10-" this work 

FC(0)0+NO: 
FC(0)0 + NO^FNO + COi d 

• Units of an1 molecule-' r1 * Pseudo-sccond-order rate constant, 
»line appropriate for 1000 mbar of SF«. ' M represents a third body (SF« 
in the present system).' Varied, see text. 

(0)OOOC(0)F at ambient temperature. It is possible that 
reaction -14 occurs on the millisecond time scale of the present 
pulse radioiysis experiments, and if so, then the value of k\ j derived 
from the base model given in Table 2 is a lower limit. In the 
absence of data concerning k.„ we choose to exclude this reaction 
from the model. The aim of the present study is to measure the 
reactivity of FC(0)0 radicab toward Oj. Inadequacies in the 
model in Table 2 caused by ignoring reaction -14 should have 
a negligible effect on conclusions relating to *(FC(0)0+0j). 

The lower limit of *u > 7 x I0-" cm3 molecule-' r 1 obtained 
in the present work can be compared to the value of fcu = (2.3-
6.5)XlO-,2cmJmolecuIe-,s-|reporiedbyMaricqetaI.a While 
tb* two values are »risistent,tribrnaytefortuitous as tJie chemical 
mechanisms used to derive kt) differ in two important respects. 
First, in the study of Maricq et al.2* reaction 14 was not included 
in the mechanism. Second, to fit their data. Maricq etal.2* found 
it necessary to include reaction -13 with *-u = 700 r1 . As 
discussed above, such a rate is inconsistent with the stability of 
FC(0)0OC(O)F reported in ref 31. In both the present work 
and that of Maricq et al M the FC(0)0 radicab are formed 
indirectly in complex cb»aiical systems containing FC(O)02 

radicab. Furtherstudiesofthekineticsofreaction 13arerequtred 
using more direct methods to produce FC(0)O radicals in the 
absence of FC(0)Oj radicab, thereby removing complications 
caused by reactions 14 and -14. 

As shown in Figure 12A, the decay of the transient absorption 
attributed to FC(0)0 radicab is unaffected by the presence of 
O3. This observation suggests that reaction 3 is not a significant 
loss process for FC(0)0 radicab. Figure i2B,C shows that in 
the time period from 0.1 to 4.0 ms after the radioiysis pulse the 
concentration of Oj is essentially consunt, and yet as evidenced 
in Figure I2A during this time there is a significant exposure of 
(be O] to FC(0)0 radicab. The dashed lines in Figure 12B.C 
show (be expected behavior when reactions 3 and 15 are added 
(o the base model. As seen from Figure 12, the lack of any 
discernible 0} loss in the period 0.1-4.0 ms enables an upper 
limit of *, < 3 x |0-<* cm3 molecule-1 s-' to be established. At 
this point we need to consider the impact that uncertainties in 
(r(FC(O)O) have on k}. The dotted lines in Figure 12B,C were 
derived assuming *(FC(0)0) = 1.4 x 10-,7cm2 molecule". As 
discussed previously, this value is actually a lower limit; in principle 
<r(FC(0)O) could be as much as a factor of 1.8 larger. If a-
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Fiprel3. Transiemibsorptionsat 696.1 (A)and310.5nm(B)observed 
following the pulsed radiolysis (full dose) of mixtures of 40 tnbar of CO. 
40 mbar of 02. and 920 nibar of SF« with 1.0 (A) or 0.5 mbar (B) of 
NO. The solid smooth curves are those predicted using the chemical 
mechanism given in Table 2; see text. The UV path length was 80 cm. 

(FC(O)O) was 2.5 x 10-'7 cm1 molecule-', then the exposure of 
0} to FC(0)0 radicals would be about one-half of that used to 
derive the dotted lines in Figure 12B.C. Hence, we chose to 
increase our upper limit by a factor of 2, giving k, < 6 x 10-'" 
cm3 molecule'' s~'. There have been no other studies of this 
reaction with which we can compare this result. 

Kinetic Study of the Reaction FC(O)0 + NO. The reaction 
of FC(0)O2 radicals with NO produces FC(0)0 radicals as the 
major (91 ± 13%), if not sole, carbon-containing product and 
thus provides a convenient method of preparing FC(0)0 radicals 
in the presence of NO. By monitoring the temporal behavior of 
FC(O)0 radicals in the presence of NO, kinetic information 
regarding the reaction of FC(0)0 with NO can be derived. 
Experiments were performed using the radiolysis of SF«/CO/ 
Oj/NO mixtures with the transient absorption monitored at 696.1 
and 310.5 nm. 

The temporal profiles of FC(0)0 radicals were found to be 
significamlyperturbedintbcpresenceofNO. Experiments were 
performed with NO concentrations varied over the range 0.21-
1.45 mbar. As the NO concentration was increased, the maximum 
in the transient absorption at 696.1 nm attributed to FC(0)0 
radicals was found to decrease and shift to shorter times. The 
rate of decay of the absorption (and hence FC(O)Oconcentration) 
increased with increasing NO concentration. A comparison of 
the transient absorption given in Figure 13A (obtained in the 
presence of 1 mbar of NO) with that given in Figure 8 (obtained 
in the absence of NO) illustrates these effects. It is worth 
emphasizing that with the exception of the addition of 1.0 mbar 
of NO in the mixture used to obuin the trace given in Figure 
13A. all experimental conditions used to derive the traces shown 
in Figures 8 and 13A were identical. 

Clearly, additional loss processes for FC(0)O radicals are 
present when NO is added to the reaction mixture. There are 
three possibilities: FC(0)0 radicals could react with NO, NO? 
(produced in reaction 2), or both. To investigate the relative 
importance of reactions 4 and 17, the transient absorption at 
696.1 nm was simulated using the model given in Table 2. 

FC(O)0 + NO —FNO + CO, (4) 

FC(0)0 + NOj - FNO, + CO, (17) 

As shown in Table 2, the reactions of NO withF, FCO, FC(0)O, 
and FC(0)02 were included in the model. All rate constant in 
the model were fixed, while k* was then varied to provide the best 
fit with the experimental data. The solid line in Figure I3A 
represents the predicted behavior using the mechanism in Table 
2withifc4=9.0X 10-" cm* molecule-' s-' and provides a reasonable 
Tit to the experimental data. The dotted lines in Figure 13A 
show the effect of varying kt by ±20%. Experiments were 
performed using initial NO concentrations in the range C 11-
1.45 mbar, and in all experiments the observed FC(0)O temporal 
profile was well described by the mechanism given in Table 2 
using kt - (1.0 ± 0.3) X lO"10 cmJ molecule-' r 1 . 

The chemical mechanism given in Table 2 does not contain 
reactions of NOj with FCO, radicals or with F atoms. Reaction 
of F atoms and FCO radicals with N 0 2 can be neglected because 
N 0 2 is only formed by the reaction of FC(0)Oj radicals with 
NO, and the concentrations of F atoms and FCO radicals have 
decayed to low levels before significant production of N0 2 has 
occurred. The fact that the yield of N0 2 following reaction of 
FC(0)02 with NO is 91 ± 13% suggests that N0 2 is not effectively 
scavenged by FC(0)02 radicals. There are two experimental 
observations that suggest that reaction of FC(O)0 radicals with 
NO : is not a major complicating factor in our data analysis. 
First, the value of k4 derived from fitting the observed transients 
at 696.1 nm to the mechanism in Table 2 was found to be 
independent of the initial NO concentration over the range 0.21-
1.4S mbar at a constant initial radical concentration. With a 
constant initial radical concentration the N0 2 produced via 
reaction 2 will also be constant. If reaction 17 augmented the 
loss of FC(0)0 radicals, then values of kt derived in the above 
analysis should appear to increase as the initial NO concentration 
is decreased; no such effect was observed. Second, the value of 
kt derived in the present work is within a factor of 3 of the gas 
kinetic limit. The N0 2 concentration present during the FC-
( 0 ) 0 decay was up to a factor of 14 times less than that of NO. 
For reaction with N0 2 to account for a substantial fraction of 
the observed FC(0)0 decay would requirea rate constant £(FC-
(0)0+NO2) in excess of the gas kinetic limit which is not 
physically reasonable. While it is clear that the reaction of FC-
( 0 ) 0 with N0 2 does not play a major role in the observed FC-
( 0 ) 0 decay, we cannot exclude a small contribution from this 
reaction. Accordingly, we choose to add an additional 10% 
uncertainty range to k4 to give k, • (1.0 ± 0.4) X 10"10 cm3 

molecule-1 r ' . Finally, the impact of uncertainties in <r(FC-
(0)0) on kt needs consideration. The modeled traces in Figure 
13Awerederived using (T(FC(O)O) = 1 4 x lO-"cm3 molecule-1. 
As discussed previously, this value is actually a lower limit; in 
principle, <T(FC(0)0) could be as much as a factor of 1.8 larger. 
To assess the maximum possible impact that uncertainties in 
(T(FC(O)O) could have upon the derived values of it., the modeling 
procedure was repeated using a(FC(O)0) = 2.5 X lO-17 cm2 

molecule-'. With this larger absorption cross section, values of 
kt of (1.5-2.0) x 10-'° cm' molecule-' r ' were needed to fit the 
experimental traces. To account for uncertainties in <r(FC(0)0), 
we choose to quote *4 = (0.6-2.0) X 10-'° cm1 molecule-' r 1 , i.e., 
kt = (1.3 ± 0.7) x 10-'° cm5 molecule-' r 1 . There have been 
no other studies of this reaction with which we can compare this 
result. 

The chemistry following the pulsed radiolysis of SF*/C0/ 
NO/O2 mixtures was also probed at a monitoring wavelength of 
310.5 nm. This wavelength was selected because it is where FNO 
absorbs strongly"-" (©-(FNO) at 310.5 nm = (4.73 ± 0.66) x 
10-"cm2 molecule-' (this work)), and by analogy to the reaction 
of CFjO radicals with NO,37 we expect that FNO is a likely 
product of the reaction of FC(O)0 radicals with NO. Figure 
13B shows the transient absorption at 310.5 nm following the 
radiolysis (full dose) of a mixture of 40 mbar of CO, 40 mbar 
of 02,0.5 mbar of NO, and 920 mbar of SF». The U V absorption 
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path length was 80 cm. The transient absorption has an interesting 
shape. There is an initial rapid rise which is complete within the 
first 0.3 its. This is ascribed to the rapid formation of FCO 
radicals which absorb at 310.5 nm (o-(FCO) at 310.S nm = 1.1 
X 10-'* cm2 molecule-121). Over the next 2 us the absorption 
decays fairly rapidly, which can be ascribed to the conversion of 
FCO into FC(0)02 radicals via reaction 1. FC(0)02 radicals 
do not absorb significantly at 310.S nm. At times greater than 
2.5 MS the absorption slowly increases because of the reaction of 
FC(0)02 radicals with NO to produce N0 2 and FC(0)0 radicals. 
N 0 2 absorbs weakly at 310.5 nm (a = 1.9 x 10-" cm2 

molecule-' '*). FC(0)0 radicals then react with NO to give 
FNO, which absorbs more strongly at 310.5 nm. The solid line 
shown in Figure 13B is the behavior predicted using the 
CHEMSIMUL program with the chemical mechanism given in 
Table 2 (kt = 8.0 x 10"" cm3 molecule-' s"1). As seen from 
Figure 13B, the mechanism in Table 2 describes the observed 
transient absorption at 310.5 nm adequately. It should be noted 
that the reaction of FC(0)O radicals with NO is assumed in 
Table 2 to yield FNO and C02 as the sole products. The 
agreement evident in Figure 13B supports this assumption. Four 
experiments were performed with NO varied over the range 0.3-
1.0. In all cases the transient absorption at 310.5 nm was well 
described by the chemical mechanism in Table 2. The Final 
absorption, when corrected for the contribution from N02 , 
provides a yield of 78 ± 4% for the yield of FNO (moles of FNO 
produced per mole of FC(0)0 radicals lost) from reaction 4. 
Quoted errors reflect statistical uncertainties (2 standard devi
ations), and we estimate that potential systematic errors could 
add an additional 20% range. 

It is interesting to compare the kinetic and mechanistic data 
for the reaction of FC(0)0 radicals with NO derived in the 
present work with the available literature data concerning the 
analogous reaction of CF30 radicals with NO. While FC(0)0 
and CFjO radicals both react with NO to give FNO as a major 
product,37 FC(0)0 radicals react significantlv more rapidly 
(JKCFjO+NO) * 3 X 10-" cm3 molecule-' s-'3*-«. That FC-
(O)O radicals are more reactive toward NO than CFjO is probably 
a reflection of the relatively weak F-C bond energy in FC(0)0 
compared to CFjO radicals. 

Implications for Atmospheric Chemistry 

The results presented here substantially improve our under
standing of the atmospheric chemistry of FCO, radicals. As 
demonstrated here and elsewhere,1* FCO radicals react rapidly 
with Oj to give FC(0)02 radicals. Using *, = 1 x 10"12 cm' 
molecule-' s-', we calculate a lifetime of 0.2 us for FCO radicals 
with respect to conversion into FC(0)02 in 760 Torr of air. 
Reaction with 0 2 is the sole atmospheric fate of FCO radicals. 
We have shown that FC(0)0 : radicals react rapidly with NO 
to give FC(0)0 radicals and N02. Using *2 = 2.5 x 10-" cm3 

molecule-' $-' together with a background tropospberic NO level 
of2.5 x 10* cm-', the lifetime of FC(0)02 with respect to reaction 
with NO is 3 min. Reaction with NO is likely to be a major fate 
of FC(0)02 radicals. It has been shown in the present work that 
FC(0)0 radicals react rapidly with NO. Using k,= 1.3 X 10-'° 
cmJ molecule-' s*1 and [NO] - 2.5 X 10* cm-3, the lifetime of 
FC(0)0 radicals with respect to reaction with NO is calculated 
to be 30 s. This lifetime is of the same order of magnitude as 
that for thermal decomposition of FC(0)0 radicals into F atoms 
and CO].3'-41 Under ambient conditions it is possible that both 
thermal decomposition and reaction with NO are important fates 
of FC(0)0 radicals. From the viewpoint of establishing the 
atmospheric chemistry of FC(0)0 radicals, the issue of whether 
thermal decomposition or reaction with NO dominates the loss 
of FC(0)0 radxals is moot as the product of reaction with NO, 
FNO, will photolyze to give F atoms and NO. F atoms will 
abstract H atoms from hydrogen-containing compounds (e.g., 
H : 0 or CH«) to give HF. which will then be rained out. 

In contrast to the reactivity of FC(0)0 radicals toward NO, 
we have shown here that FC(0)0 radicals react slowly (if at all) 
with O). While the kinetic data reported here were measured at 
ambient temperature and not at the low temperatures applicable 
to the stratosphere, the data presented serve as a guide to the 
relative importance of these reactions at lower temperatures. At 
20 km the concentrations of 0 } and NO are 7 x 10'2 and 5 x 
10* cm"3 (24-h average), respectively." Multiplying the con
centrations by the room temperature rate constants measured 
here (<6 x 10"'4 and 1.3 x 10-'<>) gives pseudo-first-order loss 
rates for FC(0)0 radicals with respect to reaction with 0 3 and 
NO of <0.42 and 0.07 s-1, respectively. Thus, it appears from 
our work that the reaction of FC(0)0 radicals with 0 3 is less 
than a factor of 7 times more important in terms of a loss of 
FC(0)0 radicals than reaction with NO. This implies a chain 
length of 7, or less, for any catalytic ozone destruction cycle 
involving reaction 4. This chain length can be compared to the 
CI/CIO chain length, which is of the order of 1000-10000. 
Clearly, FC(0)0 radicals will have a minimal impact on 
stratospheric ozone levels. Further work is needed to conduct 
kinetic studies of reactions 3 and 4 at lower temperatures which 
are more representative of stratospheric conditions. Such work 
is underway in our laboratories. 

Finally, the results from the present work need to be placed 
within the broader perspective of assessing the environmental 
impact of HFCs. As stated in the Introduction, HFCs have been 
chosen as CFC replacements in certain applications. The choice 
of HFCs was motivated by a number of factors, not the least of 
which is the fact that HFCs do not contain chlorine and so have 
no ozone depletion potential associated with the well-established 
chlorine catalytic cycles. Recently, there has been speculation 
regarding the possibility of an impact of HFCs on stratospheric 
ozone by virtue of their degradation into C FjO, and FCO, radicals 
which could participate in catalytic ozone destruction cycles. 
Recent work in our laboratories led to the conclusion that CFjO, 
radicals do not pose a threat to stratospheric ozone.35*2-43 The 
results presented in the present work suggest that the same 
conclusion applies to FCO, radicals. At present there appears 
to be no credible scientific evidence to support the notion that the 
use of HFCs will impact stratospheric ozone. 
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Note Added in Proof. Burley et al.44 have reported UV 
absorption cross sections for FNO. The results of Burley et al.44 

are consistent with the results from the present work. 
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Evidence is presented that CF30 radicals react with H2O in the gas phase at 296 K to give CFjOH and OH 
radicals. This reaction is calculated to be exothermic by 1.7 kcal mol-1 implying a surprisingly strong CF3O-H 
bond energy of 120 ± 3 kcal mol-1. Results from a relative rate experimental study suggest that the rate constant 
for the reaction of CF3O radicals with H 2 0 lies in the range (0.2-40) x 10~17 cm5 molecule-1 s~'. Implications 
for the atmospheric chemistry of CF3O radicals are discussed. 

Introduction 

Recognition of the adverse effect of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) 
release into the atmosphere has led to an international effort to 
replace CFCs with environmentally acceptable alternatives.'-1 

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) are under consideration as CFC 
substitutes. For example, HFC-134a is a replacement for CFC-
12 in automotive air conditioning systems. Prior to large-scale 
industrial use, the environmental consequences of release of HFCs 
into the atmosphere are being considered.4 To define the 
environmental impact of HFC release, the atmospheric photo-
oxidation products of HFCs need to be determined. 

CFj radicals are produced during the oxidation of HFC-134a,w 

HFC-125,7-9 and HFC-23.10 In the atmosphere, CFj radicals 
react with Oj to give CF3O2 radicals which, in turn, react rapidly 
with NO to form CF3O radicals:11'12 

CFj + 0 2 + M — CFjOj + M (1) 

CF302 + NO - CFjO + N 0 2 (2) 

The atmospheric fate of CFjO" radicals is uncertain and the 
subject of a significant current research effort. Recently, it has 
been shown that CF3O radicals react with NO"-14 and organic 
compounds.1*-" To the best of our knowledge, the reaction of 
CFjO with H20 has not been considered as an atmospheric lots 
mechanism for CFjO radicals. We report herein results from a 
computational and experimental study of reaction (3). Our results 
suggest that reaction (3) may play an important role in the 
atmospheric chemistry of CF3O radicals. 

CF30 + H 2 0 - C F j O H + OH (3) 

Computational and Experimental Details 

Experimental Details. The experimental setup used for the 
present work has been described previously17 and is only briefly 
discussed here. TheapparatusconsistsofaMattsonlnstruments 
Inc. Sirius 100 FT-IR spectrometer interfaced to a 140-L, 2-m 
long evacuable Pyrex chamber. White type multiple reflection 
optics were mounted in the reaction chamber to provide a total 
path length of 26.6 m for the IR analysis beam. The spectrometer 
was operated at a resolution of 0.25 cm-1. Infrared spectra were 
derived from 32 co-added interferograms. 

* To when correspondence »bouW be addreucd. 

0022-3654/93/2O97-76O6S04.0O/O 

CF3O radicals were generated by the chlorine-initiated oxi
dation of HFC-134a. Chlorine atoms were generated by the 
photolysis of molecular chlorine using the output of 22 UV 
fluorescent lamps (GTE F40BLB). CF30 radicals are formed 
by the following reactions:*" 

C l 2 + M X > 3 0 0 n m ) —2C1 (4) 

CI + CF3CFH2 (HFC-134a) — CFjCFH + HC1 (5) 

C F J C F H + OJ — CFJCFHOJ (6) 

CFjCFH02 + CFjCFH02 - CF3CFHO + 
CFjCFHO + 0 2 (7a) 

CFjCFHOj + CFjCFH02 — CF3COF + 
CF3CFHOH + 0 2 (7b) 

CFjCFHO - CFj + HC(0)F (8) 

CF3 + 0 2 - C F 3 0 2 (1) 

CFjOj + C F 3 O 2 - C F 3 O + CFj0 + 0 2 (9) 

Initial concentrations used were as follows: HFC-134a, 10-1040 
mTorr, CI2, 296-447 mTorr, and H20, 0-916 mTorr. In all 
experiments, ultrapure air was used as diluent at a total pressure 
of 700 Torr. The temperature was 296 ± 2 K. 

With the exception of CF3OH, products were quantified by 
fitting reference spectra of the pure compounds to the observed 
product spectra using integrated absorption features. Reference 
spectra were obtained by expanding known volumes of the 
reference material into the long-path-length cell. Systematic 
uncertainties associated with quantitative analyses using these 
reference spectra are estimated to be <10%. CFjOH was 
identified by virtue of it* characteristic absorption at 3600-3700 
cm-' and quantified using ejttAim-'iCTiOH) • 9 X 10-*' cm' 
molecule-'.1* Systematic uncertainties in the analysis of CFjOH 
are estimated to be <15%. 

The procedure was as follows. HFC-134a was first quantified 
and subtracted from the product spectra using characteristic 
absorption features over the wavelength region 800-1500 cm-'. 
HC(0)F, CFjCOF, COFj, CFjOjCF,, and CFjOH were then 
identified and quantified using features over the following 
wavelength ranges: 1700-1900,1000-1200and 1800-2000,700-
800 and 1800-2000,700-900 and 1100-1400, and 3600-3700 
cm-', respectively. 

HFC-134a, Cl}, CF3COF, and COF2 were purchased from 
commercial vendors at purities Z.99%. HC(0)F was prepared 
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TABLE I: MP2/6-31GMip) Onfiinized Bond Distances 
(angstroms) and Bond Angles (degrees). X^ (In-Plaae) aad 
X^ (Out-of-Piane) Refer to the Two Symmetry-Unique Sets 
of C-Bound F or H Atoms under C, Symmetry 

* C - 0 ) 
KC-X^) 
r(C-XJ 
* 0 - H ) 
4 0 - C - X , ) 
4 0 - C - X * ) 
4 H - 0 - C ) 
/<X*-C-X,) 
4X^-C-X*) 

CF,OH 

1.3493 
13307 
1.3502 
0.9655 
108.30 
112.19 
108.11 
108.78 
106.52 

CF,0 

1.3662 
1.3364 
1.3367 

105.81 
111.78 

109.87 
107.75 

CH,OH 

1.4198 
1.0852 
1.0919 
0.9622 
106.52 
112.43 
107.32 
108.35 
108.58 

CHiO 

1.3850 
10956 
10911 

104.93 
112.54 

107.76 
110.90 

TABLE I t MP4(FC)/6-3ll+G(d,p)//MP2/6-31G(d,p) 
Electronic Energies, along with Zero-Point and Internal 
Energy Corrections to 298.15 K Obtained from the MP2/ 
6-31G(d,p) Geometries and Vibrational Spectra (All Energies 
in an) 

CFiOH 
CFjO 
CH,OH 
CHjO 
HTO 
HO 
CH, 
CH, 
H2 

H 

sym 

c, 
c, 
c, 
c. 
c* 
c . 
T, 
Dn 
D.k 

Kk 

state 

>.V 
'A' 
'A' 
J.V 
•A, 
2n 
'A 
2A," 
IT* 
** i 'S 

MP4 energy 

-412.726 47 
-412.07123 
-115.477 29 
-114.803 09 
-76.287 03 
-75.595 39 
-JO.405 14 
-39.731 91 
-1.167 69 
-0.499 81 

ZPE 

0.029 69 
0.016 64 
0.053 04 
0.038 58 
0.021 90 
0.008 76 
0.04661 
0.030 76 
0.010 50 
0.0 

A£»«15 

0.004 38 
0.00418 
0.003 39 
0.00297 
0.002 83 
0.002 36 
0.02086 
0.003 31 
0.002 36 
0.001 42 

tout 

-»12.73109 
- ; 12.050 42 
-115.420 86 
-114.761 55 
-76.262 30 
-75.584 28 
-MX35567 
-39.697 84 
-1.15483 
-0.498 39 

from tbe reaction of benzoyl chloride with dry formic acid and 
anhydrous potassium fluoride.1* CF3O3CF3 was prepared by tbe 
UV irradiation of CFjH-Fr-GvHe mixtures." 

Computational Details. All calculations were performed with 
the Gaussian 88 program and employed standard basis sets.20 

The structures of all molecules were obtained by gradient 
optimization at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level (unrestricted MP2 
for tbe radicals). The structures of the first-row hydrides are 
consistent with MP2/6 31G(d) geometries reported previously, 
with tbe addition of a small but uniform decrease in all X-H 
bond distances arising from the additional hydrogen polarization 
functions included in our calculations.21 Table I contains the 
optimized parameters for trifluoromethanol,22 trifluoromethoxy 
radical,23 methanol,21 and metboxy radical.24 Again, all are 
consistent with earlier results at various lower levels of theory. 
Using the MP2/6-31 G(d,p) geometries, single-point energies were 
evaluated at tbe UMP4/6-311+G(d,p) level, keeping the core 
orbitals frozen in tbe perturbation calculation. The resultant 
total energies for all molecules included in this study are reported 
in Table II. 

Tbe force constant matrices and harmonic vibrational fre
quencies for all molecules were obtained by numerical differ
entiation of tbe analytical MP2/6-31G(d,p) gradients. Again, 
the results parallel those reported earlier for tbe first-row 
hydrides.25 The vibrational frequencies were used unsealed to 
obtain zero point vibrational energies. Internal translational, 
rotational, and vibrational energy corrections to 298.15 K were 
calculated using standard statistical mechanical methods.24-27 The 
low-frequency torsions in the two alcohol molecules, along with 
the umbrella mode of methyl radical, were treated as free rotations 
and thus contributed R Tf 2 to the internal energy. While inclusion 
of zero point energies has a substantial (up to 3 kcal/mol) effect 
on the calculated reaction heats, tbe thermal corrections have a 
fairly minor impact (<0.5 kcal/mol) on our final results. 

Experimental Results 

Ten experiments were performed as part of the present work. 
The experimental conditions and observed product yields are given 
in Table III. The first experiment involved the UV irradiation 

of a mixture of 1.04 Torr of HFC-134a and 300 mTorr of Cl2, 
in 700 Torr of air diluent. Figure lAJSsbowspectratakenbcfore 
and after 240 s irradiation of tbe mixture in experiment no. 1. 
Comparison with reference spectra of HC(0)F*ndCFjOH given 
in panel lC clearly shows the formation of these two products. 
In addition, CFjCOF, COF2, and CFJOJCF, were detected. The 
observed product yields are given in Table III. In experiments 
with initial HFC-134a concentrations of I Torr tbe IR features 
attributable to HFC-134a were saturated; consequentially the 
loss of HFC-134a could not be quantified. When the reaction 
mixture from experiment no. 1 was allowed to stand in the dark 
the CFjOH was observed to decay rapidly to give COF2. The 
decay is attributed to heterogeneous decomposition on tbe reactor 
walls." 

CF,OH —COF2 + HF (10) 

Within the experimental uncertainties, the decay of CF3OH 
followed first-order kinetics with a lifetime of 100 ± 10 s. This 
loss rate is nearly 200 times faster than we observed in our previous 
study of CFjOH." Clearly, the walls of tbe reaction chamber 
are now much more reactive toward CF3OH decomposition. The 
explana tion of the dramatic increase in the wall reactivity probably 
lies in the recent movement of the experimental system from one 
building to another. During tbe move tbe chamber was exposed 
to room air for a period of 1 month. In an attempt to recondition 
the chamber, several experiments were performed in which 
mixtures of 5-10 Torr of HFC-134a and 1 Torr of Cl2 were 
irradiated to expose the chamber walls to high concentrations of 
CF3OH Unfortunately, no conditioning was observed. Through
out the present work the lifetime of CFjOH remained at 100 ± 
10 s. 

Experiment no. 2 was essentially a repeat of no. 1 with the 
addition of 460 mTorr of H20. Figure 1D,E show IR spectra 
before and after 240 s irradiation. For clarity the H 2 0 features 
have been removed from IE. Comparison of panels IB and IE 
shows that the yields of HC(0)F and CF3OH were unaffected 
by the presence of H20. Similarly, the yields of CF,COF, COF2, 
and CF]03CFj were unchanged by tbe presence of H20. In a 
recent study of tbe products from the simulated atmospheric 
oxidation of HFC-134a we have shown that CFjOH is produced 
from tbe reaction of CFjO radicals with HFC-134a, and that this 
reaction has a rate constant of &,, = (1.1 ± 0.7) X 10" >s cm1 

molecule-' s-'.16 Reaction 11 competes with reaction 12 for the 

CF30 + CFjCFHj (HFC-134a) — 
' CFjOH + CFjCFH (II) 

CF30 + CF,0 2 -*CF 3 0 3 CF 3 (12) 

available CF}0 radicals. From experiment nos. 1 and nos. 2 it 
is clear that the addition of 460 mTorr of H20 to a reaction 
mixture containing approximately 1 Torr of HFC-134a causes 
no observable change (<10%) of CFjOH formation when tbe 
mixtures are irradiated. Hence, 460 mTorr of H20 is less than 
10% as effective as 1030 mTorr of HFC- 134a. As A,, < 1.8 x 
10-u cmJ molecule-1 s-', then *j < 4 x 10-'* cm1 molecule-' r1 . 

Further investigation of the kinetics of reaction 3 requires use 
of larger values of tbe [H20]/(HFC-134a] concentration ratio. 
The presence of moisture-sensitive opucal components in tbe 
reaction chamber makes tbe use of significantly increased [HjO] 
undesirable. Therefore, the ratio [H2OJ/[HFC-134a] was 
increased by decreasing (HFC-134a). Experiment nos. 3-10were 
conducted using [HFC-134a]0 * 9.9-24.1 mTorr. With such 
low initial concentrations the expected yields of CF}OH are close 
to, or below, the detection limit of approximately 1 mTorr, which 
precludes direct measurement of the CF3OH yield. Instead, tbe 
formation of CF3OH was measured indirectly by observing tbe 
yield of COF2 formed after reaction mixtures were left to sund 
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ofairdOucnt. Cotaparuonwhb reference spectra of HC(0)FaodCFr 
OH g i n n i a p e a d l C s b m the format«* of these products. Spectra 
O and E were acquired before and after 240-s irradisboB of a mixture 
of 1.03 Ton of HFC-134*.296 mTorr of CI* and 460 mTorr of H A 
Toe HjO fcataro in p u d E ban been sabtneud for clarity. 

for 10 mis to the dart As discussed above, CFjOH rapidly 
d^eompoioiotoCOFi in die reaction chamber. The detection 
liahofCOF2was0.02 mTorr. Reported product yields in Table 
III for experiment nos. 3-10 were measured after all dark 
chemistry bad ceased (after 10 min). In all cases, within the 
experimental uncertainties, the yields of HC(0)F and CFjCOF 
were unaffected by the pretence of H A In contrast, the yield 
of COFi increased significantly with increased (HjO]. Con
versely, the measured CFJOJCFJ yield decreased with increased 
[HjOJ. TlMOc«ervationiscomiitentwitbacofflpetitioflbetween 
reactions 3 and 12 for the available CFjO radicals. 

To illustrate these observations. Figure 2A,B shows spectra 
acquired before and after irradiation of a mixture of 9.9 mTorr 
ofHFC-134aand438mToTTofCljin700ToTTOfair(experiment 
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Figure 2. Spectra taken before <A) and after (•) ItO^irradianoaofa 
antarc of 9.9 mTorr of HFC-134a aad 430 aTorr of Ch. ia 700 Terr 
ofairdilaeM. Comparison with reference spectra of HC(0)FaadCOFi 
grnaapaad 1C snows the forn»oon of tbm product-. Spectra D and 
E were acqaired before aad after ItO-s iriwdiatiea efsoM-tercof 10.1 
mTorr of HFC-134a, 444 mTorr of Ch. aad 916 »Terr of HiO. The 
HiO features m puet E ban been -attracted for clarity. 

no. 3). Figure 2D,E shows spectra taken before aad after 
irradiation of the reaction mixture used ia experiment no. 6. 
Experiment no. 6 was csscntiaUy a repeat of no. 3 but with 916 
mTorr of HrP added. For darityHjO features m 2 E have been 
subtracted. Comparison of FTgiires2B3 with reference spectra 
of COFi awl HC(0)F (given in pand 2 Q shows that tbcscspecies 
are products and that the yield of C O F i « significantly larger in 
the presence of HyO. 

The ratio of the COF2 yield ia the presence of H | 0 to that 
observed in the absence of HjO is plotted as a function of the 
concentration ratio (HrO]/(HFC-134a) in Figure 3. The solid 
line is a linear least squares fit forced through a r-axis intercept 
of unity. Assuming that (i) COFi i* formed soMy from the 
decompositioo of CF,OH, (ii) reactions 3 and 11 arc the only 
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and/or CFjOj radicals. Two possibilities exist: 

C F , 0 + HjO - CFjOH + OH (3) 

CF302 + H 2 0 - CFjOOH + OH (17) 

with the products, CF3OH or CF3OOH, decomposing to give 
COFj. 

To check on the behavior of CF3OOH in the chamber an 
experiment was performed using the U V irradiation of a mixture 
of 315 mTorr of Cl2,17 mTorr of CF3I, and 4.5 Torr of H2 in 
700 Ton air. Following irradiation, CF3OOH was identified as 
a major product by virtue of its characteristic IR absorptions at 
1246,1382, and 3S72 cnr1.30-31 On standing in the dark for 10 
min there was no observable decay of CF3OOH (<5%). There 
was also no observable decay when CF3OOH was left to stand 
m the dark for S min with 275 mTorr of H 20 added to the reaction 
mixture. We conclude that reaction 17 does not contribute to the 
increased COF2 yield observed in experiment nos. 3-10 when 
H]0 is added. 

The possible reaction of CFjOand CF}02 radicals with species 
on the reaction chamber walls needs consideration. Using the 
mechanism consisting of Table IV plus reactions 13-16 the 
lifetimes of CF3O and CF3O2 radicals in the chamber with respect 
to gas phase reactions are calculated to be < 100 and <600 ms 
respectively. These lifetimes preclude significant interaction with 
the chamber walls. 

Finally, we need to consider the possibility that tbe tnoxide, 
CF3O3CHFCF3, which is a short-lived product observed during 
the simulated atmospheric oxidation of HFC-134a,16 may react 
with H 20 to form either CF3OH or COF2. CF303CHFCFj 
decomposes into either CF}03 and CF3CHFO, or CF30 and 
CF3CFHO2 radicals.16 Reaction with H20 may compete with 
decomposition. However, such a competition would not be 
affected by the HFC-134a concentration used. Hen«, if reaction 
of CF3O3CFHFCF3 with H 2 0 was important then increased 
CF3OH and/or COF2 yields would be expected in experiments 
using both high and low initial HFC-134a concentrations. This 
is inconsistent with the experimental observations (for example, 
compare experiment nos. 2 and 4 in Table III) suggesting that 
reaction of CF3OJCFHFCF3 with H20 is not a complication in 
tbe present work. 

We believe that the most likely explanation for the observed 
increase of COF2 product on addition of H20 is the gas-phase 
reaction of CF3O radicals with H 20. To derive a value for kh 

we need to construct a chemical mechanism which accurately 
predicts the product yields observed in the absence of H20. Then 
weneedtoadd reaction 3 to the model and optimize^to reproduce 
the experimentally observed product yields in the presence of 
H2O. Unfortunately, as discussed above, the mechanism by which 
COFj is formed in experiments using low HFC-134a concen
trations is not completely understood. Thus, it is difficult to 
estimate the rate constant ky However, we note that because of 
the presence of sources of CF3OH, and thereby C0F2 other than 
reaction 11, the rate constant ratio ky/ku derived from the data 
in Figure 3 is a lower limit. Hence, *3/*u > (5.4 ± 1.3) X IO-3, 
using *n * (1.1 ± 0.7) x lo -" t n e f l gives *, > 2 x 10-" cmJ 

molecule-' r 1 . 

Computational Results and Discussion 

That reaction 3 sbould proceed spontaneously in the gas phase 
is interesting for two reasons: first, the reaction has important 
implications for the atmospheric chemistry of CF3O radicals; 
second, it implies a remarkably strong O-H bond in CF3O-H, far 
stronger than that observed for any other alcohol. The O-H 
bond in water is among the strongest single bonds known (119.2 
kcal/mol)." By comparison, the O-H bond dissociation energy 
in methanol, which is typical of most all alcohols, is 104.4 kcal/ 
moLJJ* For reaction 3 to occur spontaneously, as the experimental 

TABLE V: CoopntatioaaUy Dtterauaed Heats of Hydrogn 
Exchange along with Available Experimental Heats of 
Reaction, from Bond Energy Measurements (All Energies in 
kcal/mol) 

CF,0 + H 2 0-CF,OH + OH -1.7 
CF,0 + CH4-CF,OH + CHj -14.3 
CF,0 + Hj-CFjOH + H -15.2 
CH,0 + H20 —CH,OH + OH 11.7 14.6 
CH,0 + CH4 —CHjOH + CHs -0.9 0.4 
CH,0 + H2 —CH,OH + H -1.8 -0.2 

results suggest, the O-H bond in triftuoromethanol must be 
comparable in strength to that in water, or 15 kcal/mol stronger 
than for a typical alcohol. Such a result is quite surprising. Tbe 
anomalous behavior of triiluoromethyl compounds has been noted 
previously, both in the unusually large O-O bond strength in 
bis(trifluoromethyl) peroxide14 and the unusual stability of the 
bis(trifluoromethyl) trioxide. Trifluoromethanol appears to 
present yet another example of this curious behavior. 

Clearly, an accurate value for the CF3O-H bond strength is 
needed, both to establish the thermodynamic feasibility of reaction 
3 and to compare with water and other alcohols. Unfortunately, 
its direct evaluation either experimentally or computationally is 
quite difficult. In particular, direct calculation of bond scission 
energies is notoriously inaccurate because of the overriding 
importance of correlation in describing the electron pairing 
process.25 However, computational methods can be used to 
evaluate to a reasonable level of accuracy the energies of reactions 
in which the total number of unpaired electrons is conserved 
(isogyric reactions), and in particular to obtain useful energetic 
trends among reactions of a similar type. To this end, we have 
calculated the heat of reaction of CFjO with water, methane, 
and hydrogen. Additionally, the heats of the corresponding CH3O 
reactions were calculated for comparison with the available 
experimental results. 

Table II contains the raw energy data for all tbe molecules 
studied. The energies were obtained by single point calculations 
at the MP4/6-311+G(d,p) level using fully optimized MP2/6-
31G(d,p) geometries. This basis set and degree of correlation 
were chosen as a compromise between the desired level of accuracy 
and computational expense, based on our own work and earlier 
calculations comparing various levels of correlation and extended 
triple-split-valence bases.31 Even these relatively extensive (and 
expensive) calculations are not sufficient to obtain accurate 
absolute molecular energies, but we expect them to provide 
reasonably accurate (±3 kcal/mol) energy differences for tbe 
isogyric reactions. The MP2 vibrational frequencies were used 
to obtain zero point and thermal corrections to 298.15 K, and 
Table II also includes these values. 

Table Vcontains the calculated beats of reaction of the methoxy 
radical with three hydrogen donors, obtained from the thermally 
corrected total energies in Table II. The table also contains 
experimental values for the three metboxy reactions, calculated 
from tbe X-H bond dissociation energies using tbe following 
equation:" 

Wm M = Z>V 1 5 (CH 3 0-H) - Z>°29I1J(X-H) 

A comparison of the experimental and theoretical results sbould 
help establish the accuracy of tbe computational method. The 
experimental bond energies are reportedly accurate to ±1 kcal/ 
mol. Thus, we can expect the experimental results in Table V 
to be accurate to within ±2 kcal/mol. Given this level of 
uncertainty, the agreement between experimental and computed 
results is very good. As expected from the experimental data, the 
reaction of metboxy radical with water is a strongly endothermic 
process. In contrast, tbe reactions of methoxy radical with 
methane and hydrogen are nearly thermoneutral processes, 
reflecting the similarity of the CHjO-H, H-H, and CH j-H bond 
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strengths. The computational results systematically underesti-
matetheexpehmental results by 1-3 kcal/mol, or slightly greater 
than the experimental uncertainty, which probably results from 
inadequacies in our basis set. However, the computational results 
have adequate accuracy to address the thermodynamics of reaction 
3. 

Table V also contains the calculated heats of reaction of the 
CFjO radical with the three hydrogen donors. The energies are 
shifted downward 13.4 kcal/mol relative to the methoxy results. 
This shift reflects a corresponding increase in the computed O-H 
bond strength from methanol to trifluorometbanol. In contrast 
to the CH]0 results, the CFjO reactions with tbs hydrogen 
molecule and methane arc predicted to be strongly exothermic 
processes. Consistent with these results, we have previously 
observed the reaction of CFjO radicals with methane in our 
chamber.'4 

The 13.4 kcal/mol shift from the methoxy to trifluoromethoxy 
case is just enough to make the reaction with water exothermic. 
We calculate the heat of this reaction to -1.7 kcal/mol. Lower 
levels of theory, including the MP2/6-3 IG(d.p) calculations and 
the MP2and MP3/6-311 +G(d,p) results, givesligfatly (0-2 kcal/ 
mol) more negative values. Given the likely level of error, and 
in particular the systematic error observed in the methoxy results, 
we cannot definitely conclude from the calculations that the 
reaction is exothermic or spontaneous. However, we can say 
with confidence that the reaction is close to tbennoneutrality and 
that unlike the reaction of typical alkoxy radicals with water, the 
abstraction of a hydrogen atom from water by trifluoromethoxy 
radical is energetically feasible. 

While our calculations by themselves do not provide a good 
estimate of the O-H bond energy in trifiuoromethanoJ, we can 
combine the beats of reaction in Table V with the experimental 
bond energies of hydrogen, methane, or water, to obtain an 
'experimentally corrected" value. Using this approach yields an 
O-Hbond energy of 119-121 kcal/moi,depending on the reaction 
used. A safe estimate, based on our results, is 120 ± 3 kcal/mol. 
As already noted, this value is comparable to or greater than the 
bond energy of water and is roughly IS kcal/mol greater than 
that typically observed for an alcohol. Thus, the bond is among 
the strongest single bonds known. 

Implications for Atmospheric Chemistry 

In the present work we present computational results which 
show that the reaction of CFjO radicals with HjO is thermo-
dynamically feasible, and experimental results which suggest this 
reaction has a rate constant that lies in the range 4 X IO-" > ky 
> 2 x 10-'* cm1 molecule-' r» at 296 K. 

At present, the atmospheric loss mechanism for CFjO radicals 
is believed to be reaction with NO and hydrocarbons. Bevilacqua 
et al.u and ZellnerM both report rate constants of approximately 
2 X10-'' cm' molecule*1 $-' for reaction with NO, while Saathoff 
and Zellner-7 have measured AtfCFjO+CH«) * 2.2 x 10-ucm3 

molecule-1 r1 . Reasonable estimates for the global tropospheric 
concentrations of NO, CH* and H20 are 2.5 X 10* (10 ppt), 5 
x 10') (2 ppm), and 3 x 10" cnr} (30% relative humidity). 
Using *j * (0.2-40) x 10-" cmJ molecule-' r ' then leads to 
atmospheric lifetimes of CFjO radicals (at room temperature) 
with respect to reaction with NO, CH* and H jO of 200,0.9, and 
0.01-1.7 s, respectively. It appears that reaction 3 may play a 
significant role in the atmospheric chemistry of CFjO radicals, 
and hence, is the atmospheric degradation of CFC replacements 
such as HFC-134a. Further study is required to define k} mote 
precisely and to provide kinetic data for the reactions of CFjO 
radicals with organic species and HjOasafunction of temperature-

Note Added in Proof. It has recently come to our attention 
that Dixon at thedu Pont Chemical Co. has calculated a CF30-H 
bond strength of 118.5 kcal moH. The result obtained by Dixon 
is in good agreement with our calculations. 
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Atmospheric Chemistry of Hydrofluorocarbon 134a. Fate of the Alkoxy 
Radical CF30 
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• The atmospheric chemistry of the alkoxy radical CF30 
produced in the pbotooxidation of hydrofluorocarbon 
(HFQ 134a has been investigated using Fourier transform 
infrared spectroscopy. CFtO radicals are shown to react 
with methane and CF3CFH2 to give CF3OH. CF,OH de
composes to give COFj and HF. The rate constant for the 
reaction CF,0 + CF,CFH2 (HFC-134a) — CFjOH + 
CFiCFH was determined to be k„ » (1.1 ± 0.7) x 10"19 

cor molecule's'1 at 297 K The implications of our results 
for the atmospheric chemistry of CF30 radicals and 
HFC-134a are discussed. 

Introduction 
Recognition of the adverse effect of chlorofluorocar bon 

(CFC) release into the atmosphere has led to an interna
tional effort to replace CFCs with environmentally ac
ceptable alternatives (1-3). Hydrofluorocarbon 134a 
(l,l,L>tetrafluoroethane) is a viable substitute for CFC-12 

in automotive air-conditioning systems. Prior to large-scale 
industrial use of HFC-134a, the environmental conse
quences of its release into the atmosphere should be con
sidered. To define the environmental impact of HFC-134a 
release, the atmospheric photooxidation products of 
HFC-134a need to be determined. 

The main atmospheric loss mechanism for HFC-134a 
is reaction with the OH radical, reaction 1. Studies of the 

CF3CFH2 + OH-CF 3CFH + HjO (1) 

HFC-134a 
kinetics of this reaction (4) have shown that the atmos
pheric lifetime of HFC-134a is approximately 15 years. 
The alkyl radical formed in reaction 1 reacts rapidly 
(within 1 øs under tropospheric conditions) with molecular 
oxygen to give the perozy radical CF3CFH02 (reaction 2). 

CFjCFH + Oj + M - CF3CFH02 + M (2) 

Studies in our laboratories have shown that reaction with 
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Table I. Observed Product Yields" Following the Irradiation of HFC-134a/CI. Mixtures in 700 Torr Air 

expt 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 

6* 

IHFC-I34a]0 

1625 
1452 
100 

100.3 

94.3 

95.6 

[Cljlo 

207 
194 
95 

1065 

231 (F.) 

101 

tuv (>) 

300 
60 
300 

240 

300 

300 

A[HFC-134*1 

nac 

na 
9.0 

30 

8.5 

8.6 

A[HC(0)F] 

73.8 
15 
6.21 
(69%)' 
19.1 
(64%) 
5.41 
(64%) 
7.5 
(87%) 

'Observed concentrations in units of milliTorr; no corrections of any kind applied to 
chemistry ceased. ' Not applicable. * Values 
pressure N,. 

&{CFjCOFl 

22.8 
4.2 
1.8 
(20%) 
6.9 
(23%) 
1.98 
(23%) 
0.6 
(7%) 

d[CF,03CF,l 

19.4 
266 
1.94 
(22%) 
6.78 
(23%) 
1.45 
(17%) 
2.4 
(28%) 

a(CF,0] 

37.3 
8.0 
1.47 
(16%) 
3.1 
(12%) 
1.4 
(16%) 
1.8 
(21%) 

data. 6 Product analyses were performed after dark 
in parentheses are molar yields. 'Experiment performed using 2.5 Torr O* in 700 Torr total 

NO is a significant atmospheric sink for CF3CFH02 rad
icals and that the products of this reaction are CF9CFHO 
radicals and NO* (5). 

CF3CFH0, + NO - CFXFHO + NO, (3) 

CF3CFHO radicals formed in reaction 3 either decompose 
to give CF3 radicals and HC(0)F or react with 0 2 to give 
CF3COF. In the atmosphere, approximately 70% of the 
CF3CFHO radicals formed from the photooxidation of 
HFC* 134a decompose, while 30% react with 0 5 (6). 

CF3CFHO + 0 2 — CF3COF + HO, (4) 

CF3CFHO - CF3 + HC(0)F (5) 

CF3 radicals formed in reaction 5 react with O, to give 
CF3O, radicals, which in turn react rapidly with NO to 
form CF3O radicals (4, 7, 8): 

CF3 + 0 2 + M — CF302 + M (6) 

CF302 + NO — CF3O + NO, (7) 

The atmospheric fate of CF30 radicals is uncertain. It 
is generally assumed that CF30 radicals are converted into 
COF2 in the atmosphere (9), although the exact mechanism 
for this conversion is unclear. In a previous study of the 
simulated atmospheric chemistry of HFC-134a, we ob
served the formation of COF2 when reaction mixtures were 
left to age in the dark (6*). However, we were unable to 
identify the mechanism by which this product was formed. 
As part of a collaborative research program between Ford 
and Risø National Laboratory to determine the environ
mental impact of CFC replacements, we have revisited the 
mechanism by which COF2 is formed in the simulated 
atmospheric oxidation of HFC-134a. Results are reported 
herein. 

Experimental Section 
The experimental setup used for the present work has 

been described previously (10) and is only briefly discussed 
here. The apparatus consists of a Mattaon Instruments 
Inc. Sinus 100 FT-IR spectrometer interfaced to a 140-L, 
2-m-long evacuable pyrex chamber. White-type multi
ple-reflection optics were mounted in the reaction chamber 
to provide a total path length of 28 m for the IR analysis 
beam. The spectrometer was operated at a resolution of 
0.25 cm'1. Infrared spectra were derived from 128 coadded 
interferograms. Experiments were performed at 297 K and 
a total pressure of 700 Torr. 

CF3 radicals were generated by two different methods: 
chlorine- or fluorine-initiated oxidation of HFC-134a or 
photolysis of CF3NO. For the chlorine- or fluorine-in
itiated experiments, the following concentration ranges 
were used; HFC-134a, 94-1625 mTorr; Cl2, 95-1065 
mTorr, or F2,231 mTorr; 02,2.5-150 Ton, with N, added 

as appropriate to maintain a total pressure of 700 Torr. 
Chlorine or fluorine atoms were generated by the photo
lysis of the corresponding molecular halogen using the 
output of 24 UV fluorescent lamps (GTE F40BLB). 

Cl,/F2 + hv (X > 300 nm) — 2C1/F (8) 

For experiments using CF3NO, photolysis was achieved 
using visible light from 12 fluorescent lamps (GTE 
F40CW): 

CF3NO + hv (X > 400 run) — CF3 + NO (9) 

Initial concentrations used were as follows: CF3NO, 14-110 
mTorr; CH4, 0-1300 mTorr. 

Products were quantified by fitting reference spectra of 
the pure compounds to the observed product spectra using 
integrated absorption features. Reference spectra were 
obtained by expanding known volumes of the reference 
material into the long-path-length cell. Systematic un
certainties associated with quantitative analyses using 
these reference spectra are estimated to be <10%. The 
procedure was as follows: HFC-134a or CF3NO was first 
quantified and subtracted from the product spectra using 
characteristic absorption features over the wavelength 
regions 800-1500 or 1100-1700 cm"1. HC(0)F, C0F2, 
CF3COF, and CF3O3CF3 were then identified and quan
tified using features over the following wavelength ranges: 
1700-1900, 700-900 and 1800-2000, 700-800 and 
1800-2000, and 700-900 cm"1, respectively. 

HFC-134a, Cl2, CF3NO, CF3COF, and COF2 were pur
chased from commercial vendors at purities of >99%. 
HC(0)F was prepared from the reaction of benzoyl chlo
ride with dry formic acid and anhydrous potassium 
fluoride (11). CF3O3CF3 was prepared by the UV irradi
ation of CF3H-F2-02-He mixtures (12). Ultrapure syn
thetic air or mixtures of ultrapure N2 and 0 2 were used 
as diluents. 

Results 
Following the irradiation of mixtures of HFC-134a and 

C]2 in air, the observed carbon-containing products were 
CF3COF, HC(0)F, COF2, and CF303CF3. Yields of these 
species observed in the present work are reported in Table 
I together with the initial conditions pertinent to each 
experiment The concentrations of CF3COF, HC(0)F, 
COF2, and CF303CF3 increased when reaction mixtures 
were left to age in the dark. Reported values in Table I 
are yields measured after all dark chemistry had ceased. 
A majority of experiments were performed using CI atom 
initiated oxidation of HFC-134a. One experiment was 
performed using F atom initiation. As seen in Table I, 
indistinguishable results were obtained with F and CI atom 
initiation. In experiments 1 and 2 (Table I), the initial 
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HFC-134a concentrations were greater than 1 Torr. With 
such high concentrations, the IR absorption features at
tributable to HFC-134a were saturated; consequentially, 
we are unable to quantify the loss of HFC-l34a in these 
experiments. The average of the observed HC(0)F and 
CF3C0F yields in experiments 3-5 are 66 and 21%, re
spectively (yields are expressed in terms of moles of 
product formed per mole of HFC-134a consumed). 
Chlorine and fluorine atoms do not react with CF3COF. 
However, they do react with HC(0)F, so we must correct 
the observed yield of HC(0)F for reaction with Cl or F 
atoms to derive the true product yield of this species. The 
rate constant for reaction of HC(0)F with Cl atoms is 
ft[Cl+HC(0)F] = 2.0 x 10-» cm3 molecule"1 s'1 (6). The 
rate constant for reaction of HC(0)F with F atoms is ft-
IF+HC(0)F] = 2.3 x 10"11 cm3 molecule'1 r 1 (13). Rate 
constants for reaction of Cl and F atoms with HFC-134a 
are A(Cl+HFC-134a) * 1.4 x 10"" cm3 molecule'1 s"1 (14) 
and *(F+HFC-134a)» 1.4 x l<Ta cm3 molecule'1 s"1 (IS). 
These kinetic data can be used to correct for secondary 
loss of HC(0)F in experiments 3-5 by reaction with Cl or 
F atoms. The corrected HC(0)F yields in experiments 3-5 
are 73, 78, and 69%, respectively. The average of the 
corrected HC(0)F yields from these experiments is then 
73%. 

Results from the present work are in agreement with 
yields of 73 and 21% for HC(0)F and CF3C0F from the 
Cl atom initiated oxidation of HFC-134a in 700 Torr air 
previoualy reported by our laboratory (6). 

In addition to CF3COF, HC(0)F, COFj, CF3O3CF3, and 
HCl unknown product features were observed at 756,894, 
and 3664 cm'1. Figure 1 shows the infrared spectrum in 
the region 3600-3720 cm'1 before (A) and 25 min after (B) 
a 5-min irradiation of 1625 mTorr HFC-134a and 207 
mTorr Cl} in air. Figure IB clearly shows the formation 
of a product which absorbs at 3664 cm'1. The unknown 
product features at 756,894, and 3664 cm"1 decayed when 
reaction mixtures were left to age in the dark. The two 
absorptioni at 756 and 894 cm'1 decayed at the same rate 
with s half-life at 4-5 min. The absorption feature at 3664 
cm'1 decayed more slowly with a life time of 1-5 h. It 
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seems reasonable to assign the absorption features at 756 
and 894 cm"1 to one product species that we refer to as "X" 
and that at 3664 cm'1 to another product we label "Y". 

HC(0)F. CF3COF. CFj0aCF3, and COF2 all increased 
in concentration when reaction mixtures were left to age 
in the dark The time scale over which HC(0)F, CF3COF, 
and CF3O3CF3 increased was, within our experimental 
uncertainties, indistinguishable from that of the decay of 
the unknown X. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 2. 
In Figure 2 we have plotted the observed temporal be
havior of HC(0)F, CF3COF, CF3O3CF3, COFj, and the two 
unknown products. For ease of comparison, HC(0)F, 
CF3COF, and CF303CF3 have been normalized to the 
concentrations observed after 25 min of aging in the dark 
The unknown X is normalized to its concentration im
mediately following photolysis. COF2 is normalized to its 
final concentration observed after standing in the dark for 
24 h. As seen from Figure 2, in addition to HC(0)F, 
CF3COF, and CF3O3CF3, the unknown Y initially increases 
upon aging in the dark. However, in contrast to HC(0)F, 
CFjCOF, and CF3O3CF3, the unknown Y decays at times 
longer than 25 min. 

The chemistry occurring in the reaction chamber during 
the first 25 min of aging in the dark is clearly complex. 
The unknown X decays in the dark to form directly, or 
indirectly, HC(0)F, CFjCOF, CFjOjCFj, Y, and possibly 
COF* 

At longer times in the dark the chemistry is less complex. 
After 25 min of aging in the dark, only Y is observed to 
decay and only COF2 is observed to form. In Figure 3 we 
plot the decay of Y and the formation of COF2 when the 
reaction mixture from Figure 2 was left to stand for 24 h 
in the dark The first data point in Figure 3 corresponds 
to 25 nim of aging; X has disappeared at this time. The 
solid curves in Figure 3 are first-order decay and rise fits 
to the unknown Y and COFj data, respectively. As seen 
from Figure 3, the decay of Y and the formation of COF, 
bc^ follow fintK>rder lonetics. The first-order decay rate 
for the absorption feature at 3664 cm'1 is 291 ± 14 min; 
the first-order rise time for C0F2 is 282 ± 28 min. Quoted 
errors are 2 standard deviations from the least squares fits. 
The identical kinetics observed for the decay of the ab
sorption feature at 3664 cm'1 and the formation of COF2 
shows that COF2 is a product of the decomposition of the 
unidentified species Y. 
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At tunas loafer than 25 min in the dark, DO other fea
tures were observed to change apart from COF, and the 
absorption feature at 3664 cm'1. Possible other decom-
poattkn products of compound Y either do not absorb or 
only absorb weakly in the infrared between 650 and 1000, 
1500 and 2950, and 3050 and 3800 cm1 . The frequency 
intervals 1000-1500 and 2950-3050 cm'1 were optically 
black due to absorption of HFC-134a; any chances in ab
sorption in these regions went undetected in our experi-

We believe that Y is CFjOH. Reasons for this assign
ment are as follows, l l i e product Y has an IR absorption 
feature at 3664 cm'1. This frequency is characteristic of 
an O-H stretching mode and shows the presence of an OH 
group in the molecule. The unknown is either an akobol 
or a hydroperoxide. In the simulated atmospheric pho-
tooxidation of HFC-I34a. possible alcohol and hydroper
oxide products are CFjOH. CF3OOH, CFjCFHOH, or 
CFjCFHOOH. Hydroperoxides are formed by the reaction 
of HO, and peroxy radicals. The only source of HO? 
radicals in our experiments is the reaction of molecular 
oxygen with CFjCFHO radicals, reaction 4. We can min
imize HOj radical production, and hence hydroperoxide 
formation, by reducing the oxygen concentration in our 
experiments. An experiment was performed using initial 
conditions of 1.7 Torr HFC-134a, 02 Ton d » and 25 Torr 
Oj with Nj added to give a total pressure of 700 Torr. 
Under these conditions using the rate constant ratio kjkf 
« 1M X 1 0 * exp(3600/T) cm3 molecule-1 (6? (£2 X HT* 
cm3 molecule'1 at 297 K), we calculate that <0J>% of the 
CPjCPHO radicals produced during the oxidation of 
HFC-134a will react with 0 * thus HO. formation will be 
negligible. In this low-Oj experiment, the unknown 
product which absorbs at 3664 cm was observed with a 
yield that was actually larger than observed in experiments 
in air diluent Clearly, the unknown is not a hydroper
oxide. 

We are kft with two possibilities: CFjOH and CFjCF
HOH. Infrared spectral data are available in the literature 
for CFjOH (16) but not for CFjCFHOH. Rioter and 
Seppth(i©reponedaBO-Hstretdu^freo^ieDcyof3675 
cm'1 for gas phase CF3OH at -78 *C. The unknown Y has 
an IR O-H stretching frequency of 3664 cm'1 at room 
temperature. A priori it is not expected that decreasing 
the temperature from room temperature to -78 *C would 
shift the O-H stretching frequency by as much as 11 cm'1. 
The literature spectral data for CFjOH are then not con
sistent with our unknown. This result is surprising, as it 
is difficult to explain how CFjCFHOH decomposes to give 
COFj without forming otker products that would be de
tected by our IR analytical system. The expected decom

position products of CFjCFHOH are HF and CFjCHO. 
CFjCFHOH — CFjCHO + HF (10) 

In view of this unexpected result, experiments were 
performed to generata CFjOH in the chamber to provide 
an m-situ calibration using a chemical system which could 
not produce CFjCFHOH. Howard (27) has reported that 
CFjO radicals react readily with methane, giving CFjOH: 

CFjO + CH« —CFjOH + CHj (11) 
We used the photolysis of CFjNO in air, in the presence 
of CH«. to generate CF,OH- The mechanism by which 
CFjOH is farmed is 

CFjNO + h* — CF3 + NO (9) 
CF, + Ot + M — CF,0, + M (6) 
CF,0, + NO — CF,0 * NO, (7) 

CFjO + CH« —CFjOH + CHj (11) 
Prior to the addition of methane, control experiments were 
performed where CFjNO was photolyzed in air to check 
for any interfering product absorptions in the region 
3500-3700 cm'1; none were observed. Panels C and D in 
Figure 1 are spectra in the region 3500-3700 cm'1 of a 
mixture of 109.4 mTorr CF,NO with 1J Torr CH, in 700 
Torr air taken before (Q and after (D)20-min irradiation 
We ascribe the IR feature at 3664 cm'1 formed in the 
irradiation of CFjNO-CH4-air mixtures to CFjOH. As 
seen from Figure 1, the IR feature at 3664 cm'1 is the same 
in both the CFjNO-CH« and the HFC-134a-Cl, experi
ments. We cooclode that the unknown Y B C F J O H . The 
origin of the discrepancy between our measured O-H 
stretching frequency of 3664 cm"1 for CFjOH and that of 
3675 cm'1 reported previously (16) is unknown. 

By analogy to our recent study of the decomposition of 
mono- and dichloromethanol (18), we expect trifluoro-
methanol to decompose to give C0F t and HF. 

CFjOH - COF, + HF (12) 
HF absorbs in the infrared at frequencies above 3800 cm'1 

and is thus not detected by our spectrometer. The half-life 
of CFjOH in our reaction chamber increased from 1 to 5 
h during the course of our experiments, presumably re
flecting condrtioning of the chamber walls for this species. 
The longest half-life we observed (5 h) may still have a 
significant heterogeneous component. This lifetime then 
serves as a lower limit for the atmospheric lifetime of 
CFjOH with respect to thermal decomposition into COF2 
andHF. 

If we assume that CFjOH decomposes stokhionietzicaDy 
intc COFj and HF.w* can calibrate our CFjOHspettrum 
by equating it with the observed formation of COFj. The 
spectrum shown in Figure IB was taken 25 min alter ir
radiation of a mixture of 1625 mTorr HFC-134a and 207 
mTorr CI? in air. When this mixture was allowed to sit 
in the chamber in the dark for 24 h, the CFjOH decayed 
to 3% of the initial concentration and 3241 mTorr COFj 
was formed (see Figure 3). Equating 97% of the spectrum 
in Figure IB with 32J mTorr, we can then derive an ab
sorption cross section of <rj««4«m.i(CFjOH) » 9 x 10"" cm3 

molecule'1. 
Having established the identity of the unknown Y as 

CFjOH, we now return to unknown X. Unknown X de
composes to form directly, or indirectly, HC(0)F, CFjCOF, 
CFjOjCFj, and CFjOH. We believe that the unknown X 
is the trioxide CF3CFHO,CFj, formed by the reaction 

CFjCFHO, + CF,0 - CFjCFHOjCF, (13) 
Decomposition of CFjCFHOjCF, probably proceeds via 
two channels: 
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CFjCFHOjCF, — CF,0 • CFjCFHO, (14) 
— C F A + CF,CFHO (15) 

There ai»thm reasons for thbav^ment Firet, CFjO 
a known to font stable trioxides with CFjOj (12) and 
CFJCFIOJ (19. CFJCFHOI and CFjO radicab arc known 
to be present during the degradation of HFC-134a. It 
flmfat stens likely that CF,0 radkab will combine with 
CFjCFHOjtogiveatrioxkle. Second, the decomposition 
products (HC(O)F. CFjCOF, CF30JCFj,andCF30H] show 
that the unknown X fragments to chre either (a) CFjCF-
HO, radicals, (b) CFjCFHO radicals, or (c) ndicab that 
attack HFC-134a to form CF,CFH radicals. The decom
position of CFjCFHOjCFj will form CFjCFHOj or CF3C-
FHO radicals, or both, while CF30 radicals wiD be formed 
which cam abstract a hydrogen atoms from HFC-134a. 
Thud, the absorption features at 7S6 and 894 cm'1 are 
similar in both frequency and shape to ino*e of CF3O3CF3 
at 773 and 897 cm'1 (22). The absorption features of 
CFJQJCFJ at 773 and 897 cm'1 are symmetric and asym-
metric 0 - 0 - 0 stretching modes, respectively (20). Sub
stitution of a CF,0 group by the heavier CFjCFHO group 
would be expected to lower the frequencies of both modes, 
with the symmetric 0 - 0 - 0 stretch lowered most We 
observe that the probable symmetric 0 - 0 - 0 stretch is 
lowered by 16 cm'1 and the probable asymmetric 0 - 0 - 0 
stretch a lowered by 3 cm* • 

Discussion 
There are two possible sources of CF3OH in our study 

of the simulated atmospheric oxidation of HFC-134a. 
FjtberCF3OHBfonnedbyreactk»of(TAwl»aJs'»ith 
other peroxy radicals or it is formed by reaction of CF30 
radicals with hydrogen-containing species. There are two 
peroxy radicals which could react with CF302 to give 
CF3OH; HO- and CF3CFHO?. 

CF,0 + H02 — CF3OH + 0 2 (16) 
CFjO, + CFjCFHO, — CFjOH + CF3C0F + 0 2 (17) 

Our experimental results at low 0 2 concentration (see 
experiment 6 in Table I) suggest that reactions 16 and 17 
are not major sources of CF30H in our system. With an 
0 2 partial pressure of 2.5 Torr, HO, radical formation is 
negligible, and yet CF,0H is observed in a yield which is 
larger than that observed in air diluent Clearly, reaction 
16 is of negligible importance. The C0F2 (and hence 
CFjOH) yield in our experiment at low [OJ is 3 times that 
of the CF3COF. If reaction 17 was the main source of 
CF3OH, we would expect comparable yields of COF2 and 
CF3COF. Clearly, reaction 17 is not the main source of 
CF3OH, although it could be responsible for the formation 
of up to 33% of the observed COF* 

Hydroxen-containisg species that CF30 radicals could 
react with to give CF3OH include HFC-134a, HC(0)F, 
CFjCFHOH.andHCl. Inlightoftheinsensitivityofthe 
CF3OH yield toward the 0 2 partial pressure noted above, 
we do not consider reaction of CF30 with H202 or other 
hydroperoxides. As seen in Table I, the observed C0F2 
ykU was unchanged when F atom initiation was employed 
instead of CI atom initiation. Thus, reaction of CF30 
radicals with HC1 is not significant in our work. 

In our chemical system there is only one source of the 
alcohol CFjCFHOH, reaction 18b: 
CFjCFHOj + CF,CFH02 -

CFjCFHO + CFjCFHO + 0 2 (18a) 
CF3CFH0j + CFjCFHOj — 

CF,COF • CF,CFH0H + 0 2 (18b) 

Our measured CF3COF yield at low oxygen partial pressure 
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provides an upper limit of 8% for the yield of CF3CFHOH 
in our system. As seen in Table I, this yield is significantly 
below that of CFjOH (determined by the yield of COF. 
when mixtures were left in the dark). There b insufficient 
CFjCFHOH present in the chamber to account for the 
observed formation of COFj. 

If reaction of CF30 with HC(0)F b significant in the 
present experiments, then the HC(0)F yields would be 
expected to decrease as the consumption of HFC-134a 
increases. No such trend b apparent from Table I. In 
experiments 3 and 4 (Table I), the consumption of HFC-
134a differs by a factor of 3 while the yield of HC(0)F is 
essentially unchanged. 

The most likely explanation for the CF3OH product in 
our simulated atmospheric oxidation of HFC-134a b re
action of CFjO radicab with HFC-134a. 

CFjO + CF3CFH2 — CF,OH + CF3CFH (19) 

Evidence for the importance of reaction 19 can be seen in 
Table 1. The only known source of HC(0)F in our ex
periments b reaction 5. For every HC(0)F molecule 
produced, a CF3 radical b formed. The yield of HC(0)F 
then provides a measure of the total formation of CF3 
radicals. The yield of COF2 observed when all dark 
chemistry has ceased (up to 24 h after initiation of the 
experiment) provides a measure of the production of 
CF3OH. The product ratio [COF»]/[HC(0)F] b then a 
measure of the efficiency by which CF3 radicab are con
verted into CF3OH. As seen in Table I, the product ratio 
[COF2]/[HC(0)F] b insensitive to changes in [C1210 by a 
factor of 10, HFC-134a consumption by a factor of 3, and 
use of F atom instead of G atom initiation. However, the 
[COF,]/[HC(0)F] ratio increases when the initial con
centration of HFC-134ab increased. With (HFC-134a]0 
• 0.1 Torr, [COF2]/IHC(0)F] * 0.19-0.26; with {HFC-
134a]„ « 1.5 Torr, (C0F2J/[HC(0)F] = 0.51-0.53. Thb 
b explained by the competition between reactions 19 and 
20 for the available CF30 radicals. 

CFjO + CF302 — CF30jCFj (20) 

To provide an estimate for the rate constant of reaction 
19 we have modeled the system using the Acuchem pro
gram (21) with the chemical mechanism given in Table JL 
Kinetic data in Table II were taken from the literature and 
recent studies in our laboratories (6,22-24). Two param
eters were varied to provide a fit to the experimental data: 
fc13and«19. As shown in Figure 4, the chemical mechanbm 
given in Table II [with values of *(CF30+HFC-134a) = 
4.5 x 10-" cm1 molecule"1 s'1 and A(CF,0+CF3CFHOj) = 
1.8 x 10*" cm3 molecule'1 s'1] provides a reasonable fit to 
our experimental results. Values of *,3 and kl9 needed to 
fit our data are sensitive to the chosen rate constant for 
the reaction of CF30 with CF,02. The value of k-
(CFjO+CFA) • 2.5 x 10"11 cmJ molecule'1 a"1 that we 
have used b a lower limit and b based upon our observed 
100% product yield of the trioxide CF303CF3 following the 
self-reaction of CF302 radicab (22). If we allow k-
(CF30+CFj02) to increase to 1.0 x i(r10 cm3 molecule'1 

»-', we need to employ values of *(CFjO+HFC-134a) * 1.8 
x 10-" cm3 molecule'1 s"1 and *(CF30+CF3CFHOj) » 7.0 
x 10"" cm3 molecule-' s'1 to fit our observed product yields. 
We choose to report the average of the values of * i 3 and 
At9 obtained when fr(CF30+CF30j) was varied between its 
lower and likely upper limit together with error limits 
which encompass both extremes. Hence, fe(CF30+HFC-
134a) * (1.1 ± 0.7) x 10-1S cm3 molecule"1 s"1 and *(CF30 
+ CFjCFHOj) - (4.4 * 2.6) x 10"» cm3 molecule"1 r1 . 

The purpose of the present study is not to define the 
kinetics of reactions 13 and 19; rather it b to understand 
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Table IL Bcaction Mecbaniia 

reaction 

CI + CFjCFH, - HC1 + CF,CFH 
CFjCFH + 0, - CFjCFHO, 
CFJCFHOJ + CFjCFHO, - 2CF3CFHO + O, 
CFjCFHO, + CFjCFHO, - CFjCOF + 

CFjCFHOH + 0, 
CFjCFHO, + CFjO, - CFjCFHO + 

CF,0 + Oi 
CFjCFHO — CFj + HC(0)F 
CFjCFHO + 0, - CF,COF + HO, 
CF, + Oj — CFJOJ 
CFJOJ • CF,0, - CFjO + CFjO + Oj 
CFjO + CFjO, - CF,0,CFj 
CFjO + CF,CFHO, - CFJCFHOJCF, 
CFJCFHOJCFJ - CFjCFHO, + CFjO 
CFJCFHOJCF, - CFJCFHO + CF,0, 
CFjO + CFjCFH, - CFjCFH + CFjOH 
CFjOH - CFjO + HF 
a + HC(0)F - HCl + FCO 

<297 ± 5 K)* 

1.4 X HT" 
2 x MT11 

6 x u r u 

1 XX(TU 

8 x HT" 

2X10* 
9 x l<rl« 
8.5 x l(ra 

1.8 x 10-" 
ZS x 10-" 
1.8 x icr" 
2.0 x KT" 
2.0 x 10"" 
4.5 x lfr" 
4 x 10"4' 
2.0 x I0-" 

ref 

14 
c 
24 
24 

24 

24 
24 
4 
22 
22,23 
d 
d 
d 
d 
d 
6 

' Unite of an1 molecule'1 »"'. 'Unite of s'1. 'Estimated. 'Thiawwk. 

BO 

50 

20 

y-
^ 

-

^ \ v -
*~~^~ 

7 

i 

. • 

r̂  
a 

• 

-
c 

» 

HC[0)F 

crjOH 

CF.COF 

CF30jCF3 

C3F. 

1 

-

• 
- I I 

a 

" 

23 30 40 53 
rime, (min in the <iark) 

60 

• J a i l , . 

ywos 

4. Comparison of predicted product yields from the chemical 
given in Table I I I (sotd a m ) %»mt oxportmenaJy obasrved 

(symbols) (or experiment 1. 

the mechanism by which COF2 is formed in the simulated 
atmospheric oxidation of HFC-134a. We have shown that 
reaction of CF30 radicals with HFC-134a is important, that 
CF3OH is a product of this reaction, and that CF3OH 
decomposes to give C0F2. In the atmosphere, the con
centration of HFC-134a is many orders of magnitude less 
than used in laboratory studies of its atmospheric chem
istry. Reaction 19 will not be important in the atmosphere 
Nevertheless, our study of reaction 19 taken together with 
the recent work of Howard (17) has important implications 
for the atmospheric chemistry of CF30 radicals. 

Implications for Atmospheric Chemistry 

The rate constant for reaction 19 reported here, kl9 = 
(1.1 i 0.7) x 10"'5 cm3 molecule"1 a"1, is approximately 4 
times slower than reaction of OH radicals with HFC-134a 
(A(0H+HFC-I34a) = 4.8 x lO"15 cm1 molecule1 s"1 (4)J. 
Howard has reported rate constants for the reactions of 
CF30 radicals with CH4 and i-C,H10 which are comparable 
(within a factor of 2) to those observed for OH radical 
attack (17). If the kinetics of reaction of CF30 radicals 
with other organic species are within 1 order of magnitude 
of that of OH radicals, then reaction of CF30 radicals with 
organic compounds will be an important, if not dominant, 
atmospheric fate of CF30 radicals. As shown for HFC-134a 
here, and as expected for other saturated organic species, 
these reactions proceed via a hydrogen abstraction mech
anism to give CF30H. 

In the atmosphere, trifluoromethanol will either de
compose (homogeneously and/or heterogeneously), pho-
tolyze, react with OH radicals, or be incorporated into 
water droplets. The observed decay of CF30H in our 
chamber places a lower limit on the atmospheric lifetime 
with respect to decomposition of 5 h. By analogy to other 
alcohols (25), the absorption of UV by CF30H is expected 
to occur at wavelengths below 200 nm. Photolysis wUl then 
only occur above the ozone layer (>50 km). Transport to 
such high altitudes is slow, so that photolysis is not ex
pected to be a significant atmospheric fate of CF30H. 

By virtue of the strong O-H bond [109 kcal/mol (23)], 
the reaction of CF30H with OH radicals is expected to be 
slow. We can estimate the atmospheric lifetime of CF30H 
with respect to OH attack by considering the atmospheric 
lifetime of CH< which is determined by OH attack. The 
C-H bond strength in methane is 104 kcal/mol, and each 
C-H bond is expected to be more reactive than the O-H 
bond in CF3OH. Since the atmospheric lifetime of 
methane is approximately 10 years, the lifetime of CF3OH 
with respect to OH radical attack will probably be at least 
40 years. 

In contrast to photolysis and reaction with OH, incor
poration of CF3OH into water is rapid (9). Following 
absorption into cloudwater or seawater, CF3OH will de
compose to give HF and C0 2 (9). Either decomposition 
(reaction 12) or rain-out will dominate removal of CF3OH 
from the atmosphere. The exact removal mechanism is 
unimportant as the decomposition product from reaction 
12, COF2, is removed by rain-out and decomposes in water 
to give C0 2 and HF (9). 

To conclude, it appears that reaction with hydrocarbons 
is an important atmospheric removal process for CF30 
radicals. As shown here for HFC-134a and CH4, this re
action produces CF3OH. Trifluoromethanol is expected 
to either directly or indirectly (via COFj) be incorporated 
into water droplets and decompose to C0 2 and HF. 
Concentrations of HF in rainwater resulting from the re
lease of HFCs will be low. For example, HFC-134« is a 
replacement for CFC-12. In 1986 the global production 
of CFC-12 was 4.0 x 10s kg. If HFC-134a replaces CFC-12 
on an equal mass basis and all the HFC-134a is released 
without recovery, the emission to the atmosphere would 
be 4.0 x 10* kg or 3.9 x 10* mol/year. At steady state, 
assuming each F atom in HFC-134a is converted into HF, 
1.6 x 1010 mol of HF would be formed in the atmosphere 
annually. The annual global rainfall is 4.9 x 10 n L (26). 
Thus, rainwater might be expected to contain 3.3 x IQr* 
M (0.6 ppb) HF. This additional fluoride burden is not 
expected to have any direct effect on plant systems (9). 
For comparison, ~ 1 ppm fluoride level is currently added 
to drinking water in most U.S. cities. 
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Absolute rate constants for the reaction 
of CF302 and CF30 radicals with NO at 295 K 
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Using a pulse radiolysis UV absorption technique and subsequent simulations of e\perimenial N02 and FNO absorption tran
sients, rate constants for reaction between CFjO and CFj02 radicals with NO were determined. CFjO: + NO—CF,0+NOi (3). 
CF,0+NO-.CF2O + FN0 (5). Jt3 was derived to be (1.68+ 0.26 ) x l 0 - " c m J molecule"'s"1, and <r,= ( 5.2+2.7) x I 0 - " c m J 

molecule"' s"1. Results are discussed in the context of the atmospheric chemistry of haiocarbons. 

] . Introduction 

Recognition of the adverse environmental effect 
of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) release into the at
mosphere has led to an international agreement to 
phase out CFCs by the end of 1995. Efforts have been 
made to find environmentally acceptable alterna
tives. Among these alternatives are hydrofluorocar-
bons (HFCs). Prior to large-scale industrial use the 
environmental impact of HFCs must be investi
gated. HFCs, when released to the atmosphere, will 
react with OH to form alkyl radicals which will, in 
turn, react with 0 2 to form peroxy radicals (1 ] - In 
thecaseofCF,H (HFC-23), 

CF,H+OH-.CFj + H 2 0 , 

CF3+02+M-»CFj02+M 

(1) 

(2) 

An important reaction of CF}02 in the atmosphere 
is reaction with NO. The reaction of CF3O2 with NO 
is known to give predominantly, if not solely, N02 

andCFjO [2,3], 

CFjO2+NO~CF30+N0 2 • (3) 

The alkoxy radical CF3O is of considerable interest 
because it is formed as a product from the atmos
pheric degradation of at least three different HFCs: 
CF3H (HFC-23) [4], CF,CF2H (HFC-125) [5], 
and CF,CFH: (HFC-134a) (6). The atmospheric 

oxidation of other HFCs containing CF3 groups will 
probably also produce CF30 radicals. 

The atmospheric fate of CF30 radicals is uncer
tain [ I ]. It has been shown recently, that CF30 rad
icals react with hydrogen-containing species [6-9] 
by hydrogen abstraction. 

CF3O+RH-CF3OH+R . (4) 

The fate of CF3OH in the atmosphere is either de
composition to CF20 and HF or reaction with water 
droplets to HF and C02. 

CF3O radicals have also been shown to react fast 
with NO to form CF20 and FNO [7,9,10], 

CFjO+NO-CFjO+FNO. (5) 

Bevilaqua et al. [7] and Zellner et al. [9] report the 
rate constant /c5 to be (2± I )x IO-" and 
(2.5±0.4)xlO~" cm5 molecule-1 $"', respectively. 

The main objective of this study is to determine 
ky Since the CF30 radical cannot be detected by UV 
absorption in our system, we had to derive kt indi
rectly. This is done by fitting FNO UV absorption 
transients using the chemical mechanism shown in 
table 1. The rate of formation of FNO in our kinetic 
system is rather insensitive to other rate constants 
than £3 and k,. We have therefore determined kt by 
simulations of NOj absorption transients. Values for 
both fcj and k5 are reported in this work. 

0009-2614/93/$ 06.00 © 1993 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved. 369 
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Table 1 
Reaction mechanism 

Reaction Rate constant 
(cm3 molecule"1 s"1) 

Ref. 

F+CF3H-CF,+HF 
F + O J + M - F O J + M 

F+NO+M-FNO+M 
CF,+O, + M-.CFj02+M 
CF,+NO+M-CFjNO+M 
CFj + N02 + M - products 
CFj02+NO-.CFjO+N02 

CFJOJ + NOZ-CFJOJNO; 

CFjOj + CF,OJ - CFjO+CF,0 + 0 2 

CF,0+N0 2-CF,0NO 2 

CF,0+CF,02-CFjO,CF3 

CFjO+CFjO-CFjdCF, 
CF,0+NO-CF20+FNO 

1.3x10-" 
2.0xlO- , J 

6.0xl0"12 

8.5X10-12 

1.8x10-" 
2.5x10"" 
see text 
8.0xl0-1 2 

1.8X10-12 

9.0X10"'2 

2.5x10-" 
2.5x10-" 
see text 

14,11,121 
[131 
[14] 
[151 
116) 
[17,181 

[3] 
[4,111 
[9J 
[41 
(41 

2. Experimental 

The experimental technique used for this work has 
been described in detail previously [14,19] and will 
only be briefly described here. 

Radicals were produced in a one liter stainless-steel 
reaction cell upon a 30 ns irradiation by 2 MeV elec
trons from a Febetron 705 B field emission acceler
ator. The irradiation dose was varied by inserting 
stainless-steel attenuators between the cell and the 
Febetron. A chromel/alumel thermocouple mea
sured the temperature inside the reaction cell close 
to the center. Ail experiments were performed at 
29512 K. 

The gas mixture was analyzed using UV-VIS light 
from a pulsed xenon lamp. This light beam was re
flected eleven times in the gas cell by internal White-
type optics giving a total optical path length of 120 
cm. The analyzing light was passed into a McPherson 
1 m grating monochromator operated at spectral res
olution of 0.8 nm and was detected by a Hamamatsu 
photomultiplier coupled to a Biomation digitizer. 
Data handling and storage were done on a PDP11 
computer. 

The gas mixtures always contained SF6 in great ex
cess. F atoms are produced upon irradiation of SF6 

with high-energy electrons [14], 

SF6+2MeVe--F+products. (6) 

The yield of F atoms was determined by irradiation 
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of gas mixtures of 5 mbar CH4,35 mbar 02, and 960 
mbar SF6. CH3Oj radicals formed in this system were 
detected at 240 nm. The absorbance at 240 nm was 
measured as a function of the dose. The absorbance 
was proportional to the dose up to 53% of maximum 
dose. A linear regression analysis of the absorption 
data up to this dose gave a slope of 0.237±0.010. 
Using the reported absorption cross section for 
CHjOzat240 nm,4.42X10""cm2molecule-'[2], 
an initial fluorine atom concentration at full dose of 
(3.23 ± 0.35) x 10'5 molecules cm - 3 was found for 
irradiation of i 000 mbar SFfr. The reported uncer
tainty in the fluorine atom yield contains uncertain
ties in the recorded absorption at 240 nm and 10% 
uncertainty in ffcitjoj- The initial F atom yield used 
in the simulations was calculated from the dose and 
the fluorine atom yield at full dose reported above. 

CFjO radicals were generated by pulse radiolysis 
of mixtures of CFjH/02/NO/SF6. The subsequent 
reactions are shown in table 1 and are discussed 
below. 

Reagents and concentrations used were: SF6,889-
894.5 mbar, supplied by Gerling and Holz at a stated 
purity of 99.9%; NO(>99.8%), 0.3-1.0 mbar, re
ceived from Messer Griesheim; Ultra high-purity 02 , 
5-10 mbar, obtained from L'Air Liquide; 
CF3H(>99.3%), 100 mbar, delivered by Fluoro-
chem Ltd. All reagents were used as received. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Determination ofkj and k5 

The two rate constants k} and ks are derived from 
kinetic simulations of experimentally obtained ab-
sorbance transients at 400 and 310.5 nm, respec
tively. NO: transients, detected at 400 nm. were sim
ulated by the kinetic model in table 1 to derive Ar3. 
The uncertainty was found by varying k} until the 
simulated transients were outside the noise level on 
the experimental transients, see fig. 1 Some extra 
uncertainty has to be added, because the value of k} 

is derived from a complex kinetic model with un
certainties in the rate constants for each reaction. 

Determination of fc5 is sensitive to the value used 
for ky It is important that the model is able accu
rately to predict the N02 concentration as a function 
of time, since the CFjO radicals are formed simul
taneously with N02. As seen in fig. 1 our model could 
reproduce the N02 transients very well. We simu
lated the FNO transients obtained at 310.5 nm by 
variation of ky An example is shown in fig. 2. Again 
the uncertainty was determined by the noise level, 
and again some extra uncertainty had to be added, 
because the value for &5 is derived from a complex 
kinetic model with uncertainties in the rate con
stants for each reaction. 

In the following we first discuss the parameters 
used in the kinetic model shown in table I. Then we 

50.0 

Fig. 1. Transient absorption at 400 nm following pulse radiolysis 
of a mixture of 100 mbar CF,H, 10 mbarOj. 0.5 mbar NO, and 
889.5 mbar SFS. Single pulse, full dose, no signal averaging. The 
three solid lines are simulations using the chemical reaction 
mechanism in table I See text 

50.0 

Fig. 2. Transient absorption at 310 5 nm following pulse radi-
olysisofa mixture of !00mbarCF,H. l0mbarO:.0.5mbarNO. 
and S89.5 mbar SF6. Single pulse, full dose, no signal averaging 
The three solid lines are simulations using the chemical reaction 
mechanism in table I. See text. 

examine the origin of the absorption at 310.5 and 
400 nm. and derive values for ky and ky 

3,2 Kinetic model 

To derive the two rate constants k} and kt the ki
netic model displayed in table I was used to fit the 
experimental data. All rate constants are taken from 
the literature apart from k) and ky We have assumed 
that the reaction between CF302 and NO gives a 
100% yield of CFjO and N02 Our results show that 
the N02 yield from reaction (I) is indistinguishable 
from full yield, which is in agreement with literature 
data [2,3 ]. In addition we have assumed that the re
action between CF30 and NO only gives CF20 and 
FNO as products and not CF3ONO. This is consis
tent with our experimental results showing fast for
mation of FNO and the reported 100% yield of FNO 
and CF20 reported by Chen et al. [10]. However, 
we cannot exclude a small yield (<10%) of 
CF3ONO. There is also considerable controversy 
about the product distribution of the reaction be
tween CF3 and NOj [ 7,17 ], but since only a small 
amount of CF3 radicals are removed by this reaction 
(<0.2%), we have chosen not to specify the 
products. 

Generally, the rate constants and the reaction 
products for the most important reactions in the ki
netic model in table 1 are well known. The main loss 
mechanisms in the model for the experimental con-
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ditions used in this work are the reaction between F 
and O, (< 12%). F and NO (<29%), and CF, and 
NO (< 14%). All three rate constants are well known 
and so are the products. The only potential problem 
is formation of FO;, because this species could react 
with NO to form FNO and 0 : . Therefore we varied 
the 0 2 concentration by a factor of 2: no effect on fcj 
or kt wa* observed. This indicates that FO; forma
tion does not have significant influence on the for
mation of NO; and FNO in our system. 

3.3. Transient absorption and absorbing species 

Two species were detected in the present work: 
NO: at 400 nm and FNO at 310.5 nm. The absorp
tion cross section used for NO; at 400 nm was 
6.0X 10" " enr molecule-' [ 15J. To check that the 
absorption obtained at 400 nm following pulse ra-
diolysis of CF,H/0:/NO/SF6 mixtures was due to 
NO;. an absorption transient was recorded at 450 
nm {ff«j0niB(NO;)=4.3x 1 0 - " cm- molecule-1 

(15)). This transient was identical with the 400 nm 
transient within the noise leve! when absorptions 
were scaled to each other according to the ratio be
tween the absorption cross section at the two wave
lengths. To make sure that FNO did not absorb at 
400 nm. a mixture of NO and SF6 was radiolyzed. 
FNO is formed in this chemical system by the fol
lowing reactions [20]: 

SF6+2MeVe-F+products, (6) 

F+NO+M-FNO+M. (7) 

Table! 
Experimental conditions and results 

Dose 
frac. ofmaxdosc 

0.53 
1.00 
0.32 
0.53 
0.53 
0.53 
0.53 

ICF.H] 
mbar 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

IOJI 

mbar 

10 
10 
10 
5 

10 
10 
10 

[NOl 
mbar 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.3 
0.75 
1.00 
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The absorbance at 400 nm following pulse radiolysis 
or 1 mbar NO and 999 mbar SF» was less than 0.002 
indicating that the absorbance of FNO at 400 nm is 
negligible. 

As an additional check of the system, mixtures of 
SF*. SF»/CF,H. SF,/0;/CF,H. and SF»/CF,H/NO 
were radiolyzed. The maximum absorbance at 400 
nm was in all cases less than 0.003. Comparable 
checks were performed, detecting the absorbance in 
the 4 different chemical systems at 310.5 nm. Also 
at this wavelength the absorbances that could not be 
accounted for by initial formation of FNO »ere 
found to be negligible ( < 0.002). 

The absorption cross section of FNO at 310.5 nm 
is (4 .7±0 .3)xI0-"cnr molecule-' [201. In the 
SF»/CF,H/NO/0: system NO. absorbs at this 
wavelength. The absorption cross section is 
1.87x10-" enr molecule-' [15]. Therefore ap
proximately 25%-30% of the absorbance at 310.5 nm 
is due to NO;. To establish that the main absorption 
in the SF»/NO/CF,H/0; at 310.5 nm was indeed 
FNO. SF4/NO and SF t/NO/CF,H/0; mixtures 
were radiolyzed and transients were recorded at 317 
nm. The absorbance in the first system showed that 
the absorption cross section of FNO at 317 nm is J 
of that at 310.5 nm. Pulse radiolysis of 0.5 mbar NO. 
10 mbar 0>. 100 mbar CF,H and 889.5 mbar SF». 
and 52% of full dose gave a maximum absorbance of 
0.035 at 310.5 nm and 0.019 at 317 nm. When ab
sorption due to NO; is subtracted, absorption due to 
FNO is 0025 and 0.08 at 310.5 and 317 nm. re
spectively. This is in excellent agreement with O*),7M, 

(SF.l 
mbar 

889.5 
889.5 
889.5 
894.5 
889.7 
889.25 
889.0 

MCFJOJ + N O ) 

cm3 molecule"'»"' 

(1.70fO.I5)xl0-" 
<I.70+O.l5)xl0-" 
U65 iO.25)x l0 -" 
<l .65iO.I5)xl0-" 
( I .80±0.20)xl0-" 
( I .65*0 . I5 )XI0-" 
( I . 60 i0 . l 5 )x l0 - " 

ave. | l .68 iO. I8 )x l0 -" 

*(CF,0+NO) 
cm'molecule"' s~' 

fJ.0±2.0)Xl0-" 
<5.0i2.0)xl0-" 
I 60±3 .0 )x l0 - " 
<5.0±2.5)xlO-" 
<6.0±3.0)XIO-" 
(5.0£2.0)xlO-" 
|4.5±2.0>XlO-" 

<5.2*2.4>xlO-" 
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<FNO)'«,!u>«<FNO> = i. indicating that FNO « 
indeed fonned in this system. 

3.4. CF>0;+.\0 

To determine toe rate constant for the leaction be
tween CF,0 : and NO. we have performed seven dif
ferent experiments in which dose. (NO}, and ( 0 : ) 
have been varied. The experimental conditions and 
results are shown in taMe 2. The results are obtained 
as the best fit of the simulated transient, using the 
chemical reaction mechanism in tabte I with i , set 
at 5.0x10-" cm' molecule'' s_ ! . to the experi
mental NO. transients. Fig. I shows a measured ab
sorption transient obtained at-KX) nm foUowing pulse 
radioiysis of 0.5 mbar NO. 10 mbar 0>. 100 mbar 
CF,H. and SI9 5 mbar SF«. Fig I abo contains three 
simulations of the absorption transient using the 
chemical mechanism in tabte I. with 4,= 1.6. |.~. 

.and I.S5X 10"" cm* molecules-' s - ' . respectively. 
.As shown in the figure both the simulated transients 
using & , s l . 6 x i 0 - ' ' cm' molecules" s'1 and 
* ,« I.S5 x 10":' cm' molecules-' s~' fall outside the 
noise level in the data. In this way we have obtained 
an uncertainty in kf: we choose to report 
A-,=|l 70±0 . l5>xl0-" cm'molecule-' s 1 The 
other values obtained for ky shown in tabic 2 were 
obtained in a similar way. Using the average of the 
*, values in tabic 2 and conventional propagation of 
error we obtain i ,=< l.oSrO.IDx 10"" cmJ mol
ecule-' $-'. We choose to add an extra 5*b uncer
tainty because the result is derived from a complex 
kinetic mechanism. The reported value is therefore 
fc,a( l.6*±0 26>x I0-" cm' molecule-' $-'. This 
value is in excellent agreement with the values from 
two previous investigations. (1.78±0.36)x 10 'T 

| 2 I | and ( I . 4 5 ± 0 2 ) x l 0 " cmJ molecule"1 s ! 

I22J. 

3.5. CF,0+\0 

The rate constant for the reaction of CF,0 with 
NO was derived by simulation of experimental ab
sorption transients, in this case FNO transients re
corded at 310.5 nm. Seven experimental transients 
were fitted using the chemical reaction mechanism 
in table I. An example of an absorption transient is 
shown in fig. 2. The transient displaced in fig. I is 

recorw* at the same conditions as the transient in 
fig. I [SF»1=««5 mbar. | N O | = 0 3 mbar. 
( 0 ; J = 10 mbar. (CF,H) = 100 mbar and full dose. 
Included in fig. 2 are three simulations using i«=5. 
5. and * x l 0 ~ " cm' molecule-' $-'. In all three 
sumitaiMMsfc,= l.?x I0""cm-'motecuie-'s-'was 
used. It is seen from fig. 2 that the simulated tran
sient is not consistent »uh the experimentally ob
tained transient for fc,s3xl0~" or "»xlO-" cm' 
molecule-' s"! Therefore we choose to report 
i \ = «5r2»x lO-" cm' molecule : s"' A* values 
are determined from the six other FNO transients in 
a similar way. The results are given in table 2 Using 
the average and conventional propagation of" error 
calculations we get (5 2 ; 2 . 4 ) x 10'" cm3 mole 
cute-1 s'1. By adding an extra 3*b uncertainty be
cause the result is derived from a complex mecha
nism we arme at (5.2r 2.7 >xlO"''cm* molecule-: 

s"! 

The absorbance iransiem in fig. 2 was also simu
lated using/t,= 1.6and l.*5x 10"" cm'molecule"' 
s-' When *,= 1 . 6 x 1 0 " cm' molecule-' s"' was 
usedai.of (S-TixlO-'^rn'motecule-1 $-' fitted 
the absorbance transient in fig. 2 weii. However, an 
important difference from using k, = l .7x l0 -"cm ; 

molecule : s ' ! was that the model became insen 
sitive to increase in 4,. When A»= l.»5x 10"" cm' 
molecule-1 s~' was used. A,= <4± I ) x lO"" cmJ 

molecule": s"' gave the optimal fit of the model cal
culated transient to the experimental transmit. It is 
important to note that using «n = 3x 10" " cm3 mol
ecule"' s"' gave too slow formation of FNO. 

4. Piscmi— 

Two potential complications may interfere with 
the measurements above: ( I ) CF,H might be radi-
olyzed directly, possibly producing CF:H radicals. 
(2) The small amount of NO: formed before radi-
olysis by addition of O. to NO might interfere with 
ihe measurements. 

2NO+0 : +M-2NO; + M. <$) 

The first complication might introduce up to I OS 
chance in the radical distribution. Because of the low 
concentration ratio between CF>H and SF» and the 
fact that SF. ts an efficient electron scavenger, we 
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estimate this contribution to be less than 5%. 
The N02 formed by reaction (8) prior to radi-

olysis. could be estimated by the change in the base
line of the detection before an J after the mixture was 
introduced into the reaction cell. The N02 concen
tration was estimated to be a few percent of the NO 
concentration. Using an initial N02 concentration of 
a few percent in a simulation of a N02 and a FNO 
transient did not alter the absorption transient sig
nificantly. It is therefore likely that the initial N02 

concentration is insignificant. 
The rate constant obtained for reaction between 

CFjO and NO. Jt5=(5.2±2.7)x 10"" cm3 mole-
cule-1 s"'. is 2-3 times larger than the values re
ported by Bevilaquaet al. [7], A,= (2±l )X10-" 
cm3 molecule-1 s - 1 and by Zeilner [9] ks= 
(2.5±0.4) X10"" cm3 molecule"' s"1. Even though 
one of the previously reported values for k5 is within 
our reported error limits and the uncertainty of the 
other value overlaps our uncertainty it should be 
noted that none of our experimental transients could 
be fitted with A:}=3 X 10 " " cm3 molecule _' s _'. The 
reason for this discrepancy is unknown. We recom
mend further investigations of the reaction between 
CFjO and NO. 

Atmospheric implications. CF3H (HFC-23). 
CFjCF,H (HFC-125). CF,CFH2 (HFC-134a) and 
probably also other HFCs containing CF3 groups will. 
upon release to the atmosphere, produce CF30 rad
icals [4-6]. This radical will either react with NO to 
produce FNO and CF20 or abstract hydrogen from 
hydrogen-containing species [ 6 ]. The importance of 
CF30 radicals reaction with NO in the atmosphere 
can be estimated using the background concentra
tion of NO. «I0 pptv [1], and hydrocarbons, 
[C2H6] = 1.3-4.5 ppbv and [CjH„] = 1.1-2.0 ppbv 
[23,24], together with the relative rates between the 
reactions of CF30 with NO. C2H6, C3Hg, as done by 
Chen et al. [ 8 ] . From this data it seems reasonable 
to assume that reaction between CF30 and NO is less 
important than CF30 hydrogen abstraction reaction 
on a global scale. However, the reaction between 
CF30 and NO might be more important than the 
CF30 reaction with hydrocarbons in areas with high 
NO concentrations. 
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Upper limits for the rate constants of the reactions 
of CF3O2 and CF3O radicals with ozone at 295 K 
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Using the pulse radiolysis UV absorption technique and subsequent simulations of experimental absorption transients at 254 
and 276 nm. upper limits of the rate constants for the reactions of CFj02 and CF,0 radicals with ozone were determined at 295 
K.CFJ0J + O , - . C F J 0 + 2OI (4), CFjO + 0 3 - .CF,0 2 +Oi( 5). The upper limits were derived as/t4<0.5xlO- | 4cm5 molecule"' 
s"', and k, < I x 10" '* cmJ molecule"' s"'. Results are discussed in the context of the atmosphcnc chemistry and ozone depletion 
by hydrofluorocarbons. 

1. Introduction 

Recognition of the adverse environmental effect 
of release into the atmosphere of chiorofluorocar-
bons (CFC) has led to an international agreement 
to stop the production of CFCs by the end of 1995. 
Efforts have been made to find acceptable environ
mental alternatives. Among these alternatives are 
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). Prior to large scale in
dustrial use, the environmental impact of HFCs must 
be investigated. HFCs, when released into the at
mosphere, will react with OH to form alkyl radicals 
which in turn will react with 0 2 to form peroxy rad
icals [1]. In the case of CF3H (HFC-23) [2], 

CFjH+OH-CFj+HjO, (1) 

CF 3+0 2+M-.CF 30 2 + M. (2) 

CF30 radicals can then be formed in the atmosphere 
from CF302 radicals by reaction with NO, 

CF302 + N 0 - C F 3 0 + N 0 2 . (3) 

The atmospheric oxidation of other HFCs, like HFC-
134a (CFjCFH2) and HFC-125 (CF,CF2H) con
taining a CFj group, is also known to produce CF302 

radicals [ 3,4]. Because HFC-134a is a potential sub
stitute for CFCs in cooling systems, substantial pro
duction of this compound is likely to occur before 

0009-2614/93/$ 06.00 © 1993 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 

the year 2000. Consequently, investigation of the fate 
of HFC-134a, CF302 and CF30 in the atmosphere 
has been the subject of a substantial international re
search effort. 

Recently, attention has been drawn to the behav
ior of CF302 and CF30 in the stratosphere [5]. It is 
well known that 5%-I0% of the HFC-134a released 
into the atmosphere will react with OH in the strat
osphere [ 5 ] , and initiate a series of reactions leading 
to CFj02 and CF30. 

In the stratosphere, CF302 and CF30 may be in
volved in a catalytic destruction of ozone as is the 
case for CI, Br, OH, etc., 

CF302 + 0 3 - C F 3 0 + 2 0 j , (4) 

C F 3 0 + O j - C F 3 0 2 + 0 2 . (5) 

A value for the rate constant for reaction (5), 
ks = \ xlO_ l 2cmJ molecule"1 s _ l has been reported 
recently by Biggs et al. [ 6 ]. In their study, kt was de
termined in an indirect way and further investiga
tions of these reactions are needed. 

The main objective of this work was to determine 
k4 and ky This is done by measuring ozone concen
tration in a stainless steel cell as a function of time 
by UV absorption spectroscopy in the presence of 
CF302 and CF30 radicals. The observed absorption 
transients at 254 and 276 nm could be fitted by a 

433 All rights reserved. 
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chemical model, which did not include reactions (4) 
and (S). By including these reactions and varying 
their rate constants, upper limits for Ar4 and kf could 
be established. The implications for the atmospheric 
chemistry of HFCs containing CF3 groups are 
discussed. 

2. Experimental 

The experimental technique applied in this work 
has been described in detail elsewhere [ 7,8 ] and will 
only be briefly described here. 

Radicals were produced in a one liter stainless steel 
reaction cell upon a 30 ns irradiation by 2 MeV elec
trons from a Febetron 705B field emission acceler
ator. A chromel/alumel thermocouple measured the 
temperature inside the reaction cell close to the cen
ter. All experiments were performed at 295 ± 2 K. 

The produced radicals were monitored using UV 
light from a pulsed xenon lamp. A 4 ms light pulse 
had stable intensity to less than 0.001 in absorbance 
units. The light beam from the xenon lamp was re
flected 3 times in the gas cell by internal White-type 
optics giving a total optical path length of 40 cm. The 
analyzing light was passed into a McPherson 1 m 
grating monochromator operated at spectral reso
lution of 0.8 nm and was detected by a Hamamatsu 

Table l 
Reaction mechanism 

Number Reaction 

(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

(10) 
(2) 

(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
0 5 ) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 

(4) 
(5) 

F+CF,H-CF,+HF 
F + O J + M - F O J + M 

F + 0 , - F O + 0 2 

F+CFj + M-CF4 + M 
C F J + O J + M - C F , O J + M 

C F , + 0 , - C F , 0 + O j 
CF,+CFJOJ - C F , 0 + C F , 0 
CFj + CF,+M-C,F,+M 
F O + F O - 2 F + 0 , 
FOJ + FOJ-products 
F O J + M - F + O J + M 
C F J O J + C F J O J - C F J O + C F J O + O ; 

CF,02 + CF,0-CF,OOOCF, 
CF,0 + CF,0~CFjOOCF, 
CF3Oj + 0 , - C F j 0 2 + 2 0 2 

C F j O + 0 , - C F A + O ; 

4.14 

photomultipher coupled to a Biomation digitizer. 
Data handling and storage were done using a PDP11 
computer. 

The gas mixtures always contained SF6 in great ex
cess. F atoms are produced upon irradiation of SF6 

with high-energy electrons (8 J, 

SF6 + 2 MeV e~-F+products. (6) 

The yield of F atoms was determined by irradiation 
of gas mixtures of 1 mbar CH« and 1000 mbar SF6. 
CH3 radicals formed in this system were detected at 
216.4 nm. The absorbance at 216.4 nm was mea
sured as a function of the dose. The absorbance was 
measured up to 32% of the maximum dose and was 
found to be proportional to the dose. A linear regres
sion analysis of the absorption data gave a slope of 
2.15 ± 0.16. Using the reported absorption cross sec
tion for CH3 at 216.4 nm, 4.12x 10~17 cnr mole
cule "' [ 9 J, an initial fluorine atom concentration of 
(3.0±0.4)x 10'5 molecule cm - 3 was found for ir
radiation of 1000 mbar SF4 at full dose. The re
ported uncertainty in the fluorine atom yield in
cludes uncertainties in the recorded absorption and 
10% uncertainty in crCH]. 

CF302 radicals were generated by pulse radiolysis 
of CFjH/02/Oj/SF6 mixtures. The subsequent re
actions determining the fate of CF302 and CF3O 
radicals are shown in table 1 and are discussed below. 

Rate constant Ref. 
(cm3 molecule"' s"') 

I.JxIO-'3 

2.0xlO- ,J 

1.0x10-" 
1.4x10-" 
8.5X10-'1 

9.3x10-" 
1.3x10-" 
2.5x10-" 
I .5XI0-" 
1.7x10-" 
0s- ' 
I .8XI0- '1 

1.0x10-'° 
2.1x10-" 
tried 
tried 

[2.10J 

[ I I ] 
this work 

[12) 
[131 
(I4J 
[121 
[151 
[131 
[161 
[161 
[2,12] 
see text 
[17J 
this work 
this work 
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Reagents and concentrations used were: SF4, 780-
890 mbar, supplied by Gerlmg and Holz at a stated 
purity of 99.9%; ultra-high-purity 02 , 10-20 mbar, 
obtained from LAir Liquide; CF,H (>99.3%), 100-
200 mbar, delivered by Fluorochem Ltd. Ozone was 
produced by flowing 0 2 through a conventional dis
charge ozonizer. The 0 2 was purified before entering 
the ozonizer by flowing through silicagel and the 
ozone/oxygen mixture was purified for trace amounts 
of NO, NO,, N2Os< and HNOj by flowing it through 
silicagel cooled to - 80 s C and used directly without 
further purification. Up to 1.6% ozone in oxygen 
could be produced in this way. 

Ozone concentrations were determined by mea
surements of the absorption at 254 or 276 nm in the 
irradiation cell before and after filling with other 
gasses. No change in the absorption could be de
tected when the cell was filled with any other gas than 
ozone. The ozone absorption cross sections used for 
quantifying ozone were 1.15X10-'7 cnr at 254 nm 
and 5.42 x 10" " cm2 at 276 nm [ 13 ]. Ozone con
centrations used were in the range (0.7-7.7) x 10" 
molecule cm ~3. 

3. Results 

Ozone kinetics were monitored at 254 or 276 nm 
in the presence of CFj02 and CF30 radicals and the 
observed absorption transients were compared to 
model calculations. Three examples of experimental 
and modelled transients with increasing initial ozone 
concentration are shown in fig. 1. As seen from fig. 
1. transients obtained in this work could be fitted 
quite nicely with the chemical mechanism displayed 
in table 1 without including reactions (4) and (5). 
Consequently, only upper limits for k4 and kt could 
be determined. k4 or k, were varied until the sim
ulated transients differed from the experimental 
transients by approximately the experimental noise 
level. This is illustrated in fig. 2. 

In the following we first discuss the kinetic model. 
Then we derive MF+Oj) from the behavior of the 
transients in the time range 0-10 us, and show that 
F02 formed in our system does not react with ozone 
on the experimental time scales used in this work. 
Finally we derive upper limits for k4 and k5 

Fig. 1. Three transient absorptions at 254 nm following pulse ra-
diolysis of a mixture of mixtures of 100 mbar CF,H, 10 mbar O.. 
890 mbar SF, and 0.0.74,1.35x10" cnr 'O, , respectively. Sin
gle pulse, full dose, no signal averaging, and path length equal to 
40 cm. The solid lines are simulations using (he chemical reac
tion mechanism in table I with k, and k, equal to zero. 

3.1. The kinetic model 

To derive upper limits for the two rate constants 
k4 and k,, the reactions displayed in table 1 were used 
in the kinetic model to fit the experimental data. All 
rate constants are taken from the literature apart from 
k4, k$, k9, and klt. A:,(F+03) is determined in this 
work, k9= 1.0x10"" cm3molecule~,s~'.Thisisin 
agreement with the literature value of !.3x 10"'' cm3 

molecule"1 s"1 [13] and a new determination by 
Maricq and Szente [18] of 1.0x10"" cm3 mole
cule"' s~'. kn is an important rate constant in the 
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Fig, 2. Transient absorptions at 276 nm following pulse radi-
olysis of 200 mbar CF,H, 20 mbar O,. 7.6 x 10" cm"' O,, and 
780 mbar SF,. Single pulse, full dose, no signal averaging. The 
four solid lines in (A) are simulations using A., equal to 0.0.5.1. 
and 2 x 10" •* cm' molecule'' s"'. In the four simulations in fig 
<B) it, was equal to 0.1. 3. and $x 1 0 " cm5 molecule"' s"' 

reaction system because the upper limits derived for 
kt and it, depend strongly on this value. Unfortu
nately, only a lower limit for £(CFj02+CF30) is 
reported in the literature [2). Therefore we choose 
a high rate for this reaction in order to avoid under
estimating the upper limits for k4 and ky Some un
certainty exists concerning the product distribution 
of reaction (II). Biggs et al. [6] report CFjO and 
Oj while Howard and co-workers (19) observe the 
formation of CF:0 following reaction (II). Both 
studies were carried out at 1-2 Torr total pressure. 
In the following we show that the reaction of CF, with 
O, is only a minor fate of the CF, radicals under our 
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experimental conditions. Therefore we do not need 
to be concerned about the product distribution of this 
reaction. Jfc,» had to be calculated from the work of 
Pagsberg et a!. (161 They report the equilibrium 
constant K^=kt/kth for the equiiibhum between F 
atoms. 0> and F02 to be 2.38x10"'* cmJ mole
cule ' at 293 K. Using t s = 2.0x 1 0 " cmJ mole
cule ' s ' we derive fc,»= 810s ' at 1000 mbar total 
pressure of SF». 

Generally, the rate constants and the reaction 
products for the most important reactions in the ki
netic model in table I are well known. The main loss 
mechanisms for F and CF, in our system are 

F-t-0 ; -M-.FO,+M. (8) 

F+Oj-FO+O, . (9) 

F + CFj^M-CF4 + M. (10) 

C F , T O : + M - C F , 0 : - M . (2) 

C F , * 0 , - C F , O + O , . (II) 

CFj-i-CFjOj-CFjO+CTSO. (12) 

CF,+CF,+M-.C:FB-i-M. (131 

giving rise to the following losses of F and CF3. < 13% 
forrcaction (8). < 8.5% for reaction (9). <0.6%for 
reaction (10). < 1.2% for reaction (II) , <0.4% for 
reaction (12) and <0.2% for reaction (13) 

Potential problems from products of these reac
tions include FO: from reaction (8) and FO from 
reaction (9). FO is formed in up to 8.5% yield under 
our experimental conditions. It could react with O, 
as suggested by Starrico and Schumacher [20] and 
Wagner and Zetzsch [21 ] . This would result in deg
radation of ozone in our reaction cell, leading to 
higher upper limits of kt and ky As the experimental 
transients are fitted well without including a reaction 
between FO and orone. we did not include this re
action in our chemical mechanism. 

The up to 13% yield of F02 could complicate the 
system, by reaction with ozone and other radical spe
cies. We show that the reaction between FOj and 
ozone is not significant on the time scale of these ex
periments. F02 radicals could also react with other 
radical species in the reaction mixture even though 
FO: radicals are fairly unreactive towards other spe
cies. One reaction which might take place could be 
the reaction between CF,0 and FOj, with the prod-
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ucts being either CFjOF and 0> or CF,OOOF. Since 
neither CF}OF nor CFjOOOF are observed in the 
product study of the self-reaction of CFj02 radicals 
[2]. it is unlikely that this reaction is significant in 
this investigation. 

The other reactions listed above ((10)—(13)) only 
consume small fractions of the initial F atoms, so we 
consider their reaction products to be of only minor 
importance in this work. 

Before the kinetic model could be used to simulate 
the experimentally obtained absorption transients, 
absorption cross sections for O), CF302 and FO: at 
254 and 276 nm have to be established from the lit
erature. The following cross sections are used: at 254 
nm: <r(0,)= I.I5x 10"'7 env [13], ff(CF,0:) = 
5.3xl0-"cm2andff(FO;:) = 6.3xl0- ,9cnr:;ai276 
nm: <r(Oj) = 5.42x 10"'7 enr [13], o{CFiO,) = 
8xlO-J 0cm2 and CT(FO;)= 1.8x10-"'cm- [12]. 
a{ FO:) at 254 nm is the average of the absorption 
cross sections reported by Maricq and Szente [12] 
and Ellermann et al. [11]. <x(CFj02) is the average 
of the values reported by Maricq and Szente [12] 
and Nielsen et al. [2]. 

3.2. Determination ofk(F-Oj) and discussion of 
the importance ofk(F03 + Oj) 

The absorption predicted by the kinetic model at 
short lime scales (first 10 us) was sensitive to the 
rate constant of reaction (9) below, 

F+Oj-FO+O, . (9) 

This is because ozone has very strong absorptions at 
254 and 276 nm. Consequently, small amounts of 
ozone removed by reaction (9) can be observed as 
a significant drop in the absorption at short time 
scale. The value of k9 reported in the literature is 
1.3x 10" " cm1 molecule"' s - ' [13]. This rate con
stant overpredicts the initial ozone loss, thus a small 
correction must be made. When k9 = 1.0x 10" " cm3 

molecule'' s~' was used the initial absorption of all 
experimental transients could be fitted well. Con
sequently, this number was used throughout the 
present study. Our value is well within the uncer
tainty of the previously reported value. The authors 
of one of the accompanying papers [18] were only 
able to fit their data using a value of k9 identical to 
the one determined in this work. 

As an additional check on this result and to ad
dress whether FO: could react with ozone, mixtures 
of50mbarO>,(0.7l-1.54)xlO"cm 3Oj,and950 
mbar SF6 were radiolysed. The transient absorption 
was measured at 254 nm. The major fate of F atoms 
in this system was the reaction with 0 : to form FO:. 
but a small fraction of the F atoms also reacted with 
O3. The ozone loss predicted by the kinetic model 
did not fit the transients at short time scales (10 us). 
as the ozone loss predicted by the model was too high 
usingA,= 1.3x 10"" cm3 molecule-' s - 1 . However, 
using A:9= I.Ox 10"" cm3 molecule"1 s"'. model 
calculations fit the experimental transients well at 
short time scales. Since this value agrees with the de
termination of A., above it gives us confidence in this 
rate constant. At longer time scales. I ms. the ab-
sorbance was stable, indicating that FO: does not 
react with ozone on this time scale. It should be noted 
that if FO: reacted with Oj the result would be an 
increase in the upper limit for k4 and kf. 

3.3. Determination of upper limits ofk* and k. 

In order to determine upper limits of k4 and k<, 
simulations of experimental transients were used. k4 

or kt were varied until the simulated transients dif
fered from the experimental transients by approxi
mately the experimental noise level. An example of 
this approach is seen in fig. 2A, where the chemical 
model in table 1 with Jt4=0. 0.5, I, 2 x l 0 - ' 4 cm3 

molecule"1 s"1 and A.-5=0 was used. The simulations 
show that when using fc4=0.5x!0-'4 cm3 mole
cule" ' s"' we are well outside the noise level of the 
experimental transients. We therefore chose to re
port the upper limit for k4 determined from this ex
periment to be k4<0.5x 10"'4 cm3 molecule-1 s_ l . 

The upper limit for kt was determined in a similar 
way. In fig. 2B a simulation of the experimental tran
sient absorption using the chemical mechanism in 
tablel is shown, k4=0andk,=0,1, 3, 5x 10- |3cm3 

molecule"1 s~'. In fig. 2B it is seen that the simu
lation using ks= I xlO - 1 3 cm3 molecule-1 s"1 is well 
outside the noise level of the transient and we there
fore chose to report this value as the upper limit of 
kf determined by this experiment. 

In fig. 2C the effect of setting both k4*0 and 
/t5*0 has been shown. The simulation using k4 = 
O.SxlO"'4 cm3 molecule"1 s~' and A;,= l x 10"'J 
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Table 2 
Experimental conditions and results 

Experiment 
No. 

, b . 

-»»» 
3»» 
4 » i 

5 " 
6 " 
7 " 
8 " 

t" 
(ms) 

1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
4 
4 

[CF3HJ 
(mbar) 

100 
100 
100 
200 
100 
200 
100 
200 

[0*1 
(mbar) 

10 
10 
10 
20 
10 
20 
10 
20 

[O3J 
(10" cm-') 

2.55 
1.35 
2.12 
5.17 
0.74 
4.99 
3.50 
7.70 

[SF,] 
(mbar) 

890 
890 
890 
780 
890 
780 
890 
780 

*(CF,02 + 0 , ) 
(cm* molecule"1 s~' 

<0.9xl0"' 4 

< 2 x l 0 - ' * 
-c I x 10"'* 
< l x l 0 - ' * 
<2x l0" ' 4 

<0.9x l0 - 1 4 

< 0 . 6 x i 0 - ' 4 

< 0 . 5 x l 0 - " 

MCFjO+O,) 
) (cm1 molecule"1! 

< 2 x l 0 - ' J 

< 3 X 1 0 - " 
< 3 x l 0 - " 
< 2 x l 0 - , > 

< 6 x l 0 - , » 
<2X10-1 J 

< l . 5 x l 0 - , J 

< I X I 0 - , J 

r ' ) 

*' Measurement time. 
*> Transient recorded at 254 nm. 
" Transient recorded at 276 nm. 

cm5 molecule"' s ~' gives an additive ozone destroy
ing effect as compared to keeping either k4 or k, dif
ferent from zero. 

Eight determinations of k4 and A5 are listed in ta
ble 2 .0 2 and CF3H concentrations have been varied 
by a factor of two, ozone by a factor often, time scale 
bya factor of four and two different wavelengths were 
used for the determination of the upper limits of k4 

and ky As seen from table 2, experiments with high 
ozone concentration and long time scale were most 
sensitive to k4 and kt and the lowest upper limits were 
derived at these experiments. The best fit of the ex
perimental transient is obtained for A\,-A-3 = 0 sug
gesting that the upper limits could very well be even 
lower. 

4. Discussion 

The magnitude of the upper limits for kt and £s 

agrees with other measured rate constants of reac
tions of ozone with different oxy and peroxy radi
cals. The rate constants for the reactions of H02, OH, 
CHjO, and CH302 with ozone are all low: 2x 10" " 
cm3 molecule-' s"' [13J, 6.8XI0"14 cm3 mole-
cule-' s"' [13], <2x l0" ' 5 cm3 molecule"' s"' 
122], and <3x 10"n cm3 molecule"' s"' [13], 

Our upper limit for k, reported here is in disagree
ment with the value reported by Biggs et al. (6] of 
kt= 1 x 10",J cm3 molecule"' s"'. Their value was 
derived from a complicated chemical system involv

ing the reaction of CF3 radicals with 0 3 as the source 
of CF3O, see eq. (11). 

Howard and co-workers [19] have investigated 
this reaction using a flow tube coupled to a mass 
spectrometer allowing them to monitor the products 
of the reaction. They recognize one of the products 
of reaction (11) to be CF70. Both the experiments 
by Biggs et al. [6] and the experiments by Howard 
et al. [19] were carried out at 1-2 Torr total pres
sure. Since F atoms are known to react fast with 
ozone (reaction (9)) the determined rate constant 
for the reaction of CF30 with ozone might be influ
enced by F atoms formed by reaction of CF, radicals 
with ozone. This may explain why the value of A, 
reported by Biggs et al. [ 6 ] is higher than our upper 
limit for k,. 

However, our upper limit for k, is in good agree
ment with the upper limits *(CFjO+03) < 3x 10" '* 
cm3 molecule"' s"' [23] and /c(CF30+0,)< 
5xl0"'4cm3 molecule"' s - 1 [18] reported in two 
other Letters following this Letter. 

4 1. Atmospheric implications 

CFjH (HFC-23), CF3CF2H (HFC-125), 
CF3CFH2 (HFC-134a) and probably also other 
HFCs containing CF} groups will, upon release to 
the atmosphere, form CFjO, radicals [2-4], which 
will also be present in the stratosphere. Recently it 
has been suggested that CF3Or radicals destroy ozone 
in a catalytic cycle, involving reactions (4) and (5). 
Upper limits for k4 and kt are essential for model 
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calculations of the ozone depletion efficiency of 
CFjC radicals in the stratosphere. Model calcula
tion is beyond the scope of this work, but in the fol
lowing an overview of the involved reactions will be 
given. 

The rate constants known for CF30., reactions of 
stratospheric interest are listed in table 3. Most of 
the rate constants have been determined at room 
temperature only. Changing the temperature from 
295 to 220 K. will slow down the bimolecular reac
tions listed in table 3. However, for an order-of-mag-
nitude calculation the room temperature rate con
stants will be sufficient. The key reactions in the 
possible cyclic stratospheric ozone destruction can 
be divided into three groups: the chain initialing step, 
formation of CF}0, from HFCs containing CF3 

groups; the chain propagating steps. CF30, reactions 
with ozone; and the terminating steps. CF30 reac
tion with NO and CH4. In addition holding pro
cesses and "zero" ozone destruction cycles are also 
important. An example of a holding process is the 
reaction of CF302 with N02 producing a reservoir 
species, CF302N02. This reaction decreases the 
amount of CF3Ox radicals available for ozone de
struction. A prominent "zero" ozone destruction 
cycle consists of the reaction of CF30 with ozone fol
lowed by reaction of CF302 with NO and NO; pho
tolysis. The O atoms from the NO; photolysis react 

Table 3 
Summary of CFjO, reactions 

Reaction 

C F J 0 I + O J - . C F J O + 2 O I 

C F , O ; + N O 2 + M - . C F , 0 J N 0 I + M 

CF,02NOj+M - CF,02+NO,+M 
CF,Oj+NO-CF,0+NOi 

C F , 0 + 0 , - C F , O i + 0 , 
C F , 0 + 0 , - . C F , 0 , + 0 3 

C F , O + 0 , - C F , 0 , + 0 , 
CF,0+Oj-CF,0 ,+Oj 
CF,0+NO-CFiO+FNO 
CF,0+NOj+M-CF,ONOj+M 
CF,0+CO-products 
CF,0+CH.-.CF,OH+CH, 

" 7 = 2 2 0 K . 
»'/»»lOmbar. 
"Unii:*"' 
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with 0 2 to give ozone. Hence, no net ozone destruc
tion results from this cycle. 

The products of reaction of CF30, with ozone are 
not known, but the reaction could produce the spe
cies shown in table 3. The product distribution of the 
reaction of CF30 radicals with NO is very important 
since it is one of the main chain termination reac
tions known at the moment. The products of the re
action of CFjO with NO have been determined at 
room temperature. At stratospheric temperatures the 
product could be CF3ONO. This species could pho-
tolyze to reform CF3Ot radicals and thereby not ter
minate the chain process. The products of this re
action at low temperatures should be one of the major 
targets for future investigations. 

Other potential loss processes for CFjO, in the 
stratosphere include the reaction of CF30 with N02 

and hydrocarbons. The products of the N02 reaction 
have not been determined, and one reaction channel 
could give FNO: and CF20 by analogy to the NO 
reaction. However, the most likely reaction product 
is CF3ON02 The reaction of CF30 radicals with hy
drocarbons is also important in the stratosphere. This 
reaction is known to produce CF3OH and alkyl rad
icals. CFjOH will presumably be stable in the strato
sphere, since a lower limit of 5 h lifetime has been 
observed at room temperature [3]. By analogy with 
CHjOH. it is unlikely that CF3OH will photolyze. 

Rate constant (295 K) 
(cm1 molecule"'s"1) 

<0.5xl0-14 

3.8XI0-""" 
1.5x10-""' 
2.3x10-"" 

< t x l 0 - " 
IXIO-12 

<6xl0- ' 4 

< 5 x l 0 - " 
2.5XI0-" 
9xl0"IJ 

4.4x10-'* 
2.2x10"'* 

(his work 
(241 
(24) 
|241 

this work 
(61 
[231 
(1*1 
[25-27] 
[26] 
[251 
[28) 
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and attack by OH will be insignificant due to the 
strong O-H bond in CF3OH [29]. Deposition of 
CF3OH on particles in the stratosphere will presum
ably give CF;0 and HF as products. 

In fig. 3 the estimated lifetimes of CF}Ot with re
spect to the trace species in the stratosphere are dis
played as a function of altitude. The trace gas con
centrations are noon values taken from Brasseur and 
Solomon [30]. For the reactions of CF30, with 
ozone, upper limits of t 4<0.5xl0~ 1 4 cmJ mole
cule" ' s~' and A-5 from the following Letters [ 18.23 ]. 
A ,<5x l0 - ' * cm3 molecule"' s"'. have been used 
in the calculations. It can be seen from fig. 3 that the 
reaction of CF,Ot radicals with ozone is still the main 
reaction channel for these radicals in the stratosphere. 

It is interesting to consider the model work by Ko 

Fi|. 3. Lifetimes ot CF,0 ; (A) and CF,0 (B) with retpecl 10 
reactions with trace species in the stratosphere. Noon concentra
tions are taken from Brasseur and Solomon (30] For k4 and *,. 
0 . $ x l O " c m , molecule ' s ' and JxlO-"cro' molecule' 
s~' were used. 
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and Sze [31 ] in the light of the upper limits of k4 

and s By model calculations and using 
*4= 3x 10"15 cm3 molecule^' s"', *,= 2x 10"" cm3 

molecule'' s~', and assuming the rate constant and 
the products of the reaction of CF30 and NO at 298 
K to be valid at 220 K. Ko and Sze [31 ] estimate 
an ODP for HFC-134a of the order of 10"2. It seems 
reasonable to assume that the ODP of HFC-134a is 
approximately proportional to fc5, since chain length 
of the ozone depleting cycle is approximately pro
portional to fe5. Then, by comparing the upper limit 
for A, determined in this work with the model work 
of Ko and Sze [ 31 ], we arrive at an ODP for HFC-
134a which ts around two orders of magnitude less, 
which is 3-4 orders of magnitude less than the ODPs 
of CFCs and two orders of magnitude less than ODPs 
of hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs). 

It should be emphasized that the calculation above 
is very approximate and that several assumptions had 
to be made e.g., using room temperature rate con
stants, and assuming reaction products between re
action of CF3O radicals and NO at stratospheric 
temperatures. However, this work together with the 
two papers following immediately after this one sug
gest that the ODP of HFCs due to a CF3Or cycle is 
negligible. 
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Spectrokinetic Study of SF5 and SF5O2 
Radicals and the Reaction of SF5O2 with NO 
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Abstract 

UV spectra of SF5 and SF5O2 radicals in the gas phase at 295 K have been quantified using a pulse ra-
diolysis UV absorption technique. The absorption spectrum of SF5 was quantified from 220 to 240 nm. The 
absorption cross section at 220 nm was (5.5 i 1.7) x 10~ " cm2. When SF5 was produced in the presence of 
O2 an equilibrium between SFj. O2. and SF5O5 was established. The rate constant for the reaction of SFj 
radicals with O2 was 18 z 2) x 10"l3 cm3 molecule'l t~'. The decomposition rate constant for SFJOJ was 
(1.0 = 0.5> x 105 s' : , giving an equilibrium consunt of /f„ = [SFSOJMSFSKOJ] - (8.0 * 4.5) x 10"18 

cm3 molecule'1. The SF5—Oj bond strength is 113.7 : 2.0) kcal mol'1 The SF5O2 spectrum was broad 
with no fine structure and similar to the UV spectra of alkyl peroxy radicals. The absorption cross section 
at 230 nm was found to (3.7 r 0.9) x 10' l* cm2. The rate consunt of the reaction of SF5O2 with NO 
was measured to (1.1 - 0.3) x 10 ' u cm3 molecule l s ' 1 by monitoring the kinetics of NO? formatrø.i at 
•100 nm. The rate constant for the reaction of F atoms with SF4 was measured by two relative methods to 
be 11.3 - 0.3) x 1 0 ' u cm3 molecule"1 s'1 . S 1994 John Wiley It Sons. Inc. 

Introduction 

Alkyl peroxy radicals play a central role as reaction intermediates in the atmo
spheric oxidation of all volatile organic compounds. Recognition of the importance of 
peroxy radicals has led to the development of a substantial spectroscopic and kinetic 
data base for alkyl-, haloalkyl-, acyl-, oxygen substituted-, and unsaturated peroxy 
radicals [1,2]. In contrast there is relatively little available information concerning 
noncarbon centered peroxy radicals. 

Recently, Tumipseed et at. [3] have presented evidence for an equilibrium between 
CH3S, O2, and CH3SO2, with an equilibrium constant of approximately 7 x 10"20 

cm3 molecule'1 s~l at room temperature. We report here a study of the equilibrium 
between SF5, O2, and SF5O2. Pulse radiolysis with time resolved UV absorption 
spectroscopy was employed to determine the UV absorption spectrum of the SF5O2 
radical, the equilibrium constant between SF5, O2, and SF5O2, and the rate constant 
for the reaction of SF502 with NO to form NOj and SF5O. The results are discussed 

* Present address: National Environmental Research Institute, Department of Emission and Air Pollu
tion. Frederiksborgvej 399, DK-4000 Roskilde. Denmark. 

* To whom correspondence should be addressed. 

International Journal of Chemical Kinetics. Vol. 26. 615-629 (1994) 
© 1994 John Wiley & Sons. Inc. CCC 0538-8066/94/060615-15 
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in the context of the literature data of sulfur fluoride radicals and the atmospheric 
chemistry of SF6 and sulfur radicals. 

Experimental 

Pulse radiolysis was used to initiate reactions while transient UV absorption was 
employed to study the UV absorption spectra and the kinetics of SF5 and SF5O2 
radicals. The experimental setup has been described in detail elsewhere (4.5,61 and 
will only be briefly discussed here. 

The analyzing light, provided by a pulsed 150 W Xenon lamp, was reflected in 
the reaction cell three to eleven times by internal White type optics to give total 
optical path-lengths of 40, 80, and 120 cm. The light beam was detected by a 1 m 
McPherson grating monochromator operated at a spectral resolution of 0.8 nm. linked 
to a Hamammsu R928 photomultipiier and a BiomaUon 8100 transient digitizer. A 
PDP11 computer controlled the data handling and storage of the data. All transients 
used in this work are single pulse transients, no signal averaging was used. 

Reagents used were: SF«, 880-1000 mbar, delivered by Gerling and Holz 
I > 99.97%); Ultra high purity O2, 0-80 mbar. supplied by L'Air Liquide; CR,, 
10 mbar. received from Geriing and Holz (>99%); SF4, 0.25-40 mbar. obtained from 
Fluorochem (>99%); NO. 0.3-5 mbar, delivered by Messer Griesheim (>99.8%). 

The reactions were initiated by radiolysis of chemical mixtures in a 1 liter stainless 
steel cell containing gas mixtures with SF« in great excess. A 30 ns pulse of 2 MeV 
electrons from a 705B Febetron accelerator was used to produce F atoms: 

(1) SF« + 2 MeV e" F + products 

The irradiation dose, given relative to full dose herein, was varied by inserting 
stainless steel attenuators into the electron beam. 

The fluorine atom yield, required for quantification of UV absorption spectra, was 
established by converting F atoms into CH3O2 radicals via the following reactions: 

(2) F + CH, CHj + HF 

(3) CH3 + 0 2 + M CH3O2 + M 

The CH3O2 yield was determined by measurements of the maximum absorption at 
260 nm using 80 cm path length following radiolysis of mixtures of 10 mbar CR,, 
40 mbar O2, and 950 mbar SF« at various doses. The maximum absorption at 260 nm 
was proportional to the dose up to a dose of 0.219 times that of full dose. At higher 
doses, the observed maximum absorption fell below a linear extrapolation of the low 
dose absorptions. This is due to radical-radical reactions, which become significant 
at high doses. Linear least squares analysis of a plot of the maximum transient 
absorption versus fraction of the maximum dose for the low dose data gave a slope of 
0.307 ± 0.016. Before the yield of F atoms could be calculated, a small correction for 
the formation of FO2 radicals was made: 

(4) F + 0 2 + M FO2 + M 

Using k4 = 1.9 x 10"13 cm3 molecule'1 s'117], *3 - 6.8 x lO-11 cm3 molecule1 s"1 

[8] and the initial concentrations of CR, and Cv Yields of FOj and CH3O2 relative to 
the initial F atom concentration were determined to be 1.1% and 98.9%, respectively. 
Combining this with the absorption cross sections <r2sonm (CH3O3) - 3.18 x 1 0 " 
cm2 fll and <T2eonm fFOj) - 3.2 x 10"" cm2 [9J, and the absorption measured at 
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260 nm we obtain a fluorine atom yield of -2 95 r 0.33) * 1015 molecules cm 3 at 
full dose. The uncertainty in the fluorine atom yield was calculated by normal error 
propagation of a 10** uncertainty in crtCHiO* > and the uncertainty in the maximum 
absorption. 

The uncertainties reported in this article are 2 standard deviations unless oth
erwise stated. Normal statistical error propagation is used to calculate combined 
uncertainties. 

Results 

Radiolysis of gas mixtures of 5 mbar of SF« and 1000 mbar SF« leads to production 
of SF; radicals by the following reactions i 10.11): 

11) SF* - 2MeV e F - products 

•5) F - SF« - M SF5 - M 

When mixtures of 40 mbar O?, 20 mbar SF« and 940 mbar SF« were radiolyied a 
transient absorption was observed between 215 nm and 270 nm. The experimental 
transient observed at 230 nm is shown in Figure I'D*. This absorption was assigned 
to the peroxy radical SFjO*. 

*6a.-6ai SF$ - Oj - M •—• SF5O5 - M 

In the following we will first determine *s by two independent relative methods. 
Second, the UV spectrum of the SF5 radical and an upper limit of the self reaction rate 
constant of the SF_=> radical will be determined. ThirJ. <riSF$02». k«,, and *-«, will 
be determined from simulations of experimental transients. Finally, the rate constant 
for the reaction of SF5O2 with NO will be derived. 

F - SF4 

A relative approach was used to measure the reactivity of F atoms towards SF«. 
In this method a reference compound whose reactivity towards F atoms is known 
was added to the reaction mixture to compete with SF« for the available F atoms. In 
the present study NO and O2 were employed as reference compounds. By measuring 
the fraction of F atoms which react with SF« as a function of the concentration ratio 
[SF«preference] the rate constant ratio *t F - SF«), *<F * references can be deduced. 

Radiolvsis of mixtures of NO and SF« generates FN O by the following two reactions 
H2): 

>l) SF« - 2MeVe F * Products 

(7) F + NO + M FNO + M 

FNO radicals absorb at 310.5 nm (131. Mixtures of 970-995 mbar SF«. 5 mbar NO. 
and 0-25 mbar SF« were radiolyzcd using a 0.527 dose and a 120 cm optical path 
length, and the absorbance at 310.5 nm was measured. This absorbance is plotted as 
a function of (SF«|/(N01 in Figure 2. For low |SF«I/[N01 the absorbance approaches 
that of FNO in the pure SF«/NO system where all F atoms are scavenged by NO. 
For high (SF«l/(NO| the absorbance approaches an absorbance of 0.01. In this case 
most of the F atoms react with SF« to give SFs by reaction (5). SF* radicals do not 
absorb at 310.5 nm The absorbance at high [SF«|/(NOI ratios must therefore be due 
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Time, fu Time, >JS 

Figure 1. UV absorption transients at 230 and 400 nm following pulse radiolysis of 
mixtures of 20 mbar SF4: (A) 5.4; (B) 10; (C) 20; (D) 40; and (E) BO, mbar Or, and SF6 

up to 1000 mbar with dose 0.416 and pathlength 80 cm. Solid lines are simulations using 
the model in Table I. The dashed lines are simulations using other kinetic parameters. 
See text. (F) NO2 formation measured at 400 nm. The solid line is a first-order fit to 
the experimental data. 

to something else. Since NO is known to react rapidly with most radicals we suggest 
a reaction between SF5 and NO which may proceed through two channels; 

(8a) 

(8b) 

SF5 + NO + M > SF5NO + M 

SF5 + NO • SF4 + FNO 
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Figure 2. Maximum transient absorptions at 310.5 nm following pulse radiolysis of 
5 mbar NO, 0-25 mbar SF4, and 970-995 mbar SFg. Dose 0.527 and path-length 
120 cm were employed. The solid line is a fit to the data. See text. 

Since the absorbance at high [SF4]/[NO] ratios is approximately 20% of the absorbance 
in the pure SFe/NO system we can put an upper limit on channel (8b) of 20%. 
However, the importance of this reaction channel may be lower, since SF5NO may 
absorb at 310.5 nm. 

It seems reasonable to assume that under our experimental conditions all SF5 
radicals are scavenged by NO in reaction (8), With this assumption the data in 
Figure 2 can be fitted using the expression: 

(I) A™, = (AFNO + ASFBNO{*5[SF4]/*7[NO]})/{1 + *5[SF4]/A7[NO]} 

where Amax is the observed maximum transient absorption, AFNO is the maximum 
transient absorption of FNO if all F atoms are converted into this species, and 
ASFSNO is the absorption if all F atoms are converted into SF5NO. As mentioned 
earlier ASFSNO in eq. (I) might be due to absorption from FNO if reaction (8) gives 
20% FNO and SF5NO does not absorb at this wavelength. However, the validity of 
the fit is independent of the origin of the absorption at high [SF4]/[NO] ratios. The 
parameters AFNO. ASFSNO > and k$/k- were fitted simultaneously and gave a best fit for 
AFNO = 0.0488 ± 0.0014, ASFSNO = 0.0083 ± 0.0021, and k5/k7 = 2.68 ± 0.66. The 
fit is shown in Figure 2 as a solid line. 

To obtain an absolute value of k$, ki has to be determined, h may be calculated 
by fitting the rise of FNO absorption at 310.5 nm following radiolysis of SFe/NO 
to a first-order expression. The first-order rate constants obtained are plotted as a 
function of [NO] in Figure 3. From the slope we calculate a rate constant of A7 = 
(4.8 ± 0.2) x 10"12 cm3 molecule-1 s""1 in agreement with a previous determination 
of (5.5 s 0.7) x 10"12 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 [13]. With k7 = (4.8 £ 0.2) x 10"12 cm3 

molecule"1 s"1 and k^/fa = 2.68 ± 0.66 we arrive at a value for the rate constant for 
the reaction of F atoms with SF4 of (1.3 ± 0.3) x 10"11 cm3 molecule"1 s"1. 

£5 was also determined relative to At4. The experimental conditions were: [SFsl = 
937-950 mbar, [02] = 50 mbar, [SF4] = 0-13 mbar, dose = 0.416, and pathlength = 
80 cm. Maximum transient absorption data at 230 nm are plotted in Figure 4. With 
no SF4 in the reaction mixture all F atoms are converted into FO2 radicals. When 
[SF4] is increased the maximum transient absorbance drops until it reaches a level 
of approximately 0.105. This absorbance is due to SF502. Further increase of [SF4] 

T - 1 * —r 
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0.4 0 .6 
[NO], mtior 

Figure 3. FNO formation rates plotted as a function of [NO]. 

had no discernible effect on the maximum absorbance. By analogy with the data in 
Figure 2 the data in Figure 4 can be fitted using the following expression: 

(ID A*** = (AF02 + ASF502{*5[SF4]/*4[02]})/{l + *5[SF4l/*4[02]} 

Three parameters were varied in the fit: AFO2IASF502. a nd *s/*4- Th* best fit 
was obtained for the parameters AFo2 = 0.180 ± 0.003, ASRO2 = 0.102 ± 0.003, and 
ks/k4 = 61.5 ± 11.4. See Figure 4. From *4 = (1-9 ± 0.3) x 10"13 cm3 molecule"1 s_ 1 

[7] we obtain k5 = (1.3 ± 0.3) x 10"11 cm3 molecule'1 s~\ which is identical to the 
value found above. 

UV Spectrum ofSF5 

To map out the SF5 spectrum experiments were performed to measure the maxi
mum absorption between 220 nm and 310 nm following the pulsed irradiation of 
5 mbar SF4 and 995 mbar SF6. The absorbance was small. Only for wavelengths 
shorter than or equal to 240 nm were the absorbencies greater than 0.02 (full dose 

0.20 

0.18 

0.1 0.2 
[SF4]/[02] 

0.3 

Figure 4. Maximum transient absorptions at 230 nm following pulse radiolysis of 
mixtures of 50 mbar Oj, 0-13 mbar SF4f and 937-950 mbar SF«. Dose 0.416 and 
pathlength 80 cm were employed. The solid line is a fit to the data. See text. 
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was used). The absorbencies at 240 nm, 230 nm, and 220 nm were 0.022, 0.033, and 
0.056, respectively. Fitting the rise of the absorption transients recorded at 240, 230 
and 220 nm gave rate constants of (0.55 - 2.0) x 10"n cm3 molecule"1 s"1 for the 
reaction of F atoms with SF4; consistent with As = 1.3 x 10"" cm3 molecule"1 s"1 

derived above. 
Before absorption cross sections could be calculated from the recorded absorbencies, 

potential complications had to be evaluated- Two possible complications which might 
interfere with the measurements are; (i) the reaction of F atoms with SF5 radicals 
and fii) the self reaction of SF5 radicals. 

(9) F + SF5 + M . SF6 + M 

(10) SFS - SF5 + M S2F10 + M 

Ryan and Plumb [10] estimate £9 to be close to 9 x 10"l2 cm3 molecule"1 s"1, and 
Tsang and Herron [14] find A9 = 1 x 10" n cm3 molecule"1 s"1, which both represent 
high pressure limits. These values are close to that of the reaction between F atoms 
and SF4. Therefore SF5 and SF4 will compete for the F atoms. However, the initial 
F atom concentration and hence the maximum possible SF5 concentration is about 
50 times less than [SF4J0. Reaction (9) will therefore consume less than 2% of the F 
atoms in our system. This is negligible compared with the experimental uncertainty. 

The self reaction of SF5 radicals is very slow. The observed half life of the SF5 

radicals in our system is > 1 ms when [SF5] = 3 x 1015 molecules cm"3. This implies 
that feio < 2.3 x 10~13 cm3 molecule"1 s"1, which makes reaction (10) negligible as a 
complication in measuring the maximum absorbance of the SFs radical in the system. 
The upper limit for * 10 determined above is a factor of 5 less than the high pressure 
limit for reaction (10) of 9 x 10-13 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 reported by Herron [15]. The 
reason for this discrepancy is unclear. However, it should be noted that the literature 
value was derived from pyrolysis experiments and a complicated kinetic mechanism. 

From the absorbances of the SF5 radical, 0.056 at 220 nm, 0.033 at 230 nm and 
0.022 at 240 nm and the F atom yield at full dose, (2.95 ± 0.033) x 1015 molecules 
cm"3, we calculate <rlSF5) = 55, 32, and 21 X 10"20 cm2 at 220, 230, and 240 nm, 
respectively. We estimate the uncertainty of these absorption cross sections to be less 
than 30%. 

SFS + 02 5 = * SF502 

When mixtures of SF6, SF4, and 0 2 were radiolyzed the maximum transient 
absorption between 215 and 270 nm was substantially greater than that observed 
in the absence of O2. Examples of transient absorptions can be seen in Figure 1. The 
maximum transient absorption increased as increasing amounts of oxygen were added 
to the reaction mixture. Figure 5 displays the transient absorbance as a function of 
initial oxygen concentration using a dose of 0.416. The absorbencies in the figure are 
corrected for FO2 formed directly from reaction of F atoms with 0 2 l using the rate 
constant for the reaction of F atoms with 02 , 1.9 x 10"13 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 [7], and 
an absorption cross section of FO2 at 230 nm of 5.08 x 10"18 cm2 [7]. Corrections 
were less than 6.4%. 

Two reactions may explain the increased absorbance when O2 is present. 

f6a) SF5 + 0 2 + M SF5O2 + M 

(6b) SF5 + 0 2 ' SF4 + F02 
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[O ] , mbor 

Figure 5. Maximum transient absorptions at 230 nm following pulse radiolysis of a 
mixture of 0.0-80 mbar 02, 20-40 mbar SF4, and 880-975 mbar SF(. Dose 0.416 and 
pathlength 80 cm were employed. The solid line is a fit to the data. See text 

Czarnowski and Schumacher [16] have studied the products resulting from the 
thermal decomposition of SF503SFs with and without the addition of up to 450 mbar 
02 . Using IR spectroscopy the only sulfur containing products detected were SF5OSF5 
and SF5O2SF5. No SF4 was observed. Under the experimental conditions employed by 
Czarnowski and Schumacher there was a substantial concentration of SF5 radicals. 
The absence of any SF4 product shows that reaction (6b) proceeds slowly, if at 
all, at ambient temperature. This conclusion is in agreement with three pieces 
of experimental evidence from the present work: First, the observed decay of the 
transient absorption is much too fast to be ascribed to FO2. Second, the observed 
UV spectrum of the unknown species is distinct from that of F02 . Third, we will 
show later that the unknown species reacts with NO to form N02 . The reaction of 
F02 radicals with NO to give N0 2 is endothermic by 6.3 kcal mol"1 [17]. It therefore 
seems reasonable to conclude that SF502 is formed by the reaction of SF5 and 0 2 and 
that SFs02 radicals are responsible for the UV absorption seen in Figure (1(A)-1(E)). 

From Figure 5 it is evident that the maximum absorbance increases with increasing 
[02]. This behavior can be due to unwanted secondary radical-radical reactions and/or 
an equilibrium between SF5. 0 2 and SF502: 

(6a,-6a) SF5 + 0 2 + M * = SF502 + M 

To establish whether secondary chemistry can explain the drop in absorbance at lower 
0 2 concentrations we need to carefully evaluate possible secondary radical-radical 
reactions. Such reactions potentially include: 

(9) F + SF5 + M — SF6 + M 

(10) SF5 + SF5 + M S2Fio + M 

' ID F + SF5O2 — - products 

(12) SF5 + SF502 + M SF502SF5 + M 

(13) SF502 + SF502 products 

Reactions (9) and (10) have been discussed previously and rate constant values of 
1 x 10"u cm3 molecule"1 s"1 and 2.3 x 10"13 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 will be used in 
the modelling. With the SF« pressures used in this work, reaction (11) is negligible 
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because F atoms are removed rapidly by reaction with SF4 Reaction (12) is of 
importance in the system, especially at low [O?] Czarnowski and Schumacher 
[22] identified the product, SF5O2SF5, and estimated the rate constant of reaction 
(12), 3 x 10"I2 cm3 molecule"1 s"1, from the product distribution of the thermal 
decomposition of SF5O3SF5. There is no available kinetic data for reaction (13). From 
the observed rate of decay of the UV absorption attributed to SF5O2 radicals in the 
present work using 40 mbar 0 2 , 20 mbar of SF4 and 920 mbar of SF6> we derive an 
observed rate constant of *nobs = 2.9 x 10",2 cm3 molecule"1 s"1. Reaction (13) is 
too slow to influence the formation kinetics of SF5O2. The overall kinetic model used 
to simulate the formation kinetics of SF5O2 is given in Table I. The model includes, 
two unknown rate constants, *6» and *-«,. The literature value of * t 2 is only a crude 
estimate. 

The dependence of the maximum transient absorption on the Q> concentration 
seen in Figure 5 can be modelled using the kinetic scheme in Table I. By assuming 
that A*, = 0 and varying *6» and A12 the data can be fit with &«, ~ 10 12 and 
*i2 = 1.2 x 10"10 cm3 molecule"1 s"'. Even though the model predicts the maximum 
absorbances in Figure 5 well, the model can not predict the formation and the decay 
rate of SF5O2 at low oxygen concentrations. In Figure 1A the upper short dash line is 
a simulation of the SF5O2 transient at [O2I0 = 5.4 mbar. As seen from the figure 
both the rise and the decay of the simulated curve are too slow compared with 
the experimental data. In addition it seems unlikely that reaction (12) which is a 
reaction between large molecules is diffusion controlled. Therefore we conclude that 
it is necessary to include the thermal decomposition of SF5O2 in the kinetic model to 
reproduce the experimentally observed transients. 

If the equilibrium between SF5, O2, and SF5O2 should explain the rise in the 
maximum transient absorbance in Figure 5 alone, and assuming for the moment that 
secondary radical-radical reactions were negligible in the system, the data in Figure 5 
could be fitted using an analytical expression: 

(HI) A = ASFS - AsreoalA^tOjl/U + Ktq[02))} 

where A is the maximum transient absorbance. A$F5 and ASFSO2 are the absorbances 
if all F atoms were converted into either SFs or SF502 radicals. [O2) is the xygen 
concentration and A"rq is the equilibrium constant between SF5, O2, and SF.1O2: 

TABLE I. Chemical mechanism. 

No. 

5 
4 
9 

10 
13 
12 

6a 

-6a 

Reaction 

F * SF4 + M - SFs + M 
F * Oj + M - F02+-M 
F + SFS + M - SF* + M 
SFs + SFS - Product« 
SFsOj + S F s 0 2 — Products 
SFs + S F J O I •*• M - SPsOzSFs «• M 

SFS + Oi + M - SF sOj * M 

SPsOj • M — SF5 + Oj + M 

1012*, (cm3 molecule ' s"1) 

13 
0.19 

10 
0 2 3 
2.9 

20 
0.8 

10s 

Ref 

This work 
[7! 
[10.141 
This work* 
See text 

This work b 

This work b 

This work b 

'Upper limit 
bFrom modelling 
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(IV) tf«,=[SF502]/[SF5][02] 

A three parameter fit was performed varying Asre, Asreo2, and /if««,. 
Even if secondary chemistry, such as reactions (9-13), is important the absorbance 

at high [02] should not be influenced. However, as [O2] is decreased the importance 
of secondary chemistry will increase and lead to a decrease in the absorbance. The 
consequence of secondary chemistry will be a decrease of the maximum transient 
absorbance for low oxygen concentrations while the maximum transient absorbance 
at high 102] will be unaffected. Therefore the value of A«, derived from a fit of eq. (Ill) 
to the data in Figure 5 will be lower limit for the "true" K^. The curve fitted to 
the experimental data can be seen in the figure as a solid line. The best fit was 
obtained using X«, = (4.3 t 1.1) x 1 0 " cm3 molecule"1, ASreo2 = 0.1561 ± 0.0078, 
and ASFS = 0.0146 ± 0.0082. 

To determine the "true" Kt^, &6a, and k-Sx, detailed modelling of the experimental 
absorbance transients was carried out. The following initial values were used for 
the simulations: <r(SF5)230nm = 3.2 x 10"I9 cm2, cr(SF502)23o«. = 3.7 x 10"I8 cm2. 
*I2 = 3 x 10' l 2 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 and K^ = 4.3 x 10"I8 cm3 molecule"1. k6m was 
determined by fitting the transient predicted by the model to the experimental 
transient in Figure 1(E). The initial concentrations used for this transient were: 
[O2I = 80 mbar, [SF4] = 40 mbar, and [SF61 = 880 mbar. At this high oxygen 
concentration both secondary chemistry and influence of the equilibrium between 
SF5 and 0 2 is negligible. Hence, the fit is insensitive to AI2 and *-6* The value 
obtained for ks* was 8 x 10"13 cm3 molecule-1 s"1 and the simulation is shown as 
a solid line in Figure 1(E). The dashed lines in the figure are results of simulations 
using ^e, = 6 x 10~13and*«a = 10 x 10",3 cm3 molecule'1 s - 1 . k6m = 8 x 10"l3cm3 

molecule'1 s"1 was kept constant in the simulations described below. 
Using *«, » 8 x 10"13 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 and K^ = 4.3 x 10"18 cm3 molecule"1 

an upper limit for k.r, was determined to be 1.86 x 10s s"1. An example of a 
simulated transient at low [O2J using the rate constants above is shown in Figure 1(A) 
by a long dash line. It is evident from the figure that both the simulated formation 
and the decay of SF5O2 radicals are too slow at low oxygen concentrations. The fit 
of the data was improved by decreasing A-s» and increasing £12 until A-&, = 10s s"1 

and Å12 = 2.0 x 10"n cm3 molecule"1 s"1. A simulation using these values is shown 
in Figure 1(A) by the solid line. If kn was increased and A-6« decreased further the 
decay kinetics were too fast at low (O2] (see the lower short dash line in Fig. 1(A). 
In Figure 1(A)- 1(E) the experimental transients are shown together with the model 
simulations (solid lines) using i j , = 8 x 10"13 cm3 molecule"' s"1, k-Ka = 105 s"1, 
and ki2 = 2.0 x 10"" cm3 molecule"1 s"1. 

As a check of our chemical model, the observed and the modelled maximum 
transient absorptions at 230 nm as a function of dose are compared in Figure 6. The 
experimental condition was [SF4] - 20 mbar, 102] = 40 mbar, [SFg] = 940 mbar and 
pathlength 80 cm. The agreement between the observed data and the modelled results 
supports the results from the simulations of the transients in Figure 1. 

&-6a and k\2 were derived from simulations of experimental transients using a 
complex chemical model. We estimate the uncertainty on these values to be of the 
order of 50%. We believe, that the uncertainty of **. and CKSF5O2) are less than 
25%. fcfia was virtually determined from the rise time of SF5O2 alone at high 0 2 

concentration, and therefore has less uncertainty. «r(SFs02) could not be varied by 
15% and still give a good fit of the data. Since the uncertainty in the F atom yield is 
of the order of 109?- we choose to report an uncertainty for trfSFsOj) of 25%. 
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Dose 

Figure 6. Maximum transient absorptions as a function of dose at 230 run following 
pulse radiolysis of a mixture of 40 mbar Oj, 20 mbar SF«. and 940 mbar SF». A 
path-length of 80 cm were employed. Circles are experimental points and squares are 
results of simulations using the model in Table I The dash lines are a second-order fit 
to the experimental data to help the inspection of the data. 

UV Spectrum of SF5Os 

To map out the spectrum of SF5O2 we have measured the maximum transient 
absorption following pulse radiolysis, dose = 0.416, of mixtures of [SF«] = 20 mbar, 
[02J = 40 mbar, [SF6] = 940 mbar between 215 nm and 270 nm. After a small 
correction (< 7%) for FO2 the absorbances were scaled to the absorption cross section 
at 230 nm. The absorption cross sections are listed in Table II and the spectrum is 
shown in Figure 7. The broad and featureless UV spectrum of SF5O2 is similar to 
conventional peroxy spectra. 

SFs02 + NO- SF50 + N02 

The kinetics of the reaction between SF5O2 and NO were studied by monitoring 
the rate of increase in the absorption at 400 nm (attributed to the formation of NOj) 
following the radiolysis of mixtures of 0.3-1.0 mbar NO, 20 mbar SF«. 40 mbar O2, 
and 920 mbar SFg- This method has been used extensively in our laboratory to study 
the reaction of R02 and NO and is discussed in detail elsewhere [18-20]. Figure 1(F) 
shows the result from a radiolysis experiment with I NO] = 1.0 mbar. The smooth line 

TABLE II. UV absorption cross sections of SF$ and SFsOj radicals 

Wavelength 
(nm) 

215 
220 
225 
230 
235 
240 
250 
260 
270 

l O 2 0 ^ * 
(cm2 molecule l) 

_ 
55 
-
32 
-
21 
-
-
-

lO^VsFjOa 
(cm2 molecule1) 

550 
469 
434 
370 
311 
235 
126 
65 
36 
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Figur* 7. The UV spectrum of the SFsOi radkai. 

in Figure 1(F) is a first-order fit of the data from 3 /is after the pulse. In all cases, 
the rise in the absorption at 400 nm followed first-order kinetics. Control experiments 
were performed in which SF&/SF4/O2, SF5/O2, or just SFS were radiolyzed; no change 
in absorption at 400 nm was observed. It seems reasonable to conclude that NO2 is the 
species responsible for the absorption change following radiolysis of SFC/SF4/O1/NO 
mixtures. 

The first-order rate constants obtained by fitting NO* absorption transients with 
a first-order expression are plotted as a function of [NO] in Figure 8. The solid line 
in the figure is a linear regression. The slope gives JKSF5O2 + NO) - (1.1 ± 0.2) x 
10~n cm9 molecule-1 $~> and an intercept at (2 * 3) x 10* s~ l. Quoted errors air 
two standard deviations and represents precision only. 

As discussed previously [19,20] there are two potential complications that need to be 
considered when the rise of NO3 product is used to derive kinetic data for the reaction 
of peroxy radicals (RO2) with NO. These complications are (i) the need to separate the 
time-scale of RO2 radical formation from that of their subsequent reaction with NO 
and (ii) possible loss of NO2 product via reaction with the alkoxy radical product (RO). 

With regard to the first consideration, in the presence of 40 mbar of O2 the half-
life of the decay of SF5 radicals with respect to conversion into SF5O3 radicals is 

0« 06 
>0). moor 

Figure 0. The firu-order formation rate constants for the formation of NOj plotted as 
a function of (NO]. The solid line is a linear least squares fit of the data. The slope is 
(1.1 : 0 . 2 ) x 10" »cm 3 molecule-'»''and the intercept is (0.2 i 0.3) x 10* s"'. 
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0.9 ixs The NO? formation transients were fit from 3 i*s after the radiolysis pulse 
at which time the formation of SF$Q» was essentially complete. With regard to the 
second complication, as discussed by Sehested et al. (19] consumption of NO? via 
reaction with SF50 should manifest itself as a significant intercept in a plot of kiH vs. 
[NO]. Within the experimental uncertainties, no such effect is evident in Figure 8. We 
conclude that the value ofiKSFsOi r NO) = • 1.1 i 0.2) x 10"ll cm3 molecule1 s l 

derived from the data in Figure 8 is not significantly impacted by secondary reactions. 
Potential systematic errors are estimated to add an additional 10ft uncertainty range. 
Hence, we arrive at fcSFsOj - NO) = < 1.1 = 0.3) x 10"11 cm3 molecule"1 s"1. 

Discussion 

Several of the rate constants measured in this work have been reported previously. 
The reaction between F atoms and SF* has been investigated by Ryan and Plumb 
[10| in 1-10 mbar of He They found *s = <03 - 3.0) x 10"12 cm3 molecule"1 s"1 at 
low pressures and estimated the high pressure limit to be of the order of 5 x 10"iZ 

cmJ molecule"1 s~E. RRKM calculations in the same article indicated that the high 
pressure limit for reaction (5) was 10"" cm3 molecule"1 s"1. which is in good 
agreement with the value of (1.3 ~ 0.3) x 10"U cm3 molecule"1 s"1 reported in 
this work. 

We estimate .'--•' :he ra* ro»«tant for the self reaction of SFs radicals is less 
than 2.3 x 10 w cm3 molecut«. s"1. An earlier determination of 9 x 10"13 cm3 

molecule"l s"l in nonpolar solvents is Jhe only other direct study of this rate constant 
[211. Czarnowski and Schumacher [221 h -e estimated that *,0 is less than 2 x 10"u 

cm3 molecule"1 s"[ in the gas phase. Our value is consistent with the estimate of 
Czarnowski and Schumacher but inconsistent with the work of Tait and Howard [21). 
The origin of this discrepancy is uncertain but may be due to differences between gas 
and liquid phase reactions. Further study of this rate constant is needed since it is 
of some commercial interest due to the use of SF$ in transformation stations and the 
possible production of SF$ and SjFi© in these systems. 

Johnson et al. [23] report that SFs absorbs strongly below 400 nm in methanol 
with an absorption maximum at 300 nm. This absorption band is also expected to be 
prominent in the gas phase. However, the weak absorption below 240 nm is the only 
absorption of SFs below 310 nm detected in the present work. The reason why SFs 
absorbs strongly at 300 nm in methanol while it does not in the gas phase is unknown. 

Formation of SF5O2 from SFs and O2 and the decomposition of SF5O2 at 298 K have 
been measured as a part of this work. The rate constant for the reaction of SFS radicals 
with 0 2 is (8 i 2) x 10"l3 cm3 molecule"' s"1. Czarnowski and Schumacher [22] 
based on a product study of pyrolysis of SFsOnSF5 have estimated A«, = 3.3 x 10"12 

cm3 molecule'' s"' at 283 K. Considering the uncertainties inherent in the estimation 
of &fei by Czarnowski and Schumacher [221 their estimated value is consistent with 
our measurements. In addition *«, has been measured before by Plumb and Ryan 
[241 who reported an upper limit of 5 x I0"lfi cm3 molecule ' s~l. The low value of 
A*, found by Plumb and Ryan can be explained by this work. Using the equilibrium 
constant of 8 x 10"'" cm3 molecule"1 derived here and the oxygen concentration of 
3.14 x 1015 molecules cm ' employed by Plumb and Ryan, we can calculate that 
equilibrium is reached in their system when iSFsOjl is 2.5Cf of fSFs) This explains 
why Plumb and Ryan did not observe any SFsOj 
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The decomposition rate of SF$Oj derived from this work is 10s s"'. To our knowledge 
the only literature value for *7 is a value calculated from a model by Czarnowski and 
Schumacher [22] of 2150 s"1 at 283 K and a total pressure of 50-100 torr This is 
50 times lower than the value derived in this work. The reason for this difference is 
unclear at present. While it is expected that the rate of SF5O2 decomposition should 
decrease at lower temperatures a 50 fold change in the decomposition rates at 295 
and 283 K is unexpectedly large. 

By combining the equilibrium constant for reaction (1), A%, « (8.0 * 4.5) x 10~IT 

cm3 molecule'1 (197 ± 111 atm -1) measured in the present work with the theroo-
dynamical relationship AG - -AT ln\KP) a value of AG - -(3.0 * 0.4) keal mol"1 

can be derived. It seems reasonable to assume that the entropy change in the 
association reaction of SF5 radicals with O* will be similar to that for the analogous 
association reactions CH3, CjH5. C3H7. HOCHj, and CH3S radicals which alt lie in 
the range (31-41) cal mol-1 K~l [2,3]. Using AG = \H - TAS, a bond strength of 
113.7 ~ 2.0) keal mol"1 is calculated for the SF5—O* bond. This is in good agreement 
with the value found by Czarnowski and Schumacher [ 16] of 12-15 Weal mol"1. The 
SF$—O* bond strength measured here is comparable to. although slightly stronger 
than, the CH3S—O2 bond which is »11 keal mol~l [31. It is interesting to note that the 
strength of the S—O bond appears to be only weakly influenced by the substituents on 
the sulfur atom. As noted by Tumipseed et ai. [3], although bond strengths of the order 
of 10-15 kcal moi'1 imply rapid decomposition of the sulfur centered peroxy radical, 
because of the abundance of O3 in the atmosphere, it is possible that a substantial 
fraction of the sulfur centered radical pool would exist in the form of peroxy radicals in 
the atmosphere. The atmospheric chemistry of weakly bound sulfur centered peroxy 
radicals has yet to be investigated. 

The reaction of SF5Oi with NO is very similar to the reaction of alkyl peroxy radicals 
with NO. Both the rate constants and the products are similar. This is also the case 
for the UV absorption spectra. 

Finally, the results from the present work need to be placed into perspective in 
terms of the atmospheric chemistry of SF«. The Earth's atmosphere contains a few 
pptv of SFS [25]. The atmospheric fate of SF« has been the subject of two recent 
publications [25.26). The degradation of SF« is very slow. Estimates of the atmospheric 
lifetime of SF« range from 3 to 25 thousand years [25,26]. The major loss of SF« is 
believed to be via reaction with free electrons in the mesosphere to produce SF«" ions. 
SF«~ ions may then undergo either electron-photodetachment to regenerate SF« or 
react with positively charged ions leading to ejection of one or more F atoms from the 
SF« group (27]. At the present time the products of such neutralization reactions are 
unknown and it is not possible to assess the role played by SFs and SFsOj radicals 
in the atmosphere. 
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Atmospheric Chemistry of CFjCO, ffirfiritr Fate of CF/*) Kaékab, the UV Absorption 
Sntctraan of CF3C(0)02 Rafeak, mi Kmttxs of the Reaction CFjC(0)Oz + NO — 
CFjC(OK) + NOz 
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The atmospheric fate of CFjCO radicab bas been studied using a pube radiolysis trrhainue to provide kinetic 
dan and FTIR-sinog chamber system to provide product data. In i atm of SF* at 296 ± 2 K.CF;CO radicab 
decompose to five CFi radicab aad CO with a rate of < 12 ± 0.1) x 10* r * aad reao with Oj to formCF,C(0)O; 
radicab wkh ara« constant of <?.3± I.I) x IO-|'cmIaMlccahrlr1. In 1 atm of N; at 296 ± 2 K. the rate 
constant ratio A(CF,CO+O*—CF,C(0)0;)/*(.CF,CO—CF, + CO) • (7.4 ± 06) x I0-'»anJ taoNxakr1. 
Reacuoa«ithO>acco«attfar99.5%oftl)ek«ofCF|COradicabiBtheataMsphcre. The idtraviotei absorption 
specinun of CF]C(OK>2 radicals has ban stadied over the wavelength raafc 220-300 an. aad at 230 am. 
'enema:* (3.71 ± 0.43) x 10-" cor naokcuhr1. Monitoring the rate of NOj fomatioa at 400 an allowed 
a lower Knit of k, > 9.9 X I0-" era* mofccukr1 r : to be derived for the rate coastaat of the reaction of 
CF]C(OK>2 radicals with NO. Reaction of CF,C(0)Ch radicals with NO prodaces the alkoxy radical CFjC 
(OK>. which undergoes C-C bond session rapidly with a rate greater Una 6 x I0*r'. Results arc discussed 
with respect to the atmospheric chemistry of CF3CO, radicals. As pan of the present work, a rate constant 
*« * (2.3 i 0.4) X I0-" cm3 mokcuhr' s_l was determined for tbe reaction of F atoms with CFjCHO 

By international agreement, iadastriai production of chioro-
flaoroearbons (CFCs) will be phased oat. CFC replaceaunts 
are being sought. Hydroftworocarbons (HFCs) and hydrochio-
rofluorocaruoas (HCFCs) arc two dassts of potential CFC 
substitutes. Prior to the large scale industrial use of these 
CMWpwtwff, it KimponiM wmtabBthfarf wiinmim mil impji 1 
of their release. HCFCs and HFCs of tbe general type 
CFjCHyX,., (X • F. Q) can degrade by t variety of different 
pathways in the aunosphere 10 prodacc CFjCO radicals. For 
rumple, ihe aunospberic oxidation of HFC-134a (CFjCFHj) 
fmdacesCF,C(0)F." TbeoxidationofHFC-l43a(CF,CH,) 
pinnaces CFiCHO' In the •pper stratosphere, photolysis of 
CF,C<0)F co*M proowse CF,CO radicals. Reaction of OH 
radicabwithCFjCHOprodncesCFiCOradicart. Once formed. 
CFjCO radicals are expected to cither decompose to give CF» 
radicals and CO or add Oj to give CFJC(0)OJ radicab. 

compounds having the feneral formula CFjCX, (X - H. F. CI) 
rconrcs information concerning the atmospheric chemistry of 
CFjCO, radicab (* « 1-3). 

As pan of a joint program between our two laboratories to 
survey the atmospheric chemistry of HFCs and HCFCs.4-* we 
have ased pube radiolysis and long path length Fourier transform 
infrared techniqnes to provide kinetic and mechanistic data 
concerning reactions 1-4. Results arc reported herein. 

CFjCO + M — CF, + CO+M (1) 

CFjCO + Oj + M — CFjC(0)0, + M (2) 

* Acinon to whom corrooondcuc* mar •* iddremd. 
•Abstract puMancd in A4foou ACS Ahtiratu. May I. 1994 

0022-3654/94/2098-5686S04.50/0 

CF,C(OK> + M — CF, • COj + M (3) 

CF,C(0)Oj + NO — CF,C(OK> + NOj (4) 

Two different experimental systems were wed. Both have 
been described in detail m previous publications1*11 aad wifl only 
be discassed briefly here. 

Pain Bnawljiu Sjitim. CFiC(0)Oi radicab were generated 
by the radiolysts of SF«/Oj/CF>CHO gas mixtures in a l-L 
stainless steel reactor with a 30-ns pub* of 2-MeV electrons from 
a FcbetTon 703B field emission accelerator. SF» was always in 
great excess and was used to generate fluorine atoms: 

S F , • 2 MeVef —F + products (5) 

F + CF,CHO - CF,CO • HF (6) 

CF,CO + 0 , + M —CF,C(0)O2 + M (2) 

Four sets of experimenu were performed using the pube 
radMysis system. First, tbe rate of tbe appearance of ultraviolet 
absorption attributed to CFjCO radicab following the radiolysts 
of SF«/CFjCHO mixtures was measured as a function of tbe 
initial concentration of CFjCHO to determine k%. Second, Oj 
was added to the reaction mixtures, and the rate of increase in 
ultraviolet absorption attributed to CFJC(OK>J and CF,Oj 
radicals was measured as a function of the Oj concentration to 
determine *, and kj. Third, initial conditions were selected to 
ensure that the majority of CFjCO radicab react with O], and 
the UV spectrum of CF|C(0)02 radicab was recorded. Fourth. 
NO was added to the reaction mixtures, and the rate of NO} 

© 1994 American Chemical Society 
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formation following the radiolysis pulse was monitored to provide 
information about the kinetics of reactions 3 and 4. 

To monitor the transient U V absorption, the output of a pulsed 
150-W Xenon arc lamp was multipassed through the reaction 
cell using internal White cell optics (80- or 120-cm path length). 
A McPherson {rating monochromator. Hamamatsu R 9SS 
photomuitipiier and Bromation 8100 waveform digitizer were 
used to detect and record the light intensity at the desired 
wavelength. The spectral resolution used was 0.8 nm. Reagent 
concentrations used were SF», 945-995 mbar. O3. 0-50 mbar, 
NO. 0-1.0 mbar. and CFjCHO, 0-5 mbar. All experiments 
were performed at 296 K. Ultrahigh purity 0 2 was supplied by 
L'Air Liquide. SF« (99.97%) was supplied by Gerling and Holz. 
NO (99.8%) was obtained from Messer Griesbeirn. CF3CHO 
was synthesized by the dropwise addition of trifluoroaeetaldehyde 
methyl hemiacetal to a HjSGVPjOs slurry. IR analysis did not 
reveal any observable impurities. All other reagents were used 
as received. 

FTIR-Smog Chamber System. The FTIR system was inter
faced to a 140-L Pyre reactor. Radicals were generated by the 
UV irradiation of mixtures ofCF5CHO( 14-28 mTorr). Cl2( 100-
120 mTorr). NO (0-40 mTorr), and 0 2 (0-^0 Torr) at 80-700 
Torr total pressure of N: diluent at 296 K using 22 biacklamps 
(760Torr= 1013mbar). ThelossofCFjCHOandtheformation 
of products were monitored by FTIR spectroscopy using an 
analyzing path length of 25 m and a resolution of 0.25 cor1 

]nfraredspecirawerederivedfrom32coaddedspectra. Reference 
spectra were acquired by expanding known volumes of reference 
materials into the reactor. The IR spectrum of CF3CHO was 
consistent with that reported by Shechter and Conrad. >2 The IR 
feature of CFjCHO at 1305 cm*1 is broad and essentially devoid 
of structure at the spectral resolution (0.25 cm'') used in this 
work. The IR absorption cross section at 1305 enr' was (4.9 ± 
0.3) x 10-'* cm2 molecule.*1 This feature was a convenient 
reference point to calibrate the CFjCHO concentrations used in 
the FTIR experiments. N2 and 0 2 (both 99.999%) and Cl2 

(99.999%) were obtained from Airco. NOand CI; (both research 
purity) were obtained from Matheson. All reagents were used 
as received. 

Pulse Radiolysis Results 

Study of F + CFjCHO. Following the pulse radiolysis of a 
mixture of 990 mbar of SF6 and 1-5 mbar of CFjCHO. a small 
(absorbance of 0.08 ± 0.01 using full dose) transient UV 
absorption was observed at 230 nm. No absorption was observed 
when either 5 mbar of CFjCHO or 990 mbar of SF4 were 
radiolyzed separately. We ascribe the absorption observed upon 
radiolysis of SF«/CFjCHO mixtures to the formation of CFjCO 
radicals via reaction 6. The increase in absorption displayed Fim-

F + CFjCHO - C F 3 C O + HF (6) 

order kinetics. Figure 1 shows a plot of the observed pseudo-
first-order rate of appearanceoftheabsorption ascribed toCFjCO 
radicals as a function of the concentration of CFjCHO. The 
solid line is a linear least-squares fit. The >-axis intercept, (2.1 
± 2.6) X 104 s*1, is not statistically significant. The slope gives 
ktB (2.3 ± 0.4) x 10-" cm1 molecule"1 $-'. This result is in good 
agreement with a recent determination of ks = (2-7 ±0 .1) X 
10*" cm1 molecule*1 s~' using a relative rate technique.11 Unless 
otherwise specified, all errors in the present manuscript are 2 
standard deviations. 

Study of CFjCO + Oj + M — CF,C(0)0« + M and CFjCO 
+ M — CFj + CO + M, To investigate the kinetics of reactions 
1 and 2 . 0 : was added to the reaction mixtures. Following the 
radiolysis of SF«/CFjCHO/03 mixtures, the observed transient 
absorption was substantially greater (by a factor of 4 at 230 nm) 
than that observed in the absence of 02 . We conclude that 
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Figure 1. Plot of the first-order appearance of absorption attributed to 
CF,COrldlcalsfolk)*lngra<î olyJBofSF«./CF^CHOmutu^es(/̂ ,•, versus 
[CFjCHO]) The line is a linear regression to the data. 
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Figure 2. Transient absorption at 230 nm observed following pulsed 
radiolysis of a mixture of 5 mbar of CFjCHO. 40 mbar of 02 . and 955 
mbar o/SF«. The solid line is a first-order rise fit which gives * l n = 9 23 
x 10s s-1. 

CFjC(0)02 radicals absorb more strongly than CFjCO radicals 
over the wavelength region of interest (220-300 nm). Figure 2 
shows the transient absorption observed at 230 nm for the first 
40 MS following the radiolysis of a mixture of 5 mbar of CFjCHO. 
40 mbar of 0 2 , and 955 mbar of SF6 (0.527 dose, 80-cm UV 
analysis path length). The solid line is a first-order fit using the 
expression Abs(r) = (AM- C)[\ - exp(-Jfc"*/)] + C, where Abs-
(1) is the absorbance as a function of time. AM is the absorbance 
at infinite time, k'" is the pseudo-first-order appearance rate of 
absorption, and C is the extrapolated absorbance »it —0. For 
the data shown in Figure 2, A1" = 9.23 X 105 s"1. In all cases, 
the rise in absorption followed first-order kinetics. Control 
experiments were performed in which CFjCHO/Oj mixtures or 
just SF* were radiolyzed; no transient absorption was observed. 

A relevant question at this point is "What radical(s) cause the 
transient absorption shown in Figure 27". There are several 
possibilities, CF3CO, FOj, CFjC(0)O2, and C F J O J (produced 
following reaction 1). As previously noted, the absorption due 
to C F J C O radicals is small at 230 nm and does not explain the 
absorption seen in Figure 2. The rate constant for the reaction 
of F atoms with Oj (1.9 x 10"'J cm3 molecule-' s - ' )" is 121 times 
less than that for the reaction of F atoms with CFjCHO (2.3 x 
10-" cm3 molecule-' s-', this work) The concentration ratio 
(02J/ [CFjCHO] used in the experiment shown in Figure 2 was 
8. Hence, 6.2% of the F atoms react with O- togive FOj radicals. 
For the experiment shown in Figure 2, the radiolysis dose was 
0-527 and the SF6 pressure was 955 mbar. The initial F atom 
concentration is linearly proportional to the radiolysis dose and 
SF6 pressure. The F atom yield at full radiolysis dose and 1000 
mbar of SF« was 2.77 X 10IS cnrJ. The initial F atom con-
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Ftgar«3. Ploi of the first-order appearance of absorption attributed to 
CF,C(0)Oi and CF,Oi radicals following radwlyw of SFt/CF,CHO/ 
O2mixtares(*l"Tenus(0i]). TbeliMisalinearreiressioatotbedau. 
The intercept provides a valve of *i , and the slope gives *2. 

cenuation in the experiment shown in Figure 2 was (0.527 x 2.77 
x 10" x 0.955) = 1.39 x 10»cm-J; hence the F02 concentration 
was 8.6 X 10" cnr1. At 230 nm, a(FO:) = 5.4S x I0-'» cm1 

molecule-1 u and the absorbance expected from F02 radicals 
will then be 0.016, which is a factor of IC less than observed in 
Figure 2. The transient absorption shown in Figure 2 must then 
arise from either CF3C(O)02 or CF302, or both. 

For the purpose of studying the kinetics of reactions 1 and 2. 
it is irrelevant as to whether the absorption is due to either CFjC-
(O)O] or CF)Oj radicals, or both- The rationale for thissutement 
is as follows. Assume that reactions 6 and 7 proceed rapidly cm 
the time scale of the present experiments (0-40 us). 

CFjCO + M — CFj + CO + M (1) 

CF,CO + 0 2 + M — C F , C ( 0 ) 0 2 + M (2) 

F + CFjCHO — CFjCO + HF (6) 

CF3 + 02 + M —CF302 + M (7) 

ThCT,d[CF,CO]/dr=-<*I+*2[02MCF,CO].d[CF3C(0)07]/ 
df = *:[0;][CF,CO], and d[CF,02]/<fc = *,[CF3CO]. If *,,, 
- <*i + *2lOzl), then [CFjCOUO =* [CF,CO]„ exv(-k*i), 
ICF,C(0)0,J(i) = (fcjlOiHCFjCOWJWO -exp(-JW)),and 
ICF,02J(f)«<*ilCF3COV*.n)(l -expHfcui)). Theimportant 
point to note is that both CF,C(O)02 and CF302 are formed with 
a rateconstant ft.« * (A, + *2(02J). Hence, regardless of whether 
the absorption is due to CF3C(O)02 or CF302 or both, the first-
order rate constant for the appearance of UV absorption is kM. 
If k,a is measured as a function of [Oj], then a plot of kM versus 
(0:) will give a slope of Jfc2 and an intercept of kt. SucL a plot 
is shown in Figure 3. The intercept gives *, * (1.2 ± 0.8) x 101 

s-' and the slope gives * j » (7.3 ± 1.1) x I0*13 cm' molecule"1 

s-1 at 1000 mbar total pressure of SF» diluent and 296 * 2 K. 
At this point, it is germane to consider the validity of the two 

assumptions made above, namely that reactions 6 and 7 proceed 
rapidly on the present experimental time scales. Using *• » 2.3 
x lO-'i cmJ molecule-' $-' (this work) gives the lifetime of F 
atoms in the presence of 5,mbar of CFjCHO as 0.35 us. On the 
basis of the work of Caralp et al.,15 reaction 7 should be close to 
the high-pressure limit of k-, • 8.5 x 10-'2 cmJ molecule*1 r ' '* 
at 1000 mbar of SF«. At the lowest [0 }] of 10 mbar, the lifetime 
of CF) radicals with respect to reaction 7 's 0.S us. The time 
scale of the experimental observations was 3-11 *ts. It appears 
that both assumptions made above are justified. 

Study of the UV Absorption Spectrum of C F J C ( 0 ) 0 : Radicals. 
After the absolute rates for reactions 1 and 2 have been established, 
experimental conditionscan be chosen to maximize the production 

of CFjC(OK>i radicals aad tnim-nixe fragmentation of CFjCO 
radicals into CFj and CO. Ckariy, to study the UV 
of CFjC(0)Oi radicals, it is desirabJe to work under amotions 
of high JO*]. However, there is a limit to tbe amount of Oj that 
is desirable, as with increasing [Oj], reaction 8 competes with 
reaction 6 for the available F atoms. 

F + 0 , + M—• FO,+ M (8) 

To investigate the UV spectrum of CF3C(OK>j radicals, the 
experimenul conditions used were 5 mbar of CFjCHO. 40 mbar 
of 0 2 , and 955 mbar of SF«. Measurement of the absolute 
absorption spectrum of the CF|C(0)Oj radical requires calibra
tion of the initial F atom concentration. Tbe yield of F atoms 
was established by monitohng the transient absorption at 260 
nm due to methylperoxy radicals produced by radiolvsis of SF«/ 
CH.^niixturesasdescribedrjieviously.17 Inthepresentscries 
of experiments, based uponavalueof3.I8x 10-'*cra-moiecttle-' 
for <KCH302) at 260 run," the yield of F atoms a» 1000 mbar 
of SF«was(2.77 ±0.30) X 10''cnrJat full irradiation dose. The 
quoted error on the F atom calibration includes both statistical 
(2sundardd,eviauons)a-idpc«ential systematic errors associated 
with a 10% uncertainty in o(CH3Oj). Errors are propagated 
using conventional error analysis methods. 

Following the pulsed radioiysis of mixtures of 5 mbar of C F r 

CHO, 40 mbar of <h, and 955 mbar of SF«. a rapid increase 
(complete within 5 its) in UV absorption in the region 220-300 
nmwasc4Berved.foDowedbyaslowerdccay. Control experiments 
were performed in which 1000 mbar of SF« or 5 mbar of C F r 

CHO were radiotyzed. As mentioned in toe previous section 
dealing with the kinetics of reaction 6, no significant absorption 
(<0.02 absorbance units) was observed upon radioiysis of SF« or 
CFjCHO. As discussed above, the reactioa of CF3CO radicab 
wtbCh proceeds with a rate constant of ft2 » (7.3 ± 1.1) X 10*" 
cm> molecule-' r ' at 1000 mbar total pressure of SF« diluent. 
In the presence of 40 mbar of 0 2 , the lifetime of CF3CO radicals 
with respect to reaction with 0 2 is then 1.4 *is. Consistent with 
this calculation, the transient absorption observed on radioiysis 
of SF«/CF}CHO/02 mixtures reached a maximum in 5 ps. 

To measure the absorption spectrum of CF3C(0)02 radicals, 
itis necessary »consider -xncmiai secondary reactions that could 
interfere with the conversion of FatomsintoCF)C(0)Oz radicals. 
Potential complications include (i) competition for the available 
F atoms by reaction with molecular oxygen. 

F + Oj + M — F O j + M (8) 

and (ii) unwanted radical-radical reactions such as 

F + CF,CO —• products (9) 

F + CFjC(0)Oj — products (10) 

CFjCO + CF,C(0)O2 - CF,C(0)O + CF 3 C(0)0 

To minimize complications caused by F02 radicals, experiments 
were performed using [CF3CHO]» 5 mbar and ( 0 2 ) • 40 mbar. 
Using rate constants for reactions 6 and 8 measured in our 
laboratory (*« • 2.3 x 10-" cmJ molecule*1 r 1 (see previous 
section), &•• 1.9X 10*" cm-molecule-'r1 '*), we calculate that 
6.2% percent of the F atoms are converted into FO- and 93.8% 
percent into CF3CO radicals. Using the rate constant ratio *-/ 
kt • 6 x 10*" cm1 molecule-' (see previous section), it can be 
calculated that, in the presence of 40 mbar of 02 ,86% of the 
CF3CO radicals produced in reaction 6 are converted into CF3C-
( 0 ) 0 2 and 14% decompose to give CF3 radicals an-! CO, CF3 

radicals will be rapidly converted into CFJOJ radicals. Corrections 
for the presence of 6.2% of FO2and(0.938)(0.14)(100) - 13.1% 
of CFjO] radicals were calculated using the expression of 
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Fig«**. Mijumiun transient absorption at 230 am foltewmg the pulsed 
radiolysis of mixtures of 5 mbar CFjCHO, 40 mbar of Oj. and 955 mbar 
SFtasafuncuoctofthcradtolysisdose. The solid line is a linear regression 
to the data (fall- and half-dose experiments excepted). The dotted line 
B a MEond-order regression fit to the entire data set to aid in visual 
insptcnon of the data trend. 

TABLE 1: Measured VX Absorption C m s Sections 

o(CF3C(0)Oi) = (cr(Observed) - ((0.062)ir(FO2) + (0.131) x 
<r(CFjO2))/0.807. Values for <r(CF}Oj) an«* *(F02) were taken 
from the literature.7-14 

As mentioned above, it is necessary to ensure that radical-
radical reactions 9-1 l do not complicate the data analysis. There 
are no literature data concerning the kinetics of reactions 9-11; 
hence we cannot calculate their importance. To check for these 
unwanted radical-radical reactions, the transient absorption at 
230 nm was measured with the radiolysis dose varied by over I 
order of magnitude. The U V path length was 80 cm. Figure 4 
shows the observed maximum of the transient absorption at 230 
nmasa function of the dose. As seen from Figure 4, the maximum 
absorption is linear with the radiolysis dose up to a dose of 0.40 
of maximum. At maximum dose (and possibly at half dose) the 
maximum transient absorption falls below that expected from a 
linear extrapolation of trie low-dose results. We ascribe the 
curvature in Figure 4 to the importance of secondary radical-
radical reactions 9-11 at high initial F atom concentrations. 

The solid line drawn through the data in Figure 4 is a linear 
least-squares fit (maximum- and half-dose data expected). The 
slope is 0.331 ± 0.013 (errors are 2 standard deviations). From 
this value and three additional pieces of information, (i) the yield 
of F atoms of (2.77 ± 0.30) X 1015 molecules cm-' (full dose and 
[SF»] « 1000 mbar), (ii) the conversion of F atoms into 80.7% 
CFjC(0)Oj, 6.2% FOj, and 13.1% CF,02 radicals, and (iii) the 
absorption cross sections for FO} and CF302 at 230 nm (a = 5.48 
x 10-" l4 and 2.06 x l0-"8 cmJ molecule"1,7 respectively), we 
derive <r(CF,C(0)02) at 230 nm » (3.78 ± 0.43) X 10-'» cm1 

molecule"1. The quoted error includes statistical uncertainties 
from the linear regression of the data in Figure 4 and the potential 
systematic uncertainties associated with the calibration of the 
initial F atom yield. Errors have been propagated using standard 
error analysis. 

To map out the spectrum of the CF3C(0)02 radical, experi
ments were performed to measure the initial absorption between 
220 and 300 nm following the pulsed irradiation of SF«/CFr 

300 320 2«0 2»0 210 300 

fifonS. AbsorpiioncToaseciiondaaforCF}C(0)Otradicalsnieaswed 
in this work (•) . The solid linets the spectram recorded by Marin, and 
Sierne.1* 
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Figure 6, Transient absorption at 400 nm observed following pulsed 
radioluis of a mixture of 0.6 mbar of NO. 5 mbar of CFjCHO. 40 mbar 
of O;. and 955 mbar of SF». The solid line is a first-order rise fit which 
gives *'" » 2.24 x 10s r>. 

CHO/O: mixtures. The initial absorptions were scaled to that 
at 230 nm and then corrected for FO] and C F }02 to obtain absolute 
absorption cross sections. Absorption cross sections are given in 
Table 1 and shown in Figure 5. 

The absorption spectrum of CFjC(0)02 measured in the 
present work is compared to that recorded by Maricq and Szente" 
using a flash photolysis technique in Figure 5. With the exception 
of the data point at 230 nm, the absorption cross sections from 
both studies are indistinguishable within the experimental 
uncertainties. For reasons which are unclear, the value of a-
(CF,C(O)02) measured at 230 nm in the present work is 33% 
larger than that observed by Maricq and Szente.1* 

Kisetic Data for the Reaction CFjC(0)0, + NO — CFjC-
( 0 ) 0 + NO*. The kinetics of reaction 4 were studied by 
moTutoringthcrateofincreaseinabsorptiot.at 400nm (attributed 
to the formation of N02) following the radiolysis (dose 0.41 times 
that of maximum) of mixtures of 0.31-1.00 mbar of NO. 5 mbar 
of CF)C HO. 40 mbar of 0 2 , and 940 mbar of SF». This method 
of measuring the kinetics of the reaction of peroxy radicals with 
NO has been used extensively in our laboratory and is discussed 
in detail elsewhere.4-20'21-23 Figure 6 shows the results from a 
mixture with (NO] » 0.6 mbar. The UV patbiength was 120 
cm. The smooth curve in Figure 6 is a first-order fit using the 
expression Abs(r) » (A,nf - C)[l - exp(-*,Mi)] + C where 
Abs(r) is the absorbancc as a function of time, A„, is the 
absorbance at infinite time, *'" is the pseudo-first-order ap
pearance rate of NO;, and C is the extrapolated absorbance at 
r - 0 . 

Control experiments were performed in which SF»/CFjCHO, 
SF«/C FjCHO/O:, SF«/02, or just SF» were radiolyzed; no change 
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H f « 7. PI« of ft" versus [NO]. The jolid line is a linear regression 
»tnc experimental dau. T^ dotted line BibebeluTior predicted wing 
thechenical Mechanism in Table 2: see text for deciis. 

in absorption at 400 run was observed. It seems reasonable to 
conclude that NO? is the species responsible for the absorption 
change following radiorysis of SF»/CF)CHO/Ch/NO mixtures. 
In the presence of 40 mbar of Oj, the lifetime of CFjCO radicab 
with respect »conversion into CF}C(0)Oi radicals is 1.4jts.The 
transient absorption at 400 nm was fitted from 3 ps after the 
pah*. This delay was used to ensare adequate separation of the 
time scale for CFjCfOKh radical formation from that of the 
subsequent reaction with NO. 

FortbedatashowninFigure6.A:,« = 2.24XI0 is-1. As seen 
from Figure 7. the pseudo-first-order rate constant. A1", increased 
linearly with I NO]. Linear least-squares analysis gives ft« -
(1.14 ± 0.15) X 10-" cm1 molecule-1 r1 . The y-axis intercept 
in Figure 7 is (3.9 ± 2.4) x 10* r ' and is statistically significant. 

The increase in absorbance at 400 nm can be combined with 
the literature values of »NO: (400nm) * 6.0 x I0"1* cm2 

molecule-' " to calculate the yield of NOj. The yield of NOj in 
the seven experiments performed, expressed as moles of NOj 
produced per mole of CF,C(0)Oj radicals consumed, was 174 
± 30%. suggesting that the majority of reaction 4 proceeds to 
give NOi and, by implication. CFjC(0)0 radicals. In this 
calculation, allowance was made for loss of F atoms via reaction 
whb Ojand NO using fc» = 1.9 x 10-,Jcm} molecule-' rM*and 
*(F • NO—FNO) = 5.5 x 10-» cm1 molecule-' s-'» and for 
the fact that 14% of the CF,CO radicals formed in the system 
decompose via reaction I (see discussion in the previous two 
sections). 

The fan that the N 0 2 yield exceeds 100% shows that the alkoxy 
radical CF,C(0)0 formed in reaction 4 rapidly decomposes to 
give CF) radicals which add 0 2 to form CFj02 radicals which 
then react with NO to give more NO}. The presenceof additional 
processes forming NOj subsequent to reaction 4 increases the 
time taken for the N 0 2 to reach a maximum. Hence, the rate 
constant derived from the data in Figure 7, k4 • (1.14 ± 0.15) 
x 10"" cm1 molecule-' r', is actually a lower limit. Thus, we 
report ft« > 9.9 X 10-'2 cm' molecule-' rl. 

As seen in Figure 6. the NOi concentration reaches a limiting 
value 15 ps after the radiolysis pulse. Thereafter, the NOj 
concentration is unchanged. This behavior places an upper limit 
of 15 ii% for the lifetime of Cf jC(0)0 radicals with respect to 
decomposition via reaction 10; hence fcu > 6 x 10* r*. 

C F , C ( 0 ) 0 + M — CFj + CO, + M (12) 

To provide insight into the origin of the positive intercept in 
the plot of ft'* versus (NO] shown in Figure 7, the chemical 
system was modeled using the Aeuchem program12 with the 
chemical mechanism given in Table 2. Kinetic data were taken 
from the literature.14"-1*11-14-2* The modeling exercise was an 

TABLED flimirri M n f u i i i Usui To M e « the NO, 
Foraati*« Traces 

fU&lt**o> 

F + CFjCHO—CF*CO • HF 
F + Oi + M — FO, + M 
F + NO—FNO 
CF,CO + 0: • M —CF,C(0)O,+ M 
CFiCO + M —CF, + CO + M 
CF,C(0)Oj • NO—CF|C(0)O+NO, 
CF,C(O)0j • NO, — CFjqoXhNO. 
CFrfT(O)0 + M—CF, + CO, 
CF, + 0>+M-CF/> i 
CFjO, + NO - CFtO + NO> 
C¥fii + NO, • M—CFANOi + M 
CF/) • NO—COFj + FNO 
CFiO • NO, • M — CFiONO, 

rate causa*** 
2.3 x 10-" 
I.9XI0-" 
5.3 x I0-« 
7.3 x 10-'* 
I-2XI0* 
1.0-2.5X10-" 
•.4XI0-" 
0 01-1.0 x 10* » 
«5 x 10-w 
1.1 x 10-" 
6.0 XIO-1* 
5JXI0-" 
I.5XI0-" 

rtf 

this work 
14 
25 
this work 
this work 
iceiezi 
24 
sec ten 
16 
IS 
It 
24 
23 

•Units of cm1 motowhr' r' »Unto ofr'. 

iterative process consisting of three steps. First, the mechanism 
m Table 2 was used to simubte the formation of NO]. Second, 
a regression analysis was used to fit a first-order rise to the NOj 
formation. Tbercsultiiigpscudoraiccoiistamwastlpmcoinparcd 
to that expected from the product ft«(N01o. Third, values of ft, 
and *i2 were then varied and the sequence repeated. 

Several insights were provided by the modeling exercise. First, 
consistent with tltc experimental observatkms, the simulated NO] 
formation trace was well fit by first-order kinetics even though 
MOj is produced by the reaction of both CF,C(0)Oj and CFjOj 
radicab with NO. Second, tbepseudo-fint-ordcr NO, rise tieoe 
was in all cases slower than the product ftdNO]*. Third, the 
N 0 2 yidds (expressed relative to the formation of CFjC(0)O, 
radicab) were consistent with the experimental observation of 
173 ±30%. Fourth, the pseudo-first-order rate constant for the 
formation of NO, was dependent on the values of both ft« and 
A:,, used in the model, ft« obviously determines the rate of NO, 
production from CFjC(0)Oj directly. *i , determines the rate 
at which CFj and hence CFJ02 radicab are formed and. hence, 
determines the subsequent NOj formation. If values of ft)2 are 
chosen such that the time scale for CF,C(0)O radical decom
position is comparable to that of the experimental time scale 
(ps), then plots of the simulated ft1" values versus [NO] gave 
positive intercepts. As an example, the dotted line in Figure 7 
shcnnthebebavio^pred^edusingft4s2.5xl0->'cm1moiecule-, 

s-' and ft,j - 1.5 X 10* r1 . The intercept, 2 x 10* r1, is 
indistinguishable from the value of (3.9± 2.4) X 10*r' observed 
experimentally. It seems likely that the cause of the positive 
intercept observed in Figure 7 is that decomposition of CF,C-
(O)O radicals occurs on a time scale which is comparable to that 
of the experimental observations. 

While it is pleasing that the chemical mechanism in Table 2 
reproduces the experimentally observed NO] formation profiles, 
the derivation of a precise value of*« is clearly complex. In view 
of the complexities in the present system, we choose to quote a 
lower limit of ft« > 9.9 x 10*11 cm1 molecule-' r>. The kinetics 
and products of the reaction of CF,C(0)02 radicals with NO 
measured in the present work are consistent with the available 
literaturedata base for the reaction of halogenated peroxy radicab 
with NO.20 

FTfJI Rcsaltt 

Stuo><rftb*Rat»Cou9<antRarioJrt/A|. In a set of experiments 
designed to complement those described above, the rate constant 
ratio*:/*, wasdetermined using an FTIR-smog chamber system. 
In these experiments, C I 2 / C F J C H O / O I mixtures in S0-70OTorr 
of Ni diluent with, and without, added NO were irradiated using 
UV blacklamps. The loss of CFjCHO and the formation of 
products were monitored by FTIR spectroscopy. 

Following the irradiation of CF,CHO/CI,/03/N2 mixtures, 
five carbon-containing products were identified: CFjOjCfj. CFj-
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OH.CaCO,.*«dCOFi TI* observation of these products is 
consisteai wita the fol! swing reactions eccumag in tte chamber: 

a + CF,CHO — CF,CO + HCI (13) 

CFjCO + M — CF, + CO+M (1) 

CF,CO + Oj + M — CF,C(OK>j + M (2) 

CF, + Oj + M - C F j O : + M (7) 

CFjC(O)0, + CF,C(O)0j — 

CF 3 C(0)0 + CF 1 C(0)0 + 0 2 (14a) 

C F J C ( O ) O - C F J + C 0 J (12) 

C F , 0 , + RO, (R = CF,. CFjCO) - C F , 0 + RO + 0 2 

(15) 

C F , 0 + CFjCHO -* CF,OH + CF,CO (16) 

CFjO + CF,Oj + M — CFjOOOCF, (17) 

C F , O H ^ C O F 2 + HF (IS) 

IB addition to the identified carbon-containing products, an 
unidentified predna which we will label as "X" was observed 
whlilRfeat»rejat762,1053.1295,a«d 1859cm-' The unknown 
product X decayed rapidly with a lifetime of approximately 100 
s when reaction mixtures were allowed to stand in the dark. The 
CFjOH product also decayed when reaction mixtures were left 
tostandintbedark. TberateofdecayofCFjOHwissubstantially 
slower than thai of the unknown X. CFjOH decay giving COF2 

(and presmnabiy HF) was first order with a rate in the range 2-3 
X10"**-1. HFibsorbs in the infrared at frequencies above 3100 
car'and is not detected by oar spectrometer. The decay of CFj
OH in glass reaction chambers is well documented and probably 
beterofcacoas in nature.**7 During the decay of the unknown 
X. the concentration of CFjOH in the reaction chamber increased 
slightly while that ofCF,CHO decreased slightly. When X had 
decayed completely, there was no farther loss of CFjCHO. CFj
OH is a product of the reaction of CF }0 radicals with saturated 
organic compounds.1'17 It seems reasonable to suppose that the 
unknown X is a compound that can decompose togenerate CF }0 
radicals which would then give CFjOH via reaction 16. 

There are several possibilities for X that need consideration: 
CF,C(0)OOC(0)CF,, CF,C(0)OOOCF,, and CF,C(0)-
OOCFj. These compounds could be formed in reaction 14b. 19, 
or 20 

C F , C ( 0 ) 0 2 + CF,C(0)0 2 - C F 3 ( O ) 0 0 C ( O ) C F 3 + 0 2 

(14b) 

CF,C(OX>2 + CFjO + M - CF3C(0)OOOCFj + M 

(19) 

C F , C ( 0 ) 0 + CF,0 + M — CFjC(0)OOCF, + M (20) 

In the previous section a lower limit for the lifetime of CFjC-
( 0 ) 0 of 15 MS with respect to dissociation via reaction 12 was 
derived. The radical-radical reaction (20) cannot compete with 
reaction 12 for CF5C(0)O radicals, and hence X cannot be CFjC-
(O)OOCFj. In previous studies of the products following the 
self-reaction of CF,Oj.CF,CFjOj. andCF,CFH02 radicals, the 
trioxides formed by the association reaction of CF>0 with ROj 
radicals (R • CFJt

r CFiCF2,
M CF,CFHJ) were important 

products. By analogy to these previous studies, it seems likely 
that -X" is the trioxide CF,C(0)OOOCF,. The 762-cnr1 IR 

t i • i 
A [C'jCHO]. (nrtTorr) 

tS. PI« oftkcobstrwdyieMofCOasafincDORofthekusof 
CFtCHO feOswiat the irradiatiea of aixtucs of 25-30 »Terr of CFr 
CHO and I tO-l IS niTorr of d 2 ai 700 Torr total pressere of N2 with 
( A) aad without (•) the addrtwa of 34 mTorr of NO. 

feature displayed by the unknown X can be assigned to a 
symmetric O-O-O stretch. The peroxide CFjC(0)OOC(0)-
CFj is not expected to have an IR feature at this frequency. The 
IR features displayed by X at 1053. 129!. and II59 cm-' are 
characteristic of C-C. C-F.and C—Ostreichcsand are consistent 
with the identification of X as the trioxide CF,C(0)OOOCF,. 
The results presented above can be compared to an analogous 
study reported recently by Richer et al..1* who irradiated Cl2/ 
CFjCHOmutturesin 720 Torr of air diluent. Observed products 
were COF;. CF,OH. CO., and an unknown which was believed 
tobeCFjC(0)OOOCFj. Richer ctal." did not report any C F r 

OOOCF) or CO products. The high oxygen partial pressure 
used by Richer etal. explains the absence of CO. There are two 
possible explanations for the absence of CFjOOOCF). Either 
the initial CF,CHOconcentration was sufficiently high that CFjO 
radicals wereeffibentlyscavenged by reaction I6or CFjOOOCFj 
was produced but not identified. The initial conditions used by 
Richer et al.2* are unclear, and it is not possible to distinguish 
between these two possibilities. Richer et al.2* did not report 
absolute product yields, and so a quantitative comparison of the 
results form the present work and those of Richer et al . 9 is not 
possible. 

The aim of toe present FTIR experiments was to establish the 
relative importance of reactions 1 and 2 as fates for CFjCO 
radicals in the atmosphere, and not to conduct an exhaustive 
study of the products following the self-reaction of CF}C(0)Oj 
radicals. To measure *i/*2 , we need only to consider two 
products: CO and CO]. For each CFjCO radical that decom
poses, one CO molecule is formed. For each CFjCO radical that 
reacts with 02 , one COj molecule is formed. This statement is 
true irrespective of the identity of the unknown X, so long as 
sufficient time is allowed for the X to decompose. In the FTIR 
experiments the reaction mixtures were analyzed after X had 
decomposed completely. 

Assuming that reactions 1,2, 7.12,13,14a. 15-18. and -19 

CFjC(0)OOOCFj + M — CFjO + CF,C(0)0 2 •»- M 
(-19) 

describe thecbemistry occurring following the irradiation of CFr 
CHO/Cl2/Oj/N2 mixtures and that CO and C0 2 are not lost in 
any process, then the sum of the molar yields of CO and C0 2 

should be 100%. Experimentally, this was observed to be the 
case. The relative yields of CO and C0 2 were dependent upon 
the Oj partial pressure present in the reaction chamber. As the 
Oj concentration increased, the CO: yield increased at the expense 
of CO. Figures 8 and 9 show results from the extreme cases 
where (02) » 0.0 and 147 Torr. In 700 Totr of Nj diluent with 
no added Oj, the CO yield was 93 ± S%. and traces of C0 2 were 
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3 i 
4 [C?jCHC;. (mTorr) 

I%a«*. Hw«fdKotoncdyieldcfCO»asafaccDowof the tot of 
CF|CHO Mowing the irradiatioa of a mixture of 29.5 ntTorr of CFr 
CHOaad 112 mTorr of Clj at 700 Toer total pressure of ak. 

observed contstiuuding toa yidd of 6 ± 2%. In 700 Torr of air 
with |OJ • 147 Torr. the yield of COj was 97 ± *% with traces 
of CO observed conespooding to a yield of 5 ± 2ft. With Oj 
cooctatntioas of 2-40 Torr, both CO and CO, were observed 
products. Witb the assumptions that (i) CO is produced only 
from the reaction I. (ii) reactions I and 2 are the sok fate of 
CFjCO radicals, and (iii) CO is not tot by any process, the 
following expression holds: 

l / K C 0 = l + < * 2 / * i M O 2 ] (I) 

where KcoBtbe mobr ykld of CO.&i and it^aretbe rate constants 
for reactions I and 2, and [02] is the concentration of Oj. 
Experimaits were performed with the partial pressure of Oj varied 
over the range 0-40 Torr at a constant total pressure of 700 Torr 
made up with Nj diluent. Figure 10 shows a plot of 1 / KCo versus 
(Oz]- The experimental dau are clearly consistent with the 
fractional form of expresson I. 

As noted above, in the derivation of expression 1 it is assumed 
that there are no significant losses of CO in the chamber. There 
are three species present in the chamber that may react with CO; 
Cl atoms, CF)0, and possibly CFj02 radicals. 

a + CO + M ^ C I C O + M 

CFjO + C O ^ C F j + COj 

CFj02 + CO — CF,0 + COj 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

The rate constant for reaction 21 (2.9 x l0->4 cm1 molecule-' $-' 
at 700 Torr of Nj)1* is 62 times slower than for the reaction of 
Q atoms with CF,CHO (1.8 X 10*" cm1 molecule-' s-')." For 
the typical range of CFjCHO conversions used in the present 
work (2-25%), loss of CO via reaction 21 is negligible. 

Quantitative assessment of the role of reactions 22 and 23 is 
hampered by thesparshy of the kinetic data for CF }0 and CF,Oj 
radicals. To test for the importance of reactions 22 and 23, CFj-
CHO/CI3/O1/N1 mixtures were irradiated in the presence of 
20-40 mTorr of added NO. NO react* rapidly with CFjO and 
CF,03 radicals, k2. = <5.2± 2.7) x 10-'' »and k„ «1.8 x 10-" 
cmJ molecule-' s-'," thereby removing any possible complications 
caused by reactions 22 and 23. 

CFjO + NO — COF2 + FNO (24) 

CF302 + NO — CFj01- NOj (25) 

As seen from Figure 10. there was no observable difference in 
results obtained with, and without, NO present in the reaction 

T 
I 

^ «r 

» r 

10 

c o , : . 
IS 

(Torr) 
» 

figaroM. tta of the reciprocal of the iMiar CO yicM verm teeojta^ 
pressure of Oj rouwnag the nradiatMU of CF,CHO/<VOj 1 
ia 700 Torr tout pressure of Nidilaeat. Open symbols we 
in the absence of NO. Filled points were obtained with 25-30 mTorr of 
NO initially present ra the reaction anxtarc. 

C 'S3 230 333 »30 100 130 70C tO0 

Pressure (Torr) 

Hear* II. Plot of A,/*i as a function of total prcssare of Nt dilaem. 
Open symbols were obtained in the absence of NO. Filled poiats were 
obtained with 25-30 oiTorrof NO initially present in the reaction mixture 

chamber, showing that reactions 22 and 23 are not a complication 
in the present work. 

Linear least-squares analysis of the dau in Figure 10 gives a 
slope • kj/kt - (7.4 ± 0.6) x 10-'* cm' molecule-1, and an 
intercept» 1.3 ± 0.4. Quoted errors are 2 standard deviations. 
The value of k2/kt»(7.4 ± 0.6) x 10-»»cmJ molecule-' obtained 
at 700 Torr of Nj diluent is consistent with that of jfcj/t, • (6.1 
± 4.2) x 10-" cm'molecule-' at 1000mbarofSF«diluemobtained 
using the pulse radiolysis technique. 

To investigate the effect of total pressure on the rate constant 
ratio &2/A1, experiments were performed at total pressures ranging 
fromSOto700Torr(Njused asdiluent). Theresuhsarepresented 
in Figure 11. The dau point at 700 Torr was derived from the 
slope of the plot in Figure 10; the error bars represent thesutistical 
uncertainty (2 standard deviations). All other dau points in 
Figure 11 were derived from single determinations and hence 
have not been ascribed statistical uncertainties. It should be 
noted that the single-point determinations will be less certain 
than the value derived at 700 Torr from the composite dau set 
shown in Figure 10. We estimate that the single-point deter
minations have a 420% uncertainty. 

From Figure II it can be seen that the rate consunt ratio 
ktfki decreases as the toul pressure is reduced. Another way 
»express this is tosutetbat reaction 1 displays a greater pressure 
dependence than reaction 2. This finding is entirely consistent 
with the greater molecular complexity of the adduct in reaction 
2. As seen from Figure 11, within the experimenul uncertainties, 
there is no distinguishable difference between dau acquired with 
and without NO. The rate consunt ratio k,/kt displays an 
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ttiiniinBy h*eir depsadtacc os total pttiwit over the riwgr 
stadkd. The entire dan set ia Figure 11 have been arbitrarily 
fk usiag a linear Icasi-souarcs rcgresk* to give ki/kt «(S-44 
* 105) x iO-J(M) motec*kcar> wbee [M] is the third-body 

ha^kaaaKlerAlBaaabtfkCaeaåstry. Tbe results presented 
lKrvs«bstanttaayiinproiTO«TuiieWntaBtt^ofthcaunospacnc 
chemistry of CF}CO, radkab. As demonstrated acre. CFtCO 
radkab undergo both decomposition to give CF) radicals and 
CO. and reaction with 0> to give CF)C(OX>2 radicals. 

CF,CO + M — C F , + CO + M (I) 

CFjCO + Oj + M —CF,C(0)a + M (2) 

As show* heron, at 296 ± 2 K and 700 Ton total pressure of 
NIdJhwu.t;/*I*(7.4±0.6)xlO- ,»an ,molecttle-' Reactions 
1 and 2 are of equal importance at an Oj partial pressure of 4 
Torr. In the presence of 760 Torr of air (160 TorrOj). 97% of 
CFjCO radkab will react to five CFjC(0)Oj with 3% decom
posing to CF) and CO. In the earth's atmosphere both 
temperature and pressure decrease with increasing altitude. It is 
important to consider the effect of changes in temperature and 
pressure upon the relative importance of reactions I and 2. A 
decrease m temperature will cause both reactions I and 2 to slow 
down. Reaction 1 is a uninwlecular decomposition; the rate of 
reaction 1 is expected to decrease substantially as the temperature 
is lowered. In contrast, tbe rate of tbe bimoteailar association 
reaction 2 is not expected to be strongly temperature dependent. 
Using the value of *, * (1.2 ± 0.1) X 10* r 1 measured in the 
presence of I atm of SF» diluent in the present work and assuming 
a typical A factor for this type of reaction of 10" r 1 gives the 
actrvatimcnerrøfOTrcacucfll as lO.Skcalmor-'. This estimate 
is consistent with an earlier estimate of £ , = 10.0 kcal mol-1 by 
Amphictt and Whittle14 and a recent calculation of £ , = 11.4 
kcal mot-1 by Francisco11 but is inconsistent with the value of £ , 

* 19.8 kcal moi-' deduced by Kerr and Wright.12 As noted by 
Francisco,11 tbe value reported by Kerr and Wright may be in 
error due to large uncertainties in the assumed parameters used 
in the RRKM modeling of the experimental data. With E, -
10.8 kcal mol-1, the rate of reaction 1 is expected to drop by a 
factor of 1100 on moving from 296 to 21SK (corresponding to 
an altitude of 20 km). In contrast, by analogy to the available 
data for tbe association reaction of CFj radicals with Oj, the rate 
of reaction 2 is not expected to decrease dramatically. Indeed, 
the highvftssurc limiting rate constant for thcassociation reaction 
between CF) radkab and 0 2 actually increases by 40% over this 
temperature range.14 At reduced temperature, reaction 2 is then 
expected to be strongly favored over reaction 1. 

At high altitudes the total pressure is substantially less than 
that at sea level (at 20 km the total pressure is SO mbar). The 
rates of both reactions 1 and 2 will decrease as the pressure is 
reduced. As expected on the basis of the numbers of degrees of 
freedom in the molecules and as demonstrated in the present 
work, reaction 1 is more sensitive to pressure than reaction 2. At 
reduced pressure, reaction 2 is then expected to be favored over 
reaction 1. 

The effects of reduced temperatures and pressures with 
increasing altitude reinforce each other in favoring reaction 2 
over reaction I. To quantify the relative importance of reactions 
1 and 2 in the atmospheric chemistry of C FjCO radicals, a simple 
1-D model was used with the following input and assumptions 
First, temperature and pressure profiles were taken from the 
U.S. Standard Atmosphere" up to 20 km. Second. CF}CO 
radicals were assumed to be generated throughout the atmosphere 
at a rate which was linearly proportional to theaimospheric density 
(pressure). Third, the activation energy of reaction 1 was taken 
to be I0.S kcal mol'1, and reaction 2 was assumed to be 
temperature independent. Fourth, a ratio of kj/k\ • (7.4 ± 0.6) 

xHH'cm'meleeuir'atTOOTorrairfmKwaswjed. Fiaaav. 
it ww assumed that the rale ceastau ratio *,/** was Kacarty 
dependent on the total ptessarc Uaaer these assaaanoas it was 
calcutetedth«t99J%ofCF^X)radicabfona«diatlM:ai»wplwii 
atecow»mediMoCF)C(0)ChridiriL. ForalptactkaJpufpatts 
the exclusive atmospheric fate of CFiCO radicals is reaction 
withO;. 

Usi*g«i = 7 x IO-|>cm3rnc4ecutr-'s-'.wecalcuhttalifcrime 
of 0.3 m for CF,CO radicals with respect to coavcrsioa utto 
CF,C(OK>tu760Torrofair. It is shown here that CFrC(0)0> 
radkab react rapidly with NO to give CF)C(OK> radkab sad 
NOv Using A. > 9.9 x 10-" cm* raokcukr1 r* together with 
a background troposphere NO level of 2J X |fl» car1 gives the 
lifetime of CF)C(OK>t with respect to reaction with NO as <7 
mis Reaction with NO is likely to be a eiajor fate of CFjC-
(OKK radicab ItlmbcenshowainthepreseatworkthxtCFjC-
(O)O radicals decompose rapidly to give CF) radicals aad COj. 
An upper limii of 15 *s has bam established for the lifetime of 
the CF,C(OK> radical at 296 K. If we assume an A factor of 
10" s~l for this uaimokcutar decomeoshioa, then we can derive 
£ , < 111 kcal moK This result is consistent with the value of 
£ , * 4.9 kcal mot-1 calculated by Francisco.11 With aa upper 
limit of £ , « I I.I kcal mot-1 for the acti/atkm energy for the 
unimokcuiar decomposition of CF)C(0)0 radicals, the rate of 
deojnipwtionat 215 KwiU be apptwrmatdy 1200 tiina slower 
than at 296 K. From I'JC upper limit of 15 «s measured here at 
296 K. the lifetime of CFjC(O)0 radicals with respect to 
decomposition at a typical stratospheric temperature of 215 K 
is estimated to be <0.02 s. In tbe atmosphere the sok fate of 
CF,C(0)OradicabwiUbedecompc«imtoprDduceCF)raofeals 
and CO}. 

Finally, tbe results from tbe present work need to be placed 
within the broader perspective of assessing the caviitmmcntal 
impact of HFCs. Assutedintbeintroducuon.HFCshavebeen 
chosen as CFC replacements in certain applications. The choke 
of HFCs was motivated by a number of factors, not the least of 
whkh is the fact that HFCs do not contain chlorine and so have 
no ozone depiction potential associated with the well established 
chlorine catalytic cycles. The atmospheric oxidation of HFCs 
produces a number of interesting fluorinated oxy and penny 
radicals such as FCO. FC(O)0j, FC(OK>, C F A . CFjO. CFjC-
(O). CFjC(0)02, and CFjC(0)O radkab. Recently, there has 
been speculation regarding tbe possible participation of these 
radicals in catalytic ozone destruction cycle. The present work 
serves to define the atmospheric chemistry of the CFjCO, family. 
We show here that CFjCO radicals are converted rapidly into 
CF)C(0)02 radicals which in turn react with NO to give CFjC-
( 0 ) 0 radicals. Carbon-carbon bond scission in CF)C(OK) 
radicals rapidly converts CFjCO, radkab into CFjOr radkab. 
CFjO, radicab do not impact stratospheric ozone,14-1* and 
therefore CFjCO, radicab will not impact stratospheric ozone. 
We have recently arrived at the same conclusion for FCO, 
radicab." The available data show that neither FCO,,, CFjO,, 
nor CFjCO, radicab present a threat to stratospheric ozone. 
Hence, the use of HFCs as replacement compounds for CFCs is 
not expected to impact stratospheric ozone. 
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Abstract 

A pulse radJoiysis technique has been used to measure a rate constant of (6 .6±l .3 )x l0~ ' 2 cm' molecule'' s"1 for the 
association reaction between CFjC(0)02 radicals and NOj at 295 K and one atmosphere total pressure of SF» diluent. A FTIR/ 
smog chamber system was used to study the thermal decomposition CF,C(0)0;NO;. The rate of decomposition of 
CFJC(0)01NOI was independent of the total pressure of N2 diluent over the ranee 100-700 Torr and was fit by the expression 
*-i*(l .9**$)xlO ,*exp((-l4000±4SO)/7] J"'. Implications for the atmospheric chemistry of CFC replacements are 
discussed. 

Industrial production of chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFCs) is being phased out and replacements are 
being sought. Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and hy-
drochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) are two classes of 
potential CFC substitutes. Prior to their large scale 
use, it is important to establish the environmental 
impact of the release of HFCs and HCFCs. In discus
sions of the environmental impact of HFCs and 
HCFCs an important issue is the potential formation 
of long-lived oxidation products which may accu
mulate in the environment. The atmospheric oxida
tion of HFCs and HCFCs proceeds via the formation 
of peroxy radicals (R02). It is well recognized that 

1 Corresponding author. 

peroxy radicals can react with N02 in the atmo
sphere to produce peroxy nitrates (R02N02). Alkyl 
peroxy nitrates (R=CHj, C2H,, etc.) are relatively 
unstable and rapidly decompose to regenerate R02 

radicals and N02. In contrast, carbonyl peroxy ni
trates (R=CH,C(0), C2HjCO, etc.) are consider
ably more stable and can survive to be transported in 
the atmosphere over large distances (up to 1000 km) 
( U ) . 

To place discussions of the environmental impact 
of HFCs and HCFCs on a firm scientific basis, data 
are required concerning the formation and persis
tence of halogenated acetyl peroxy nitrates. Unfor
tunately, with the exception of a recent study by Za-
bel et al. [3] no such data exist. As part of a joint 
program between our two laboratories to survey the 
atmospheric chemistry and. hence, the environmen-

0009-2614/94/507.00 «• 1994 Elsevier Science B.V All rights reserved 
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xd impact ofHFCs and HCFCs [4-9) we have used 
prise radioiysis and long puMength Fourier trans
fer« infrared techniques to provide kinetic data for 

CFJCCOOJ+NOJ + M 

-CF,C(0)ONO*+M. (I) 

C F J O O O J N O I + M 

- C F J C C O ^ + N O I + M . ( - 1 ) 

Results arc reported herein. 

2. Experimental 

Two different experimental systems were used. 
Both have been described in detail previously (10-
12] and will only be discussed briefly here. 

2.1, hdse radioiysis system 

CF,C(0)0 : radicals were generated by the radi-
orysis of SF»/0:/CF,CHO gas mixtures in a one liter 
stainless steel reactor with a 30 ns pulse of 2 MeV 
electrons from a Fcbetron 70SB field emission accel
erator. SF« was always in great excess and was used 
to generate fluorine atoms. 

SF,+2MeVe--*F+products. (2) 

F+CF,CHO-CFJCO+ HF. (3) 

CF,CO+Oj + M-.CF,C(0)02+M. (4) 

In the present series of experiments the yield of F 
atoms at 1000 mbar ofSF« was 2.77x10" cnr1 at 
foil irradiation dose [13]. The rate of reaction (I) 
was studied by monitoring the loss of N02 as de
duced from its transient absorption at 400 nm. To 
monitor the transient UV absorption, the output of a 
pulsed ISO Watt Xenon arc lamp was muiti-passed 
through the reaction cell using internal White cell op
tics (120 cm path length). A McPherson grating 
monochromator. Hamamatsu R 955 photomulti-
plier and Biomation 8100 waveform digitizer were 
used to detect and record the light intensity at the de
sired wavelength. The spectral resolution used was 0.8 
nm. Reagent concentrations used were: SF», 960 
mbar. O,, 35 mbar. N02, 0.24-0.75 mbar: and 
CFjCHO. 5 mbar. All experiments were performed 

at 296±2 K. Ultra high purity 0> was supplied by 
LAir Liquid*. SF» (99.97%) was supplied by Gel
ling and Hob. NO: (99.1%) was obtained from Mes
ser Gricsbetm. CF,CHO was synthesized by the 
dropwise addition of trifluoroacetaldehyde methyl 
hemiacetal to a H^O«/P:Os slurry. IR analysis did 
not reveal any observable impurities. AH reagents 
were used as received. 

2.2. FTJR-smog chamber system 

The FTIR system was interfaced to a 1401 pyrex 
reactor. CF,C(O)0;N0» was generated by the UV 
irradiation of mixtures of CF,CHO. 20-30 mTorr. 
CI* 100-150 mTorr. NO* 6-9 mTorr. O* 10 Tom 
100-700 Torr total pressure of N2 diluent at 285-303 
K. (760 Torr* 1013 mbar). Blackiamps' which emit 
strongly in the region 300-400 nm were used to pro
vide the UV radiation, reactions (I), (4) and 

Cls+Ar-ICl. (5) 

Cl+CF,CHO-CF,CO+HCI. (6) 

The 140 f pyrex reactor was not equipped with any 
temperature regulation equipment. Temperature reg
ulation was achieved by altering the thermostat in the 
laboratory. The temperature of the laboratory was al
lowed to equilibrate overnight. Temperatures were 
measured using a mercury thermometer in contact 
with the pyrex reactor and were constant to within 
±0.2 K during each experiment. CFjCfOjOjNOi 
was monitored using the characteristic features at 
1056 and 1170 cm-1. An analyzing pathlength of 25 
m and a resolution of 0.25 cm"' was employed. In
frared spectra were derived from 32 co-added spectra-

Irradiation of the CFjCHO/Clj/Oi/NOj mix
tures was conducted in successive 10 s increments 
until all the NO} was consumed. Then a large excess 
of NO (50-80 mTorr) was added and the decay of 
CF,C(0)03N02 monitored. The excess NO re
moves CFjC(0)Oj radicals via reaction (7), 
*7>9.9xl0-'2 cmJ molecule-1 $"' [13J, thereby 
precluding the reformation of CF,C(0)O2NOr via 
reaction (I). 

CFJC(O)0J + NO-CF,C(0)0+N02 . (7) 

CF,CHO was synthesized by the dropwise addi
tion of trifluoroacetaldehyde methyl hemiacetal to a 
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H;SO*/ P :0, slum and »as supplied by Grej Khi-
irov and Joe Francisco of VVayne Suie University 
The IR spectrum of the CF,CHO sample »as consis
tent with that reported by Shechter and Conrad (14 ]. 
No impurities were detected. N; and O. (both 
99.999S) and CI; (99.999S) were obtained from 
Aire©. NO; was prepared by reacting NO with a large 
excess of O. NO and G> (both research purity) were 
obtained from Matheson. All reagents were used as 
received. 

3. M s « radMysh resahs; the rate cMstaiM ft, 

Fig. I shows the transient absorption at 400 nm 
observed following the pulse radioiysis of a mixture 
of 960 mbar of SF*. 5 mbar of CF,CHO. 35 mbar of 
G:. and 0.33 mbar of NO; The smooth solid line in 
Fig. I is a first-order fit to the transient. In all cases 
the observed decay of absorption was well fit by first-
order kinetics. Of the species initially present in the 
reaction cell only NO. absorbs significantly at 400 
nm. Control experiments were performed in which 
SF./CF,CHO. SF./CF,CHO/0;. SF»/0:. or just SF. 
were radiolyzed: no change in absorption at 400 nm 
was observed. It seems reasonable to ascribe the 
charge in absorption at 400 nm seen in Fig. i to the 
loss of NO; via reaction (1). 

Pseudo-first-order NO; loss rates are plotted as a 
function ot the initial NO: concentration in Fig. 2. 
As seen from Fig. 2. the pseudo-first-order rate con-

^ * * * - — ,_.,. 
- " ~5 „ , , . ,, , „ . 

^ * - • » - i . * . ~ * ' - > * "» ^ ' - • " ' T 

' ~* Ui 

Fig. t. Transient absorption at 400 nm observed following ihc 
pulse radiolysis of mixture of 960 mbar of SF*. 5 mbar of 
CF,CHO. 3) mbar ofO;. and 0.33 mbar of NO.. The radiolysis 
Awe »as >3*» of in* maximum, the miiial f atom concentration 
was 0 J3x:.77x I0"x0.96» H I x 10" The paiMcngth for the 
UV analysis light was 120 cm The solid line is a first-order fit 
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Ftf. 2. Ptot o f t ' " »ersus {NOr J The line is a linen regression 
to the data. 

stam. kin. increased linearly with (NO;). The initial 
F atom concentration employed in the present exper
iments (1.4x 10"" cm"') is a significant fraction 
(SS-24%) of that of the initial NO; concentration 
and deviations from pseudo-first-order kinetics may 
be expected. However, no such deviations were dis-
cernable within the experimental data scatter. Cor
rections have been applied to the (NO; ] values given 
in Fig. 2 to account for the significant consumption 
of NO; during the reaction. Corrections were com
puted using the expression [NO;|CWT=(NO.)0-
l[F)o- Corrections applied were in the range 4 V 
12V Linear least-squares analysis of the data in Fig. 
2 gives A, = (6.6± 1.3)x 10"': cm3 molecule-' s~' 
(errors are 2 standard deviations). The >• axis inter-
--•pi in Fig. 2 is not statistically significant. There are 
two possible complications that need to be consid
ered in the derivation of k, from the data shown in 
Fip. I and 2. First, there is the need to separate the 
time scale ofCF]C( O ) 0 ; radical formation from that 
of their subsequent reaction with N02- In the pres
ence of 35 mbar of O; and one atmosphere toul pres
sure of SF» diluent the lifetime of CF^CO radical* with 
respect to conversion into CFjC(0)02 radicals is 1.6 
MS [ 13}. The NO; decay transients were fit from 3 us 
after the radioJysis pulse so there is adequate separa
tion ot the time scales for CF,C(0)0 2 radical for
mation and N0 2 decay. The second possible compli
cation is the presence of unwanted secondary 
reactions leading to incomplete conversion of F at
oms into CFjC(0)0 : radicals. Fluorine atoms are 
known to add to Oj to give FO: radicals. Following 
the radiolysis pulse CFjCHO and 0 2 compete for the 
available F atoms, reaction (3) and 
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F+Oj+M-FO,+M (I) 

CFjCO radicals formed in reaction 13) undergo both 
decomposition to give CF, radicals and CO and re-
acuonwtthOitopveCFjQOjO^l 13),reaction (4) 
and 

CF,CO-CF,+CO. (9) 

Experiments were performed using (CF,CHOJ = 5 
mbar and | 0 : J * 35 mbar. Using rate constants for 
reactions (3) and (*) measured in our laboratory 
<*,«2JXI0-" cm' moccuk"1 $-' [13]. *,= 
1.9x10-°cm* mokcuie-'s-1 (15]), #e calculate 
mat 5.5% of the F atoms are converted into FO: and 
94.5% into CF,CO radicals. Using the rate constant 
ratk>i4/ivs6xl0~'*cm> molecule-1 measured in 
one atmosphere of SF» diluent (13] it can be calcu
lated that in the presence of 35 mbar of 02.14% of 
the CF|CO radicals produced in reaction (3) are 
converted into CF,C(0)Oi and i 6% decompose to 
give CF, radicals and CO. CF, radicals will be rap
idly convened into CFjOj radicals. Hence, of the F 
atoms produced by the radiolysis pulse 5.5% are con
verted into FO, radicals. 0.945xO.I6x 100-15.1% 
into CFJOJ radicals, and 79.4% into CF,C(0)0;. 

FOj and CF,Oj radicals react with NO* with rate 
constants of l . lx I0"" and 6.0X 10",2 cm3 mote-
cuk-' $- \ respectively (16.17]. The reactivity of 
CFjOj radicals is indistinguishable from that of 
CF,C(0)Oi measured herein while FOz radicals 
react about 60 times more slowly. The presence of 
CF,Oj radicals will not interfere in the determina
tion of *|. Because the yield of FOi radicals is small 
(5.5%) their presence is not expected to significantly 
affect the measurement of A,. 

The decrease in absorbance at 400 nm can be com
bined with the literature value of o*ot (400 nm) = 
6-Ox 10" ,*cm2 molecule-' (11 ] to calculate the loss 
of NO}. The loss of NOz in the six experiments given 
m Fig. 2. expressed as moles of N02 produced 
per mole of CF,C(0)O2 radicals consumed, was 
(114± 14)% consistent with the notion that the ob
served loss of absorption in Fig. I is caused by the 
loss of NO} via reaction (I). In this calculation al
lowance was made for loss of F atoms via reaction 
with Oj using *,= I 9x 10"" cm* molecule-' $-' 
115). 

Reaction (I) is an association reaction. At low 

pressures k, will display a dependence on the total 
pressure. By comparison with the existing data base 
(17]. it is expected that reaction (I) will approach 
the high pressure limit at diluent pressurs greater 
than 100 Tore of N;. In one atmosphere of SF» di
luent reaction (I) should be dose to the high pres
sure limit. The value of £( measured in the present 
work is entirely consistent with the available litera
ture date base for high pressure limiting rate con
stants for the reaction of penny radicals with NO. 
(17]. 

4. FT1R results: the ran umlaut t_, 

In a set of experiments designed to complement 
those described above, the rate of thermal decompo
sition of CFjC( O )0;NO; was studied using an FTTR-
smog chamber system. In these experiments Gx/ 
CF,CHO/0;/NO; mixtures in :10-700 Torr of N: 

diluent were irradiated using UV Macklamps. The 
formation of CF,C(0)0;NOi and loss of NO: were 
monitored using FTIR spectroscopy. When all the 
NO; bad been consumed a large excess of NO was 
added and the stow decay of CF,C(0)0:NOi was 
monitored. The decay of CF,C(0)02N02 followed 
first-order kinetics. Representative data are shown in 
Fig. 3. Linear least-squares analysis of the data in Fig. 
1 together with other analogous plots give pseudo-

*> \ \ 
-. - o i - > V 

= - 0 7 - \ \ -

-oil 1 . . \ • X 
0 50 TOO ISO 

Time (mins) 

Fig. J. D«»yofCF,C<0)0,NO,vcrH»iiiw?*<A) 29*1 K. 
(O) :»* J K. (•> W » K. and( • > XH.5 K 
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first-order rate constants for the thermal decomposi
tion of CF3C(0)02NO:. Results are listed in Table 
1. An Arrhenius plot of the data from Table 1 is shown 
in Fig. 4. Experiments were performed at either 100 
or 700 Torr total pressure (760 Torr= 1013 mbar). 
As seen from Fig. 4 there was no observable effect of 
total pressure, suggesting that reaction ( - 1 ) is at, or 
near, the high pressure limit at 100-700 Torr of N2 

diluent. 
A potential complication in the present work is the 

formation of N02 from the thermal decomposition 
of CF3C(0)02N02 via reaction ( - 1 ) . The presence 
of N02 in the reaction chamber will lead to regener
ation of CFjC(0)02NO: via reaction (I). It can 
readily be shown that the observed rate of 
CFjC(0)02N02 decay, k^, is related to the true rate 
of decay, k_,, by the expression 

Table I 
Measured values for * . , in units of 10~* s~' 

Temperature Total pressure (Torr) k„, 
<K) (nitrogen diluent) ( 1 0 - 4 s - ) 
303.1 
302.5 
299.9 
298.6 
296.3 
296.1 
2S4.8 

100 
700 
700 
700 
700 
700 
700 

1.72+0.05' 
1.61 ±0.04 
0.981+0.017 
0.904 ±0.038 
0.626+0.014 
0.518±0.016 
0.112 + 0.013 

' Quoted errors are 2 standard deviations. 

100 

0-00.16 

Fig. 4. Arrhenius plot for it.,. Data from Zabei el al. {3] ( A ) 
and the present work ( • ) . The line is a linear regression to both 
sets of data. 

*-.=*oM{t + tA-.[N02]M-7[NO])}. 

The concentrations of NO and N0 2 in the chamber 
were monitored using their characteristic IR absorp
tions. Zabel et al. [3] have measured the ratio kJ 
fc7=0.64 in one atmosphere of N2 diluent. Using the 
rate constant k, measured as part of the present work 
and our previously reported lower limit of 
* 7 >9 .9x l0 - ' 2 cm3 molecule"' s"' [13] we derive 
fc,/Ar7<0.80 in agreement with the result of Zabel et 
al. [3J. To correct our observed decay rates of 
CF3C(0)02N02 for the effect of reaction (1) we 
have adopted a value of Ar,/*7=0.64. Corrections 
were in the range 9%-21% and have been applied to 
the data given in Fig. 4. 

Zabel et al. [3] have also studied the kinetics of 
the thermal decomposition of CF3C(0)02N02 . As 
seen from Fig. 4, the results obtained by Zabel et al. 
[ 3 ] in 760 Torr of N2 diluent are in excellent agree
ment with those from the present work. The line 
in Fig. 4 is a linear least-squares fit to the data from 
both studies and gives fc_, = (l.9;t?1)XlO ,6x 
exp[(-l4000±480)/7T s~'. Quoted errors are 2 
standard deviations. It should be noted that because 
the uncertainties in the A factor and activation en
ergy are correlated the uncertainty in JL t is not as 
great as might appear from the expression above. 
As the A factor increases so too must the activa
tion energy. The expression fc_i = 1.9xl0 , 4x 
cxp[(-14000)/T] s _ l fits the experimental data 
to within 25% over the entire range studied. Reaction 
(1) is a radical association reaction and probably 
proceeds with little or no activation barrier. It then 
follows that the activation energy for reaction ( - 1 ) 
provides a measure of the CFJC(0)O2-N02 bond 
energy of 28± 1 kcal mol"'. This value is indistin
guishable from that in CH,C(0)0 2 -N0 2 (pcroxy 
acetyl nitrate, PAN) of 27.0+0.5 kcal mol-1 show
ing that the CF3 group has little effect upon the R0 2 -
N02 bond strength. 

Implications for atmospheric chemistry. The results 
presented here improve our understanding of the at
mospheric chemistry of CF3C(0)02 radicals. Using 
&i=6.6x 10~12 cm3 molecule"' s~' together with an 
estimate for the background tropospheric concentra
tion of N0 2 of 2.5 x 10* cm "3 [ 19 ] , the lifetime of 
CF C ( 0 ) 0 2 radicals with respect to reaction (I) is 
calculated to be 10 min. Other competing loss pro-
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cessesfor CF,C(0 ) 0 : include reaction with NO. HO; 

radicals, and other peroxy radicals (R02). Concen
trations of NO. N02, and RO: (represented by 
CH302) in the lower troposphere have been esti
mated by Atkinson [ 19 ] to be comparable at 2.5 x 10* 
cm"3. The concentration of H02 is somewhat higher 
at approximately 10' cm - 5 [19]. Using fc7>9.9x 
10 - ' 2 cm3 molecule-1 s - ' [13] gives a lifetime for 
CF3C(0)02 with respect to reaction with NO of < 7 
min. The reactivity of CF3C(0)02 radicals towards 
H0 2 and R02 has not been studied. However, using 
the recommended kinetic data for the reactions of 
CH3C(0)02 with H02 and CH,02 < 1.3x 10-" and 
5.5X10-'2 cm3 molecule"1 [17,20,21 ]) as a guide. 
gives lifetimes of 1.3 and 12 min for the reaction of 
CF3C(0)02 radicals with H02 and R02 radicals, re
spectively. From the arguments above we conclude 
that the loss of CF3C(0)02 radicals in the tropo
sphere goes * 70% via reaction with H02. 13% via 
reaction with NO, 10% via reaction with NO:, and 
7% via reaction with R02 radicals. The rate constant 
used for reaction with NO is a lower limit and hence 
the imponance of the NO reaction is a lower limit. 
However, it is unlikely that the true value of k-, lies 
more than a factor of 2 higher than the lower limit 
used in the above calculations so the imponance of 
the reaction with NO is unlikely to be greater than 
about 25%. 

While reaction with N02 is a minor fate of 
CF3C(0)02 radicals the product, CF3C(0)02N02 

is of interest because of its thermal stability. Using 
the temperature profile of the US Standard Atmo
sphere [ 22 ] and the expression for k _, derived in the 
present work, the lifetime of CF3C(0)02NO : with 
respect to thermal decomposition can be calculated 
as a function of altitude. The result, shown in Fig. 5, 
dramatically illustrates the sensitivity of this com
pound to temperature, with its lifetime varying by 7 
orders of magnitude from the earth's surface to an 
altitude of 12 km. As with other organic compounds 
two other loss mechanisms for CF3C(0)02N02 need 
to be considered; reaction with OH radicals and pho
tolysis. OH radicals are not expected to react with 
CF3C(0)02N02 . As discussed by Zabel et al. [3], 
the photolysis rate of CF3C(0)03N02 is unknown 
but expected to be similar to that of CH3C(0)02N02 

which is *4-6 months [23], The troposphere is a 
well mixed region. As seen from Fig. 5, below 2 km 

'2 | ' T-] 
i Cr.CiOJOjNQj-M —"•C r jC (0 )0 , .N0 2 -u / i 

<°\' / \ 
? ,\ / \ 

-= 4 / -t 

i / ' 
A / \ 

' / i 
/ j 

C ' / - , , , : ! 
0.031 0.01 0 1 l 10 ' 0 0 !0C0 10G00 

L i fe t ime (years ) 
Fig. 5. Lifetime of CFjC(0)02N02 with respect to thermal de
composition as a function of altitude in the US Standard 
Atmosphere. 

the lifetime of CF3C(0)02N02 with respect to ther
mal dissociation is short (<7 days). The loss of 
CF3C(0)0 :N02 will be dominated by thermal de
composition at low altitudes. 
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